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Notes to Reviewers:

1. This workbook has been set up so that original
materials from MIL-STD-1472B are printed on white
pages, with recommended modifications for each
white page section printed on yellow. This allows
one to first review the original material, along
with recommended modifications section by section.

2. Although the primary objective has been to minimize
reorganizing the order of original materials, it
has been necessary in some cascs to do some reorganiz-
ing in order to acid new materials.

3. It should be noted that there have been a few
slight modifications with respect to specific criterion
values that were in the original (i.e., in terms of
dimensions, rates, times, forces, etc.), in order
to minimize some of the conflicts that have occurred
between MIL-STD-1472 and other military standards
and specifications. Such changes were based on
judgment that such changes do not materially affect
human performance.

4. Many of the new materials recommended for addition
to MIL-STD-1472 have been based on best judgment
of various experts based on experience and consensus
(since specific research data was not available).
Your critical review of these are solicited, especially
if you have knowledge of research information to sug-
gest that such recommendations are not correct.

5. Note that tables and figures in yellow sections have
not been numbered purposely, since until decisions
have been made as to which recommendations might be
used for revising MIL-STD-1472B, such numbering might
confuse the reviewer. Hopefully such tables and fig-
ures have been placed appropriately so you can relate
them with text references.
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

1.I SCOPE- Some of the statements in this
Section could be improved by minor

This standard establishes general human engineering criteria for revision as indicated.
development of military systems, subsystems, equipment and facilities.

The mat-ter of corflicts with other

1.2 PURPOSE - standards would be appropriate to
include in this Section as indi-

The purpose of this standard is to present human engineering design cated in the MFI Recommended
:riteria, principles, and practices to achieve mission success through modificatiorn and Rationale.
integration of the human into the system, subsystem, equipment, and
facility, and achieve effectiveness, simplicity, efficiency, reliability,
and safety of system operation, training, and maintenance.

1.3 APPLICATION -

This standard shall be applied to the design of all systems, sub-
systems, equipment and facilities. Nothing in this standard shall be
construed as limiting the selection of hardware, materials, or processes
to the specific items described herein.

1



MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

1.1 SCOPE -

This standard defines human engineering criteria for util-
ization in developing, procuring, and evaluating systems, sub-
systems, equipment, and facilities for military use.

1.2 PURPOSE -

The purpose ! this standard is to ensure that all military More specific to "interface" design.
systems, subsystems, equipment, and facilities will be designed
for proper interface with their operators and maintainers, to
enhance human-system performance capability, and to reduce manning
and training requirements, and insure adequate safet-,.

1.3 APPLICATION -

This standard shall be applied to the design of all systems,
subsystems. equipment and facilities for military use, subject to
the following limitations.

1.3.1 Aircraft Flight Control Stations - Only those provisions
which speiffcally cite applicability to aircraft flight control
stations shall apply to such stations.

1.3.2 Design Limits - Design limits are generally presented in To avoid implication that 1472 is
the text or in tables referenced to the text or keyed to illus- a design specification.
trations. Some illustrations include a specification of limits
or characteristics directly on the illustration. In the absence
of limiting specifications the illustrations should be construed
as examples only, and do not provide design limits with respect
to approach, hardware, materials, or range of acceptable values.

1.3.3 Conflicts With Other Standards - Some provisions in this Although we have tried to eliminate
Standard may be in conflict wit provisions in other standards as many conflicts as possible, some
and specifications which are called out in development contracts, will remain until "other" documents
When a conflict occurs, the procuring activity shall determine are revised.
which provisions of the respective documents shall govern.

i,.



MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIOUALE/REFERENCES

2.1 SPEC I'CArIONS AND STANDARDS -

S peci ic a Lions

Add the following:

NT.-C-81774 Control Pancd. Aircraft, General Requirements This very comprehensive specifica-

For. tion has con -derable human enrin-
eering ContenL.

2
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ORIGINAL REOUIREMENT HFl COMMENTS

DETAILED REQUIREMENTS Titles do not convey purpose ,Of
paragraph content

5.1 CONTROL/DISPLAY INTEGRATION - Paragraph senrts'nce tend to closcure
primary objective.

5.1.1 General Criteria - Feedback requirement is too s:r-

5.1.1.1 Compatibility - Controls shall be compatible with their associ- plistic -- needs clarification.

ated dispays. The control-display relationships shall be functionally
effective and require a minimun of decoding or nntal involvement on the
part of the operator.

5.1.1.2 Relationship - The relationships of a control to its associated
display and the dispTay to the control shall be irmdiately apparent and
unambiguous to the operator. Controls shall nor,lly be located adjacent
to (preferably under or to the right of) their associated displays and
positioned so that neither :he control nor the hand normally used for
setting the control will obscure the display.

5.1.1.3 Desicn - Control-dispiay relationships Vhall bp apparent through
design cons-idera tions of proximi!y, siuilarity ol roipings, coding,
framing, labeling, and simlar tecnniques.

!.i.4 Precision - The precision required of control ianipulation shall
be Lonsistenv, w;_tn the precision required by the system. The precision
of display presentation shall be consistent with the range of centrol

movements required for adequate systen performance.

5.1.1.5 Feedback - Feedback on contr)l response adequacy shall be
provided.

'Kk
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5. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS No change

5.1 CONTROL/DISPLAY INTEGRATION

5.1.1 General Criteria

! '3
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.1.1.1 Compatibility - Control-display relationships shall be Expanded to cover other feedback
functionally effective and require a minimum of decoding or mental relationships.
involvement on the part of the operator. This shall include rela-
tionships between a control and specific display hardware (e.g.,
meters, instruments, labeled control escutcheon plates, etc.),
and/or external devices or visual elements that are used as visual
reference while operating particular controls. A control shall
not be used in any application in which its movement is likely to
be ambiguously interpreted. (Example--the manipulation required
is opposite to that anticipated or expected by the typical opera-
tor.)

5.1.1.2 Physical Relationships - The physical relationships of a Re-titled to differentiate from
control to its associated visual display and/or the display to the 5.1.1.1.
control shall be immediately apparent and unambiguous to the oper-
ator (i.e., in terms of adjacency). Controls shall normally be
placed beneath or to the right of a related display except under
conditions as follows:

a. The display would be obscured by the operator's hand. Expanded to clarify "unambiguous"
and to include awkwardness.

b. Panel space limitations requires use of an array of dis-
plays that would be selectively operated by means of a
"ganged" control device, wherein separate knobs would be
associated with individual displays within the array.

c. The control operation would be inefficient or awkward if
the control were placed next to the display, and/or vice-
versa (i.e., placement of the display next to the control
would make for awkward or inefficient visual access to
the display). Typical applications include such rela-
tionships as steering wheel, joystick or foot-operated
controls relat-ve to displays on an instrumeht panel.

5.1.1 1 Organization - Controls and displays shall be organized Added as a "general" requirement.
in a manner that will minimize operator effort, confusion and
error, by means of -functional grouping, sequential arrangement,
accessibility to the nominal using lim or hand, and/or nominal
viewing axis of the operator.

5.1.14 Design Detail - Control-display relationships shall be Modified since proximity is in
apparent trom the configurational and graphic details of the 5.1.1.2, and to emphasize other
hardware elements, i.e., size, shape, format, labeling, etc. visual factors.

4
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5.1.1.5 Simplicity - The complexity and/or precision required Simplicity is made a general
of control manipulation and display monitoring shall be consistent concept, with an explanation.
with the precision required of the system and shall not exceed the
capability of the operator (in terms of discrimination of display
detail) and/or exceed the operator's manipulative capability under
the dynamic conditions expected (in terms of manual dexterity,
coordination or reaction time).

5.1.1.6 Feedback - Control-display systems shall be designed to Expanded because this is perhaps
provide feed-ba-con cont-ol input and system state as related to the most important general require-
control input. Feedback shall be considered at three levels as ment that applies across the board.
follows: This material is a collation of basic

precepts from numerous authors found
a. Control Actuation - in references such as the following:

(1) Discrete State Selectors - Controls of this type Van Cott, Human Engineering Guide to
(toggle switches, push button switches, rotary Equipment Design, 1972
selectors, etc.) shall provide positive indication
of control actuation to the operator under all op- McCormick, Human Factors in Engineer-
erational conditions. Control displacement suffic- ing and Design, 1976
ient to be unambiguously recognized may provide
adequate feedback at this level for most functions. Poulton, Tracking Skill and Manual

Control, 1974

(2) Continuous Adjustment Controls 
- Controllers such

as continuous-adjustment knobs, cranks, joysticks, Kelley, Manual and Automatic Control,
etc., shall provide feedback as to where the control, 1968
is positioned with respect to its entire range of
variability. Ordinarily this is by means of visual AFSC DH 1-3, Design Handbook,
indication viz; the control's moving pointer against
a fixed scale. plus comments from our reviewers.

b. Transient System Response - Feedback at this level is
used to provide an indication of system response to the
control input between the time of control actuation and
that of arriving at system steady-state condition in
,response to that input. (When the transient response is
short, e.g., iess than two seconds duration, feedback
at this level for non-critical functions may not be
required.) Usually a single positive feedback indication
at this level is sufficient (i.e., there is one clear
visual or auditory indication that the system is in the
process of responding). For especially critical function , 5
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however, transient system response shall be indicated by
one of the following:

(1) Direct positive feedback from the mechanism being
driven viz; for example, a strong auditory signal
directly from a drive motor, or direct visual ;ndi-
cation of the orientation of the driven unit.

(2) Redundant positive feedback frorm two diff :ent
points in the system (e.g., a meter indication
and a pilot light, which sense the system's
transient state).

(3) Both positive and negative feedback, so thac
one or the other will always be activated, whether
or noz the system responds to the control input
viz; the pusitive feedback indicates the system is
in the process of responding when it should; the-
negative feedback indicates that the system is not
responding when it should; and/or one or the otr
of the indicacions wouLd always be present during
the transient -eriod.

c. System Stead4 State Feedback shall be provided to
indicate: (1) completion of the system's response to the
control input and (2) current system operating state.
Usually a single positive feedback indication at this
level is sufficient. (The onset cf the indication
signals completion of the response and the Gontinuing
indication constantly inform of system state.) Where
the original control input is by some type ot discrete
state selector, a discreta state indicator for feedback
is sufficient. Wher the original control input was by
a continuous adjustment control, an analog or digital
indication of system state is usually required to indi-
cate that the system has indeed responded fully to the
control input. Exceptions to this may be allowed where
provision is made to automatically compare the completed
system response with the magnitude of the control input

. .. . . ._..._I !1 III
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RAT IONALE/REFERENCES
and to indicate that the system has responded withinsatisfactory tolerance. For critical functions, a warn-ing indication shall be provided to signal at al timesfollowing the system transient response when the svsteastate nis-matches the ordered state as set by the input
control(s).

.i.I.; llluminatior; - Visual displays, including displav control Added because without illuminaconand panel labels and-c:icical Markings, that mJsL be read at night visual feedback will not occur.4r under darkened conditions shall be ilitirinated. Too many arbitrary decisions are

made with reard to providing
light L.. unlighted cozponen.ts.
This requireraent should b2 "up front"

_I
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OP!GIrNAL RECUIREMEtJT MFI COMMENTS

5 1.2 Position Relationships A kev ixeui, in loirptchit. hc - r'o-
and (li plnv I, the afri-Tr ,t

5.1.2. 1 Functional Group n - Functionally related controls and displays r h * .* '
;hall be -cte-nproxiiity to one another -- arranged in functional

! groups. e.g., power. statu., test. For ve;arb wts havu o l- ,*Wt !,

at l(Li!at. Inur bansic pri-
. .1.2.1.1 unctional ,roH. rangement - If control-dlisp.ay 1,, it iob m

i.e., ro'iping hy flitc1{,,. .
5.1.2.1.1.1 Seq ence - Functional groups of controls and displays shall soq,;.nc., of opera iLIon. , v fr.-
be located toprovrdo for loft-to-right (preferred) or tup-to-bottom ,lie.fi'y '9 , and, MIA 60V r.
orde'r f ue, or oth. 1io'41 . A I flih, lih t h r r- i 4'

i vari,,Iv wi thin tiet ' L.;r a ..

5,),2.1.I.2 Access - Peovidiri4 that the integrity of grouping by func- we b.,ti,,'e rh;.l- priiici,,
tion And sequence is not ccmpromised, the more frequently used groups iml)J'rtant to 'xpoN ' . 1e '.

S nd the triost important groups should be located in areas of easiest a4 Possible,.
access. Control-display groups required solely for maintenance purpose, Al lwiii ir the-*#* tw si '-.

shall b,? 1o1rated in a position providing a lesser degree of access riii iing mater[al 4.vwld , r-

relative to opveratfig groups, ,orgtoil.wd tr, follow.

5.7. T.i 3 'un-' ior,,)l Group I,.irking - Functional groups may be set W"ho rl Lt i' does ,t V to r." Io
a pa r£ t/ o u I'Ini , w'tin"ontrafT MnigTines. Where such coding ISped- h Mt LU o l,..

fled by thoi )roCurlti activity, and where gray panels are used, honcrit- Sow"i' villtit Ien ;iis ,lv:,,t r,.

iCd] functiorel groups (i.e., those not associated with emergency , haI f,4 ll(wo.u
oper't . 'ir ) r,,r 1 O o i itlined.with a 1/16-inch (I.61T') bla border S .v, Lhuof thv re i .a nt -.a m
( 'Y'P !f FFU-sTD-r'.5), and those involving emergency or extremely
i r''. V operations Shall le outlined with a 3/16-1nch (4.8mm) red r not ,ompi'tc with re ,,t

)orer4, r2!1(6 r f FFD0-TD- 5 1t), As an alternate method, contrasting th topiC.
,ic0r vv,', ,r %ctihefsr..! be usoi to designate ooti critical and non- Aidjtirfil tL>p)m D~'rmn' n t- th,-
,riti(.al lu'irtional area;, subject to prior approval by the procuring ,) tothe, sectitn tittsi iShollIl ,

tvlt,, '/hWr ,ed ^ni,,martment lighting Is used, ai oranoe-yellow addod.
i (251P of PED-STD-595) and black (27038 of FCO-STD-595) striped border
h', be u~ed to outline functional groupr. Involving emergency or

o' trerncly rriticfl operations, Critical and noncritical control-
GdoplAy ireai in aircraft crew ss~taions shll be delineated in accord- Best
c(: w4 ?is '-.1fO2 Best AvailableuI

N, Abov,, 5. 1.2 . I , I , 3 nved to nw paragraph ,itider- ~"(. ,n.rol'Vi){llay. Idetnvificilon "

* , :



ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.1.2.1.1.4 Consistency - Location of recurring functional groups and Too limited.
individual items shall be similar from panel to panel.

5.1.2.2 Location and Arranoement - Whenever an operator must use a This is part of same topic addressed
large number of controls and displays, their location and arrangement in 5.1.2.1 and other of the follow-
shall be desgned to aid him in determining which controls are used ing paragraphs. The reader has
with which dikolays, which equipment component each control affects, difficulty understanding topic
and which equipment component each display describes, hierarchy. Some modification of

subtitles and order could help
5.1.2.3 Arrangement Within Groups - Controls and displays within clarify this by bringing "like"
functional groups shall be located according to operational sequence topics together.
or function, or'both.

5.1.2.3.1 -Left-to-Rioht Arrangement - If controls must be arranged in
fewer rows than displays, controls affecting the top row of displays
shall be positioned at the far left; controls affecting the second row
of displays shall be placed immediately to the right of these, etc.

5.1.2.3.2 Vertical and Horizontal Arrays - If a horizontal row of dis-
plays must be associated with a vertical column of controls or vice
versa, the farthest left item in the horizontal array shall correspond
to the top item in the vertical array, etc. However, this type of
arrangement shall be avoided whenever possible.

5.1.2.3.3 Multiple Displays - When the manipulation of one control
requires the read]ng'of several displays, the control shall be placed
as near as possible to the related displays and preferably beneath the

middle of the displays.

5.1.2.3.4 Combined Control - Wlheni separate displays are affected by a
combined control (e.g., concentrically ganged knobs), the display shall
be arranged from left to right with the combined control underneath the
center of the displays.

I -



ORIGINAL REOUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.1.2.3.5 Separate Panels - When related controls and displays must be It took several passes to understand
located on separate panels and both panels are mounted at approximately what was said here!
the same angle relative to the operator, the control positions on one
panel shall correspond to the associated display positions on the other
panel. The two panels shall not be mounted facing each other.

5.1.2.3.6 Comoonent Groups - When a group of equipment components has Same here.
the same function, the related control and display positions shall be
oriented to correspond to those of the controlled and monitored com-
ponents. (For example, the position of aircraft engine controls shall
be oriented as if the operator faces the normal direction 6f vehicle
movement.)

I

II
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5.1.2 General Arrangement Factors - Arrangement of controls and Title changed to-more clearly
displays at work stations shall be in accordance with those represent all that follows. An
arrangement factors most likely to ensure effective operator per- introductory statement introduces
formance. Care shall be exercised to obtain the best balance of concept of proper compromise.
these factors when they may be in conflict or may vary in signifi-
cance with -mode of operation- at the work station. The following
arrangement factors shall be considered.

5.1.2.1 Operator Orientation - Controls and-displays associated First issue of arrangement is
with a given control/monitoring task(-s) shall be located and operator position, missing from
positioned-with reference to a specified operator position or original section.
positions, -including requirements for visual monitoring beyond
the immediate control-display interface, and shall not impose The following are somewhat re-
difficult mobility problems for the operator (i.e., sitting or organized but include all of pre-
standing in an ...kward position, frequent extreme reaching and vious topics plus additional ones
body or head turning requirements, or constant changes in body considered important -to cover in
position in order to accommodate to various control manipulation this section,
or visual monitoring tasks). Controls and displays that may be
used concurrently and/or alternately by more than one -person
shall be positioned so that neither operator is inconvenienced
for the advantage of the other except where it can be determined
that one of the operator's tasks is more critical and of higher
priority, and spatial constraints actually require compromise of
one operator's convenience over the other.

5.1.2.2 FunctionalGrouping - Functionally related controls and This topic needed to be more
displays shall-e Iocated in groups and physically or visually explicit.
separated from other control-display elements or groups whenever
suoh grouping enhances operator capability to locate related
functions-and observe inter-relationships among related func-
tions. No non-related control or display function shall be
located within the apparent confines of a -functionally-related
group-of controls or displays.

5.1.2.3 Sequence of Operation - Whenever a frequently recurring Same.
sequence of operation (i.e., instrument scan or sequential series
of control operationsy can be defined, control-display elements
shall be arranged- for convenient left-to-right, or top-to-bottom
eye/hand movements. Such sequential arrangement shall be observed
both for individual items or group-to-group sequences, and "within
functional groups".

8
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5.1.2.4 Frequency of Use - Controls and/or displays that are used Same.
continuouslyand/or most frequently should be located and posi-
tioned as convenient to the operator as -practicable relative
to related physical and environmental -constraints. Displays
should be positioned to minimize excess -reaching and/or awkward-
hand/arm and/or foot/leg movements.

5.1.2.5 Importance of Use - Controls and displays which are most The and next topic were omitted
critical to operation should be placed in preferential positions. in oiiginal, but are critical
Refer to appropriate sections of 5.2 VISUAL DISPLAYS and 5.4 factor. in arrangement.
CONTROLS.

5.1.2.6 Simultaneous Use - Visual displays that must be moni-
tored concurrently with manipulation of a related control shall
be located sufficiently close to the control so that the operator
is not required to observe the display from an extreme visual
angle and thus introduce the possibility of parallax error.

5.1.2.7 Emergenc-Use - Emergency displays and controls shall This topic needed to be more
be located where they can be seen and reached with minimum delay explicit.
(e.g., warning lights within a 30-degree cone about the operator's
nominal line of sight; emergency control close to the nearest,
available hand in -its nominal operating position).

5.1.3 Design Factors A new title was needed to collate
following topics at an appropriate

5.1.3.1 Control-Display Identification - Except for controls level.
whose function and appearance is obvious (e.g., steering wheel,
joystick, etc.), all operator and maintainer controls and- dis- Note: 5.1.3.1 picks up-detailed
plays shall have appropriate labels to aid in their identifica- material from original- 5.1.2.1.1.3.
tion. This shall- apply not only to individual items, but also
to functional groups of controls and displays. Functional groups
may be set apart -by means of spatial separation, outlines around
the group, and/or contrasting panel backgrounds. When outline
borders are used they shall not be wider than the character
stroke width in -the associated function labels, except for panels
containing emergency or extremely critical functions where the
border width may be twice the character stroke width. Borders on-
gray panels shourd be marked- in black (FED-STD-595, color #27038)4-
or for emergency panels, the border should be red (FED-STD-595,
color #21136)- unless red illumination is used, in which case it

9



MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

should be striped in yellow and black (FED-STD-595 yellow #23538 Add new aircrew station "Control
and black #27038). Background pads may be used subject to Panel" specification.
approval by the procuring activity. Critical and noncritical
control-display areas in aircraft crew stations shall be delineate.
in accordance with MIL-M-18012 and MIL-C-81774). For other
display-control labeling and marking, see 5.5.

5.1.3.2 Consistency - Like control-display functions shall be Makes topic more explicit. These
consisten trom one operator workstation to another when it is "standardization" concepts are
likely that the same operator may be called upon to change work- based on recent automotive driver
stations. The following are examples: station studies by MFI for U.S.

DOT plus some refinement of the
a. Left-Right Arrangements - When a group of control-display material presently contained in 1472.

elements normally have a left-to-right and/or numbered
relationship to other equipment components (e.g., aircraft
engines numbered from left to right), the operator con-
trol-display arrangement shall remain the same with re-
spect to the operator's orientation within the work sta-
tion (i.e., facing forward, right, left, or aft).

b. Related But Separated Control-Display Arrays - When an
aFrray oTntrols on one panel correspond to displays
mounted on another panel (i.e., due to special space
limitations), the control and display arrays should be
similarly arranged. That is, the left-most control of
a horizontal array shall correspond to the left-most
display mounted on the other panel, or a top-most control
of a vertical array shal correspond to the top-most dis-
play on the other panel. The two horizontal panels shall
not be mounted so that they "face" each other and thus
create the opportunity to confuse the right-to-left
relationships.

c. Vertical vs Horizontal Control-Display Arrangements -
ien displays are arranged in a row or column the associ-
ated controls should be similarly arranged and spaced
,(and vice versa), except -as follows:

10
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(1) Fewer Rows of Controls Than Displays - Controls Ref: Van Cott, Human Engineering
aftrcting the top row ot displays shall be posi- Guide to Eqipment Design,
tioned at the far left; controls affecting a second 1972, Ch 9
row of displays shall be placed immediately to- the
right of these, with an appropriate space between
the two control arrays.

(2) Vertical vs Horizontal Association - If a hori-
zontal row of displays must be related to a ver-
tical row of controls or vice versa, the farthest
left item in the horizontal array shall correspond
to the top i-tem in the vertical array, etc.

Note: The above exceptions often lead to errors in
Mi"e of the recommended spatial associations-,
Thereiore they should be avoided whenever possible.

(3) Multiple Disp2lays vs Single Control - When the
manipulation ot one control requires reading of
several displays, it shall be "centered" as near
as possible below the display group.

(3) Multiple Display vs Ganged Control - When up to
three displays are to be individually-affected by
a three-layer, ganged rotary control switch", the
switch should be centered below a horizontal dis-
play group, or to the right of a vertical display
group. The knob-display associations should be as
follows:

(a) Top Knob - Left Display or Upper Display-

(b) Middle Knob - Middle Display

(c) Botto& Knob - Right Display orLower Display

-Il
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5.1.3 Movement Relationships.- Th;s section needs to address
the independent centrci motion

5.1.3.1 Lack of Ambiguity - Display indicators ;:hall clearly and expectancies as well as the
unambiguously direct and guide the appropriate ci:ntroi -response. The control vs disolay motions.
response of a display to control rovements shah je consistent, pre-
dictable, and compatible with the operator's expel:tations.

5.1.3.2 Time LaD - The time lag between the response of a system to a
control input and the display presentation of the response shall be
kept to a minimwn, consistent with safe and efficient system operation.
The display indicator shall normally cease to move after the control
movennt has ceased.

5.1.3.3 Movino Pointer Circular Scales - Clockwise movement of a rotary The universal us. of CW vs CC;:
control or movement of a linear control forward, up, or 1-,,) the right to describe motions breaks down
shall produce a clockwise movement of circular scale pointers and an under cerrnin cases, especially
increase in the magnitude of the setting. wlnen I -t vs right hand use is

consiciered. To clarify these
5.1.3.4 Movinq Pointer Linear Scales - Clockwise movernent of a rotary differences, it seems desirable
control or movement of a linear control forward, up, or to the-right to use illustrations slrce 1-L
shall produce a movement up or to the right fnr horizontal and vertical I is 'lard to describe all vairiabies
scale pointers and an increase in the magnitude of thl ri. in worls.

5.1.3.5 Fixed Pointer Circular Scale - Displays wit% r~ioving scales
and fixed-pointers or cursors should be avoided. When circular fixed-
pointer, moving-scale indicators are necessary, cl-ckwise movement
of a rotary control or movement of a linear control forward, up, or
to the right shall normally produce a counterclockwise movement of the
scale and an increase in the magnitude of the reading.

5.1.3.6 Fixed Pointer Linear Scale - When vertical or horizontal fixed-
pointer, moving-scale indicators are necessary, clockwise movement of
an associated rotary control or movement of a linear control forward,
up, or to the right shall normally produce a movement of the scale down
or to thb left and an increase n -the magnitude of the reading.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I----------
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5.).3.7 Direct Linkaae - When there is a direct linkage between control
and display (e.g. , radio frequency selector dnd station pointer), a
rotary contro shall be used if the indicator moves through an arc of
more than 1800. If the indicator moves through an arc of less than
1800, a linear control may be used, provided the path of control move-
ment parallels the average path of the indicator movement and the indi-
cator and control move in the same relative direction.

5...8 Ccz'on Plane- Conzr)ls shall be selected so that the direction This "breaks drwn" ft(r cart.n
of movement of the cortroi -e'- be consistent with the related movement applic.ions (e.g., airc.1L,
of an associated display, eqLipment component, or vehicle. submersibles).

5.1.3.9 Parallel Plovement - Direction-of-movement relationships shall
be strictly adhered to wlen control and display are paraillel in line of
movement.

5.1.3.10 Labeline - ;4hen control-display relationships specified herein
cannot be adhered to, controls shall be clearly labeled (see pari 5.5)
to indicate the direction of control movement required.

5.1.3.11 tMovement Direction - When a rotary control and a linear dis- There is some confusion betwceen
Dlay are in the same plane, the part of the cont-ol adjacent to the this and paragraph 5.l.3.9.
display shall rove in the same dir.ection as the coving part of the
display.

5.1.3.12 Thunbwheels - if a thumbwheel is used as a continuous control Upward motion oL thumbwheel for
which affec-.s-e-hi-cle r,.ovement, movement of the thumbwheel f-orward or downward vehicle motion would apply
up should cause the vehicle to move down or forward. only to specific vehicles.

Suggest be deleted since its HmtceJ
applicarion will be cov'red by
,,crtinent engineerin.,g !,cumenms.

U-
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5.1.3.3 Control-Disnlay Movement Relationships Title clarified.

5.1.3.3.1 Change in Value - When control manipulation results in
a change in value, the direction of control movement shall conform
to criteria in Figure_ .

5.1-3.3.2 Change in Displayed Element - When control manipulation
results in a change in the position 3T displayed elements (e.g., I
display pointers, cross-hairs, or other controlled markers), the
direction of control movement shall conform to criteria in
Figure____

5.1-3.3.3 Chaime in Vehicle/omponent Movement or Position - New topic - omitted in original.
Direction-ofn:otion conventions for various types of operational
systers (i.e., auLomotive, aircraft, marinecraft. etc.) shall be
followed unless -express approval has been granted by the procur-
ing activity. The following convent-ions shall apply:

A. Automotive Although thb'e, s,.. obvious, such
conventions unE1 to be stated to

(1) Steering Wheels: Clockwise rotation = right turn; avoid "odd design inventions".
counterclockwise rotation left turn.

(2) Scrvice .Braki, Clutch and Accelerator Pedals: For-
ward. pedal motion applies braking, disengages clutch,
and increases engine P.P.M. respectively.

(3) Automatic Gear Shift: Floor/Console-mounted; PARK
foremost position of lever, followed by successive
aft positions of REVERSE, NEUTRAL, DRIVE and LOW;
Column-mounted; same positional order.

(4) TLin Signals: (Column-mounted lever, left-hand-
operated) Clockwise movement about column axis
RIGHT TURN; counterclockwise movement = LEFT TURN.

t5) Automotive Manual Throttle: "Pull" = Increasing
R.P. M.

I -
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B. Aircraft

(1) Rudder Pedals: Forward movement of right pedal
right turn; forward movement of left pedal = left
turn.

(2) Control Stick/Wheel: Aft motion = nose-up; forward
motion = nose down; Movement to the right and/or
clockwise wheel motion = right wing down; left
movement and/or counterclockwise wheel motion =
left-wing down.

(3) Throttle(s): Forward motion = increase in aircraft Ref: AFSCM, Handbook of Instructions
speed, 6.g., increased thrust. When reverser system for Aircratt DeaRn (HIAD),are present, aft mntion of throttle lever(s) = T967,p F.2-1.

increased thrust (a separate "li-ft" movement of
throttle lever shall be required to prevent inadver-
tent operation of reverser system).

(4) Other: As a general rule, forward or upward lever
movement = increased vehicle performance. Rotary
controls shall conform to criteria in Figure

C. Submersibles

(1) Direction and Attitude: Clockwise motion of a
rotary control = right turn, counterclockwise
motion = left turn; -forward motion of lever or
rotary control = bow down, aft motion of lever or
rotary control = bow up.

(2) Propulsion System Control-: Forward- lever motion
increasing forward motion of vessel, aft lever
motion-= decreasing forward motion/increasing rear-
ward motion of vessel (i.e., to provide corollary
control/vessel motions).

I
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5.1.3.3.4 Control-Display Geometric Compatibility - Where Recent automotive research shows
applicable and/or practical, the-shape ot-a control should cor- control shape to influence operator
respond -geometrically to -that of -the display it affects viz; expectations re; function and
(1) a round knob corresponds geometrically to a round dial with manipulation. (MFI study for
a rotating pointer, (2) a lever corresponds geometrically to a DOT, e.g., DOT-HS-803-456)
-rectilinear display with linear pointer or cross-hair movements.

5.1.3.3.5 Inside-Out vs Outside-in Principle - Instruments or dis- Topic omitted in original - very
plays that utilize semi-pictorial elements, along with fixed, germane to this section.
scalar or indexing elements to allow the operator to quickly see
positional relationships between himself and related features of Ref: Woodson and Conover, Human
the operating environment, may utilize either the "Inside-Out" or Engineering Guide for
"Outside-In" principle. The "Outside-In" principle should normall Equipmentesi6ners, 1966,
be used when the operator will not have external cues, i.e., P 2-26.
relian~ce throughout the mission will be completely on the artificaj
display. When the operation may involve alternate reference to th
display and external references (viz; flying an airplane), the
"Inside-Out" principle shall be used, i.e., so that the movement
relationships between moving and fixed elements of the display
are equivalent to the comparable elements in the external visual
world. (See Figure ).

5.1.3.3.6 Display Lag - The time tag between system/display From 5.1.3.2, simplified since we
response to control input should be kept tc a minimum, consistent cannot define "normally" in last
with safe and efficient system operation. sentence.

5.1.3.3.7 Fixed Scale/Moving Pointer vs Moving Scale/Fixed Pointer- Combines 5.1.3.5 & 5.1 3.6 since
When skirted, rotary knob controls are used, a tixed scale/moving the "decision" is critical.
pointer format is preferred-, because both scale progression and
control movement are compatible with operator expectancies. The
moving scale/fixed p6inter (i.e., the scale is imprinted on the
knob skirt, and moves against a fixed index on the adjacent panel
surface) shall only be used when operator time and error proba-
bility is not critical, and/or there is special benefit in having
the scale value to be readout appear in a constant-posivion (i.e.,
for check-reading several knob/dial devices)..

1-6
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5.1.4 Control DisplayRatio- Add the word "movement".

5.1.4.1 Minimization of Time - Control display ratio shall be selected Needs general, introductory por.
for continuous adjustment controls so as to minimize the total time to clarify the need to conside'r
required to make the desired control movement (i.e., slewing time plus gross and precision adjustment
fine adjusting time), taking into consideration display size, tolerance requirements, operator limitations,
requirements, viewinc distance, and time delays, and general principles relating

t to control-display ratio determina-
5.1.4.2 Ranqe of Display Movement - When a wide range of display ele- tion.
ment movement is required, small movement of the control shall generally

yield a larje. movcment of "he display element. When a small range of Need to reorganize rest of the re-
display movement is required, a large movement of the control shall quirements so they are more
result in small movement of the display, compatible with the way a designer

would expect to see the informa-
5.1.4.3 Knob, Coarse Setting - When a knob is provided for making tion categorized.
coarse displdyelement set tngs on linear scales -- 0.016 to 0.100 inch
(0.4 to 0.25rmn) tolerance -- approximately 6 inches ;050 mm) display Sugge '-adding steering ratio
element movement shall be provided for one comple-te turn of the knob. criteria.

5. 14,5 Brackecini - When bracketing is used to locate a visual or
auditory iiuol 3sll ion (e9., tuning a transmitter), the knob shall
move through an arc of 30 to 60 on either side of the null position
in order for a misalignment to be just noticeable,

5.1.4.6 Foot-Operated Controls - Foot-operated controls shall be Suggest slighL expansion here inprovided "on-y for g-ross se'tt-in-gs, order to make it more comprehensive.

5.1.4.7 Lever, Coarse SetIj.9 - lwien a )ever is provided for coarse Suggest removing tolerances - these
cettings -- 0.016 to .O0 inch (0.4 to 2.5 nrum) tolerance -- one unit are not only. confusing, but ques-
of display element r.mvel~ent shall be used to three units of rever tionable criteria.

movement.

5.1.4.8 Lever, Two-Dimensional Sett!_ - When a lever is provided to
make settings in two dimensions to coarse tolerances -- 0.1 inch (2.5
nni) -- one unit of display element movement shall be used to two and
one-nalf units of lever movement.

5.1.4.9 C0unters - When counters are provided, the control-display
ratio shall be such that on, revolution of the knob equals approximately
50 counts (i.e.. the right hand drum rotates five times).

11
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5.1.4 Control-Display Movement Ratio

5.1.4.1 General - Control-display movement ratios for continuous- Conceptual elements are gathered
adjustment controller tasks shall be selected so as to minimize under general head, followed by

-the total time required for the operacor to work the desired con- details. This should make require-
trol movement, i.e., to accommodate both response time and pre- ments easier to follow.
cision-setting requirements.

5.1.4.1.1 Coarse vs Fine Setting - The amount of control and/or Ref: Van Cott, Iuman Engineering
display movement shall be compatible with the operator's inherent Guide for Equipment Design,
capacity to discriminate visual and tactile inputs from displayed 1972, p 348-49.
elements and/or control movement feedback. For coarse setting
tasks, control movement should be less than display movement;
for fine setting tasks, display movement should be greater than
control movement. When a task may include requirements for both
coarse and fine setting the control/display ratio should be chosen
to minimize the time to make control settings. At operator
stations where some tasks require only coarse settings, but others
require fine settings, the operator should be provided with two
selectable ratios, normal and "fine."

5.1,4.1.2 Hand vs Foot Controls - Foot controls shall be used
only for coarse adjustments or settings. Hand/arm-operated
controls may be used for both coarse and fine adjustment. The
more precision required, the less arm move..dnt should be in-
volved in control operation.

5.1.4.2 Coarse Setting - The following criteria shall apply: Have removed tolerance definitions.
They are not in proper terms

a. Knob/Linear Scale - I full knob rotation = approximately (e.g., %) and if they were, are
6-inches of display element movement, not applicable across the board.

b. Lever/Linear Scale - 1 to 2 units of lever movement
1 unit of display element movement.

c. Steering Wheel - Approximately 3 +1/2 turns of the
,wheel lock-to-lock.

2118
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5.1.4.3 Fine Setting - The following criteria shall apply:

a. Knob/Linear Scale - 1 full knob rotation = 1 to-2 inches
of display elemdnt movement.

b. Lever/Linear Scale - 3 to 4 units of lever movement
I unit of display element movement.

5.1.4.4 Bracketing for Determining Maximum or Minimum Values -
When bracke ing-is to be used to locate a maximum or minimum
rather than a specific value (-.g., as in tuning a transmitter),
the control knob shall swing through an arc of at least plus or
minus 10 degrees but not more than plus or minus 30 degrees either
side of the target value in order to make the peak or dip assoc-
iated with that value clearly noticeable.

5.1.4.5 Counter-Setting - The following criteria shall apply: Broadened coverage.

a. Multi-Digit, Mechanical Drum Counters - One revolution Ref: Woodson and Conover, Human
of a knob should equal approximately 50 counts (i.e., Engineering Guide fozp- e
the right-hand drum rotates five times). Designers, 1966, p. 2-33-

b. Multi-Digit Electronically-Displayed Counters - A
momentary switch type control shall be used. Both
slow and fast speed (slew) operation should be provided
so the operator can either stew through the digits
rapidly (about 2 digits per second for the cell being
read) or step through, one digit at a time. In the
latter case-, the system should preclude the operator
advancing more than one character in the event the
contro- is not released. -However, it is preferred to
have a system in which both forward and reverse display
changes can be made (i.e., so that the operator can
"backup" one or two digits rather than having to "cycle-
through" the series to obtain the desired setting.

c. 'Single-Digit Electronically-Displayed Counter - A
momentary-contact step advance may be sufficient unless
frequent setting is required in which case a- two-speed
switch -should be provided- as- for the multi-digit counter.

19
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5.1.4.6 Foot-Operated Controls - Foot-operated controls should First sentence is believed necessary
not be used to adjust a visual display directly, i.e., other than to preclude use of foot control
indirect display of vehicle changes in direction, acceleration, "just" to adjust a display.
etc.). If a directly-coupled display adjustment is to be made
by foot-operated control movements, it should be only for gross,relatively slow settings. Foot-operated controls, when used to

control the direction of vehicle movement (as in small submer-
sibles) should be instrumented to indicate -the direction and
magnitude of control surface actuation as well as the heading
of the vehicle.

20
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5.2 VISUAL DISPLAYS -

5.2,1 General - Visual displays should be utilized to provide the
operator with a clear indication of equipment or system conditions
for operation under any eventuality cormmiensurate with the operational
and maintenance philosophy of the syste under desion.

5.2.1l _.Displa Illumination - When the degree of dark adaptation
required is not maxinum, lo Tsrightness white light (preferably inte-
gra.), adjustable as appropriate, shall be used; however, when the
maximum degree of dark adaptation is required, low brightness red
light (greater than 620 nni) shall be provided. Where multiple displays
are grouped together, the displays .hall have brightness uniformity so
that all appear of equal brightness across the range of full Oil to full
OFF.

5.2.1.2 Information -

5.2.1.2.1 Content - The information displayed to an operator shall be 5.2.1.2 This section is about in-
limited to that. i;hich is necessary to perform pecific actions or to formation requirements.
make decisions.

5.2.!.2.1 Although strictly speak-
5.2.1.2.2 Precision - Information shall be displayed only to the degree ing this may be correct there are
of specificity and precision required for a specific operator action or ' other considerations which should
decision. be brought out.

5.2.1.2.3 Format - Information shall be presented to the operator in 5.2.1.2.2 This statement as

a directly usea5le form. (Requirements for transposing, compiuting, written might con-*eivably give
interpolating, or mental translition into other units shal-l be avoided.) the wrong idea about scale design

in relation to infrormation gran-
ularity.

5.2.1.2.3 Minor revision.
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5.2 VISUAL DISPLAYS -

5.2.1 General - Visual displays are used for a wide variety Feel -this amplification helps set
of purposes such as sensing, detection, tracking identification, stage -for following detailed
monitoring, decision- making, system or process conLrol, and requirements.
pattern recognition. They may be without memory and present only
transient, real-time data, or may have memories and present data
accumulated over a period of time. A direct reading meter is an
example of a transient display and a status board is an example
of a memory display. Visual displays without memory should be
used whenever the visual channel is superior for sensing and
perceiving transient information as compared with other sensory
channels. Visual displays with memory should be used whenever
it is -desirable to allow the user to have random access to infor-
mation accumulated over a period of time.

5.2.1.1 Display Illumination - The full range of operational Increases scope and definition
condition--shall-be taken into account in designing display requirement.
illumination. A display which must be operable under conditions
varying from night blackout conditions to full daylight shall
incorporate the necessary illumination features to allow proper
use under all these widely varying conditions. A display which
will always be used in a controlled lighting environment, e.g., a
command control center may need to satisfy illumination require-
ments only for the ambient conditions of that task environment.
When complete dark adaptation is required, the illumination shall
be low-brightness red- light (greater than- 620 nm)-; when only
partial adaptation is- required low brightness white illumination
may be used as appropriate for specific applications.

21
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5.2.1.2 Information Requirements

5.2.1.2.1 Content - The information displayed to an operator 5.2.1.2.1- Much more information
shall be limi--dto that which is -necessary for performing may be presented for monitoring a-
specific actions, monitoring a situation, or making decisions or situation- than might be obviously
assessments. Extraneous information which can be of no use either needed for specific actions or
in normal or emergency operation shall not be displayed. decisions. Also information may

need to be presented which would5.2.1.2.2 Precision - Information shall -be displayed only to the not normally be used but which
level of precision which is operationally meaningful and useful would be essential for an operator
to the operator, except that scale designs should be based on in order to quickly assume emerg-
logical numerical progressions as specified in 5.2.3.1.5.1. ency or fall back duties.
(E.g., inoa system in which antenna position is known onlg to the
nearest 7 , thc best scale to use would be graduated in 5 inter- 5.2.1.2.2 Relates information
vals.)- granularity to scale progression.

5.2.1.2.3 Format - Information shall be presented to the op- 5.2.1.2.3 Practicability clause
erator in a-d-rectly usable form whenever practical so as to added.
minimize the requirements for transposing, computing, inter-
polating, conversion-of units, etc.

-22
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5.2.1.2.4 Redundancy - Redundancy in the displaY of infcrmaion This scatemenr leaves th. user withachev seie 
Thiaslty sten~ atemen ind esl tad userl wi

to a singleoperator shall be avoided unless it 4s required co the impression that redundancy is

achieve specified reliability. 
geeal .neial adsol

avoided unless it can be related5...,. Combined Information -Inforymcion necessary for performing co a "specified" reliability.differen' acti vlties op;eration and troubleshootinc) hall not 5"simultaneuusly appear in a single display unless they are ccmparabie Paragraphs 5.2.1.2.5sand 5.2r1.2o8
functions requiring the same information. 

require i no revisic. caragraph
I: 

5 .21.2.7 should be d le ed because
5.2.),2.6 RVLj Failure~ 

. Displays shall be so designe d tha it is really an engineering dt-sg
5.fai.2re of Dispday ore~sl - cispay will be srdesgedy tppant matter rather than a human enwineer-
failure of the Spla 70diSPlay rcuk will be oreeiately apparent ing mccer. Paragraph .2.1.2.6rneeds 

amplification.

5.2,1.2.7 POIsLaLCircuit Failure - Failure of tie display circu t
shall not cause a Flure in n quipent assoc.at. with the display.
5.2.1.2.6 Unrelated Markings - T-ademirks and compary names or othersimilar markings not related to tne panel function shal not be dis-played on the panel face.

1I
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5.2.1.2.4 Redundancy - Redundancy of information appears in The revision indicates that redun-
systems by presenting the same information in two or more dancy may be constructively util-
different places, at two-or more different times, or under two ized in several ways, -but it should
or more different encoding techniques. Redundancy may be be avoided if not purposeful.
constructively utilized to facilitate pattern recognition,
-enhance detectability, provide back-up capability, speed up 5.2.1.2.5 It is not imoortant that
information retrieval, and increase reliability in information the functions be comparable, but it
processing. Redundancy shall be avoided, however, if it simply is essential that both the operator
increaces the volume of information which must be displayed and and maintainer get the information
processed without obvious constructive purpose. they need, and get it in a timely

manner.
5.2.1.2.5 Combining Operator/Maintainer Information - Operator
and maintainer information shall not be combined in a single dis- 5.2.1.2.6 This revision provides
play unless the information content and format are well suited greater specificity than the
to, and time compatible for both users. original.

5.2.1.2.6 Display Failure Indication - Displays shall be so 5.2.1.2.7 (5.2.1.2.8 in the
designed that failure of the display itself or of the associated original). Some standards call for
display circuitry will be readily apparent to the operator by identifying markings to appear on
a suitable technique such as one or more of the following, instruments. This should be accept-

able provided the markings are not
a. The display illumination is extinguished obvious and would not be confused

with function labels.
b. The display sweep stops scanning

c. A failure indicator is energized

3.2.1.2.7 Unrelated Markings - Trademarks and company names or
other similar markings not related to panel function shall not
;b; displayed on the panel face, or if displayed, shall be clearly-
differentieble from panel labels and markings having to do with
function. If the unrelated markings are displayed at al_, -they
should be displayed with reduced character size and diminished
contrast so as to reduce their conspicuity in comparison with the
other markings.

23
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5.2.1.3 Location and Arrangement -

5.2.1.3.1 AccuracX - Displays shall be located and designed so that
they may be read to the degree of accuracy required by personnel in the
normal operating or servicing positions.

5.2.1.3.2 Access - Ladders, supplementary ligbting, or other special
equipment should not be required in order tc gain access to or to read
a display.I

5.2.1.3.3 Orientation - Dispay faces shall be perpendicular to the
operator's norma ine of sicht whenaver feasible and shall not be less
than 45' from the normal line of sight (see Figure 1). Parallax shall
be minimized.

5.2.1.3.4 Reflection - Displays shall be constructed, arrang2d, and
mounted to prevent reduct'o, f information transfer due to the reflec-
tion of the ambient illumination from the display cover. Reflection of
instruments and consoles w,, windshields and other enclosures shall be
avoided. If necessary, techniques (such as shields and filters) shall
be employed to insure that system performance will not be degruded.

5.2.1.3.5 Vibration - Vibration of visual displays shall not degrade
user performanc, blow the !evel required for mission accomplishn:ent
(see para 5.8.4.2).

5.2.1.3.6 Grouping - All displays necessary to support an operator 5.2.1.2.6 through 5.2.1.3.10 The
activity or sequence of activities shall be grouped together Jmaterial in these paragraphs should

be rioved to the control-display
5.2.1.3.7 Function and Sequence - Displays shall be arranged in reia- integration section, (new 5.1.2)
tion to one another according to their sequence of use or the functional except for 5.2.1.3.5, "Vibration"--
relations of the components they represent. They shall be arranged in because all of these re,,ieremenrs
sequence within functional groups whenever possible to provide a viev;ing apply to controls as well as display:F.
flow from left to right or top to bottcm.

-II
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5.2.1.3.8 Frequency of Use I- Displays used most frequently should be

grouped together and placed in the optimum visual zone (see Figure 2).

5.2.1.3.9 Impance - Very important or critical displays shall be

placed in a privileged position in the optimum projected visual zone
or otherwise highlighted.

5.2.1.3.10 Consistency - The arrangement of displays shall be consistent

in principle from application to application, within the limits specified
herein.

5.2.1.3.11 Maximum Viewing Distance - The viewing distance from the

eye reference point to displays-ToTed close to their associated con-

trols shall not exceed 28 inches (710 mm). Otherwise, there is no

maximum limit other than that imposed by legibility limitations, which

shall be compensated for by proper design. NOTE: A 30-inch (760 ,)

clearance is required when using ejection seats.

5.2.1.3.12 Minimum Viewino Distance - The effective viewing distance

to displays, with the'excection of cathode ray tube displays (see
5.2.4.2) and collimated displays, shall never be less than 13 inches

(330 mm) and preferably not less than 20 inchei (510 mm).

5.2..3.13 Aircrew Station Signals - Signals -for aircrea stations

shall- be in accorda,,ce with MIL-STD-411. Human Engineering design for

other nembers of the crew who occupy positions in the air vehicle other

than on the flight- deck (such as in multi-engined specialized aircraft)

shall be in accordance with the criteria in this standard. (See 5.14.2.1.)

II
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VFI RECOMMEMaDED MODIFICATIOU RATIONALE/REFEREJCES

5.2.1.3 Display Location and Arrangement - Display .ocation and
arrangement shall be "in accordance with the factors identified in
section- 5.1.2, General Arrangement Factors, and the following
additional r irements specific to displays. Limits on display
location are iso defined in Figure, I and 2. A new Fig 2 is provided.

5.2.1.3.1 Accuracy - Displays shall be located and designed so The constraining variable are
that they may be read to the degree of accuracy required byj identified.
operating and servicing personnel when they occupy expected
noninal working positions. Consideration shall be given to
viewing distance, viewing angle, illumination and possible inter-
vening obstacles.

5.2.1.3.2 Access - Visual displays should be visually accessible Broader and more explicit.
without resortin Lc use of ladders, flashlight or other special i
equipment -in order to read the display.

5.2.1.3.3 Orientation - Reading'errors due to parallax shall Identifies intent first.
be minimized by positioning display faces perpendicular to the
operator's normal line of sight (see Figure 1), or not less -than
450 from the normal line of sight.

5.2.1.3.4 Reflection - Displays shall be constructed, arranged, Needed pointer added.
pocitioned, shielded, andlor cover glass treated to minimize
los of information transfer due to reflections (ambient light,
reflection of the oeprator or other objects within the viewing'
envelope). Reflection of instrument faces in windshields or i
other critical viewing windows shall be avoided. If necessary, i
special display/i-lunmin-:ion filtering techniques shall be used
to insure thaL system performance will not be degraded.

5.2.1.3.5 Vibration -Use original Material from 5.2.1.3.5]
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A Optimum envelope when operator mnust concentrate on primary visual
object yet needs to pick up peripheral signal.

B -Maximum envelope within which peripheal signals may be detected
without eye movement.

C - Maximum envelope when head is fixed but eyes are free to rotate.

D -Maximum envelope when both head and eyes are free to rotate.

Note: Normally he nominal eye reference axis is about 15 degrees down
from the h~orizontal as shown above. Hlowever, the nominal axis
may be dife~rent, depending on the position of a primary display
that may have (o be locatd other than according to the ,n'ormal
relaxed eye reference (i.e., due to other physical constraints
such as the dash board of a vehicle).

Figure 2 -Visual Field Design Reference Criteria-
-(Revised)
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5.2.1.3.6 Viewing Distance - Display location relative to the Expanded preparatory information
operator depends on several factors, i.e., display detail, size, so the criterion statements will
and illumination vs nominal viewing distance, and whether the be more clearly understood.
operator must have manual contact with the display. Displays
shall not be located so far from the operator that displayed de-
tail cannot be recognized or read, nor shall the display be placed
so close to the operator that visual accommodation becomes diffi-
cult and tiring. The following criteria shall apply:

a. Viewing distance from the eye reference point of dis- Ref: Woodson and Conover, Hluman
plays located close to associated controls shall not Engineering Guide for E- pment
exceed 28 inches (71.1 cm). Designers, 1966, p. 2-1Z9.

b. Minimum viewing distance should not be less than 13 Professional Judgment;
inches (33.0 cm) and preferably not less than 16 inches
(40.6 cm). Ref: NAVSHIPS Display Illuminaticn

Design Guide (NELC TD 223),
5.2.1.3.7 Aircrew Station Signals - Use original material in 1973, Sect. 2.
5.2-.1.3.13]

27
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5.2.1.4 Codino-

5.2.1.4.1 Obetvs-Coding techniques shall be used to facilita,-e: General information transfer
enhancement occurs when internala. Discrimination between individual displays instrument coding is used.

b. Identification of functionally related displays

c. Indication of relationship between displays

=d. Identification oil criticr.i information within a display.

5.2.1.4-2 Techniques - Displays shall be coded by color, size, location,
shepe, or flash coding, as applicable.

5.2.1.4.3 Standardization - All coding within the system shall be uni- Importaint that des-igner utilize
form and shall be estaT-1ihed by agreemient with the procuring activity. aireaay-established codes too!

--
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RAT-I-ONA-
RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.2.1.4 Coding of Visual Displays

5.2.1.4.1 Objectives -

e. General ease with which display features can be discrim-
inated within a single display.

5.2.1.4.2 Techniques -[Displays may (instead of shall) ...] Should not be mandatory.5.2.1.4.3 Standardization - Display coding within a system Inserts necessary caution to
should be uniform. Previously established coding standards shall recognize and follow current
be followed, and any variations from these, and/or newly-proposed coding standards.codes shall be established by agreement with the procuringactivity.

28
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5.2.2 Transilluminated-Oisplays - Although term "transilluninated"
may be useful, it is not suffic-

5.2.2.1 General - The following three general types of transiiluminated iently recognized to be used as
displays should be considered: a title.

a. Single- and multiple-legend lights, which present informatiDn
in the form of meaningful words, numbers, symbols, and abbreviations.

b. Simp:e indicator lights, such as pilot, bull's-eye,-and Signal lights?
jewel lights.

c. Transilluminated panel assemblies, which present qualitative
status or system readiness information.

5.2.2.1.1 Use - Transilluminated indicators should be used to display Minimally informative.

qualitative1Wformation to the operator (primarily, information that
requires either an immediate reaction on the part of the operator, or
that his attention be called to a.i important system status). Such in-
dicators may also be used occasionally for maintenance and adjustment
functions.

5.2.2.1.2 Equipment Response - Lights, including those used in illumi- Too simplistic to address broad
nated push buttons, sha display equipment response and not mrerely range of applications.
control position.

5.2.2.1.3 Information - Lights and related indicators shall be used Really needs to emphasize point
sparingly and shall display only that information necessary for effec of "too many lights".
tive system operation.

5.2.2.1.4 Positive Feedback - The absence or extinguishment of a sig-
nal or visual indication shall (ot be used to denote a "go-ahead",
"ready", "in-tolerance", or completion condition, nor shall such
absence be used to denote a "malfunction", "no-go", or "out-of-tolerance"
condition; however, the absence of a "Power On" signal or visual indi-
cation shall be acceptable to indicate a "Power Off" condition. Changes
In display status shall signify-changes in functional status rather
than results of control actuation alone.

II7
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5.2.2.1.5 Grouping - Master caution, master warning, master advisory This is not universally so. Also

and summation lights used to indicate the condition of an entire sub- the title should reflect main
system shall be set apart from the lights which show the status of the subject, i.e., "Master" warning
subsystem components, except as required under paragraph 5.2.2.1.8. Ligh ts.

5.2.2.1;6 Location - When a transilluminated indicator is associated Inadequate coverage.
with a control, the indicator light shall be so located as to be imae-
diately and unambiguously associated with the control and visible to
the operator during control operation.

5.2.2.1.7 Lccation, Critical Functions - For critical functions, in- This should be combined with

dicators shaTI be located vith n " the operacor's normal line of 5.2.2.1.6.
sight (see Figure 2). Warning lights shall be an integral part of, or
located adjacent to, the lever, s witch, or other control device by which
the operator is to take action.

5.2.2.1.8 Maintenance Displays - Indicator lights used solely for main- "Non visible" not always necesary.
tenance and adjustment., and referred to infrequently, shall be covered or practical.
or non-visible during nornnal equipment operation, but shall be readily
accessible when required.

5.2.2.1.9 Luminance - The luminance (brightness) of transiiiurninated This needs .-xpansion to make sure
displays shall be compatible with the expected ambient illuminance designer recosznizes all variables
level, and shall be at least 1O% greater than the surround luminance. that also have ro be con.;idered.

Oth,.rwise he will not b,- prepared

5.2.2.1.10 Luminance Control - When displays will be used under varied fer ensuing set of requirenents.

ambient illuminance, a di -,ing control shall be provided. The range of

the control shall permit the displays to be legible under all expected

ambient illuminance. The control shall be capable of dirrning the dis-
play from full ON to full OFF.

5.2.2.1.11 Reflection - Provision shall be made to prevent direct Oits problem of "self reflection".

and/or reflected sunlight from making indicators appear illuminated
when they 4ra not, or to appear extinguished when they are illuminated.

5.2.2.1.12 Contrast Within the Indicator - The luminance contrast within
the indicator shall be at least 50% (see 3.18). For aircraft or other
low ambient illumination applications (e.g., MIL-L-25467), this ratio
should be at least 90% (see 3.18), with the background luminance less
than the figure luminance.

-Ii'
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5.2.2.1.13 Lamp Redundancy - For incandescent displays or for other
than airborne applications, lamps shall be provided that incorporate
filament redundancy or dual bulbs, so that when one filament or bulb
fails, the intensity of the light shall decrease sufficiently to indi-
cate the need for lamp replacement, but not so much as to degrade
operator performance.

5.2.2.1.14 Lamp Testing - When indicator lights using incandescent bulbs
are installed on a control panel, a master light test control shall be.
incorporated. When applicable, design shall allow testing of all con-
trol panels at one tire. Panels containing three or fewer lights may
be designed for individual press-to-test bulb testing. Circuitry should
be designed to test the operation of the total indicator circuit. if
dark adaptasion is a factor, a means for reducing total indicator light
brightness dfring test operation shall be provided.

5.2.2.1.-15 Lama Removal, flethod - Where possible, provisions shall be
made for lamp removal from tne front of the display panel without the
use of tools, or by some other equally rapid and convenient reans.

5.2.2.1.16 LanD Removal, Safety - Display circuits shall be designed
so that bulbs may be removed and replaced while po;er is applied without
causing failure of indicator circuit coiponents or imposing personnel
safety hazards.

5.2.2.1.17 Indicator Covers - Legend screen or indicator covers shall
be designed to prevent inadvertent interchange or a means shall be pro-
vided for checking the covers after installation to insure they are
properly installed.

5.2.2.1.18 Color Codino - With the exception of aircrew station signals
which shall conform toMIL-STD-411, and training equipment which shall
conform to MIL-T-23991, transilluminated light emitting diode (LED) and
incandescent displays shall conform to the following color coding
scheme, in accordance with Type I - Aviation colors of MIL-C-25050.

a.' RED shall be used to alert an operator that the system or any
portion of the system is inoperative, or that a successful mission Is
not possible until appropriate corrective or override action is taken.
Examples of indicators which should be coded RED are those which dis-
play such information as "no-go", "error", "failure", "alfunction", etc.

!-
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b. FLASHItG RED shall be used only to denote emergency conditions
which require operator action to be taken without undue delay, to avert
impending personnel injury, equipment damage, or both.

c. YELLOW shall be used to advise an operator that d condition
exists which is marginal. YELLOW shall also be used to alert the
operator to situations where caution, recheck, or unexpected delay is
necessary.

d. GREEni shall be used to indicate that the monitored equipment
is in tolerance or a condition is satisfactory and that it is all right
to proceed . "go-ahead" "in-tolerance", "ready", "function acti-
vated", "power on", etc.).

e. WHITE shall be used to indicate system conditions that do not
have "right" or "wrong" implications, sucn as alternative functions
(e.g., Missile no. I selected for launch, etc.) or transitory conditions
(e.g., action or test in progress, function available), provided such
indication does not imply success or failure of operations.

f. BLUE may be used for an advisory light, but preferential use
of BLUE should be avoided.

5.2.2.1.19 Flashing Lights - The use of flashing lights shal'l be mini- There are numerous conflicts with
,nized. Flashing lights way be used only when it is necessary to call this flash rate. We suggest

the operator's.attention to some-condition requiring action. The flash modification except when

rate shall be within 3 to 5 flashes per second with approximately equal "attention-getting" is critical.

amounts of 01 and-OFF time. The indicator shall be so designed that, Should ref other standards re;

if it is 'energized and the flasher device fails, the light will illumi- signal lights.

nate and burn steadily (see 5.3.2.4).
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5.2.2 Light-Generated Displays

5.2.2.1 General - Light-generated displays (hereinafter referred This more adequately describes
to as "transiuminated displays") may be used to indicate system, the scope.
equipment and/or control condition. The following general types
should be considered:

a. Single- and multiple-legend lights, which present infor-
mation in the form of meaningful words, numbers, symbols,
and abbreviations.

b. Simpl indicator lights, such as pilot lights, bull's-
eye or jewel lights, and exterior signal lights.

c. Transilluminated-panel assemblies, which present qual-
itative status or system readiness information.

5.2.2.1.1 Ap,,lication - Transilluminated displays should be used This clarifies the purpose and
when the "attention-Jtting" value of an illuminated vs non- establishes application objectives
illuminated display is needed to increase the liklihood that the and limitations.
operator will attend to the conditional or functional- information
in a timely fashion. Except for certain cases (i.e., equipment
Power-ON pilot light), an "illuminated" display shall indicate a
positive system response, i-.e., the absence or extinguishment of
a light shall not be used to denote "go-ahead", "ready", "in-
tolerance","condition completion", and/or "no-go" or "out-of-
tolerance" condition.

5.2.2.1.2 Equipment Re - Generally, equipment state rather This broadens the corditions tc
than contro position or conition shall be displayed, considering be addressed.
the following:

a. Equipment state should always be continually displayed.

b. Control actuation should be transiently displayed.

c. ,Control setting should be continuously displayed if it
can be at variance with equipment state, e.g., an "in-
transit" condition should remain ON until the system
state is consistent with the control state (except for
in-transit durations shorter than the operator's response
time.)

29
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5.2.2.1.3 Number of Displays - Due to the distracting character- Title change more to the point.
istics of ligtt-generated displays, such displays should be used
sparingly and shall display only that information necessary for
effective system operation.

5.2.2.1.4 Master Warning, Caution and Advisory Lights - Master Original was unnecessarily limiting,
warning, caution and/or advisory lights may be used to indicate and couldn't be justified in all
the condition of an entire subsystem, i.e., when space limitations applications. This expands the
preclude location of an entire set of condition indicators in the concept so it is more universally
preferred viewing area, a master light indicator should be loca- applicable.
ted in the preferred viewing position, to indicate to the operator
that one or more of the "condition" indicators has been activated
(the latter being grouped in a less critical area of the work-
space or ,;ontrol panel), except as required in 5.2.2.1.6.

5.2.2.1.5 Location of Transilluminaced Displays

a. When an indicator is associated with a control, the Brings in exceptions. Otherwise
indicator light shall be so located as to be immediately we would have unnecessary conflicts
and unambiguously associated with the control and visible with AFSCM 80-1 (HIAD).
to the operator during control operation (except when the]

light is in an integral part-of special control handles
viz; aircraft flight controls).

b. Critical function indicators (e.g., safety-related Master[ This key point was not in the
Warning Lights) shall be located within 151 of the op- original.
erator s normal line of sight (see Figure 2), except as
indicated in (a) above.

5.2.2.1.6 Maintenance Displays - Indicator lights used solely Slightly broadened.
for maintenance (not required -y the operator) shall be covered
or made less conspicuous during normal operation (i.e., they are
not illuminated except when actual maintenance is being performed)
Covered elements shall be easily accessible when required.

5.2.2.1.7 Display Luminance and- Visibility

5.2.2.1.7.1 Luminance - The luminance (brightness) of trans- This clarifies the total picture
illuminated displays shall be compatible with the expected range of luminance.
of ambient illuminances associated with mission operation and/or
servicing and maintenance of the system and equipment. The follow
ing factors shall be considered in determi.ning luminance levels: 30
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a. Within-display contrast, i.e., contrast between light ON
vs OFF modes; two-level contrast if display requires a
dormant luminance to -read an identifying label, plus an
active luminance increase to indicate functioning mode.

b. Display/Surround contrast, i.e., contrast between the
illuminated indicator and its immediate panel surface,
in which case- effects of ambient reflection on either
the display or surround shall be compensated for (i.e.,
by -increased display luminance, surround surface modi-
fication, use of filters or shields, etc.).

c. Operator visual-adaptation requirements, i.e., display
brightness shall be compatible with the operator's re-
quirement to detect low-level signals or targets in
the external visual environment, and/or perceive faint
signals on a CRT or read red-lighted instrum-ints provided
for night time operation.

d. Conspicuity and attention-demand requirements, i.e-.,
luminances shall provide the required alerting to insure
that the operator will not miss a critical warning,
caution or advisory message.

e. Distraction, i.e., luminance levels shall not dazzle
or-otherwise distract the operator in a manner that
could be detrimental to safe, efficient system op-
eration.

5.2.2.1.7.2 Brightness Level - Brightness of the illuminated Ref: Van Cott, Human Engineering
indicator shall be at leas 0% greater than the immediate mount- Guide to Equipment Design,
ing surface. When a two-level indicator is used', the difference 1972, p. 62.
between the dormant and illuminated brightnesses shall be approx-
imately 2:1, :Considering always the factors noced in 5.2.2.1.7.1.

5.2.2.1.7.3 Brightness Control - Uihen displays will be used under This adds the -requirement need to
varied ambient illuminance, a-dimming control shall be provided. prevent operator from turning
The range of control shall permit the displays to be -legible under, off critical displays.
all expected ambient illuminance. Dimming from "full-ON" to "full
OFF" may be provided in certain non-critical operations, but shall
not be used if inadvertent failure to turn on an indicator(s)
would lead to critical. operator failures, i.e., failure to detect

or perform a critical step in an cperation. 31
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5.2.2.2 Legend Lights

5.2.2.2.1 A lication - Transilluminated displays containing Clarifies exceptions.
legends shain preference to simple indicator lights
except in certain applications such as Power pilot lights, and/or
vehicular and other external signalling lights.

5.2.2;2.2 Visibility and Legibility - Legends shall be visible To eliminate conflict w.ch other
to the operator whether or-not the indicator is energized. excapi specs, Also encompasses lettering
in warning and caution indicators, and flight crew stations. The po eliminate separate par.
size and other characteristics of lettering used for legends shall 5.2.2,2.3.
conform to 5.5 herein, or as otherwise specified by the procuring
activity. See M!L-STD-411 and MIL-T-23991.

5.2.2.2.3 Color Coding - Legend lights may be color coded. If
used, colors shall conform vo the following criteria:

a. Use of RED, YELLOW, GREEN or BLUE shall conform to re-
quirements in 5.2.2.1.8 [originally 5.2.2.1.18]

b. Other, "palk" colors may be used as a means of providing An acceptable practice.
visual differentiation between and among single and
grouped indicators. Such coding colors shall not con-
flict with colors in (a), nor materially reduce the
legibility of legends. Approval for such coding shall
be obtained from the procuring activity.

5.2.2.2.4 Display Size - Choice of legend indicator size and This is an important addition
shape shallbe determined on the basis of legend legibility, i.e., based on current experience work-
the maximum number and size of letters or symbols required for a ing with designers. Mainly
given application. There shall be at least a minimum border because of current fad to uperate
-around each legend equalling the width of the letter '1' of the everything by push buttons and
selected type font. Display size may be used sparingly as a cod- legend lights.
ing device, i.e., legend lights that denote personnel or equip-
ment disaster may be discriminably larger :han other indicators.
Typically these should also be coler c.'dcd aed where appropriate.
brighter ,than other indicators.
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5.2.2.2.5 Multi-Function Legends - Indicators designed to pro- This replaces "Matrix" par. 5.2.2.2.
vide alternately-presented legends shall present only one legend because this type of display was not
at a tine, i.e., the legend not in use shall not be visble. U covered originally, and the origina
the indicator device utilizes "stacked" legends, it shall be de- 5.2.2.2.6 is useless, i.e., it is
signed so that (1) when the rear legend is energized, it shall not clear what -is meant by "matrix"
not be obscured by the -front legend(s), (2) rear legend plates or "symbol ambiguity".
are so positioned as to~minimize parallax, and (3) rear legends
have approximately equal brightness to front legends, and the
contrast between rear legends and background is equal to that of
front legend and its background.

33
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5.2.2.3 Simple Indicator Lights -

5.2.2.3.1 Use - Simple indicator lights should be used when design Too l imiod!
considerations preclude the use of legend lights.

5.2.2.3.2 SpacinQ - The spacing between adjacent edges of simple round
indicator light fixtures shall be sufficient to permit unambiguous
labeling, indicator interpretation, and convenient bulb removal.

5.2.2.3.3 Codinq - Simple indicator lights shall be coded in conform- ShoUld Im I be V a;1dnl'-!
ance-with Table I1; however, the different sizes shown are intended only
for the attention-getting value that larger lights of at least equal
luminance provide in relation to indicator lights of lesser importance.
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TABLE II. CODING OF SIMPLE INDICATOR LIGHTS

SIZE/TYPE RED YELLOW -COLR GREEN WHITE

1/2-INCH 113mm) Malfunction; action Delay; checl; Go ahead; in Functional or
DIAMETER or stopped; failure; recheck. tolerance; acceptable; physical position;
SMALLER/STEADY step action. ready, action in progress.

1.INCH (25am)i Master summotic Extreme caution Matter summation
DIAMETER or (system or (impending danger). (system or subsystem).
LARGER/STEADY subsystem).

I-INCH (25mm| Emergency condition

DIAMETER or (impending personnel
LARGER/FLASHING or equipment
(3 to S/soc.) disaster).

r
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5.2.2.3 Simple Indicator, Signal and Identification Lights Title expansion considered desirable.

5.2.2.3.1 Application - Simple, non-legend light displays may be This expansion is more representative
used when design considerations make legend light displays im- of the applications scope.
practical, e.g.:

a. Small size of pilot light precludes legend or symbol
imprint on display surface. Application primarily for
Power-ON-OFF indication.

b. Small equipment indicator, e.g., light to indicate radio

is in AM vs FM mode.

c. Vehicular panel indicator, e.g.: "high beam" -headlight
mode, left/right "turn signal indication", etc.

d. External vehicle identification/mode lights, e.g.: rear
caution/stop/backup/turn lights, vehicle perimeter warn-
ing lights, and "blackout" lights, aircraft position
lights, navigation lights, anti-collision lights.

e. Ground-based beacons, airport runway, taxiway, obstacle

warning and roadway signal lights.

f. Marinecraft position, navigation and signalling lights.

5.2.2.3.2 International Conventions and Standards International This is a key point not recognized
conventions and standards for aircratt, highway vehicle, and in original.
marinecraft shall be followed in design, location and luminance
characteristics of all military systems utilizing public roadways,
airways, -or navigable streams, rivers and seaways.

5.2.2.3.3 Other - Simple light displays used on operator control
panels shallconfoirm to the following:

a. Location and Spacing shall be such that lights are Added conditions.
isible (i.e., not obscured by an intervening control,

operator's hand, or at an angle that causes the
indicator bezel to diminish the effectiveness of the
light). They shall also be far enough apart so that
lamp -repl-acement is convenient.

34
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b. Brightness shall be sufficient for the operator to easily
dffferentiate between an ON and OFF condition. The in-
dicator shall also be designed and/or otherwise posi-
tioned or shielded so that bright ambient light will not
cause the indicator to appear lighted when it is not,
andlor so that the lighted indicator will not reflect on
other critical viewing surfaces and thus diminish viewing
-effectiveness of a display or window. Brightness of
simple light indicators shall not be so high as to create
"dazzle", and/or destroy required operator dark adapta-
tion-where required.

c. Size coding , if used shall conform to criteria presented Clarification.
in Table I. Note: The different sizes indicated in
Table II are intended only for the attention-getting
value that larger lights of at least equal luminanceprovide in relation to indicator lights of lesser im-
portance.

d. Shape coding may be used to aid the operator in quickly
identifying a function, and/or to provide additional
information, e.g.: "arrow-shaped"), vehicle turn indicator
lights identify the direction of turn (left or right).
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TABLE II.- CODING OF SIMPLE INDICATOR -LIGHTS

COLOR
SIZE/TYPZ_______________________ ___________________________ ___________________________

-IETYE - RED -YELLOW GREEN WHITE

III INCH Il3mm) Malunction: -octio. Delay; checkr Go *hea-d, n -Functional-or

-DIAMETER or stopped; faiure, fechqclr. rolerance; acceptable; physical position;
SMALLER/STEADY stopoction. reody. acton on progress.

I-INCH4 (25mrn[ -Most.: summotion Ectreme caon-o' Master =swmmirnt~-

DIAMETER- or (system of (impending donger). (system- or subsystem).
LARGER/STEAVY subsystem).

VINCH 125snm$ 'Emergency condition -

DIAMETER or-(impending personnel,
LARGER/ FL-ASHING or- equipment
(3 to 5/ sec.) disaster).

Note: See also-
5.2.2. 1. 14
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5.2.2.4 rrans'illuminated Panel Assemblies - Transilluminated panel his istoo iw1porcat_ c rnassebli~7~fi~~ peset wolePatterns of information, should beconsidered for presentation of data flow and complicated data organiza- SO igftlv.
tion.
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.2.2.4 Transilluminated Panel Assemblies - Transilluminated Rationale -for this expansion
(integrally-lighted) panel assemblies should- be considered for should be -clear from the material
the following: presented-.

a. To provide illuminated labels for a control panel.

b, To provide a light source for illuminating transillum-
inated control knobs.

c. To provide illuminated association markings on a control
panel, e.g., connecting lines between controls, outlines
around a functionally-related group of controls and/or
displays, etc.

d. To create a "pictorialized" representation of a syscem
process, communication network, or other information/
component organization.

5.2.2.4.-1 Integrally-Lighted Sub Panels - Integrally-lighted sub- See MII.-P-7788, MIL-L-25467 and
panels shall be designed so that all panel markings are equally and MIL-C--25050.
visible throughout the rangezof panel light level adjustment; and
brightness variation among separate sub panels on the same light- Also: Van Cott, Hunan Engineering
ing circuit shall not exceed 1:7. Guide to EquipmentDesign, 197Z,p. 65.

5.2.2.4.2 Large, Single Pictorial Graphic Panels 
- Large, single

pictorial graphic panels used to display system processlng, com-
munications networks, etc. shall comply with-requirements for
visibility, legibility, color and illumination as specified herein

5.2.2.4.3 -Re-Lamping - When incandescent lamps are used as the
source for integral Lighting of panel assemblies, lamps shall be
readily accessible without -removing the panel(s). There shall be
a sufficient number of 1-amps provided so that failure of one lamp
will not cause the display to-be unreadable.

5.2.2.4.4 -Brightness - Brightness of illuminated panel markings
and/or transilluminated controls shall be compatible with the
ambient environment and/or the operating conditions (e.g., dark
adaptation requirements). Brightness control by the operator
(dimming)- shall be provided where applicable to maintain approp-
riate visibility -and/or operator dark adaptation level.
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5.2.3 Scale Indicators -

5.2.3.1 General

5.2.3.1.1 Types of Scale Indicators - The types of scale indicators This is not useful. Should start
that should be considered are: with "Applications".

a. Moving-pointer, fixed-scale, circular, curved (arc), horizon-
tal straight, and vertical straight.

b. Fixed-pointer, moving-scale, circular, curved (arc), horizon-
tal straight, and vertical straight.

5.2.3.1.2 Applications - The selection of scale indicators for various Table I needs expansion and updating
applications should be based on the criteria in Table III as well as
the specific criteria contained in this section. Moving-pointer, fixed-
scale indicators shall be selected in preference to fixed-pointer,
moving-scale indicators. The latter should be used only when necessi- This whole section is Loo "terse"
tated by operational requirements or other conditions, and when approved an non-informative. IL ne,.ds
by the procuring activity. illustrative clarification since,

in some instances words become too
5.2.3.1.3 Quantitative Information - Scale indicators should be used complicated to clarify Lhe. basic
to display qnttaieinfo-miation in combination with qualitative in ten t.
information (such as trend and direction-of-motion) and where only
quantitative information is to be displayed and there is no require-
ment (suih as-speed and accuracy of response) which demands the use
of printers or counters.

5.2.3.1.4 Linear Scales - Except where system requirements clearly
dictate nonl-inearity to satisfy operator information requirements,
linear scales shall be used in preference to nonlinear scales.

5.2.3.1.5 Scule Markings-

5.2.3.1.5.,] Graduations - Scale graduations shall progress by 1, 2,
or 5 units or: decimal multiples thereof.

5.2.3.1.5.2 Intermediate Marks - The number of minor or Intermediate
marks between numbered scale pointers shall not exceed nine.

A
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5.2.3.1.6 iumerals -

5.2.3.1.6.1 Major Marks - Except for measurements that are normally
expressed in'decimal ,whole numbers shall be used for major gradua-
tion marks.

5.2.3.1.6.2 Starting Point - Display scale shall start at zero, except
where this would be inappropriate for the function involved,

5.2.3.1.7 Pointers -

5.2.3.1.7.1 Length.- The display shall be designed so that the control
or display pointer will extend to, but not obscure, the shortest scale
graduation marks.

I
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TABLE 111. APPLICATION OF VARIOUS TYPES-OF MECHANICAL DISPLAYS This table does not address a typical
display area (pictorial instruments);

T - it needs to address another use area
SCALES 1(e.g., pre-estimation); and the

USE Mowing Pointer Fiegd Pointat COUNTERS PRINTERS FLAGS "General" section lacks purpose,
FAIRFAIR I' OOD 000i.e., it does not seem to be applica-

INFRMTIN FA.IR FAI GOOD Gc~o, ow.o i. e..OOD o*[ tions oriented.
OIJANTITATIVIE to "ih.le torcedlI "ieror f- exact ow@.&a N/A

INFRMTIN ote is in VM. .rircevhw onsra iii

GOOD POOR j POOR POOR GOOD

Loest., of p00100 DoffICsIt to 51190 Nionsbiws M.1 bo Nisonotow -t be o W btdoclod.
cy Ns.br and dO.lon arnd ,.d. Poiion food. I'di110. 10"Mewl of

OIJALITATIVE 01o. ftod Pbot bo 0".to of Chang. net C0100, A01 sOece.
INFORMATION flod, Posstron dooltlonol .0.1 delocld. easily 0OIlos.

doloc,.d. nd S44.

GOOD FAIR GOOD

S-,pie and 0,1.01 Reliri.n to'".0 Mool eximsts ,00e
"ono of noti.on IA. of ,leg o.nfuselling

:I p.O.0. To nol.siri knob n,my be vwt.0w Risoon to
I o.nion knob, om~..No rnolbon of setlr

SETTING Position Change pointer P04.0. kotileod"Ct N/A N/A
x.di 0 .inon,nri..g. Chan toAid I.n or n..niq

rnio-Ione No point. Noicd

GOOD FAIR POOR

TRACING oite, pit0ion0 No Positio NO VOSS ~Pii.on iA
foody contolled CPhoneto aid 11009.0 to ..d

TAACING .0I ioood. inooito. e. t, no.wMIN/
Samplef .It' .1 ,00 otont Icontrol
to mwelo control orl~i siool~

Asalwa let Stree sions spew Most oooo.we Lim"" ~ Lo~s
.o.eeW d it-1 Only WelMi o. of spw Pill 0-. sis9100100. aolol~on
fursisld aft. on ofsoo00.swedb.s torwinos. Stwoo

GENERAL panol. scal *,posed an.lS. So~th -saoid
Lenth hooed hovins.ted. Us. of osiy by evoer of

pointers used. Mob,.
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5.2.3 Scalar Indicators We believe the following revisions
and -additions make this section-

5.2.3.1 General more complete, definitive and
broadly applicable than the

5.2.3.1.1 Applications - -(See Table III.) Scalar indicators original.
should be used in preterence to digital readouts when the data
displayed are of qualitative as well as quantitative value (e.g., Ref: Van Cott, Human Engineering
when trends, direction of movement, more-than/less-than relation- Guide to -Equipment Design,
ships are of value-as well as the specific numerical value), or 1972, Ch. 3.
of qualitative value only. Scalar indicators should not be used
when the.primary purpose is read out of precise quantitative
information.

5.2.3.1.2 Preferred-Type - The preferred type of scalar indica- The preferred format idea is brought
tor for most applications has a moving pointer and a fixed scale. up -front.
(The scale may be circular, curved (arc)-, horizontal, straight or
vertical straight.) With this type of scale both the scale pro-
gression and control movement are compatible with operator expec- I
tancies hence it can be used effectively wherever a scalar indi- Exception guidance is provided.
cator is required. The other major type of scalar indicator has
a fixed pointer and a moving scale. Because there is always
compromise to one or another human engineering principles in use
ot this design, its use should be limited to the following appli-
cations: (a) where multiple- scales can be lined up and read in a
row or column (with the readout values always- appearin in the
same position--preferably in the center of window openings) and/or
(b) where speed and accuracy of setting is-not critical.

5.2.3.1.3 Scale LinearitZ - Scales should be graduated Uinearly Our professional judgment is that
even if the function being controlled is non-linear. If the non- non-linear scales should be avoided
linearity of the function causes too much scale compression making in military equipment because of
difficulty in readout or adjustment, another type of device such susceptability to misinterpretation.
as a moving tape indicator would be preferred -over use of a non-
linear scale.

5.2.3.1.4 Scale Marking and -Numbering

38
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TABLE III. APPLICATION-OF VARIOUS TYPES OF MECHANICAL DISPLAYS

USE Pa~ .2CA!OAR INDICATORS,~O,~E M ECHANICAL P I ?RIKTEK FAAG

DfiutFAIR 'FAIR j GOOD FAIR GOOD,
Dificut t r Aj%1.le!Difficult. co r8t-aite aNmnimu tie Ams error for Oirectim of mtsn/zscale miniLrm tuw Am e:wor forIQUAiTITAM~E poo.r o't,,k 'scale is I' ~ni1 e.C 75t:J vju , . 1eci'p ij s ccm~ exctC nmsiriicaI v*ji,.,e.(

l~aORiAtO
1  

iffic.ic to rem' 'tvma flict, causing arbi,,,.y MIA
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5.2.3.1.4.1 Graduation Markings - Scale graduations shall be in Ref: McCormick, Human Factors in
increments-of 1, 2, or 5 units ordecimal multiples thereof (ex- Engineering and Design, 1976,
cept as noted in-5.2.3-.1.4.2). No-more-than three sizes of marks p. 73. -
shall he used on any scale. The scales which require three sizes
of marks include: (1) those -which have numbered valties in multi- Van Cott, Human Engineering
ples of 10 but are graduated in units (multiples of 5 receive the Guide to Esuipment Design,
interoediate size), and (2) azimuth scales numbered in multiples 1972, p. 85.
of 30 but graduated in 50 and 100 intervals. The number of
graduation marks between numbered marks shall not exceed nine.
The sizes of graduation marks which should- be used ire presented
in Table , and- illustrations of scales graduated in various
ways are provided in Figure

5.2.3.1.4.2 Scale Numerals - Except for measurements that are
normally expressed in decimal fractions, whole numbers shall be
used for major graduation marks. Intermediate marks should
ordinarily not be numbered. On fixed-scales numerals shall be
vertically oriented, and on rotating scales numerals shall be
radially oriented and- positioned so as to be upright when read
against the pointer. Bearing dials shall have numerals (and
major graduation marks) at either 100 or 30° as shown in
Figure

5.2.3.1.4.3 Scale Length - Scales shall start and end on a major Professional judgment.
graduation mark even it this puts- either or both ends beyond the
usable range of the scale. (e.g., if the maxiuim voltage which
can be read on an instrument is 23 volts, the scale shall go at
least to 25 volts where there could be a major graduation mark.)

5.2.3.1.5 Pointers

5.2.3.1.5.1 Lenth - On fixed-scale indicators with outward- - Ref: Woodson and Conover, Human
projecting marks e pointer shall extend almost to the inboard Engineering Guide for -Tpment
end of the graduation markings but shall leave a short gap (e.g., Designers, 1966, p. 2-1b.
1/32") so as to provide-for better -vernier acuity. On fixed scale
indicators with inward-projectini marks the ends of the different
sizes ofrmarks are ilt different distances -from the center; on
indicators of this type the pointer should extend almost to the
inboard tnd of the shortest (minor) graduation marks. The pointer

40



-A -ygoor liee

Scale M!ark f r 28-Inc' V'wing Distace
Dinension Black on hiLe White Ca 613cK

(CM) (in.) (tm in.

A Width 0.089 (0.035) 0.318 (0.125)
B Width 0.064 (0.025) ).3!8 (O.125"
C Width 0.076 (0-030) 0.318 (0.125 )
D Length 0.558 (0.22 ) 0.559 (0.22 )
E Length 0.254 (OMO ) 0.254 (0.10 )
F Length 0.,06 (0.16 ) 0.106 (0.16 )

(G = Minimum 1.27 cmri (i. in.))
(it = Minimum 0.-1778 c (0.07 in.))

Notes: (1) For other viewing distances, the proporcrions should be
maintained by ,using the following Enrmla.

Dimension at x-in
28-in x

28

(2) The pointer tip width should be the same as the width
of the minor index.

(3) The above =arking dimensions are for "light narks" an
a dark background. When "dark" marks are used on a
light background, the stroke width dimensions should
be increased by 20 percent.

Table - Sizes or Graduatioz: Marks

It----------
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A - Fixed scale-moving pointer preferred;

0 10 Three-level marking, numbered at
each major mark. Pointer adjacent to
graduaLion marks to preclude obscuration

A of either marks or numbers.

B - For short, finite scale, every 5th
5 0 graduation is marked; using only

0 / 5 two-level marking.

C - When scale crowding makes pointer-
mark association difficult, scale

0 10 may be graduated in units of two, with
IIII1111111 two-level scale marking and numbering

at each maior marking.

D - When dial face is deeply Laset within
instrument case and visibility of

IIjI  numbers is more important than scale
mark-pointer association, pointer may
be located inside the graduations along
with numbers at major markings. Pointer
width should be narrowed at point in
which it passes numbers.

E - Moving scale against an index mark or pointer10 Z ] may be used when scale length precludes the

fixed scale format (i.e., graduation marks
would be too close together). Open window
configuration helps operator focus on sig-
nificant scale area.

F -When open win-h'.' config-
uration is or. :ed in

40 vertical position, num-

bers should appear 
up-

right as each number passes
the index mark or pointer.

Total scale exposure is

desirable when operator
needs to refer to other
portions of the scale.

Figure - Scale Graduation, Pointer Position and
Scale Numbering AlternativesI
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350 0 '0

340 . ndzlu~/ / l o

330 \ \  
I1,l30

Graduated in 1 °  increments c*-

00

.0

Graduated in 5 increments

0

330 3

Graduated in 5 00 increments

*Note: The-above peheral scale marking concepts also
Gapply to displays in which measure is in mils.

Figure scFixed-Scale A imutbDials
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or index on moving scale indicators should always approach the
rim of the scale from the outside, not from the center. See
Figure

5.2._3.1;5.2 Width - The width of the pointer, where it intercepts Professional Judgment (but based
the graduatio-rks, shall not exceed the width of the inter- on study performed at NEL about
mediate marks. 1950 - report not located)

5.2.3.1.5.3 Mounting - The pointer shall be mounted as close as
possible to the ace of the dial to minimize parallax.

5.2.3.1.6 Luminance Contrast - Luminance contrast of at least 50
percent shall be provided bet:ween the scale face and the markings
and pointer.

-5.2.3.1.7 Calibration-Information - Operator tasks should normall
be designed so that calibration as a part of operation is unneces-
sary. When calibration is required as part of the operating pro-
cedure it shall be presented in a legible but inconspicuous manner
-so as not to interfere with dial legibility.

5.2.3.1.8 Coding - When certain operating conditions (such as Ref: Van Cott, HumanEngineering
normal operating temperature or dangerous pressure level) always Guide for Equipment Design,
fall within a limited range of the total scale, these ranges 1972, p. 90.
should be made readily identifiable by means of pattern, color,
or shape coding applied to the face of the instrument. Use of
red- color coding should be limited to caution situation's.
Operating zones may be shape coded when the indicator must be
viewed in very low-light-level work environments (e.g., 0.02-0.1
Ft-L) or where the illuminant color will cause difficulty in
discrimination of colors. See Figure

44
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5.2.3.2 Moving-Pointer, Fixed-Scale Indicators -

5.2.3.2.1 Numerical Progression - The increase of numerical progression Mlisses "left-to-righi".
on fixed scales shall read clockwise, from left to right, or from the
bottom up, depending on display design and orientation.

5.2.3.2.2 Orientation - Numbers on stationary scales shall be oriented
in the upright position.

5.2.3.2.3 Circular Scales.-

= . 5.2.3.2.3.1 Scale Reading and Pointer lovement - The magnitude of the
scale reading shall increase with clockwise movement of the pointer.

5.2.3.2.3.2 Zero Position and Direction of Movement - When positive and Other zero position considerations
negative values are displayed around a zero or a null position, the zero should be addressed.
or null point shall be located at either 12 o'clock or the 9 o'clock
position. Positive values shall increase with clockwise movement of the
pointer, and negative values shall increase with counterclockwise move-
ment.

5.2.3.2.3.3 Scale Break - There shall be an obvious break of at least
100 of arc between the two ends of the scale, except on multi-revolution
instruments such as clocks.

5.2.3.2.3.4 Number of Pointers - Whenever precise readings are required Clocks are exception.
not more than two coaxial pointers shall be mounted on one indicator
face.

5.2.3.2.3.5 Pointer Alignment - When a stable value exists for given
operating conditions in a group of circular-scale indicators, they shall
be arranged either in rows so that all pointers line up horizontally on
the 9 o'clock position under normal operating conditions or in columns
so that all pointers line up vertically in the 12 o'clock position under
normal operating conditions. If a matrix of indicators is needed, pre-
ference shall be given to the 9 o'clock position.

i -
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5.2.3.2.3.6 Placement of Numerals - Numerals shall be placed outside and/or scate marks!
of graduation marks to avoid having numbers covered by the pointer.
Numerals may be placed inside of graduation marks when it is necessary Solution to scale constriction is
to avoid-constriction of the scale. In any case, the pointer shatl hot poor format but rather a
extend to, but not obscure, the shortest graduation marks. change in dial size!

5.2.3.2.4 Curved (Arc), Horizontal Straight, and Vertical Straight Scales

5.2.3.2.4.1 Scale Reading and Pointer Movement - The magnitude of the
scale reading shall increase with movement of the pointer up or to the
right.

5.2.3.2.4.2 Zero Position and Direction of Movements - When positive
and negative values are displayed around a zero point, the positive
values shall increase with movement of the pointer up or td the right,
and negative values shall increase with movement of the pointer down
or to the left.

5.2.3.2,4.3 Placement of Pointers - Pointers shall be located to the
right of vertical scales and at the bottom of horizontal scales.

5.2.3.2.4.4 Placement of Numerals - Numerals shall be placed on the Same commenL as above.
side of graduaton marks away from the pointer to avoid having numbers
covered by the pointer. If space is limited (for curved or arc scales)
numerals may be placed inside of graduation marks te avoid undue con-
striction of the scale.

"~i
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5.2.3.2 Moving-Pointer, Fixed-Scale Indicators

5.2.3.2.1 Numerical Progression - Numbered'scales shall increase --Ref: Woodson and- Conover, Human
clockwise, from left to right., or -from bottom to -top depending on Engineering Guide for Equipment
scale layout (e.g., circumferential, or linear in -horizontal or Designer, 1966, p. 2-13.
vertical axis).

5.2.3.2.2 Orientation of Numerals - Numbers on fixed scales shall
appear vertical (upright) to the observer.

5.2.3.2.3 Circular Scales

5.2.3.2.3.1 Scale reading and Pointer Movement - [Same as the
original.]

5.2.3.2.3.2 Zero Position and Pointer Movement - The position of Illustration is used to clarify
the zero value on a numbered scale,- and the relative pointer move- alternate concepts.
ment shall conform to criteria in Figure

5.2.3.2.3.3 Scale Break - There shall be an obvious break between
the two ends of non-continuous scales of at least -100 of arc.

5.2.3.2.3.4 Number of Pointers - Except for clocks or watches We feel strongly about this in spite
(which often have three hands) -not more than two coaxial pointers of-conflicts with some aircraft specs.
shall be used on a single dial indicator.

[AltoughPrecision has little to do with

5.2.3.2.3.5 Aligned Pointers for Check-Reading -Although title requirement.
change is recommended, material should be same as -original. But
add (see Figure )J Illustration is added since typical

reader will not know what we are
5-.2.3.2.3.6 Relative Position of Scale Marks and-Numbers - When talking about.
-reading time and accuracy are critical, circular scale markings
and location of associated numbers shall be arranged to prevent Collates and illustrates all
pointers from-covering any portion of scale marks or numerals, and variables.
scale marks/numbers shall be on, or close to- the plane of the
pointer tip (i.e-., to avoid visual parallax - see Fig ). Professional .Judgment
However,'if readout accuracy is not-critical (i.e., gross relation
ship between- the pointer and the numeral is all that is required),
an arrangement of numerals "inside" the scale annulus is accept-
able. (See examples in Figure__

46
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5When a dial scale is of finitele7Igth, Lt should be numbered so3- that value increase is clockwise.
The zero starting point should2be approxihately at the 7-o'clock
position. There should be _n0> \obvious "break" between the rvo"0, ends of the scale of at least 100
of arc.

Uo When inoe 1i-revolut ion po intrI ovemn:t is involved, the zeroreference should be at the top of2 the diaI and th,!re should be no9 break between scale ends. Nomore than two Pointers shall beused except for special cases, e.g.,
7 clock (with second hand).6-

0 30 Azimuth dial scales shall be laidout with the zero (or North) ref-erence at the top of the dial, and
O9scale values shall increase clock-

wise. At least every 310 referenceshould be numbered.
220 150

180

4 Positive/Negative dial formatsshall be laid out with the zero(or "nill" position) located atthe 9, 12, or 3--o'clock position.Scale va-Lues shall increase rightor left, or up or down as appro-priate to provide positive/negative

pointer movement. relationships.

Figure. Zero Position and Pointer Movement forCircular Dial I)ispJays



Pt0

9-o'clock pointer

alignment for
horizontal dial
array.

I 12-o'clock pointer
alignment for

Overtical dial array

Straight-line scalp
format with "nominsl"
operating reference
common among all dis-
plays at the mid-scaleposition. Applicable0 also for "moving-tape"indicators.

Figure --Aligned Pointers for Rapid-Check-Reading

_i__ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



For maximum reading accuracy,
0 numerals shall be placed out-side the scale, and the inner

fill. annulus of scales marks providesan "even" border, against which% the pointer tip rides, i.e., tile
pointer is an equal distance
(nominal 0.03 12-0.0625-inches -// - 0.079-0.159 cm) from all scalemarks, never overlapping anymark or numeral.

Alent ii- _

The plane of the numeral-/

scale information should
be coincident with that of

Alternate format when the the.pointer tip - or as nearinstrument face is surrounded as is practical, to prevent
with a deep bezel, i.e., num- or minimize visual parallax.erals are inside the scale,since gross reading of numbers
is paramount.

Figure-___ - Relative Position of Scale Mnrks, Numerals
and Pointers on Circular Dials

,?I
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5.2.3.2-.4 Curved (Arc), Horizontal or Vertical Straight Scales

5.2.3.2.4.1- Scale Reading and Pointer Movement -[Same as the
original-'

5.2.3.2.4.-2 Zero Position and Pointer Movement - The position of Illustrations to clarify statements.
-the -zero value- on curved or straight scales sall conform to
criteria in Figure

5.2.3.2-.4.3- Relative Position of Pointers, Scales and Numerals -
The relative position of pointers- scales and numerals shall

conform to criteria in Figure -

so - 50



-Numerals should be located outside
scale marks, and-pointer should
ride against the inner scale annulus
just short of the markings. The
zero reference should be to the
left so that increasing numbers and
pointer motion is clockwise.

Zero reference (null) for arc scale
0 formats should be centevred on the

scale, with positive value increase
tAo to-tht-righr or upward; negative

-increase to-the-left, aid/or down-
ward. A "mirror -image" of the
vertical format is also acceptable.

Relative location of numerals, scale and pointer
on "straight-line" display formats should be as
shown, i.e., pointer should not cover either the
scale marks nor the numerals. The pointer should
eminate from the -right side of the vertical for-

101 mat; from the bottom of the horizontal format.

. 10 Note: Zero reference for
straight-line scales

L should be centered.

Figure - Relative Position of Scale Marks,

Numerals and Pointers on Arc andII Straight-Line ScalesI

=1+
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5.2.3.3 Fixed-Pointer, Moving-Scale Indicators -

5.2.3.3.1 Numerical Progression - On fixed-pointer, moving scale indi-
cators,-numbers shall progress in magnitude in clockwise direction
around the faces of circular dials (counter-clockwise dial movement for
numerical increase). On vertical or horizontal straight moving scales,
numbers shall increase from bottom to top or from left to right.

5.2.3.3.2 Orientation - Numerals on moving scales shall be upright
when in the reading position.

5.2.3.3.3 Alignment of Pointer or Fixed Reference Line - ATignment of
pointer or fixed reference line shall be in the 12 oclock position for
right-left directional information and in the 9 o'clock position for
up-down information. For purely quantitative information, either posi-
tion may be used.

5.2.3.3.4 Setting - If the display will be used for setting in a value Believe "Ooen Window" in title
(e.g., tuning in a desired wavelength), the unused portion of the dial wot:-IJ improve its referenctv valr, -
face shall be covered, and the open window shall be large enough to
permit at least one numbered graduation to eppear at each side of any
setting.

5.2.3.3.5 Trackino - if the display will be used for tracking, as in Without a specific example this
the case of a directional indicator, the whole face of the dial shall requirement is probably confusing.
be exposed.

IL
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5.Z.3.3 vixed-Pointer, Moving-Scale Indicators

5.2.3.3.1 Numerical Progression - Same as original.)

5.2.3.3.2 Orientation [ Same as original]

5.2-3.3.3 Alignment of Pointer or Fixed Reference Line -[Same
as original1

5.2.3.3.4 Open Window Display - When the display will be used Slight modification to insure that
primarily for setting in a value" (e.g., tuning to a desired two numbers appear in window. Also
wavelength), only the portion of the scale of interest should be pick5 up tracking requirement.
exposed, i.e., the rest of the scale is covered to reduce 

visual

clutter and confusion. The open- windcw shall be of sufficient Van Cott, Human Engineering Guide
size to permit view of ar least one numbered graduation either toEguipment Design, 1972, v. 33.
side of the desired setting, i.e., at least two number values
shall appear within the window at all times unless the scale :s
finite and the dial cannot be rotated continuously through suc-
cessive rotations in the same direction. If he display wilt be
used for tracking (as in the saiue of a directional indicator),
the entire face of the dial shall be exposed.

[5.2.3.3.5 Tracking - This -requirement has been incorporated in I Deleted.
5.2.3.3.4, ithsLight modification

OMM
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NEW SECTIONS

5.2.3.4 Moving TapL Displays - When the scale length required for These requirements represent
acceptable -readout accuracy exceeds the- limits of the capacity updating recommendations.
of the display package, i.e., -compaction of scale marking would
make the display illegible and/or subject to readout error, moving.
tape scale format shall be considered.

5.2.3.5 Composite Scalar/Pictorial-Di-3plays - Combinations of Ref: Woodson and Conover. Human
scales, pointers, and/or pictorialize-d isyols may be used- t.- Engineering Guide for Equipment
combine functionally-related information into a single instrument Designers, 1966, p. 224.
or display (e.g., artificial horizon/command heading, true,'
-relative bearing and-other similar combinations). Design of sig-
nificant reference features (aircraft or ship symbols, horizon/
altitude or pitch scales, etc.) shall conform to the general
criteria herein relative to direction-of-motion, scale-pointer
relatiorships, legibility, etc. Color contrast shall be used to
aid the operator in differentiating among various elements of
the combined or composite display (ie-., dark "l-and" vs light
"sky", etc.). See also 5.2.6.5, "Flags".

5.2.3.6 Head-Up DisElay - The "head-up" display -(a positional/
command type'o display typically projected on -the primary wind-
screen of an aircraft cockpit, to provide the pilot -with flight
di-raction information without his or her having to look down into
the cockpit at instrument panel displays)-, may be considered
with the approval of the procuring agency. The head-up display
concept shalil not be used for ground-borne or sea-borne vehicles
or other operator control-display installations without express
approval of th8 procuring agency-.

5.2.3.6.1 Display/External Viewing Interference - Markings
projected onthe winds'hield shall be designed and-il-luminated in
a manner that will not create confusion with external visual
deta;ls -required by the pilot for safe flight. Bfightness con-
trol ,hall be provided the operator-,- with sufficient latitude
to set thle brightness appropriately for the expected visual
environment variations.
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5.2.4 Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Displays -

5.2.4.1 Sional Size - When a target of complex shape is to be distin- onsidering the widespread use
guished from a nontarget shape that is also complex, the target signal nd variety of applications for
should subtend not less than 20-minutes of visual angle and should sub- RT displays, the present section
tend not less than 10 lines or resolution elements. Image quality shall Is entirely.inadequar;e because of
be consistent with the operator's needs. leficiency in scope and conten,.

5.2.4.2 Viewieq Distance - A 16-inch (410rm) viewing distance shall
be provided whenever practicable. When periods of scope observation
will be shert, or when dim signals must be detected, the viewing dis-
tance may be reduced to 10 inches (250 m.). Design should permit the
observer to view the scope from as close as he may wish. Displays
which must be placed at viewing distances greater than 16 inches (410 nm)
due to other considerations shall be appropriately modified in aspects
such as display size. symbol size, brightness ranges, line-pair spacing
and resolution.

5.2.4.3 Screen Luminance - The ambient illuminance shall not contribute
more than 25, of screen brightness through diffuse reflection and
phosphor excitation.

5.2.4.4 Faint Sionals - %'hen the detection of faint signals is required
and when the a,-. lnt iflumirance may be above 0.25 FT-C 12.7 lux), scopes
shall be hooded, shielded, or recessed. (in some instances, a suitable
filter system may be employed, subject to approval by the procuring
activity.)

5.2.4.5 Luminance Ranae - The luminance range-of surfaces 1m.nediately
adjacent to scopes shall be between 10. and 100% of screen background
luminance. With the -exception of emergency indicators, no light source
in the immediate surround shall be brighter than scope signals.

5.2.4.6 Ambient Illuminance - The ambient illuminance in the CRT area
shall be appropriate for other visual functions (e.g., setting controls,
reading instruments, maintenance, etc.) but shall not interfere with the
visibility of signals on the CRT display.

5.2.4.7 Reflected Glare - Reflected-glare shall be minimized by proper
placement of the scope relative to the light source, use of a hood or
shield, optical -coatings or filter control over the Ii source.

A -
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5.2.4.8 Ad acent Surfaces - Surfaces adjacent to the scope shall have a
dul-i.-matte fnish. The reflectances of these surfaces shall be such that
the resultant luminances will be consistent with tbe criteria established
above.

-_-" -
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5.2.4.9 Electronically or QOtically Generated DisoDlays -Electronically

or optically generated displays shall conform to MIL-STD-884.
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5.2.4 -Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT) Displays This- very much expanded section
introduces needed material in

5.2.4.1 Applications - Cathode ray tubes may be used for a wide many-areas concerned--with CRT
variety of displa' purposes such as presentation of: sensor data display, including applications,
from radar, sonar, electronic-warfare systems, etc.; computer- phosphors, use of color, persist-
generated data such as processed sensory data, target tracks, ence, dynamic range,- flicker and
computer graphics, status data, and simulated exercises; aircraft jitter, spot size and- resolution,
system status; caution and warning indications; and presentation burning of screen, distortion,
of television pictures. A athode ray tube may also be- employed screen shape and size, viewer
for multiple uses in which case it shal1 at least minimally protection, "housekeeping" controls,
satisfy the criteria for-each use. TV displays, sensor displays, and

5.2.4.2 General Requirements - The following general require- computer-generated diplays.

ments are applicable to-GKT selection and design regardless of
specific use.

5.2.4.2.1 Screen Luminance - The screen luminance shall be with-
in a range which satifies all the following requirements.

a. Operating- Range - The luminance used shall be compatible
with the CRT's operating characteristics and life ex-
pectancy. That is, for example, -the CRT shall not be
driven beyond its normal value in order to gain greater
screen luminance since this could result in burning-of
the screen or in reduced life.

b. Ambient Illumination - CRT luminance "shall be compatible
with the ambient illumination -otherwise required in the
work area, -except that shielding, filtering or use of a
hood may allow l6wer CRT luminance if the technique
employed is compatible with the operator's task.

c. Operator Visual.Capabilities and-Task Requirements -
-Luminance'ot the faintest intormation displayed tor oper-
ator response shall be well above the operator's thres-
hold considering targeL size and presentation rate,
'clutter,- phosphor color, and ambient illumination
conditions.

54
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5.2.4.2.2 Finish-and Luminance of Surrounding Area - Panel
surfaces adjacent to the CRT shall have a dul-i matte finish which
under ambient operational conditions shall -have a luminance range
between 10% and 100% of the screen background luminance. Some
means of adjusting the surround luminance should be provided if
necessary to ensure operation within this range.

5.2.4.2.3 DaylightViewing - CRTs which must be viewed under Ref: Skolnik, Radar Handbook, Ch. 6.
daylight conditions-such as on the bridge of a ship or in an
aircraft cockpit sha'll utilize one or more appropriate means
such as the following to bring viewing conditions within an
acceptable range: (1) a deep shield or hood to reduce the amount
of incident light, (2) scan conversion for continuous presentation
at high luminance levels$ (3) a high-output burn-resistant phospho
such as the P-l compatible with the higher ambient light levels,
(4) a circularly-polarized filter for cancellation of light re-
flected off the face plate, (5) negative image polarity to present
dark traces on a liht background, (6) a filter/phosphor combina-
tion which will minimize screen flourescence, and (7) a fiber-
optic or mesh type filter which tends to reject incident light and
pass screen-emitted- light.

5.2.4.2.4 Reflection and Glare - Reflection and glare off CRT Ref: Skolnik, Radar Handbook, Ch. 6.
faceplates and cover plates shall be minimized by one or more
appropriate techniques such as: (1) shielding the CRT or the Also: A. Cakir, Hart, and Stewart,
light sources to prevent direct illumination from striking the The VDT Manual, 1979,
CRT, (2) positioring light sources so they do not reflect off the pp. 84-92.
CRT face plate into the operator's eyes, (3) use of a circularly-
polarized filter for cancellation of light reflected off the CRT
face plate, (4) use of a cross-polarized lighting system (a
polarizing filter over the CRT rotated 900 with respect to polar-
izing filters over the light sources), (5) use of a controlled
white light system4which delivers light only to the necessary work
areas and baffles it from the CRT, (6)- use of a selective spectrum
lighting system wherein the spectral output of the' CRT is substan-
tially outside the spectrum of the ambient illumination, and (7)
application of an anti-reflective coating on the CRT face plate
and non-bonded filter surfaces to reduce the proportion of.re-
flected light.
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5.2.4.2.5 Phosphors - CRT phosphors shall be selected on the Ref: Skolnik, Radar Handbook, Ch. 6.
basis of color, persistence, resolution capability, and durability
as appropriate to the operator's task in utilizing the CRT.
Characteristics of commonly-used phosphors currently available
are presented in Table .

5.2.4.2.6 Use of-Color - Color is inherently-a-good coding dimen--
sion, but it should be utilized only when: (I)- any loss of CRT |
resolution resulting from the use of color is acceptable, (2) coloi
codes are compatible with color stereotypes and-conventional usage,
and (3) all users will be able to perceive the code. (Because
there are some color deficient personnel in the Armed Forces, it
cannot be assumed that any random operator will be able to dif-
ferentiate the color codes reliably. Use of some other code
redundantly alon with the color code is the best way to ensure
that the codes will be differentiable by all personnel. Thus,
if friendly and- hostile tracks are to be differentiated by color,
they should- also be differentiable by some other means such as
shape coding.)
5.2.4.2.7 -Persistence -- Transient signals of very short duration Professional Judgment

such as those derived- from radar and active sonar systems shall
be displayed with sufficient persistence for the operator to
perform whatever operations are needed with respect to the signalsi
Persistence beyond signal duration on the display may be accom-
plished through use of persistent phosphors, periodic re-painting-
(refreshing) of the image from processor memory, or utilization of
scan converters or direct view storage tubes as appropriate to
the application. With rotating sweep indicators, the persistence
should be at least such as to display even faint signals above
threshold for a period equal to one-quarter of a sweep rotation.
Short to medium persistence is adequate for scan rates such as
those used for television.

5.2.4.2.8 Dynamic Range - A dynamic range of at least 7 db Ref: Boeing Co., Design Handbook
should be provided tor detection of targets on a plau-type (PPI) for Imagery Lntereretation
indicator, and 20 db or more is desirable for detection on an Tqupment, 197, Ch. 4.
A-scan presentation or other deflection display. A dynamic range
of at least 7 db should be provided for TV images, and applica-
tions where fine-grain detai1 is important, such as high-resolu-
tion reconnaisattce sensors should provide the maximum attainable
with the state of rhe art.
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Table

CRT Phosphor Applications and Characteristics

CIE
Application Phosphor Coordinates Persistence Flourescence Phosphorescence Decay -*Notes

I.D. X Y Time
(M sec)

Radar P-I .218 .712 Med. Yellow Green Yellow Green 24
Sonar, P-2 .279 .534 Ned. Yellow Green Yel-low Green 35-100
and P-7 .357 .537 Long Yellow Yel-low Green
Oscilloscope P--O Very Long Dsrk Trace Screen

P-12 .605 .394 Med. Short Orange Orange
p-14 .504 .443 Med. Yellow Orange Orange

.150 .093 Med. Short Blue Orange
P-;7 .302 .390 Long Blue Yellow
P-19 .572 .422 Long Orange Orange
P-21 .539 .373 Hed. Red Orange Red- Orange
P-25 .557 .430 Med. Orange -0range
P-26 .582 .416 Very Long Orange -Orange
P-28 .370 .540 Long YelIow Green Yellow Green 500-
1-29 (P-2 P-25) Med. Green Green
P-31 .193 .420 Med. Short Green Green 4
P-32 Long Purple Blue Yellow Green
P-33 .559 .440 Very Long Orange Orange
P-34 .235 .364 Very Long Blue Green Yellow Green 40 s:'c
11-35 .286 .420 Med. Short Green Blue
P-38 .561 .437 Very Long Oringe Orange 1040
P-39 .223 .698 Long Yellow Green Yellow Green- 150
P-40 .276 .3117 Med. White/Blue Yellow Green

Monochrome TV P-4 .270 .300 Med. Short White hite 25
P-23 .375 .390

Color TV P-22 .155 .060 4ed. Blue -Blue 25
.285 .600 Med. Yellow Green Yet-low Green 60
.675 .325 Med. Orange Red Orange Red 0.9
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-CRT -Phosphor Applicat-ions- and -Characteristics (cont.)

CIE
Appl-ication Phosphor Coordinates Persis-tence -Flourescence -Phosphorescence Decay- *Niotes

1- D. x Y. Time

Projection TV P-18 .333 .31a 'led-.

Storage Tubes P-20- -4"4 .536 Med-. Shor t Yellow Green YelAlow Green

Pers-istence:

VL' --Very long, I-second or over
L tn,100 msec-1.0 sec

M Medium, I insec to 100 msec
MI -eitun short, 10/4 sec to M. insec

S Short, 1,/' sec to- lO sec
V S -Very short, less than !/'" sec

:cte--

P-1 - *!i-ah efficie~wy, resollution and resistance to burn.
P-2 - Duicrease in decay with- increase -in beari current.
P-4 - Sulfide vorsion-.
P-7 - Iligh efficiency and resistanlce to burn:.
?--19 - Slow refresh rate for- flickerless disPLay; low light otitput; low burn res-iscance.
P-25 - Desired low-level pers-istence, high resistance to burn; low r-ight output.
P-26 - Slow refresh rate for -flckerless dispiaci; low light output and burn resistance.

P-31 - Curve has blue peak -t 450 narncneters; high efficilency, resolution and resistance to burn.
P-3- Decay decreases -with 4cam. current Jecreases; burns rapidly when used, with stacionary

-or slow-moving, beam.
P-34 - IR stimulatable-; V-phosphor.
P-35 - Resists burn-in& compared to-P-1i.
P-39 - Simi-lar to P-1 but wqith longer decay.
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5.2.4.2.9 Jitter --Erratic movement of sweep traces on CRT dis-
plays shallbe diminished to the point where it is not detectable
by the operator.

5.2.4.2.10 Flicker - The -refresh (re-paint) rate of signals or Professional judgment based on data
data displayWed ona CRT shall not be between the rates of 7 Hz from many sources including:
and 28 Hz except in applications requiring sensor scanning at thest (L) Cakir, Hart, & Stewart, The VDT
rates and as noted in paragraph 5.2.4.5.1.3. Rates between 1 and Manua
7 Hz shall be utilized only when it is desired to capitalize on thi Manual
conspicuity value of such rates, such as for warning signals or in (2) Boeing Co., Design Handbook for
the rare circumstances when flash rate coding might be utilized. Imagery Interpretacion Euipme nt,
Refresh rates for data which are to be perceived as continuously Ch. 4.
presented shall be adjusted upward from 28 Hz as necessary to ( S.S. Stevens, Handbook of
reduce flicker to a non-detectable level over entire range of
display luminance. -Experimental Psychology.

5.2.4.2.11 Spot Size and Resolution - The spot size (diameter to Ref: Van Cott, Human Engineering
10% luminance) on a CR shall be compatible with -the signal Guide to Equipment Desi,
characteristics and- type of scan to be utilized. For radar the 1972, p. 58.
spot size preferably should be smaller than the minimum size of
a returned pulse as presented on the slowest sweep (longest range NAV SHIPS Display illumination
scale) in order to avoid loss of resolving power inherent in the Uesign Guide (NELC TD 223),
radar system. For most CRT display applications spot diameter 197J7Il-5.
at all parts of the screen should subtend no more than I minute
of arc from .the normal viewing position. Alphanumeric characters
should be scaled to subtend ac least 15 minutes of arc; other
complex shapes should subtend at least 20 minutes of arc.

5.2.4.2.12 Hand Capacitance Effects - For applications where the Ref: Skolnik, Radar Handbook, 6-9.
operator's hand normally comes close to the screen, such as in
plotting on the faceplate or in using a light pencil for data
pickoff, aluminized backing of the screen shall be utilized, so
as to minimize the effect of hand capacitance which tends to add
uncontrolled deflection to the CRT beam.

5.2.4.2.13 Burning of Screen - The display design shall minimize Ref: Skolnik, Radar Handbook, 6-9/
the likelihood ot burning of long persistence phosphor screens
such as the P19, P25 and P33, since it cannot be assumed that
burn-damaged CRTs will always be properly replaced-under opera-
tional conditions, and the presence of burned areas seriously
degrades display legibility. (Anti-burn techniques include use
of aluminized backings and protective circuits for automatic
intensity reduction whenever the beam remains stationary. 59
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5.2.4.2.14 Distortion - Sweep non-linearity with raster on PPI- -Ref: NAVSHIPS Display Illumination
type scans shall be less than 2%. CRTs displaying only alpha- Design Guide (NELC TD 223),
numeric or graphics data shall shcw no-obvious distortion in any 1973, p. 111-7.
column or row of-characters, and the character aspect ratio shaLL
appear to be constant at all parts of the-screen.

5.2.4.2.15 Screen Shape - CRT display surfaces used exclusively 1 Professional Judgment; also
for data presentation or computer graphics shall be rectangular MIL-HDBK-759, p. 190.
in shape. CRT displays used exclusively for TV image presentation-
shall also be rectangular and should normally follew the standard
practice of having a 3:4 aspect ratio (height towidth). Those
CRTs used exclusively for polar plots of sensor data shall be
round. The preferred display surface shape for A-scan presenta-
tions is rectangular. CRTs used simultaneously or sequentially
for two or more different display functions may have round, square,
or rectangular display surfaces as best fit the combined purposes.1

5.2.4.2.16 Useful Screen Diameter - The diameter of direct-viewini Professional Judgment, based on
console-mounted CRTs should norma'llv be within the following limits.operational experience and references
(Smaller CRTs than those listed for'detection, detection and such as NIL-HDBK-759, p. 190.
tracking, and situation display may be used where there are severe,
space constraints such as in aircraft or submarines or hand-held
units.)

a. For detection of signals from sensor systems: 21-.5 cm
(8.5 in.) + 3k cm (1.5 in.).

b. For both detection and tracking: 30 cci (12 in.) + 5 cm
(2 in.).

c. Tactical or situation displays: at least 38 cm (15 in.);
maximum 76 cm (30 in.).

d. Alphanumeric displays: size these by considering the
largest formaL which will be required and the recommended
character size. (See 5.5.5.) -

e. TV: minimum 12 cm (5"; maximum 60 cm (24 in.).

f. Single character display: 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) minimum.

Z. Display of single pulse or short sweep segment for
qua itative monitoring on'y: 1.9 c,, (0.75 in.) minimum. 60
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5.2.4.2.17 Viewer Protection A transparent safety screen which Ref: Cakir, Hart & Stewart, The
may be integral with the CRT faceplate shall be provided to pre- VDT Manual, 1979, p. 23-
vent implosion injury. Protection as needed shall also be pro-
vided against low-intensity X-radiation as prescribed by curret
regulations of the Bureau of Radiological Health of the Food and
Drug Administration.

5.2.4.2.18 '"Housekeepin&" Controls - The number of "housekeeping"
controls (e.g;, focus, intensity, and centering) to be used by
the operator for adjustient of the CRT shall be kept to a minimum.
Such controls which are to be used by the operator (as opposed to
a maintenance technician) shall be finger-operated and available
from the front panel but recessed and preferably covered when not
in use.

5.2.4.2.19 Display Composition Features - Convenient controls
shall be provided tor structuring the display format and content
in accordance with user requiremencs. Display capability shall
be provided to present both the current settings of all controls
relating to display composition, and the total range of settings
available.

5.2.4.2.20 Angle - CRT screens should be perpendicular
t& the operator's Line of sight (i.e., have a 900 viewing angle
at screen center) whenever feasible and no part of any screen
including secondary CRTs shall offer a viewing angle of less than
450 from the operator's normal position.

5.2.4.3 Special Requirements for TV Displays

5.2.4.3.1 Resolution - Resolution shall be 400 lines or greater Ref: Boeing Co., Design Handbook
both horizontally a vertically except that for low-resolution for Imagery Interpretation
applications, line spacing need not be closer than needed to sub- Equipment, 1975, Ch. 4.
tend I minute-of arc from the normal viewing position.

5.2.4.3.2 Frame Rate and Interlacing - Except for slow-scan Standard practice provides
systems for reproduction of static images, the frame rate for satisfactory results.
sampling of video material shall be a minimum of 30 per second.
There shall be two display scans (fieIds) per frame period (or a
minimum of 60 per second) with the lines of the second scan in
the frame period interlaced witL the lines of the first scan.

61
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5.2.4.3.3 Phosphors - The phosphors- for TV screens shall have
short or medium persistence and high output (e.g., the P-4 or P-23
for black and white monitors, and the P-22 or P-27 for color
monitors)-.

5.2.4.3.4- Distcrtion - Spot diameter shall not vary by more than Professional judgment
a ratio of 1.5 to 1.0 at any two points on the screen. Distortion!
shall nct be sufficient to cause obvious non-linearity anywhere I
on the screen when Viewing alphanumeric formats or picture images.,

5.2.4.3.5 Cray Scale - There shal-l be a minimum of at least 5 - Ref: Boeing Co., Design-Handbook :Cr
distinguislable gray scale levels. When the requirements include Image interpretation Equipment.
interpretati.,n of handwriting, resolution of fine detail, or com- J J975,iCh. 4.
piex image interpretation, up to 8 gray scale levels should be
provided.

5.2.4.4 Special Requirements for Sensor Displays

5.2.4.4.1 Types of Scans - The type of scan selected shall be 1
appropriate to the operator's task in utilizing the sensor data.
Commonly-used scan -types shall be selected in preference to novel I
or experimental scan types except as &pproved by the procuring I
activity.

5.2.4.4.2 Display Scale Sizes and Range Ring Values - Display Professional judgment, based on the
scale shall be selected on- the basis ot the tolLowIng criteria. ! Van Cott HE Guide and other sources.

a. if rangerings are to be used the display scales sel-ectedi
should be compatible with use -of a constant number of
range rings- regardless of scale. as follows:

3 Range R in-s 4 Range Rings 5 iangz Ritgs

Any decimal -Any decirna-l Any decimal
multiples of: multiples or: multiples of:

15 unit scale 4 unit scale .unit scale
30 unit scale 8 unit scale 10 unit scale
60 unit shale 20 ur-it scale 25 unit scsle

Display systems capable of presenting alphanumerics should present'
range ring values on the CRT.

_____________ _________________________ ____________________________________________ ____________
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b. Appropriate scale limits considering sensor character- Professional judgment.
istics such ss minimum range, range resolution, bearing
resolution, and maximum range of detection. (Also see
5.2.4.4.4.) For example, the display scales for use
with a shipboard surface search radar having a minimum
range of 200 years and a maxioun, range of 36 miles might
be as follows:

(1) Miniau. - one mile (not more than 10 times the
minimum range value, to capitalize on range deter-
mination at close-in ranges as in station keeping).

(2) Maximum - 40 miles (accommodates maximum range of
the radar and is a good scale for estimation and
interpolation).

c. Arpa and scaling limits suggested by representative
operational situations including warfare operations,
search patterns, maneuvers, flight operations, etc.
For example, an aircraft carrier which may have a number
or mions involving close-in aircraft operations at
rangzs frcza 0 ro 20 niles should have a 20 mile display
scalt for monitoring and control of aircraft on such
mission=

5.2-4.4.3 Offser - Provision for offsetting displav center should;
--made if -, is ex-erred rtat operators may find ii advantageous

to sometimes confine their attention to an expanded portion of
the display which would not be centered on the sensory location.
The preferred way to offsetting is through posicroning of a CRT
marker on the desired new display center by means of a two-
coordinate-conroler ano activation by means of an entry switch.
if the amount of offset is sufficient :o display the original
display center off the scep2, then some simple means of recap-
turing the original center shall be provided.

g
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5.2.4.4.4 Resolution, Signal Size, and Viewing-Distance - In Ref: NAVSIHIPS Display Illumination
general, the display should-present sensor signals with sufficient DeinGuide-(NELC TD 223)
display resolution to match- the resolution of the system (e.g., 19737, Set.111.
a precision radar needs a high resolution display but a mosaic -of
infrared detettors can suffice with a much lower display-resolu-
tion). The signal size should be sufficient to provide a sub-
tended visual angle for the target of at least 12 minutes of arc
for the normal position of the viewer. When the target is of
complex shape and recognition is required, it should subtend no
less than 20 minutes of visual angle and at least 10 lines -or
resolution elements (25 minutes in presence of heavy noise -or
clutter).

5.2.4.4.5 Reference au! Boundary Marks - Provision may be made
for range ringgridmrks, azimuth markings, map outlines,
operational boundaries, velocity vectors, etc., as appropriate
for the intended operational situation. When such aids- are pro-
vided they shall be selected-as needed, parallax-free, and -con-
trollable in intensity. There should be nio more than 5 range
rings on a PPI.

5.2.4.4.6, Operator Loadinp - In planning the number of detection Professional judgment, based on
and tracking displays w Thc -my be needed in a system, the -follow- operational experience with display
ing criteria should be considered, systems.

a. Detection performance decreases as the amount of-target
activity increases. -Detection -displays should not requir-
monitoring of more than four concurrent and independent
detection situations by an unaided operator.

b. In a computer-based -system -relying upon operator updating
of target positions, individual displays should -ot re-
quire tracking of-more than six independent air targets
or more than 15 independent -surface targets. Systems
which will be employed in -situations where there may be
groups of targets moving -with common velocities should
.be capable of presenting computer-aided trackingaids
such as raid-forming gates which treat the entire group
as a single target for tracking purposes.
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c. Systems performing automatic detection and tracking shall
provide sufficient display capability to accommodate an
appropriate level of operator monitoring for manual back-
up in case of computer failure. (See also paragraph
5.2.4.5.11.3.)

5.2.4.4.7 Automatic Sequencing - Computer-aided display systems
may provide priority-ordered automatic sequencing to facilitate
manual track position updating or other recurrent manual opera-
tionis. With automatic sequencing, each time a position update
is entered by the operator, a marker on the display steps to the
position of the next track needing updating.

5.2 4.4.8 Data Readout - Computer-aided display systems Thall
provide con'vient operator-oriented facilities for readout of
selected information on demand. In tactical data systems this
may involve use of a two-coordinate controller to designate
specific Lracks on the CRT for readout, and an auxiliary display
presenting formatted information held by the computer concerning
the designated track.

5.2.4.4.9 Handover - Computer-aided display systems shall pro-
vide convenient means for transferring responsibilities between
opera tors (e.g., handover of targets on the basis of sector
transit or operator overload).

5,2.4.4.10 1"isplay Gates - Computer-aided systems may ,provide
display gates cont:rollable in size and position by the operator
to designate areas within which signal return is blanked out
(censored) or identified as calling for special processing,

5.2.4.5. Special Requirements for Computer-Generated-Displav s

5.2.4.5.1 Display-of Processed Sensor Data

5.2.4.5.1-l. Quantized Data - Systems which process and quantize
sensor data before presenting it co an operator for detection
should provide:

. 5
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a. A minimum signal size on the display of 12 minutes of Ref: NAVSHIPS Display Illumination
visual angle for the viewer's normal position. Desi Guide_-(NELC TD 223)

193 ec. III_
b. Display coding to maximize the opportunity to discrimin-

ate signals from noise.

c. Operator control to electronically mark points to be
monitoredi correlated, entered, or dropped.

5.2.4.5.1.2 Time-Integrated Data - Systems-which accumulate
processed data and present all or part of that history in inte-
grated fashion on current scans should provide:

a. Controls for adjusting the amount of data history to be
displayed.

b. Means to differentiate the most recent data from the
older data.

c. Operator control to electronically mark points to be
entered or dropped.

5.2.4.5.1.3 Time-Compressed Data - Systems which accumulate Professional judgment.
processed data and present alor part of that history in ac-
celerated sequential playback should provide controls for:

a. Adjusting the amount of data history to be displayed.
(For most applications the minimum number of scans
to be displayed in a sequence should be six or more.)

b. Adjusting playback rate between the limits of 12 and 30
frames per second.

c. Electronically marking points to be entered or dropped.

5.2.4.5.2 Alphanumeric Characters

5.2.4.5.2.1 Character Generation - Provided they meet the legi- Ref: Cakir, Hart, & Stewart, The
bility requirements specified in 5.2.4.5.2.2 characters may be VDT Manual, 1979, pp. 13=T .
generated by any of the commonly used techniques including the
following.
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a. Stroke generation, in which the character is drawn by
deflecting the CRT beam-through a series of connected
line segments,

b. Lissajous generation, in which the beam is deflected
through a sequence of segments of lissajous figures.

c. Facsimile generation, in which character shapes are store
in analog form as a mask within the CRT and are used to
shape the electron beam.

d. Dot matrix generation in which an electronically stored
dot matrix memory is used to intensity-modulate the beam
as it scans the character space.

5.2.4.5.2.2 Legibility Requirements- CRT-presented characters Ref: MIL-HDBK-759, p. 195.
shall be desined so as to avoid "look-alike" pairs which might
be confused with one another'(e.g., B and 8, 5-and S, 0 and D.)
Characters should -generally conform to the legibility require-
ments specified in paragraph 5.2.6.2.3.2 except as follows:

a. Stroke width on CRTs for single-operator use may be
determined by the normal width of a stroke on the CRT
rather than by a fixed ratio of stroke width to height.

b. Minimum character height on raster scans shall be Ref: Van Cott, Human Engineering
7 raster lines. Guide to Esuipment Design,

-1972, p. 100.
5.2.4.5.3 Symbols and Symbol Modifiers - Symbols and their
modifiers which are presented on CRTs shall meet the following
requirements. (Also see paragraph- 5.5.)

a. Except for dots, small ci-rcles, and keyboard-generated
Symbols such-as the dash, quotation marks, commas, etc.,
minimum height of symbols shall at least equal the mini-
mum height for characters as specified in paragraph
5.5.5.6. Minimum symbol height on raster scans shall be Ref: NAVSHIPS Display Illumination
at least 7 raster lines. -V-3.
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b. Color coding of symbols shall be used only redundantly Professional judgment.
with some other coding technique. (For example, if shape
coding is utilized to differentiate between hostile and
friendly tracks, color coding may also be used to enhance
the difference, but color coding shal not be used as
the sole means of differentiation.)

-c. Selection of a symbol set and modifiers shall be based
on the following criteria.

(1) Symbols and modifiers should reflect the inter-
relationships among the data in the set to be
represented-. Thus if a target is represented by
a circle, An engaged target should be presented
as a modified circle (e.g., a circle with a bar
across it) rather than as a completely different
'ymbol (e.g., a triangle).

(2) Clear differentiation shall be maintained between
basic symbol types, between modified symbol types,
and between-modified and unmodified symbols.

('3) No more than 5 variations (3 preferred) in a single Absolute discrimination between
dimension (e.g., hue for color coding) shall be about 7 values on a single dimension
utilized in any set of symbols which must be dis- is often cited in the literature.
criminated from one another on an absolute basis Since performance is likely to be
(without side by side comparison), more error-prone under stress than

under laboratory conditions, a
more conservative -figure of not
more than 5 discriminations in a
single dimension would appear to
be warranted.
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5.2.4.5.4 Refresh Rates - Except for time-compressed data and Professional judgment, based on
warning or alerting -signals, all data -on CRTs shall be displayed data from many sources including
at refresh rates of at least 28 per second or greater as needed NAVSHIPS Display Illumination
to prevent noticeable flicker. Design Guide, 1973, p. IV-14.

5.2.4.5.5 Display-Compoisiton- Features - Convenient controls
shall be provided to allow the operator to select the categories
of information which are needed for independent display and to
determine how the selected information- shall be displ-ayed (e.g.,
normal symbology, dots only, intensified, binkinB, etc., if this
type of selective control over presentation mode is needed by the
operator for task performance). Controls should be on an alter-
nate action basis so that one switch action adds the category
and the alternate action removes it (as opposed to two independent
controls, one to add-, and- the other to--remove.) -Positive indica-
tion shall be provided at all times for the state of -the -display-
composition- switches (i.e., the operator needs to be able- to
conveniently read out at any point in -me precisely how the dis-
play has been structured).

5.2.4.5.6 Operator/Computer Interaction - The opportunity for
constructive use of operator/computer interaction shaXl be con-
sidered for the following as applicable:

a. Generation of trial solutions to- tacti:al problems.

b. Generation of free-drawn graphics.

c. Solution of relative motion problems.

d. Construction of formatted messages.

e. Editing of messages.

5.2.4.5.7 Data Readout - Computer-generated -display systems
shall provie onvien-Teit-operator-oriented means for readout
of selected- information on demand. In -tactical data systems this
may involve use of a two-coordinate controller to designate
specific tracks for readout, a keyboard for entry of instructions
to the computer, sophisticated computer alorithms for processing
of information per operator request, and-displays for presenting
focmatte4 informa-tion in response to track oriented-or other
inZormation- requests. 69
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5.2.4.5.8 11andover - Computer-generated display systems shall Professional judgment.
provide convenient means for -transferring responsibilities be-
tween operators (e.g-., compie-te handover of responsibility as in
shutting down a console, or handover of individual targets on
the basis of sector transit, engagement status, or operator over-
load)-.

5.2.4.5.9- Inter-Diseplay Pointing - Incorporation -of inter-
display -pointng shall be considered so as to-allow each operator
to position a displ-ay marker and- driLve one or more slaved markers
on other displays is sclec-ted, so as to facilitate COMMnnica Lion
regarding areas of interest.

5.2.4.5.10 Comipsition and Editing of 'Mqsstges- - When the com-
puter is used to assrst the operator in composing and/or editing
CRT-displayced ziessages the following fea-tures should be provided.

a . A cuso on the display (e.g. , a line benecath a charac-
ter) to identify where the operator is in the sequepce.

b. Contro-ts ai neced to 3-11-ow rapid posi.Lioning of the

d. Automatic composition of those p.-rts--o'f' standzird
formats for which the comwuter has the data.

5.2.4-5.11 Autonmation of Functions

5.2.4.5.1-1.1 C-ri-terizifror Automation - Automated systems should
- be used to:

a.Prevent operator saturation as in the detection and
tracking of large numbers of targets in a urillnce
Sys tem.

b. Detect events (e.g. , targets or signals) when the
frequency of occurrence is very l-ow and the unaided
operator cannot maintain the required vigilance over the-
long period- ol time between events.-7
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c. Replace manual functions wherever the capabilities of
the automated system are clearly superior to chose of a
-purely manual system.

5.2.4.5.111.2 Data Filtering for Monitoring Automated Functions Professional judgment.
Displays used exclusively tor monitoring automated function-s
should operate on a discrepancy or "management by exception"
basis wherein- only those data which deviate from expectation
according -to system mode and operational conditions are displayed.
(This includes data on processor function as well as operational-
data. )

5.2.4.5.11.3 Data Presentation for Manual Backup - In systems
where manual backup may berequired-in case-ok computer failure,
the backup display shali not operate strictly on a discrepancy
basis but rather shall present sufficient data to keep the op-
erator advised of the current state of processing and to provide
all the basetine data which would- be needed to initiate manual
operacion at any point in time.

5.2.4.5,11.4 Timely Data Processing and Displa X-- Automated
systemrs shall be designed so as -to:

a. Respond to operator infornarion requests and control in'-
puts in a timely manner.

b. lipose minimal burden on the operator for routine aspects
of data management.

c. Present routifie information to the operator .on- a time-
phased basis related to the task sequence but present
urgert information on a interrupt basis using alerting
techniques.
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5.2.4.9 Electronically or Opticaly Generated Display Is -[sanC as

72
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMEINTS

5.2.5 Large-Scale Displays The key issue of wien ard hnw o
use large screen dIsplays is vv.r

5.2.5.1 Oesion - The design of large-scale displays intended for group pres. nt in .nodrn sys ems, anI. th,-
observation s9al ccnform with the basic visual criteria in other para- treseut nateriai ssys n~nciiing about
graphs of this standard, and the add;tional requirements below. Also, when and hlo, to use such displavs.
see 5.2.6.6.

The Iegibilit¢ statemenZ leaves .L
5.2.5.2 Legibility - The height-to-width ratio, stroke width, size, and m,h Lu the judgr.i nr 0Ci -h de-
spacing of display symbols shall be such that all characters will be signer. i..s assum- iie w;ll
leaible at the maximum viewing angle and distance (minirum of 15' arc). look at all of the other s,,ctions

dealing -. _ith legibility

-N,- - ----- ~ ~ I-
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5.2.5 Large-Screen Displays The applications statements are
ones typically found in analyses

5.2.5.1 Application - Large-screen displays may be used when: leading to decisions on whether to
use large screen displays vs indi-

a. A group of operators frequently refer to the same infor- vidual operator displays and com-
mation and are required to interact as a team, based on munication links.
the sane informatiOn.
b hOe orae informiof. aThe advice when not to use such dis-

b. One or more members Of a rcam of operators have to move plays is based on some of the
about, yet require frequent referral to information re- typical examples of poor use of
quired to make decisions, but which they cannot carry large screen displays-the pur-
with them, or do not have displayed at the specific pose of which is .o preclude some
position at which they happen to be. one trying to use such a display

when the physical constraints make
c. There are space or other constraints that preclude -the the resulting work conditions

use of individual displays for each team member to call extremely awkward or difficult, i.e.,
up commonly-used information. difficulties outweigh any slight

advantage the large display could
d. It may be desirable to have general information available have provided, given proper spatial

to persons who shoul-J not interrupt on-going group op- environment.
erations by looking-over the shoulder of individual
operators to see their individual displays.

Large-screen displays shouln not be used when the spatial and
environmental conditions do not allow satisfactory observational
geometry to insure that all critical operators have appropriate
visual access in terms of viewin* distance, angle and lack of
interference from intervening objecrs-or personnel and/or ambient
lighting. I
5.2.5.2 Angle of View - All critical display observers shall be Although screen/seating criteria
able to view the Ksp ay as perpendicularly as possible, and in are provided for projection systems
no case at an angle of less than 460 from the plane of the screen. it is not always the same for non-

projected systems that are not
5.2.5.3 Viewing Distarce - The display shall not be placed audience-oriented.
further from an observer than- will provide appropriate resolution
of critical detail presented on the display (see legibility re-
quirements 5.5). Anr the display shall not be closer to any
observer than 1/2 the display width or height, whichever is
greater.
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5.2.5.4 Physical Interruption of View - Large-screen displays
shall not-be located with respect to critical observers so that
view of the display is obscured regularly by persons moving about
(i.e., normal traffic patterns).

5.2.5.5 Control of Displayed Information - Large-screer group Professional judgment.
display systems shall be designed so that critical information
cannot be modified or deleted inadvertently or arbitrarily, i.e.:

a. Changes ir. th* group display shall be controllable by
desigaated operator5 who operate according to pre-
established procedures and/or upon command of a n.rson
in charge.

b. Separate displays should be provided for operators who
must make changes in disolay format or content which
would be disruptive to other operators.

c. Display compositioz features as specified in 5,2.4.2.1.9
shall be provided as appropriate for monitoring and
control of display feroat and content.
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5.2.6 Other Displays Too brief to cover the topic.

5.2.6.1 General

5.2.6.1.1 Types - Where applicable, direct-reading counters, printers, Needs some reorganization in
plotters, f ags, optical pr'ojection displays and light emitting diodes order to. accept new requirements.
(LECs) should be consider 'd.

5.2.6.1.2 Applications - The selection of the above 'types of displays
for various applications should be based on the foll6wing specific
criteria as well as the criteria in Table I1.

5.2.6.2 Counters There are more than drum-type
counters.

5.2.6.2.1 Application - Counteri should be used for presenting quanti-
tative data when a continuous trend indication is not required and
when a quick, precise indication is required.

5.2.6.2.2 Mountirn - Counters'shall be mounted as close as possible to
the panel surface so as to minimize parallax and shadows and maximize
the viewing angle.

5.2.6.2.3 Numeral Proportions - The height-to-width ratio of numerals
shall be 1:1 with the excption of the number "1". which shall be one
stroke width.

5.2.6.2.4 Spacing Between Numerals - The horizontal separation between
numerals shall be between one-quarter and one-half the numeral width.
(Commas shall not be used.)

5.2.6.2.5 Movement-

a. Snap Action - Numbers shall change by snap action in preference
to continuous movement.

b. Rate - Numbers shall follow each other not faster than 2 per
second when-the observer is expected to read the-numbers consecutively.

c. Direction - The rotation of the counter reset knob shall be
clockwise to increase Ahe counter indication or to reset the counter.

_ .. . ." . - •= - • -- -- " - - " ". .
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d. Automatic Reset - Counters -used to indicate the -sequencing of
equipment shall be designed to be reset automatically upon completion
of the sequence. Provision shall also be made for manual -resetting.

5.2.6.2.6 Illumination - Counters shall be sel f-illuminated when used
in areas in which ambient illumination will provide display luminance
below I ft-L (3.4 cd/r 2).

5.2.6.2.7 Finish - The surface of the counter drums and surrounding
areas shall ave a dull finish so as to minimize glare.

5.2.6.2.8 Contrast - Color of the numerals and background shall provide
high contrast (black on white or converse, as wpropriate).

5.2.6.3 Printers

5.2.6.3.1 Application - Printers should be used when a visual record
of data is necessary or desiraHe.

5.2.6.3.2 Form of Information - Printed information shall be presented
in a directly usable form with minimal requirements for decoding, trans-
posing, and interpating.

5.2.6.3.3 Insertion and Removal of Materials - Printers shall be
designed t rovide n andwesyinsertion and removal of printing
materials.

5.2.6.3.4 Take-up Provision - A take-up devicefor printed aiterial
shall ne oavided.

5.2.6.3. Supplier - A positive indication of the remaining supply of
printing Materials (e.g., paper, ink, and ribbon) shall be provided.

5.2.6.3.6 Annotation - Where applicable printsrs should be mounted so
that the tap maybe easily annotated while still in the recorder.

5.2.6.3.7 Printed Tapes - The information on the tapes shall be printed
in such a mannerthat it can be read directly when it is received from
the machine without requiring the cutting and pasting of sections of
tape.

o_- - ,,,.. . . .. .. . . - - .... . . . . . .. ...- -
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5.2.6.3.8 Visibility - The printed matter shall not be in any way
hidden, masked or obscured so that direct reading cannot be easily
and accurately accomplished.

5.2.6.3.9 Illumination - The printer shall be designed with internal
illumination if the printed matter is not completely and easily
readable in the operational ambient i]llbmination planned for the
printer.

5.2.6.3.10 Contrast - A minimum of 50% luminance contrast shall be
provided between 'he printed material and the background on which it
is printed.

5.2.6.4 Plotters -

5.2.6.4.1 Use - Plotters should be used when a visual record of con-
tinuous grap-hTc data is necessary or desirable.

5.2.6.4.2 Visibility - Plotting points shall be readily visible and
shall not be obstructed by the pen assembly or arm.

5.2.6.4.3 Contrast - A minimum of 50' contrast shall be provided
between the plotted function arJ the background on which it is drawn.

5.2.6.4.4 Take-up Device - A take-up device for extruded plotting
mater;als shallbeprovided when necessary or desirable.

5.2.6.4.5 Job Aids - Aids (e.g., graphic overlays) shall be provided
when an operator is required to interpret graphic data, but 'uch aids
shall not obscure or distort the data.

5.2.6.4.6 Annotation - Whee applicable plotters s;hould be mounted so

that the plotte-d infrmation may be annotated while still in !i)e plotter.

5.2.6.5 Fla9s-

5.2.6.5.1 A.lication - Flags should be used to display qualitative,
non-emergency conditions.

[ , m 4 • m mm • 4'
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5.2.6.5.2 Mountin - Flags shall be mounted as clos.e to the surface
of the panel as possible without restricting their movement or obscuring
necessary information.

5.2.6.5.3 Sap Action - Flags shall operate by snap action.

5.2.6.5.4 Contrast - A minimum of 50 percent contrast shall be provided
between flags and their backgrounds under all expected lioihting condi-
tions.

5.2.6.5.5 Malfunction Indication - When flags are used to indicate the
malfunction of a visual display, the malfunction position of -the flag
shall at least partially obscure the operator's view of the malfunction-
ing display and shall be readily apparent to the operator under all
expected levels of illumination.

5.2.6.5.6 Test Pro-vision - A convenient means shall be provided for
testing the operation of flags.

5.2.6.6 Optical Projection Displays

5.2.6.6.1 Application - Providing ambient light can be properly control-
led, optical projection displays are suitable for applications requiring
group presentation, pictorial and spatial information, past history vs
real-time presentation, synthetically generated pictures, simulation~ of
the external world *and superposition of data from more than one source.

5.2.6.6.2 Seating Area - Optical projection displays for group viewing
shall be designed such that viewing distance/image width relationship
and off-centerline viewing should conform to the preferred limits of
Table IV and shall not exceed the acceptable limits indicated. For
individual viewing from a fixed location, off-centerline viewing shall
not exceed 100.

5.2.6.6.3 image Luminance and Light Distribution -Image -luminance and
lgtdistribuftion t shud conform to the preferred linmits and shall not

exceed the acceptable limits of Table IV.

5.2.6.6.4 Legibility of Projected Data-

o -
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5.2.6.6.4.1 Stle - A simple style of numerals and letters shall be
used. Capita letters shall be used, rather than lower case, except
for extended copy or lengthy messages. Stroke width shall be 1/6 to
1/8 of numeral or letter height; however, stroke width may be narrower
for light markings on a dark'background. Letter and numeral widths,
character spacing and word spacing shall conform to 5.5.5.4, 5.5.5.5,
5.5.5.9, and 5.5.5.10, respectively.

5.2.6.6.4.2 Size - The height of letters and numerals shall not be
less than 15 minutes of visual angle as measu-ed from the longest anti-
cipateo viewing distance.

5.2.6.6.4.3 Contrast - Characters may be either dark on light back-
ground or vice-versa, except where superposition is used. Colored
markings against colored backgrounds of comparable brightness shall
be avoided.

5.2.6.6.4.4 Alignment - fisregistration of superimposed alphanumeric
data or other symbols shall bd minimized.

5.2.6.7 Light Emitting Diodes (LED's) -

5.2.6.7.1 General - in general, the standard for LED's will be the
same as the requirements for Transilluminated Displays, paragraph 5.2.2
of this standard, unless specified below.

5.2.6.7.2 Application - LED's may be used for transilluminated displays,
including legend and simple indicator lights, and for matrix (alpha-
numeric) displays. Red LED's may be used in-transilluminated displays
in crew stations exposed to ambient i1lumination of direct sunlight,
but LED's used in alpha-numeric displays and green and yellow LED's may
not be used without approval of the procuring activity.

5.2.6.7.3 Intensity Control - The dimming of LED's. should be compatible
with the idimning of incandescent lamps.

Ji
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5.2.6.7.4 Color Coding - LED color coding shall conform to 5.2.2.1.18,
herein, with the exception of red alpha-numeric displays; however, they
should not be located in the proximity of red lights used as )utlined
in 5.2.2.1.18.

5.2.6.7.5 Lamp Testing - LED indicator lights with 100,000 hcurs MTBF
(mean time between failure) shall not require the lamp test capability
specified in 5.Z.2.1.14.

, I
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5.2.6 Other Displays

5.2.6.1 General This seemed the best way to
introduce the "other displays"

5.2.6.1.1 Applications - Where applicable, other display concepts i.e., to not only identify, but
devices and/or techniques should be considered including the delineate application guidelines
tollowing: for each.

a. Digit light arrays to monitor "count-down" operations.

b. Drum-type, mechanical counters -) display discrete
numerical values, but non-trenA information.

c. Character readout devices (e.g., stacked edge-lit,
back-projected, gas-discharge tube, CRT, plasma, LCD,
LED, etc.) that present alternate characters (numeralsI
letters, or numerals and letters) within the same view-
ing envelope, may be used in conjunction with, or in
lieu of (a) or (b) above.

d. Mechanical fl~gs incorporated within an instrument to
indicate that the instrument is i-n a Go- vs No-Go condi- I
tion.

e. Plotters and recorders to provide visual record of
continuous graphic data.

f. Pr-inters for.producing hard copy records from manual
or computer inputs.

g. Optical projection systems to present static and/or
dynamic information for large screen, group viewing-,
j5rojecticn of guidance information on a vehicle wind-
screen (e.r, head-up display), and for display of
composite situation information (e.g,, PPI display).

5.2.6.1.2 Visibility and Legibility - Basic visibility and
legibility requirements fr other d:splays described herein
shall also apply to the above specir;l displays. Also see require-
ments on display illumination, paragraph 5.2.1.1.

75
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5.2.6.2 Special Requirements

5.2.6.2.1 Digit Light Arrays

5.2.6.2.1.1 Arragem~ent - Digit light arrays used for other than
countdown puross sallb e arranged in noraial single line format
with increasing numbers fron left to right or from top to bottom.
The sequence for countdown operation shall be reversed: i..e.,
decreasing -numbers from left to right c from top- to bottom. (See
figure__

5.2.6.2.1.2 Spacing - Lights shall be spaced as fololows: Profess'.o:jal judgment.

a. Minimum = One half the diameter of the indicator lighlt.

b. Maximum =Equal to the diameter of the indicator light.

5.2.6.2.1 .3 Coor and Contrast - Black number-mon a white back-
ground shall U-e*;Thed-(unlress specific approval for a reversed
contrast or colc-r is given by the procuring agency-)- Adjacent
panel surface sI, 11 appear darker than -the lighted- indicator
(e.g. , a minimum contrast of 50 percent), and the sur-face shall
have a dull or matte fintish.

5.2.6.2.2 Drurn-Tyee, Mechanical Counters - Hechanica.1, drum-
type counters shall conform to criteria-in Figure-

5.2.6.2.3 Character-Generating Devices

5.2.6.2.3.1 Application - In-making .1 selection fromi among the
several type-s of readout devic:es, consideration sha-ll -be given
to the limitations of each device in terms of availatble brightnessi
colors,--and reading speed and accuracy -(i.e. , the character
legibility of some indicators is better than others.. 'the follow-

ni; .bhovld- be used 'as a guide:

a. Devices that produce continuous-line characters provide
the opportunity to maximize key legibility -parame-tera,
i.e., neight-to-width ratio, stroke width, luminance
contrast and color.
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Figure_____ Digit Light Counter Arrays
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a Counter d rumns shall be ,iimoervd
so Lhat a clockwise rotation of
drums and/or re-set control pro-

,-",- ,- du.e increas -ng numer ici l value.s.

* ~ ~- ~Numerals s' uld "snap" into posi-
-a.. ::\:-' tion go that the entire nmieral

appears within the viewing window. A

Number height: width proportions
shoul-d be within- the range of
5:3 to 1:1, (1:1 is the preferced
rat-io) except for numb'-r '

- b. Spiac-ing betwe,-n adjacent numerals
sha L not exceed lth width of
wide numerals; 'I- widLh of narrow
numera-kI when several numbers are
to be read as a total value.

4 7 c. Counter dt,,ms shall be nmlInLed as
clos,_ to the front panel surface
as practical and the edges of the
viewing window should bo beveled to
provide at least 450 off-angle view
of the display.

d. When numaber s on right drums need
not be read accurately, theseT Imay ,meve in a continuous mcti.on

Ln. which case at least two of thenumbers shall be visible.

e. Decimal points may be inserted
within the viewing window or

0 placed on the panel when the posi-
tion remtins constant. Commas
should- not be used unless more than
four numbers appear in the window.

If. Lf left hand numbers are seldom
_ _ Lused, provide a blanking system

rather than present several pre-
ceding zeros (i.e., the blanking
dov-ice only exposes left hand drums
when numerical value is displayed.

Figure - Drum-Type Counter Design
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-b. Devices that-produce characters by means of dot or line
segment patterns are limited in terms of the above legi-
bility parameters, dot patterns being the more readable
(see Figure )Y.

c. Depending on the state-of-the-art for a given device,
some devices may be too large or too small for the
particular application, e.g., panel space limits or
viewing distance Limits.

5.2.6.2.3.2 Alphanumeric Character Format - The format of alpha-
numeric characters shall be based on the characteristics of
standard Gothic capital letters and numerals and shall contain at
least the number of resolution elements shown in Figure_
Characters and symbols should appear upright or sloping sl.ghtly
to the right (a positive slope, to the right, of up to 11 may
be used). Legibility/readability of unusual formats shall be
equivalent to that of standard Gothic capital letters and numerals

5.2.6.2.3.3 Contrast Direction - Character generation techniques Ref: Woodson and Conover, Human
should be chosen to best fit the operating environment: Engineering Guide for Equipment

Designers, 1966, p. 2-34.
a. Light symbols on a dark background when workarea

illumination is low (i.e., less than about I f-L).

b. Either light or dark background for intermediate
illumination levels.

c. Dark on light background is preferred when ambient
light conditions are high (i.e., more than about
100 f+L).

5.2.6.2.3.4 Indicator Spacing - When several indicators are used
side by side to provide a multi-digit-number1 the actual spacing
between characters shall conform to the requirements stated above
for drum-type counters.

5.2.6.2.3.5 Glare - Devices which are subject to glare problemz
(e.g., stacked eTige-rit, gas-discharge tubes) shall be designed
-to minimize incersurface reflections, halo effects around glow
wires or engravings, "hot spots" from lamp sources, etc. When
the particular display may be affected by external (ambient) light 79

Y 79
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5 x 7 dot, matrix i~nty be usn.i
for both letters and numerals,
as well as other s-mbols. A_ (' 7 x 9 is preferred'when accuracy

- / - is of particular importance for
alphanumeric data sets.

0 0 7-segment bar-type matrix is
acceptable for numerals, butcizi>cannot provide a full alpha-
bet of letters.

Italic or sloping natrix is
acceptable as long as th8slope does not exceed 11

Figure - inimal Requirements for Dot and
Segmented Matrix Characters
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reflections, filters and/or anti-reflection coatings shall be
provided.

5.2.6.2.3.6 Lamp Replacement - Devices which depend upon incandes]
cent lamp sources shall be packaged for ease of lamp replacement.

5.2.6.2.3.7 Intensity Control - Digital readout devices that may
be used under dim-out or black-out operating conditions shall be
selected on the basis that operator-controlled dimming shall
be provided.

5.2.6.2.4 Mechanical Flags

5.2.6.2.4.1 Application -[Use original material from 5.2.6.5.13 1
5.2.6.2.4.2 Mounting - Where practical, flags should be mounted
inside the instrument cover glass, as close to the display surface I
as practical without restricting flag movement. The flag in its I
stowed position shall not obscure necessary information 6n the
primary display. However, (where practicable) the flag, when in
the No-Go position, should extend into the display area (and I
preferrably obscure some displayed element) far enough to incure
that the operator will take note of the condition indicated by
the flag (e.g., display or instrump:zt inoperative).

5.2.6.2.4.3 Snap Action - [se original material from 5.2.6.5.3 1
5.2.6.2.4.4 Contrast -[use original material from 5.2.6.5.4. 1
5.2.6.2.4.5 end - When a legend is provided on the flag,
!vttering sha-appear upright when the flag assumes the active
or No-Go position. I
5.2.6.2.4.6 Test Provision -LUse original material from 5.2.6.5.61J

5.2.5.2.5 Plotters and Recorder&

5.2.6.2.5.1 Visibility - Critical graphics (those points, curves
grids, etc. that need to be observed during the time that the re-
cording is being made) shall not be obscured by pen assembly, arm
or other hardware elements.

-.--.-
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5. .- 2Contrast - Jse-originai material in 5.2.6.4.3]1 professional judgment.
[dd (Flags useFEto display system faults should be Flourescent

Orange, FED-STD--595a #28915.)

5.2.6.2.5.3 Take-up Device --Use original material in 5.2.6.4.4-.

5.2.6.2.5.4 Job Aids - Graphic overlays should be provided where
these may be critical to proper interpretation of graphic data as
it is being generated. Such aids shall not obscure or distort
the data.

5.2.6.2.5.5 Ainnotation - Where applicable, plotters should be
designed and-i/' m-ounted so that the operator can manually write-on
or mark on the plotting paper while it is still1 in the plotter.

5.2.6.2.5.6 Control-, Replenishment and Service - Plotters and
recorders shallbe designed to conform to criteria herein, with
regard to the following:

a. Control-displays used to start, stop or adjust the machin
and-critical operating elements.

b. Insertion, adjustment for operation, and removal of paper'
replenishment of ink supply, replacement of pen or other
itemsi determined to be operator tasks.

c. MinoL. servicing on site by a technician, i.e., adjustment
of drive system, cleaniag, o'r replacement of operating
items that ordinarily -would not be available to an-
operator.

5.2.6.-2.6 Printers - Criteria- in 5-.2.6.2.5 (Plotters and-
Recorders) shall apply to printers as applicable-. In addition,
the following-shall be considered-.

a. The printer shall be -free-from character l-ne misregis-
tration, character til1t or smjear.

b. The printer shall not be excessively noisy if it will1 be
located in an area normally occupied- by personnel -for
more than a few minutes, or where critical direct or
telephone conversations are required (6-ee 5.8.3).

82
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5..2.6.6 Optical Projection Displays

5.2.6.6.1 through 5.2.6.6.4.4 --[Use original materials as
written--add the following:]

5.2.6.6.4.5 Kestone-Effects - Projector-Screen arrangement shall
be considered to minimize "Eeystone--effects", e.g. distortion
of projected datL proportions due to non-perpendicularity between
projector and screen.
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TABLE IV. GROUP VIEWING OF OPTICAL PROJECTION DISPLAYS

PREFERRED ACCEPTABLE
FACTOR OPTIMUM LIMITS :LIMIIS

viewing distance
Ratio of -4 3-6 -2-8

screen diagonal

-Angle off centerline 00 200 30

Image luminance (no film in
-operating projector) 10 ft.L 8-14 ft*L 5-20 ftiL

(34 cd/rn2) (27.48 crn 2  14 r 2

:Luminance variation across screen dm) H76 dm2

(ratio of maximum to minimum
luminance) 1 1.5 3.0

Luminance variation as a function
of viewing location (ratio of maximum

- to minimum luminance) 1 2.0 4.0

ambient light
Ratio of -0 0.002-0.01 0.-1 max

brightest pa rt of image

*For still projections higher values niy be-used
*For pseasentations not involving gray scale or-coior (e.g., line drawings, tables) 0.2 may be used.
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S.3 AUDIO DISPLAYS 1. teaSCO he eXLensive rt--
organization and new conl-ent

5.3.1 General needed in this section rhe
oriifal is included in its J

5.3.1 Aplication Audio displays should be provided under the eliree ty.
fo n cs 12. 

One of the bt'rious defects with

:oh ori inal cs i nldedin is Lba-

a. The information that is to be processed is short, simple, the original crg.nizaion is that
and transitry requiring immediate or time-based response. ioateria1 pl -:arcn ts scitterted

in vjrjizs Icsi h .c1~~b. The common mode of visual display s restricted by over-

burdening; ambient light variability or limitation; operator mobility;
degradation of vision Ll reason of vibration, high g-forces, hypoxia,
other env;ronmental corsiderations; or anticipated operator inattention.

c. The criticality of transmission response makes supplementary
or redundant transmission desirable.

d. It is desirable to warn, alert, or cue the operator to sub-
sequent additional response.

e. Custopa or usage has created anticipation of an audio disolay.

f. Voice comimunication is necessary or desirable.

5.3.1.2 Sig- Each situation requiring an audio presentation
shall be evaluated to determine the optimum type of signal

for that presentation, taking into consideration the criteria for
different types of audio signals presented in Table V.

5.3.1.3 False Alarms - The design of audio display devices and'circuits
shall preclude false alarms.

5.3.1.4 Failure - The aud;o display device and circuit shall be designed
to preclue wwarning signal failure in the event of system or equipment
failure and vice versa.

5.3.1.5 Circuit Test - All audio displays shall be equipped with cir-
cuitry test devices or other means of operability test.

5.3.1.6 Aircrew Stations - Audi 1g,,ls for air crew statrions shall
conform to SIT '4]I, where applicable.

f -
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TABLE V. FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION OF AUDIO SIGNALS

Nfl ______ ~ TYPE OF SIGNAL _ _ _ _ _

FUNCTION TONES J COMPLEX SOUNDS JSEC
(Periodic) - (Non.Periodic) PEC

POOR POOR GOOD

OUIANTITATIVE Mer. of 5to610r,*$ Interpoltlenbtwoon, Mininiw tims and .ini in
INDICATION I*otlymscognizabh %'gnab inaccurate. obtaining oed nelaf in

a,"* o"potiblo with
,"Pon".

POOttxTOiFAIR POOR GOOD

Diffiscult to jude oppocI. 'sffboult to judge aeproli In' oriat~on concing
nurt. vo. and d-,rmiion nmts deiateion from de- displacement, direction, and

alUALITATIVE of deviation fronm mutil u sitvau. rote P'~w"e in form coin.

in clsto .porz, respoin.

Stan enal stop timing Especielly suitabte fot Inefficientnaote eeety
STATUS continuous infotmat,i iroftastry occurrn mseked; ohhartm of
INDICATION where tote aug.- of tionals (0.g0 " larm sigeets. repuability.

inpili "1 low.

fAIA 1OOR 0000

Null postbon easily Reqiiisd qalativme Meaningl intuinsic in signal.

TRACKING sneitersd: Problem of indsutsons idftisoll ts

sisseat-rspost, comport. provW.
biltly.

Good for issloeiic corn. Somte i1Ondsi available With Moet effect"Ise terpid (butl
mssnion of tiliitd cmmoen meanin lg., fire net sulorntiic; sommunosn ioni

infestitia. Menibgell). Eeaty generelod. of corplex, mulstidimenisional
GENERAL mst be tlered. fEsiy Intirmtion. Meainhsatttrns

genserated. tn sitinal end iolet when
standardisted. 111Mtint of
new turning raqabd,
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5.3.1.7 Special Applications - Audio displays such as sonar and elec-
tronic countermeasures shall be made compatible with the criteria stated
herein. If system design precludes following such criteria, require-
nents -for deviations shall be based upon the specific application.

5.3.1.8 Use with Several Visual Displays - One audio signal may be used
in conjunction with several visual displays, provided that immediate
discrimination is not critical to personnel safety or system performance.

5.3.2 Audio Warninqs -

5.3.2- ylWarnin.. Signals - Audio signals should be provided as necessary
to warn personnel of impending danger, to alert an operator to a critical
change in system or equipmenL status, and to remind the operator of a
critical- action or acti~ns that must be taken. NOTE: Certain audio
signals have been standardized for aircraft use by joint service and
international agreement. Stipulation of audio signals for future air-
craft design should be in consonance with these agreements (see
M4iL-STD-411).

5.3.2.2 Nature of Signals - Audio warning signals should normaily con-
sist of two-lements i-naierting signal-and an identifying or action

signal.

5.3.2.2.1 Twc element Signal 14hen reaction time is critical and a two
element signal is necessary, an alerting signal of 0.5 second duration
shall be provided. All essential information shall be transmitted in
the first 2.0 seconds of the identifying or action signals.

5.3.2.2.2 Single element Signal - When reaction time is critical, sig-
nals shal] be of short duration. if a -single element signal'is permissi-
ble, all essential information shall be transmitted in -the first 0.5
second.

5.3.2.3 Caution Signals - Ceution signals shall be readily distinguish-
able from "warning s-ignals and shal-1 be used to ind;catc conditions req-
uiring ,jwareness but not necessarily immediate action.

5.3.2.4 Ral!ation -to Visual Displays - When used in conjunction with
-visual displays-, audio warning devices shal-l be supplementary or
supportive in-nature. The audio signal zt.all be used to alert and
direct operator attention to the appropriate visual display.

il-
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5.3.3 Characteristics of Audio Warning Signals -

5.3.3.1 Frequency -

5.3.-3.1.1 Range - The frequency range shall be between 200 and 5,000 Hz

and, if possible, between 500 a-id 3,000 Hz. When signals must travel

over 1,000 ft (305 m), sounds w4th frequencies below 1,000 Hz should be

used. Frequencies below 500 Hz should be used when signals must bend
around obstacles or pass through pa;-titions. The selected frequency
band shall differ from those most intense background frequencies and
shall be in -accordance with other criteria in this section.

5.3.3.1.2 Spurious Signals - The frequency of a warning tone shall be

different from that of the electric power employed in the system, to
preclude the possibilit. that a minor equipment failure may generate a
spurious signal.

5.3.3 2 Intensity -

-5.3.3.2.1 Compatibit k'h Acoustical Enviro)nment - The intenity,
durat-ion and source location of adi-arms and signals shall oe
Selected so as to be compatibie with the acoustical environment of the
intended receiver as well as the requirements of other personnel in the
signal areas.

5.3.3.2.2 Discomfort - Audio warning signals should not be of such
intensity as to cause discomfort or "ringing" in the ears as an after-
effect.

5.3-4 Signal Characteristics in Relation to Operational Conditions
and Objectives -

5.3.4.1 AudibilUt, - A signal-to-noise ratio of at least 20 dB shall be
provided nat Ttast one octave band between 200 and 5,000 Hz at the
operating position of the intended receiver.

__________________________________________
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5.3.4.2 Alerting Capability -

5.3.4.2.1 Attention - Signals with high alerting capacity should be
provided when the system or equipment imposes a requirement on the
operator for concentration of attention. Such signals shall not, how-
ever, be so startling as to preclude appropriate responses or interfere
with-other functions by insistently holding attention away from other
critical signals.

5.3.4.2.2 Onset and Sound Pressure Level - The onset of critical alert-
ing s~gnals shouTd be sudden, and a relatively high sound pres!,ire level
should be provided as specified in 5.3.4.1.

5.3.4.2-3 Dichotic Presentation - When earphones will be worn in the
operational situation, C. dichotic presentation should be used whenever
feasible, alternating the signal from one ear to the other by means of
a dual-channel headset.

5.3.4.2.4 Headset - When the operator is wearing earphones covering
both ears during normal equipment operation, the audio warning signal
shall be directed to the operator's headset as well as to the work area.

5.3.4.3 Discrininabiiity -

5.3.4.3:1 Use of Different Characteristics - When several different
audio signals are to be uscS to alert an operator to different types
of conditions, discriminab., difference in intensity, pitch, or use of
beats and harmonics shall be provided. If absolute discrimination is
required, the number of signals to be identified shall not exceed four.

5.3.4.3.2 Coding- Where discrimination of warning signals will be I
critical to personnel safety or systen' performance, audio signals shall
be appropriately coded. Alarms that are perceptibly different shall be _T
selected to correzpo.d with different conditions requiring critically
d iferent operator responses (e.g., maintenance, emergency conditions,
and health hazards). Such signals shall be sufficiently different to
:mnimize-the operator's search of visual displays.

5.3.A.3.3 Critical Signals - The first 0.5 seccnd ef a fast reaction
audio signa 'shalT b eicriminable from the first C.5 second of any
other siqnal that may occur. Familiar signals with establiehed names
or associations shall be selected. Speech should be used whenevcr

API I>
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5.-3.A.3.-4- Action-Searnent - the identifying- or action seq9ment-of an-
audio-warning:signal- shall specify-precisely the emergency or any-other
condit-ions -requiring actions.

S.1.4,3.5 Differentiation From%-Routine Sionals - Audio-alars intended
to tbring the operator's attention to -a malfunction or failure shaill be
differentiated-from-routine-signals such as bells, buzzers,-and-norml
operat-ion noises.

5.3.4-.3.6 Prohibited Types of Siqnal5 The following -types of signals
shall not be used as warning devices wnweeposs-ible confusion might
exist because-of the operational Environment:

a-. Modulated or interrup-ted tones -that -resemble navigat.ion
signals or-coded-radio txansmissions.

b. Steady signals that resemble hisses-, static, or sporadic
radio signal s.

= c. Trains of imussthat resemble-electrical- interference
*hether regularly or irregularly -spac-ed- in Itime.

d. Simple warbles which may be confused-with the type made-by
-two carriers when one is being shifted- in -frequency (bea t- frequency.-
osc--1a tor -ef fecti.

e. Scrambled speech effects that may-be confused-with cross
mn~ulation signals from adjacent channels.

f. Signals that resemble -random noise, periodic pulses, steady
or frequency modul-ated simpl tones-. or any other sig-nals generated
by -standard couflterme-3sure devices (e.-g.-, "bagpipes").

g. Signals similar to random noise generated by a-ir conditioning.
or any other equipment.

h. Signals tIhpt resem~ble sounds likely-to occur accidently
under operational condit-ions.
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5.3.4.4 Compatibility -

5.3.4.4.1 ExistingSignals - The meaning of audio warning signals
-selected for a system shall be consistent with warning signal meanings
already established for that function.

5.3.4.4.2 Acoustic Environment - Established signals shall be used,
provided they are compatible with the acoustic environment and the
requirements specified herein for the voice communication ystem.
Standard signals shall not be used to convey iew meanings.

5.3.4.5 Masking

5.3.4.5.1 Other Critical Channels - Audio warning signals shall not
interfere with'aiiy other critical functions or warning signals, or
mask any other critical audio signals.

5.3.4.5.2 Sate Channels - Where 1 warning signal delivered to a
headset might mask another essential audio signal, separate channels
may be provided to direct the warning signal to one ear and the other
essential audio signal to the other ear. In such a situation and
when required by operating conditions, this dichotic presentation may
-further provide for alternation of the two signals from ear to ear.

5.3.5 Verbal Warning Signals-

5.3.5.1 Nature of Signals - Verbal warning signals shall consist of:

a. An initial alerting signal (nonspeech) to attract attention
and to designate the general problem.

b. A brief standardized speech signal (verbal message) which
identifies the specific condition and suggests appropriate action.

5.3.5.2 Intensity - Verbal alarms for critical functions shall be at
least 20 dB above the speech interference level at the operating position
of the intended receiver.

5.3.5.3 Vocal Criteria -

5.3.5.3.1 Type of Voice - The voice used in recording verbal warning
signals shal be distinctive and matutre.

- .. . .
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5.3.5.3.2 Delivery Style - Verbal warninq siona-s shall be presented
in a formal, impersonal and calm manner.

5.3.5.4 Speech Procesn Verbal warning signals si~all be processed
only when necessary to inrease or preserve intelligibil-ity, such as by-
increasing the strength of consonant sounds relative to vowel strer.h.
Where a sional must be relatively intense because of high amhient noise,
..peak-clipping" may be used to protect the l-istener against auditory
overload.

5.3.5.5 1Message Content - In selecting words to be used in audio warninu
signals, priority shall be given to intelligibility, aptness, and con-
ciseness in that order.

5.3.5.6 44essage Catewies

5.31.5.6.1 Critical 'iann Critical warning signals shallI be
repeated with not more than a 3-second pause between messages until -he

condition is corrected or overridden by the cre%.

5.3.5.6.2 Message Priorities -A message priority system shall- be
est'ablished and more ~rtical messages shall override the presentation

of zny mcssaq,_ occurr.rg helosq it on the priority list. In case two or
more incidents or malfun~ctions occur simultaneously, the massage having-
the higher priority shall be given first. The remaining messages shall
follow in order of priority. In the event. of a :omplete subsystem fail-
ure, the system shall integrate previous messages via electronic gating-
and report the system rather than the component failure.

3.3.5.6.3 Mode-Blocking - The verbal warnino s-ystera shall be mode-
blocked in suchT aanner that meaningless messages for the environ-
mnental conditions existing at that time will not be presented.

5.3.6 Controls for Audio WetigDeie

5.3-6.1 Abtomatic or Manual Shut-off - W.1hen an audio signal is designed

switch which is controllable by the operator, the sensing jw~chanism, or
both, shall be provided, depending on careful consideration of the
ope-ational situation and personnel safety fcctors.

VIAt 0 T -
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5.3.6.2 Automatic Reset - Whether audio warning signals are designed
to be terminated automaically, by manual control, or-both, an automatic
reset function shall be provided. The automatic reset function -shall be
controlled-by the-sensing mechanism which shall recycle the signal system
to a specified condition as a function of time-or the state of the signal-
ing system.

5.3.6.3 Volume Control -

5.3.6.3.1 Automatic or Manuai - The volume (loudness) of an audio warn-
ing signal shall be desi-gned to be controlled by the operator, the sens-
ing-mechanism, or both, depending on careful consideration of the
operational situation and personnel safety factors. Control Movements
shall be restricted to prevent reducing the volume to an inaudible level.

5.3.6.3.2 Ganging to Mode Switches - Volume controls may be ganged to
mode switch-e- to provide riaxir.' uir ,put during m~ission phases in which
intense noise may occur and to provide reduced volume at other times.
_arninq shall not be accomplished if there is a- oossibility that intense
noise ;-,ay occur in an ebiergency situation during a mission phase in which
the volumne would be decreased below' an audible levej.

523.6.21.3 Caution Signal Controls - Audio caution siqnals shall be pro-
Vi ded with the manual -reset and volumne controls.

5.3.6.4 Duration - Audio warring signal duration shall be at least 0.-5
second, and may continue until the appropriate response is made. Cor--
pletion of a correct-ive action by the operator or by other means shall
ajtomatically terminate the signal.

5.3.6.5 Duration [ ind-ations - In an emergency situatio. sipals that
shut-off may interfere with tire corrective actinn required.

5. 3.7 Voice Com muni cation _ysten

5.3.7.1 Telphon or Padi.j Commuinicatlors -Design of military inte-
grated teIWP6 oer ridio _65F6iii n -sstems, ei-ther of a switched
or point-to-point nature, shall be in accordance with the applicable
requirements of '1I -STD- IRS.

1.121717 -~ -~ _
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5.3.7.2 Speech Transmission Equipment -

5.3.7.2.1 "r eguency - Microphones and associated system-input devices
shall be designed to respond optir.hally to that part of the speech
spectrum most essential to intelligibility (i.e., 200 to 6,10(Y. Hz).
Where system engineering necessitates speech-transmission bandwidths
narrower than 200 to 6,100 Hz, the minimum acceptable frequency range
should be the 250 to 4,000 Hz.

5.3.7.2.2 D0yna-ic Range - The dynamic range of a microphone used with
a selected amplifier sha11 be great enough to admit variations in sig-
nal input of at least 50 dB.

5.3.7.2.3 Noise Cenceilin9 icropones - In very loud, low frequency
noise environment (100 .,. overall), noise-cancelling microphones shall
be used and shall be capable of effecting an improvement cf not less
thAn 10 dB peak-speech to root-aean-square-noise ratio as compared with
non-noise-canceiiing microphones of equivalent transmission character-
istics.
5.... Pre-emphasis - If necessary, speech system input devices

should ep-loy frequency pre-enmphasis with a positive slope frequency
characteristic no greater than 18 dB per octave frci 140 to 1,500 Hz
and no greater than 9 dB per octave over the frequer-.y range 1,500 to
4,800 Hz, wlien no clipping is used.

5.3.7.2.5 Peak-clipping lf Speech Signtis - Where speech signals are
to be transmitted over channels showing iss than 15 dB peak-speech Co
root-mean-square-noise ratios, peak-clipping of 12 to 20 dB may be
employed at system input and ray be preceded by frequency pre-emphasis
as sp cified in 5.3.7.2.4.

5.3.7.2.6 Noise Shields - When the talker is in an intense noise field.
the microphone should be put in a noise shield. Noise shields should be
designed to .eet the following requirew.nts:

a. A volume of at least 15.25 cu.in. (250 cu. cm) to permit a
pre.sure gradient microphone to function normally.

b. A good seal against the face with the pressure of the hand
or the tension of straps.

-! - -''''''' - . . --- .. . -
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c. A hole or corbination of holes covering a total area of 0.1

sq. in. (A sq. no) in the shield to prevent pressur- buildup.

d. Prevention of a standing wave pattern Ly shape, or by use of
sound absorbing material.

e. Io impedinent to voice effort, mouth or jaw rovenent or breath-

5.3.8 Soeech Reception Ecui.Ment_-

5.3.8., Range - Heidphnes a na s;..-.kerS shall be subj.r-t to the
same frequency response restrictions es microphones and transmission: equipment except tht.Z lwspe.akers for use in. culti-speeker inst -lia-tions (e.g, where sever,; speech channeis are to be monitored siul)-

taneously) shall respond uniformly (-f d3) over the range 100 to 4.800 I

Hz.

5.3.8.2 Loudspeakers fo"- :,.-Ch .nnel -Monie.rin -

5.3.8.2.1 ftnitor~n. of '-Laker- - ?hen sev -al channels are to be
monitored s i e*;s!sjy #ean- olf 1c"dspeaters, the speakers sall
be mounted so that they are not !Mss th-in I0' apart radially with res-
pect to a central operator potton. s : a console-conf gured control
or cccmz-nicati.n center.

5 3.8.2.2 Filtering - 'Uhen additional 'clannel differentiation is re-
quired, aplarent latera; separtion hal be enhanced by anolying low-
pass filter'ig (frequency cutoff, Fc X I'M- Hz) to signals fed to
loudspeakers on one side of the ce.ttral operato- position. If 'here
are three channels involved. one channel shall be left unfiltered, a
high pass filter with 1,000 "z cutoff shall be provided in the second
channel, and a low-pass fitor with 2,50 Hz cutoff shall be provided
in the third channel. A viiu ' signal shall be nrovided to show which
c1.anel is in use.

5.3.8.3 ,ise af Oe-r-.Rasis - R,6ea, *ransmission equipment eloys pre-
er-Ohascs &nI -E---clippingis not used, r.zr.tion equipmert shall employ
frequercy de-emph'sIs of characte-istics compleventa;., to those of pre-
emphasis enly if it i=proves intelligiility, i.e., de-empijasis shall
be a negative-slope frequency resj"se not greater tha'. 9 49 per nctave
over -the frequency lange 143 to 4.800 1H.

ZII
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5.3 8.4 Headsets - If listeners will be working in high ambient noise
(85 dB(A) or above), binaural rather than monaural headsets shall be
provided. Unless operational requirements dictate otherwise, binaural
h~adsets shall be wired so that the sound reaches the two ears in
opposing phases. Their attenuation qualities should be capable of reduc-
ing the ambient noise level to less than 85 dB(A). Provisions should
be incorporated to furnish the game protection to those who wear glasses.

5.3.9 Operator Comfort and Convenience -

5.3.9.1 Comfort - Communcation eyuipment to be worn by an operator
(e.g., headphones and telephone headsets-) shall be desiqned to preclude
operator discomifort. Metal parts of the headset shall not come in
contact with the user's skin.

5.3.9.2 Hands-free Operation - Operator microphones, headphones, and
telephone-headsets sha l1 be designed to permit hands-free operetion
under normal working conditions.

5.3.9.3 Accessibility of Handsets - Where conmunication requirements
necessitate the use of s-eera- telephone handsets, the accessibility of
their standby location; shall be determined by operational priority,
i.e., the most frequently or urgently needed handset shall be the most

accessible. Color-coding may also be employed where operating personnel

will have visual contact with handsets under the working conditions.

5.3.10 Operating Controls for Voice Communication Equipment -

5.3.10.1 Volume Controls - Accessible volume or gain controls'shall be
provided for each communication receiving channel (e.g., loudspeakers
or headphones) with sufficient electrical power to drive sound- pressure
level to at least 110 dB overall when 'using two earphones, and shall
have pressure operated gain corti ol switches to compensate for altitude
in unpressurized compartments. The minimum :o.tting of the volume control
shall-be limited to an audible level, i.e., it shall not be possible
to inadvertently disable the system with the volume control. While
separation of power (on-off) and volume control Adjustment functions
into separate controls is preferred, should conditions justify their
combination, a noticeable detent position shall be provided between
the OFF -position and the lower end of the continuous range of volume
adjustment.

t 7
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5. 31-0. 2 Squelch Control - Where communication channels are to be
continuouSTv monitored, each channel shal b. provided with a
signal-activated swi-tching device (squelch control) to suppress
channel1 noise during no-signal periods.

5.3.10.3 Foot-operated Controls - When normal working conditions
wili permit the operator to 'remain seated at the working position
an access to "talk-listen" or "send-receive" control switches is
requ-ired for normal operation or if consol-e operation rcquires tllhe
use of both hands, foot-operated controls shall be provided. flandl
operated controls for the -same functions shall be provided for
Omergencv use and for use when the operator may need to move from
one position to another.

5.3.11 1 pae/ieTone - Circuits shall be designed so that the
speaker s verbal output is kn phase wi-th its reproduction as
heard on the headset. This side tone should not be fil-tered or
mod ified before it is received in the headset.

5.3.12 Sveech Intelligibility

5.3-12.1 Genrral - When information concprning the speech inte--
I igibilily 'ta System is requi red, threv recom:ended meth_(ds
are available, with the appropriaue selection being dcpend',rt
upon the requIireinents o. rli test:

a. The ANSI s-tandard method of measurement of phoneticalIly
balanced (PB) monosyllabic word intelligibility, S3.2-1960, should
be used when a high degree of sensitivity and accuracy is re-
qui-red.
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b. The modified rhyme test (MRT) (see Human Engineering Guide
to Equipment Design) should be used if the test rcquirements are not
as -stringent or if time and training do not permit the use of the ANSI
method.

c. The articulation index (Al) calculations should be used for
estimations, comparisons and predictions of system intelligibility
based upon ANSI 53.5-1969.

5.3.12.2 Criteria - The intelligibility criteria shown in Table VI
shall be used for voice comunication. The efficiency of communications
heeded and the type material to be transmitted shall determine which
of the three communicetion requirements of Table VI is to be selected.

TABLE VI. INTELLIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

COMMUNICATION SCORE
REQUIREMENT PB MRT Al

E=.ceptionally high intelligibility:
separate syllables understood 90% 97,; 0.7

Normally acceptable intclligibility;
about 98% of sentences correctly
heard; single digits understood 75% 91% 0.5

Minimally acceptable intelligibility,
limited standardIzd- phrases under.

-stood; about 90% sentences correctly
heard (not acceptable fur opera.
tional equipment) 43% 75% 0,3

- I
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5.3 SPEECH INPUT AND AUDITORY DISPLAYS 5.3 "Speech input" was added to thetitle because of new material as well5 .3.1 General - Speech input is received through microphones for as existing material on microphones.processing ana transmission through voice communication systems "Auditory" is used in preference toor for entry to speech recognition systems. Auditory displays "Audio" because it has a sensoryare used not only to .present voice communication from another reference which is more in parallelsource but also to present sonically-derived sensor data, synthetic with "Visual" display.speech, alerting and cueing signals, and other accoustically-coded-information. The human auditory channel itself is distinguishedby the fact that, unlike vision, it is never turned off at thesensory level with respect to the acoustic environment. Althoughboth the eye and the ear integrate over short time intervals,the ear acts as an analyzer with respect to the sound spectrum,whereas the eve integrates across the visible spectrum. Thesedifferences and others as discussed in this section shall beconsidered in planning and designing systems utilizing speech orother acoustic signals.

5.3.1.1 Comparative Characteristics of Auditory Signals - Forthe purposes- of this standard auditory signals will be consideredto be of -three basic types: tones, complex sounds, and speech. A-comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of these types with-espect to their use for various functions is. presented inTable V.

5-3.1.2 Application

5.3.1.2-.1 Voice Communiations - Voice communications should be Ref: Van Cott, HumanrEngineering
-considered -or systems under the following conditions. Guide to Equipment Design,

a. The message content or format cannot be predicted in 1972, Ch. 4 and-5.
advance.

'b. Considerable and/or rapid interaction between operatorswi-l be required as where 'there must be joint solution
of a war problem, or where it is necessary to "break into'
concurrent information transmission.

c. The voice signal itself offers assurance or essentialpsycho ogica -support-not otherwise available.

d. -Users cannot conveniently look at a-visual display to-obtain information. 
85
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TABLE v. FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION OF ,.IDIO SIGNALS
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5.3.1.2.2 Individual Speaker Recognition - Automatic speaker 5.3.1.2.2 and 5.3.1.2.3 The
recognition techniques may be employed in systems to positively Standard needs to recognize the
identify an originator to an addressee or to restrict communica- emergency of speech recognition
tions access -to specific individuals (e.g.,to limit access to a as an important security and
-data -bank). If individual speaker recognition is used for securit) control -factor.
purposes (i.e_., -to deny access to classified: material by unauthor-
ized personnel-) -it should be used in combination with some other
control method in order to attain sufficient reliability.

5.3.41.2.3- Speech Recognition -for Information Retrieval and Professional. judgment.
control - Automatic speech recognition systems which are

used to -recognize the spoken words but not the individual speaker
provide an alternate to keysetting techniques for information
retrrieval and omputer control. However, -because of the -possible
-misappllication of automatic speech recognition, such -techniques
shotld be -considered for use only when:

a. The vocabulary needed at each phase of operation is com-
paratively smal-l. (Vocabularly requirements can be con-
siderahbly reduced by using syntax control which limits
-the necessary vocabulary search to the words which are
-plausible at that particular point in the entry sequence),

-b. -Error rates would be comparable to or more favorable thanl
-those with other types of control inputs such as keysets..

c. S'eed of entry would be equal to or faster than conven-
taonal entry techniques.

d. Convenient means of error detection and correction are
provided.

e. Convenient meansare provided -to inhibit the system ex-
cept when speech input is intended.-

f. Per-formance will be satisfactory even. under stress con-
ditons.

5.3.1L2..4 --Auditory Displas - Auditory displays are necessary Ref: Van Cott, Human Engineerin
when apmplifed7;ignaIs are u3ed in voice communications. They Guideto .Equ iem en  n Design,
shou-ld 8so-- be-cornsidered under the following conditions. 197Z, Cn

87
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3'. The information that is to be-processed is short, simple-,
and transitory requiring immediate or timq-based re-
sponse.

b. The visual display is restricted by: overburdening;oii 1

ambient light variability or limitation; ope':ator oit3
degrada-tion of vision by reason of vibration, high g-
forces, hy oxia, other environmental -considerations; or

ant-ciptedoperator inattention.

c_ The criticality of transmission response mak~es supple-
mentary or redundanL transmission desirable.

d. It is desirable to capture the operator's attention for
advisory, cuIeing, alerting, or warning purposes.

e. Custom or usage has created anticipation of an audio I
display.I

f. The opera-tor cannot commit the time necessary for
monitoring a visual display.

g. An auditory presentation is desiirable to reinforce a
visuadl presentation.

5.3-.1.2.5 Aircrew Stations - Audio signals for a-ircrew stat-ions
shall1 conform -to- MIL-STD-411-, as applicable.

5-.3-.1.2.6 Sensor Applications - Audi-tory displays for sensor
systems sucF! asonar ana electronic countermeasures shall be
made compatible with the criteria stated herein. Deviations

shl require approval of procuring actiiy

5.3-.1.3 Circuit Test - All auditory displ~ays shall be eqipd
with circuitry test dTevices or other means of testing operability.

5 .3,2 _Non-'.erbal Auditory Signals for Advisory. Cueing. Alerting
and Warn-n1 -Functions

- 88
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5.3.2.1 General - Auditory signals shall be provided as necessary
-to warn personnel of impending danger, to alert operators to a
critical change in system or equipment status, to remind operators
of a critical action or actions that must be-taken, or to advise
personnel of some change in system state or data. (NOTE: Certain See MIL-STD-411.
audio signals have been standardized 

for aircraft use by joint

service and international agreement. Stipulation of audio signals
for future aircraft design should be in consonance with these
agreements.

5.3.:2-.1.1 Freency Range - The frequency range shall be between Frequencies as lod as 100 Hz are
100 and 5,000-HZ and, it possible, between 500 and 3,000 Hz. When used in ship whi3cles to get
signals must travel over 1,000 ft. (305 m), sounds with frequencie4 long-range propagation and pass
below 1,000 Hz should-be used. Frequencies below 500 Hz should around objects.
be used when signals must bend around obstacles or pass through
-partiticns. To the extent possible the selected frequency band
should differ from the most intense backsround frequencies and
shall be in accordance with other criteria in this section.

5.3.2.-.2 Avoidance of Power Frequencies - In order to avoid
possible contusion between power frequencies emitted by mal-
-functioning power circuits and meaningful auditory signals, the
signa1 frequencies shall always be different from the power
frequencies.

5.3.2.1.3 Comnatibility With Acoustical Environment - The inten-
sity, duration and source location of auditory srnaIs shal be
selected so as to be zompatible environmentally with all personnel1

in the signal 3reas as well as with the specific individuals
intended to receive the signals. Except when essential for safety, Ref: Van Cott, Humn Engineering
signal level should not be so high as to cause discomfort or Guide to fli in7
ringing in the ears. Criteria in Figures and shall be 1972, Ch. 4.
used as guidance.

5.3.2.1.4 Use of Different Charac-teristics - When several dif-
ferent auditory signals are to be used concurrently discriminable
differences in -spectral compoisition and/or temporal pattern shall
be p-ovided. When specific recognition of individual signals is
important their differences shall be coded in a simple and easily
recognized way.

89
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5.3-.2.1.5 P-ohibited Types nf Signals - The following types of (This was originally 5.3.4.3.6 but
signa!-; shae!-not be used where possible confusion- might exist it should be applicable to all
because of t*he operational environment: ! auditory signals - not just warning

signals.)
a-. Modulated or interr-ipted tones that resemble -navigation

signal-s or coded radio transmissions.

b. Steady signals that resemble hisses, static, or sporadic I1
radio signals.

c. Trains of impulses that -resemble electrical -interference
whether regularly or irregularly spaced in time.

d-. Simpl-P warbles which may be confused with the type made
by -two carriers when one is being shifted in frequency
(beat-frequency-osciI lator effect).

e. Signals that resemble random-noise, periodic pulses,
steady or frequency modulated simple tones, or any other
signaTs generated by standard countermeasure devices
(e-.g., "bagpipes").

:f. Signals similar to random noise generated by air condi-
t-ioning or any other equipment.

g-. Signa-Is that resemble sounds likely to occur accidently
under Operational conditions.

5.3.2.2 Advisor- Signals - Auditory signals may be provided to The values are the professional
transimi-t information ot an advisory nature which does not require judgment of Bob Cales. (NOSC)
spfecific operator response or acknowledgement. In quiet areas
advisdry signals should be -presented at a level of 50 to 70 dB on
the Aweighted scale. Where there is a noise background they
should-be at least 15 dB above the noise level in the critical
-band centered on each major-component frequency of-the advisory
signaL -(The -width of the critical band varies as a function of
the center frequency as indicated in Figure .)I

91
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5_3_2.3 Cueing Sianals - Auditory cueing signals shalbe pro- The values are the professional
vided for paing ot operator actions in situatixons requiring judgment of Bob Gales (NOSC)
timely- execution of task elements but where: (1 ) operator atten-
tion may be diverted from the task at hand, or 42-) the opera-tor
depends on the cueing signal to know when to perform the task.
Cueirg signals-may be used in combination with visuailly-prescnted
messages providing specific-task element instructions. Dueing
signals may be used in combination with visuality presented
messages providing specific task element instructions. Cue-ing
signals should be short, tonal, and non-annoying-but distinctive
in character-, and as a general rule should excceed the noise level,
in the critical band by at least 15 dB. (See critical band-
width in Figure-.) Consideration should be given tc instru-
menting the cuigsignal system so as to generate a renetition or
the signal if the operator fails to perform the desired action.

5.3.2.4 AlrigSignals - Alerting signals shall be proviAded;
whenever t~er is aYrequirement for immediate res-ponse to a sLt-
uation ,outside, of -the operator's normal task sequence (e.g., when
there is incoming traffic on an unattended circuit, or some system
function needs attention on an irregular basis, or there may be a
minor component failure). Alerting signals should be of a spectral
composition and character more demanding of attention than e-ither
advisory or cueing signals. They may be momentary or continuous
in nature as appropriate-, but if momentary they- -should be repeated
periodically if either (1) proper action is takenj nor (2) the
signal is turned off. Similarly, continuously-presented alerting
signals should persist until initiation of proper action or-sional
turn-off. Aftee the signal is terminated it shc,!ld be automnatical
ly reset to respond LO the aiext initiating condition-. A s a genera
rule alerting signals should exceed the noise level in the c ritica
band for all major signal components by at least 15 dl.(e
critical bandwidth in Figure

5.3.2.4.1 Different iation From. Rout-.ne Signals - Alerting signals-
intended to ring the operator's attention-to a- malftunction or
failure shall be differentiated from-routine signa_-s such s
bells, buzzers, and rormal operation noises.

- 1 93
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5.3.2.5 Caution Sinals - Caution signals shall be used to 5.3.2.5 A clear differentiation
capture the attention -f personnel so a to direct it-to notentiall bet-,een alerting, caution, an,
destructive conditions requiring immediate awareness. (There is n( wazni ng signals seems to be needed.
i-..ediate threat to life or major property damage, but there may ot
incipient threat to either, or there may be an actual threat to
possible -vajor system malfunction or abort.) They may provide

either one or two functions. A single function caution signal
consists of an alert only and must be accoimpanied by a visjally-
presented message identifyvig the specific nature of the caution

=situation. Two-function caution signals which provide both the
alerting and identification funutiors should be used where the

-total number of caution signals is small. Caution signals should I
-consist of distinctive complex sounds at least 15 dB on the A-
weighted scale above the noise environment. They shouild persist
intermittpntly until restorativn of normal conditions or manual

-shut off. Upon ternnation they should be automatically reset
to respond to the n-xt initiating condition. A volume control

:may be incorporateT-provided full volumne is automatically restored
upor. inikiation of the next-caution signal.

5.3.2.6 Warning Signals - Warning signals shall be tsed to
alert rersonnel ct-immediate action required in hazardous or
emergency situations. These signals shall provide two specific
functions: (1) alerting of personnel, and (2) transmission of
identifying or action signals. These functions may be accommodate
.y tither a c:/o-element or ingle element signal as apropriate

to the sit,,ation in consideration of the total acoustic-signal
envirTnment. Ordinarily if a small set of warning signals is
used the single element signal would be preferred since this
would provide the shortest-reaction time. Warning signals should
consist of distinctive complex sounds of exceptional attention-
getting vulue and pre3ented at a level of at least 20 dB (on the
A-weihted scale) abPve the noise environment. Exampl-es of vrin-A
ing signals include fire alarms, collision alar -s, trans-it bells
on craneE, etc.

_5.3.2.6.1 Varning Recognition Time - Warninu siguals shall be suf-
ficiently distinctive that they can be unambiguously recognized as
warning signals within 0.5 seconds of initiatlot. Single-element
signals wi!l, in addition%, -convey full meaning or the signal with-
in chat initial 0.5 second period. In the worst case, two-element
signals shall coavey full meaning of the signal within-Z .5 secoads
of initiation. I 94 1
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5-22.6.2 Control of Warning SignaLs W arning signals may be
e~ther manuaIll;, or 8TEuitoaIC81Li; Initiated, whichever is3 more
apiropriate to th~e ci'rcumstances. Manually-initiated signals
,rai alsc be riantzaily ':errtina Lee- Autoraiically initiated sig-
nals shall persist urntiL eithe±r auto~aial :mnal erm- Reviewer consensus and professional

~-ied.Autrtaic ermnaton shall rot be on. a tlm baiis but jugiet
ahr Gn either initiation of acio t~rsoenra odtons,

jon restoratio~n of -nrraal condir ions. Provision for mna
~iat:o~Shall alwayc -e pro vided- Autourarir reset for the

itgcnndji-;er& shalli prol;ided f-ir P-1l signals which
n.~ ~ i'via,, '. L cal area volu-e control iic

-:c jz rerU-Crif. Uuie, to e-nsuire signzl a, ;Jihility) may be
'r o:rated prruided f-1- volume is 3utozratically r-estored up~on

1M .a c;c of h- ,.xt warning si-g-al.

1-3.6.3 Comprtibllit. 'With Existinit Sizna! Codes - J.ng
~nicharacterts ties and rkeainrsgs--seeIt red [or a systrm or

:at 'lv shal! bc c ntibic with signl adv estat lished Fo
the. particuLar warning situation.

-1 Z2.6.4 Sip~iilt.--i-hO-r -Criica S No warn;t~
~n I siial Lb tscha c .arzcter as to p cude hert:ng any

ez.rwarning sign~l or reccocion ell vvcal voice cemnunicazion.

.. .5 Operation !iith !Ieaisers - Opecaccrs_ wtr normally wear
cLrphnes covering both ears zbialhave the warning signal pre-

;r~ n the headset as well as in- the work ares. When ftavibl, I
a dichotic presentation shcu-ld be utilized so as to present the
-. arnitig signa~l to one ear and the -nor~al auditory signals to the
nther ear, and preferably to alteriate -the signals oetvwen ears.

r--I

voice Communication'

SVerbal Caution ana Warnizis Si nals - Venbal can~tion

-~-I

Signals should be mnade a. standardized as-possible. They cay
Do used io connectin with an iniviai non-speech alerting- signal.
Verbal, warning signals, however, shall always be preceded by an

-fnti-ol alerting signal (nonspeech) to attract attention and to
iii~ignata the general problem. Tbez virbel part of -the -varni-Ig

I{

signal6. salconsist of Ang brif sau-ain pec signs" -;rbal

zeas sall whi idntiiesither spec.ificndtion anal :e Rvee cness n rfesos

-A,

ace.Arrsi emnto hl e eo ''ebssbt uge
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5f.3.3.1.1 Intensity - Verbal signals for caution conditions shall
be at least -0-dN aove the noise level at the operating position
of the intended receiver, and verbal warnings shall be at least
26 dB above the noise level. -(All readings on the A-weighted
scale.)

5-3.3.1.2 Voice Criteria for Recorded Caution and Warning Mes-
saes- The voice used in recording verbal messages should be-
clear in enunciation, free from regional dialects, authoritative,
confident, and should sound concerned but neither detached nor
anxious. Delivery should be brisk but should sound unhurried.

5.3.3.1.3 Speech Processing of Caution and Warning Messages -
Verba-l caution and warning messages shall be processed only"when
necessary to increase or preserve intelligibl-ity, such as by
increasing the strength of consonant sounds relative to vowel
strength. Where a signal must be relatively intense because of
high ambient noise, "peak-clipping" may be used to protect the
istener against auditory overload.

5.3.3.1.4 Message-Content - In selecting words to be used in
recorded verbal caution or warning signals, priority shall be
given ro aptness, intelligibility, and conciseness in that order.

5 .3.3.1.5 Repetition of Verbal Warnings - Critical warning signals
shamll be- repeated with not more than a 3-second pause between
messages until the -warning state is terminated either automaticall
or _manual-ly.

5-5.3.1.6 Prioritization - When there could be a possibility of
simultaneous presentatio' of automatically initiated messages, a
message priority system shall be provided, such that the most
critical message overrides for initial presentation any messages
occurring lower on the priority list. Following initial presen-

tation .of the top priority message other messages should be pre-
sented in priority order, except that no caution messages should
be presented until, all warning messages are terminated.

539.3.2 Voice-Communication Equipment This section is substantially the
same as 5.1.7 in the original

96-
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5_ .1.2.1 Telephone or Radio Communications - Design of military
integrated telephone or radiornmunication systems, either of'a
switched or point-to-point nature, shall be in accordance with the
applicable requirements of MIL-STD-188.

5-..3-.2.2 Microphones and Speech Input Equipment

5.33.2.2.1 Frequency - Microphones and associated system-input
devices shall be desigr.ed to respond optimally to that part of
the speech spectrum most essential to intelligibility (i.e., 200
to 6,,100 Hz) except where speech transmission bandwidths are
substantially narrower as in commercial telephone practice. In
these cases the speech input equipment shall be compatible with
the -transmission bandwidth being used.

5.3;.3.2.2.2 D Rane - The dynamic range of a microphone
and- its associated amplifter shall be great enough to admit
variiLins in signal input of at least 50 dB.

5.3.:,_; .2.3- Noise CancelYing Microphones - In very loud, low
ferequLIcy noise environments (e.g., I00 dB or over), ncj-ise-
cancel-ling microphones shall be used and shal-l be capable of
efofecting an improvement of not less than 10 dB n peak-speech-
to root-mean-square-noise ratio as compared with non-noise-
canceTling microphones of equivalent transmission characteristics,

5-.3-.3-2.2.4 -Pre-emehasis - If nec-essary, speech system input
devices may employ treuency pre-emphasis with a positive slope
frequency characteristic no-greater than 18 dB per octave from
40 to 1,500 Hz and no greater than 9 dB per octave over the

-frequency range 1,500 to- 4,800 Hz, when no clipping is used.

5.3.3.2.2.5 Peak-Clipping of Speech Signals - Where speech signal,,
are to be transmitted over channels showing less than 15 dB in
peak-speech to root-mea-square-nbise ratios, peak-clipping of 12
-to 20 dB may be employe6d at the system input and may be preceded
by- fequency pre-emphasis as specified in 5.3.3.2.2.4.

5-i.3.2.2.-6 NoiSe Shields- When the talker is in an intense
noise field, the microphone should be put in a. noise shield.
'Jo-ise -shields should be designed to meet the following require-

Sm-on ts:.

_________97-
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-MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

a. A volume-of at least 250 cu. cm (15 cu~ in.) to permit a
:pressure gradient microphone to~ function normally.

b. -A :-good--seal against the face with-the pressure of the
-hanid~or 'the tension of straps.

c-. -A- -hol- or combination of holes covering a total area of
6.-5 sq=. diim (0.1 sq. in.) in the shield to prevent pres-
sure buildup.

6. -ritvvntion of a standing wave pattern by shapc, or b
uise of sound. 10so-bing material-

e-. No iinped mefit to voice effort, mouth or jaw movement or
brea-thjng_

5-,3.3-1-.3 E-rhnsand- Loudspeakers

5_3,3.2. 3_. Fre-iuency Response -EIarphones -atid -loudspea'Kers shall
be sublec-t totesame frequency response restrictions as micro-
phones And- transmy.s sion equ-ipment except that loudspeakers -for
else ini multi-speaker ins-tall1a tions (e.g. , -where several speech
channels are to be monitored simuLtaneously-) sha-1l respond uni-
formiy (+5 (I13) over the range 100 to 4,800 -Hz.

5_.1,32_1.2- Loudspeakers for Multi-chatine-l Monk-toring

a-. Moun ting- of Speakers -f separate speakers on diff erent
channels- are 'to be monitored- simultaneous-ly the sp akets
-sal be mounted -so -that they ate not less-than 10- apart-~
r ad ial y with respect to a central operator -posiit-ipn-, asI
in a- -c onsole-conifigured contro- or communication-center.
"Channel-busy" Lights shall1 be piovided 'to show channel,-

- uti-Lizat-ion.

b-; itteni-ng When- addit-ional channel differentiation is
-u:--h teia1re&d; -apparent laeal eparativon. may be .enhanc-ed

by applying- low-pass fi-ltering (frequency cutoff, F
1 ,8_00 -Hz) to signals -fed to louidspeakers on one side of
_thr dent-ral'operator position. If there are- three chan-
ni-els, -one channe-l should be left -unfil-tered, -a high pass
fi-l-ter -with 1, 000 Nz -cu tof f should -be -provided in- -the 9
-s-econd- channel, and- a lIow-pass -filter -wi-th 25IO Hz -_ I_________

44- - -.-- _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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cutoff should be provided in the third channel. "Channel-
-busy" lights shall be provided to show channel utiliza-
tion.

5;.3.3.2.4 Use of De-emehasis " If transmission equipment employs
-pre-emphasi7 and peak-Clipping is not used, reception equipment
should empl-oy frequency de-emphasis of characteristics comple-
mentary to those of pre-emphasis only if it improves intelligi-
b-ity, i.e., de-emphasis shall be a negative-slope frequency
-response not greater than 9 dB per octave over the frequency
range 1-40 to 4,800 lz,

5.3.3.2.5 Headsets - If listeners wi-ll be working in high ambient Ref: HEL-Std S-7-68, p. 175.
noise (85 dB- or above), bitiaural rather than monaural headsets
shall be provided. Unless operational requ'irements dictate other-
w-se, binaural headsets- shall be wired so that the sodnd reaches
the two ears in opposing pitases. Their attenuation qualities
should be capable of reducing the ambient noise level to less
thaN 85 dB on the A-weighted scale for all users including those
who.wear glasses.

5. 3.3-2.5.1 Speaker Side Tone - If headsets are used, feedback of
the speaker's own voice (side tone) shall be provided via the
z arphone-s. The side tone shall not be filtered or modif ied before'
in is displayed ahd it shall be in pha:se with the speech signal.

5.3.3.2.6 Operating Controls for Voice Communication Eguipmeit
5-..3.'2.6.1 Volume Control- - Accessible volume or gain controls

shall be provided for e-ac- communication receiving- channjel (e.-g.,
loudspeakers- or headphones) with sufficient range to drive sound
pressure level to it least 10 dB overall when using two ear-
phones. (Unpressurzed aircraft shall be equipped withi pressure-
operated gain control switches to compensate for altitude changes.-.
The m2rnimum setting of the volume control shall be'limited _to an
audible level, _Le., it shall not be possible to inadvertently
disab-le ;he system with the volume-,control. Whi'le separation of
power (on-off) and volume control adjustment functions into separ-
ate controls -is preferred, if conditions justify their combina-
-ltion, a notideable detent position shall be provided between the
-OFF position and the lower end of the continuous range of-volume
adustment. .99
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5._3-.3-1..-6.2 Squlch Control - Where communication chnnnels Are
to be continuously-monitorEd, each-channel shall1 be provided
with a signa-1-act-iva-ted switching device (squelcdh control-) to

spress channel -noise duringn-inlpros

5_.1._3_.2.6.2- Hands-Free Operation - Tor situations in which op-
erat-ors usi-ng icro-phones and/TFhead-sats also have both hainds
occupied-most of the time, consideration shall l-be given to pro-
v-idi-ng hands-free operation of microphone and headset Swi-tching
through use of foot switches, voice-actuated swi-tches, or -remote-lvI
contrlMled swl-tchc-.; as appropriate to the circuits in use. If
there ma-y be any requirement to operate the microphone and/or
-headset switching from a standing posi-tion-, then hand-operated
switches shallY also be provided.

5-3-1.2-7- Ope-rator Comfort and -Convenience

53.1--2.-7. 1 Comfort - Comuu-ication equipment to be worn by an
operator -(e.g.J_, hFeadphones and -telephone headsets) shall be de-
stgned-to preclude operator discomfort, Metal1 parts of the head-
set shal-l not come in contact wi-th the usei's skin. Materials I
selected shall- -be impervious to biological organisms such as molds I
and fung-i apd- shall1 not deteriorate from-humidity or perspiration.;

5.3.-2-.-2 Accessibi-li-tv -of Handsets - Where communication re-
quiemets-necessitate -the use of several telephone hands-ets-,

the access-ibi~ttv of their standby locations shall -be determined
by operatilonal- -priority-, i.e. , the most frequetly, or urgent-ly
needed-handset shall be the most accessible. Color-codin'a
also--be -employed -where operating personnel wi-ll have v-isual
contact with- haidsets under the working conditions.

5-3.3.2.8 Sjieech-Intelli~btt 5.3.3.2.8 is substantially the same
as 5.3.1.2.-1 in the original.

5-.3.-3-.-2.;8-._l1 Tes-t-ing- Methods -When information- concerning the
speech 'intelligibiil-ity of-a- system X'S required, -three- recommended
methods- are aVAil-able, with -the -appropriate selection being
dependent upon--the requirements, 511f the test..

100
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a-. The ANSI standard-method of measure -ment of phonetically
-balanced -(PB) monosyllabic word intelligibility,
S-1.2-1-960, should be used when a high degree of sensi-
_t-xvi-ty- and accuracy is required.

b-. The modif--ied rhyme test-(MRT) (seelHuman Engineering Cuidf
toEquipment Design) should be used if the test require-
ments are not as s-tringent or if time and training do not
permit -the use of the ANSI mnethid.

c.The arti-culation index (A) al-cmiations should be used
for estimations, comparisons and predictions of system
-in te_1iigibility based- upon ANSI S3.5-196-9.

5.3.3.Z.-8_-2 Re-l-ationship of Test Scores to -Operational -Intelligi" I
bili-v - Table V-pce->sents the minimum acceptable scores for PB,
IMRT , nd- A-T tests Which shall, be quali-fying for fulfilling various
inue-1--ig-ibi--ity requiremencs. The efficiency of communications
needed and- the -t-ype material to be transmitted shall determine

- hi ch of -the intemlligibil-ity l'eve-s of Table V1 is to be selected.

Tabl-e -V-I.- Mi-niuium Acceptable Test Scores for Va3rious B01:&CVe tile title modi- ica.kiln n
Level-s of IntellIigibil ity in Voice Cohimnuications -Sys tells be more descriptive ot' table cote-t

SCORE.
INTELLIGIBILITY LEVEL

PB MRT Al
'Exce p tio0na lly -h igh in t ellig ibil ity-;-
separate syllabl-es understood 90% 97% 0.7

-Norma-~l acceptable intel-ligibilty;-
about -98%- of- senrenzes correctly
heard; inldgisunderstood -75% -91% -0.5

MHinimal-ly acceptable -intelligibili-ty;
liitd tan-dardized phases -under-

-stood; about- 90% sentences correctly
heard. 43% 75% 03 I

1 101
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ORIG-INAL REQUIREMENT 
MFI COMMENTS

5.4 -CONTR)LS-

5.4.1 General Criteria-

5.4.11 -Sel-c-tion-

5.4.1,1.1- -Distribution of Load -Controls shall be selected and dis- IR-ader may interpret: to mean Lhattributed-sn that-none of the operator's limbs will be overburdened. control functions must be divided
Iup equally!~ ..1..2G-loading - Where applicable, control selection shall in-ludecors idera ti_Zf~oirzt ion tinder variaLtle g-loading on the oper~ta . Each of these requirements tends

to be too simplistic to have5.4.1.1-3 Multirotation Controls - Multirotation -controls hl bused bodapplicability for allwhen -precis i s required over a wide range of adjustment, functional requirements.
A..14 -Detent -Controls - Detent controls shall be selected wheneverthe- operat-ional n'ode requires control operation in discrete steps.
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5.4 -CONTROLS

5_.-4-. General -Citeria

5.41.1 Selection - Criteria in Table shall be used in de- This expansion provides a more
-termningthe -type of control to be used on operator control panel .comprehensive and definitive set
In addition-, the following paragraphs should be consulted before of require'ents felt necessary todeciding on spec-ific control type and application, make 'selection" decisions.

5.4...1; -'stribution of Load - Where applicable and appropriate
controls shall -be-selected and- distributed so that a single limb
is not overburdened.

5-.4;1.-1.2 Functional Efficiency - Control selection -(e.g., type)
and-d-istribution- (e.g., operating limb) shall be determined on the
obasis of the expected proficiency with respect to operating a
particular control by means of a particular limb. The following
-sl--l:-be considered:

a. Hand manipulation is more precise than foot manipulation.

b. More force usually can be applied by the foot and leg
-than-by the hand and arm.

c. More operators are right-handed than left handed and
therefore are more accurate, faster and can apply-more
force-with the preferred hand or foot. On the other hand
some right-hand manipulations could create difficulties
for a left-handed operator-, in which case the control
selection-and/or location should-be made that provides
the least degradation for either left or right-handed
operator-.-

-d; -Mafipul-atory characteristics of candidate control devices
sh -l lbe compatible -with operator biomechanical charac-
teristics and limitations, i.e., "natural" musculoskeleta
motio6, excursions, prec-ision- and strength factors shall
be considered in-choosing-the particular control device
and locating it with respect-to the operator.

5_.4-.1.2.3 -Environmental and Physical Constraints - Where applic-
able selection, design, and placement of Controls shall- include
considera-tion of: 102
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Table -Control Selection Criteria

CONTROL.
Tclele ?, 3. ar IOJ. -ji r thu Tha.". I0~ L osick

swth Button Knt J ro e wf ~t~eo D 18621 eer J~~

-SttICfFFIRYrie?,4e $~j j'I
rr lO3 2 1

SO n r ty o 'tr

Selfte~ or no. of2& related

Selct digit - 403Cr.,.e MI I
Eet value on -- continuous4 aciv 2 3

Ztlect %.I.# J. - 4.5rvee 51-p3 I I

Select Coertinw_ ccltor. 1 1 2 1

Fnter alpha-nuinerlc data

Initiate test. suuoct1cn 3I j(mocefitaryI ____IP

ini.sate 4let~'lttI ~ 1 2 3 3I

Generate 3tfPPIl~MPU!Se I I

trru~pt-count-dcn_ qu.e'ce -2

EngaIge - Dl-enwade secn.c.rl
rclon

Adjust-lgt level. cont.

Aajust hcurA level, cot.3

2 2

1C~ars* adutmn.ral sm!!l Few U",e

rine- IdifitmentLag rf My
________________________ Dim. Notlon Turns ho

00 Only ir-:eqwnatlal seleotioc Is acceptabe.

(1Mos-c preferred, 3 z: least-preferred)

_ _ _ _ __ _
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a. Operation under variable g-loading on the operator.

_b. Mobility constraints of special clothing, e.g., pressure
-garments-, gloves and mittens, and/cr special restraint
systems, e.g., seat-belts, electrical and life support
leads -and connections.

c. The degrading effects of expected environments such as
acce!reration/deceleration, vibration, extreme cold or heal

d. How the operator is supported anc/or anchored, i.e., in
order to apply required force, to maintain a given
contro contact for the required duration, andlor to have
-sufficient stability Lo perform a precise manipulation.

5.4.1.1.4 Standard Practice - Unless specified elsewhere in this To preclude freakish designs that
standard or -other govermient standards and specifications, and/or could result in operator confusion.
demonstrable- improvement in operator performance is shown by
alternate-concepts, standard practice relative to certain control-
-function util-ization shall be as fol-lows:

a. Two-dimensional vehicle steering shall -be by-means of a
steering wheel.

b. Three-dimensional vehicle steering/attitude control shall
be -by means of a joystick or combination joystick wheel,
and rudder pedals.-

c. Primary vehicular braking $hall' be by means-of a foot
pedal-(sj).

d:- Pirimary automotive acceleration shall be by means of a
foot-pedal.

104
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e. Aircraft throttle functions shall be control:led by means
of manually-operated levers.

f. Automotive transmission gear position selection shall
be by means of a lever.

g. Continuous-adjustment, panel control functions shall be
by means of rotary controls.

h. Discrete multi-position-selection panel control functions
shall be by means of rotary selector switches, push
buttons or mechanically detented levers.

i. Multi-axis, console-type tracking function control shall
be by means of joystick, track-ball and/or handcranks.

j. Valve control functi-ons shall be controlled by-means of
rotary knobs or T-handles. Valves shall have the word
VALVE in their labels.

k. Simple two-position, panel control functions shall be
accomplished by-means of toggle,-,push button, rocker or
slide switches.

5.4.1.1.5 Control Accessibility --All controls shal1 be
located within reach of the operator c-onsidering the follow-
ing factors-:

a. Operators with the shortest arm and leg reach-(e.g.,
5th percentile).

b. Direct Acce~s without making awkward extensions around
intervening obstacles.

c. Access.ible without assuming awkward body positions, and
br disturbing critical eye reference requirements.

d. Convenient for the nature of the control movements re-
quired.

105
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e. Compatible with potentially restricting elements within I

the operating envelope i.e., seat-back or side structure
that preventsthe operator from bending an arm or leg
as necessary to manipulate a control close to his or her
body, or a forward panel or st-ructure that could be struck
bY the knee and thus prevent or disturb the normal move-
ment of the leg in operating a: foot control.

Note: Refer to NASA Reference Publication 1024 for appro-
priate reach limits of specified user population.

16
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5.4.1.2 Direction uf ;!ove.ent - Although there is no argument with
what is here, we Feel that a number5.4M.2.1 Consistency of Movement - Controls shall bz selected so t',at or conti ngencies relative to athe direction o0 iovenients of the control will be consistent with the broader rznge of appLic.ition she',ldrelated movement of an associated display, equipment com ponent. or be addressed. A slight titievehicle. in general, movement of a control forward, clockwise, to the change also seems to be in ordt-rright, or up or pressing or squeezing a control shall turn the equipment Fince -,ore th3n direction o%or cor.ponent.on., cause the quantity to increase, or cause the equirnent r,otion iS discbssed.

or conponent tc ziove forward, clockwise, to the right, or up. Yal:e
controls are excepted (see 5.-'.2.4).

5.4.1.2.? ___tidien _ (6eration - When the vehicle, the equipment.
or the components are capabe-of --otion in oe than two dimensions,
exception to 5.4.1.2.1 sball be made if necessary to-ensure consistency
of anticipated respons e.q.. forward notion of a directional control
causes some vehicles to dive or otherwise descend rather than to sim4ply
move 1orqard) Wh-,n severd! controls are combined in one control device.ca-ation shall be exercised to a-,oid confC;cts (e.., control notion to
the right is compatiblr- with clockwise ro11, r-igit turn, and direct Rove-
ment to the right).

5.4..2.3 . - _ r.er.tation - Cont-'srnS shall be oiwated
with respect to the tpet':or. ihere the operator ,-ay usC two or r
vehicle operator stations, the controls shal; cause movernent oriented
to the operator at the effezting st.tics, unless re,,-,te visual refer-ence is used.

5.4.1.2.4 Valve Controi - Rotary valve controls should open the valve
with a counterclockwiie__e'ot ion. Valve controls shall be prdvided with
double-ended arrows shrwing the direction-of operations and appropriately
labeled at each end to indicate the functional-result (e.g., open and
close). -
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5.4.1.2 Control Movement Characteristics We feel it is important to cover

the several contin~encies that
5.4.1.2 1 Direction of Motion-Expectancy - Expected control- must be addressed in considering
system motion relationships shall be observed in the design, control direction and especially
selection and/or arrangement and positioning of controls. with respect to variations that
Among these are the following: occur with a variety of ipplica-

tion5. These are addressed in
a. Rotary controls are expected to rotate clockwise to a wide variety of handbooks and

effect an increasing function. (See (c).) special reports, but seldom dcas
a particular reference cover all

b. A lever is expected to move forward, up or to the right contingencies. The recommenda-
tor an increasing function, but up or aft to apply a tions hopefully are more compre-
braking action. hensive. In addition, accepted

conventions are identified to pre-
c. A rotary valve cuntrol :s expected to rotate counter- elude "odd inventions" by some'

clockwise to increase line flow, e.g., liquid flow. A designer who is trying to be
double-ended arrow labeLed OPEN in the CCW direction different. A recent MFl study cf
and CLOSE in the CW direction shall be used to identify driver control operation expectancies
novement relationships provides evidence to support thesecontrol motion principles.

d. An accelerator pedal is expected to be depressed to (DOT HS-803-456).
increase speed of a vehicle.

e. A brake pedal is expected t2 be depressed to cause
braking.

5.4.1.2.2 Control-Display Motion - (See 5.1.3.3)

5.4.1.2.3 Control-Device Motion - When a control effects the
movement of some appended device directly observable by the
operator (e.g., window, windshield wiper, remotely-co-trolled
object such as a rane boom and tackle or hook, _remsott manipulator,
etc.), the-motion of the control and the controlled object shall
be iimilar.

5.4.1.2.4 Control-Vehicle Motion Relationships - (See 5.1.3.3.3)

107
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5.4-.1.2 5iSOther Control-Sys-tem-Motion Relationships When a e:MraHmnE neipraoisnot Ori-Wen--T inT direct relationshi.p to the normal Guide to EqiipmentDeign,forward d-Arectjon or a vehicle or System, controls should be 1,163. pp. 300-301.arranged airA operafte normal -to -the operator's orientation, i.e-...regardless o~f the fact that-the operator may face 90 or 180 de-'grees from the forward oriontatio" of -the system, his controlsshall-be oriented as if t~evahiere-or system were headed thesame direction as the operator--.

Tw 
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-ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.4.1.3 Arrangement and Grouping -

5.4.:1.3.1Grouping - All controls which have sequential relations, Should start with "primary controls".
which-have to do with a particular function of operation, or which are
operated together, shall be grouped together along with their associated
displays. When several steps of a sequence are combined on one control,
the :ontrol movements required shal be minimized and the systems shall
not be cycled ON/OFF or through operational modes uanecessarily.

5.4.1.3.2 Sequential Operation - Where sequential operations follow a
fixed pattern, controls shall be arranged to facilitate operation (e.g.,
in a pattern left-to-right and top-to-bottom, as a printed page).

5.4.1.3.3 Location of Primary Controls - The most important and fre-
quently used controls shall have the most favorable position with respect
to ease of reaching and grasping (particularly rotary controls and those
requiring fine settings).

5.4.1.3.4 Consistency - The arrangement of functionally similar, or
identical, -primary controls shall be consistent from panel to panel
throughout the system, equipment, unit, or vehicle.

5.4.1.3.5 Pemote Controls - Where controls are operated at a position
remote from the display, equipment, or vehicle controlled, control
arrangement shall- be established- to facil itate direction-of-movement
consiste.-y. The observed result and-not the effecting mode shall be
consiidered.

5.4..3.6 Maintenance and-Adjustment - In general, controls used solely
-for maintenance and adjustment and referred to infrequently shall be
covered during -normal equipment operation, but shall be readily acces-
sible- and visible to the maintenance technician when required.

5.4.13. Sacin- Minimum spacing between controls shall comply with
table VII.
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TABLE VII. MINIMUM SEPARATION DISTANCES FOR CONTROLS

CONTINUOUS ROTARY DISCRETE
TOGGLE *PUSH- ROTARY SELECTOR THUMBWHEEL

SWITCHES BUTTONS CONTROLS SWITCHES CONTROLS

TOGGLE

SWITCHES SEE FIG 11 0.5"(13 mm) 0.75"(19 mm) 0.75-(19 mm) 0.5"(13 mim)

°PUSHBUTTONS 0.5"(13 mm) SEE FIG. 9 0.5"(13 mm) 0.5"(13 mm) 0.5"(13 mm)

CONTINUOUS
ROTARY
CONTROLS 0.75"(19mm) 0.5"(13 mm) SEE FIG 6 1.0"(26 mmn) 0.751(19 mmn)

ROTARY
SELECTOR
SWITCHES 0.75"(19 mm) 0.5"(13 mm) 1.0"(25 mm) SEE FIG 3 075"(19 mm)

DISCRETE
THUMBWHEEL
CONTROLS 0.5"(13 mm) 0.5"(13 min) 0.75119 mm) 0.75"(19 mm) SEE FIG 5

'For pushbuttons not separated by barriers

All values are for one hand operation. Distances are measured in
inches and are measured from edge to edge of each ontrol.

4- t
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5.4.1.3 Arrangement and Grouping

5.4.1.3.1 Primary Controls - The most important and frequently- This s first priority.
used controls shall have the most favorable positions with respect
to convenience and ease of use from the specified operator posi-
-tion.

5.4.1.3.2 -Functional Grou~ing - Controls that are related-by

function and/or sequence of use shall be grouped together along 1
width their associated displays. When several steps of a sequence
are combined in one control, the control movements required shall I
be minimized and the systems shall not be cycled ON/OFF, or
through operational modes unnecessarily. Odd (unrelated control t

functions) shall not be interspersed within the spatial confines
of a group of functionally-related controls.

5.4.1.3.3 Sequential Operation -[Use original material from
par. 5.4.i.3.2j

5.-4.1.3.4 Emergency Controls - Emergency function controls shall
be located where they can be identified and reached with a minimuml
loss of time. Io'iever, their location shall not be such that
accidental use or inadvertent contact could result in serious
system malfunction and/or ultimate injury to personnel.

5.4.1.3.5 Remote Concrols --[Use original material from par.
5-.4.1.3.5.]

5.4.1.3.6 Consistency - When functionally similar control inter-
faces appear in more than one operator station withid the same
or similar systems, control locations and arrangements should
also be the same or at least similar.

5.4.1.3.7 Spacing -[use original material f in par. 5.4.1.3.71J

5.4.1.3.8 Maintenance and Adiustmeht -LUse original iaterial
from par. 5.4.1.3.6.

109-
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TABLE VII. MINIMUM SEPARATION DISTANCES FOR PANEL-MOUNTED CONTROLS

ICONTINUOUS ROTARY IDISCRETE
TOGGLE 'PUSH- ROTARY SELECTOR ITHUMNIEEL

SWITCHES BUTTONS CONTROLS SWITCHES CONTROLS

TOGGLE JI
SWITCHES See Table- 0.5"(13 mm) 0.75"(19 mm) 0.751(19 mm) 0.51(13 inm)

'PUSHBUTTONS 0.5'"(13 mm) See Table 0.5"(13 mm) 0.51(13 mm) 0.5"(13 mm)

CONTINUOUSCROTRYL .5(~ 0.5"(13 mm) SEE FIG 6 1-.0"(25 mm) 0.75"(19 mm)

-ROTARY -I

SELECTOR *-*Note change
SWITCHES 0.75"(19 mm) 0.5"(13 mm) 1-.012S minI 0.5 (13m) 0.75"19 mm)

DISCRETE
THUMBWHEEL
CONTROLS 0.57013 mm) 0.5'(13 mm) 0 .75"(19 mmt) 0.75'(19 mm) SEE FIG 5

-For pus*hbutions not sepraed by barriers

All values are for one-hand operation. Distances are measured
in-inches and are measured at the closest point of approach for
each-pair of controls as they-are moved throughout their entire
range of movement.

1-10
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMENTS
5.4.1.4 Coding-
5.4.1 .4.1 Methods and Requirements - The selection of a coding mode
(e.g., size a5d colo0r) for a particular applica-tion shall be determined
by the relative advantages and disadvantages for each type of coding.
Where cod-ing-is sele cted for the purpose of differentiating among con-
trols, aoplication of the code shall be uniform throughout the system.
(See Table VII-I for advantages and disadvantages.)

5.41.4.2 Locatmioii-Coding - Controls assoc-iated with similar -functions Woksaion-to-workStation also.
should be inte _same relative location frovm panel to panel.

5.4.1.4.3 Si-ze-Coding - -to more thtan three differ~ent sizesi of controls Last ser tence; requiret.ient not
shall be used -in coding controls for discrimination by absolute size. always practical.' Size 'vs manip-
Controls used for performing the same function on different items or utablit; is ignore'd.
equipment shall- be the same size.

5.4.1.4.4 Shape-Coding - Control shapes shall be both visually and Insufficient guidance.
tactually idetifiable and sha-ll be designed to be free of sharp edges.

5.4.1.4.5 Color.-Codina

5.4.1.4.5.1 Choice ofl Colors - Controls shall be blacz: (17038) or
gray (26231). I-f-color coding is required, only the following -colors
identified in FED-STD-595 shall be selec-te d for control coding.

a. Red, 11-105, 21-105

b. Green, 14-187, 24187

c. Orange-Yel-low, 1-3538, 23538

d. White, 17875, 27875

e6. Blue, 15123 or 25123, shall be used i-f an additionnl color- is

absolutely necessary.
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TABLE VIII. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF CODING

TYPE OF CODING

MODE OF

ADVANTAGES LOCATION SHAPE SIZE OPERATION LABELING COLOR

Im~woves visual identification. X X X X X

Improves nonvisual identificati, ,n X X X X

Itactus' an~d kinesthet-cl.

Helm tandardization. X X X X X X

A-Js identific~tion under fow levels X X X X (When trard- IWien team%,

of illumina tion and colored lighting. illuminated) Mlumiateill

;Aay aid in identifyingl control posi. X X X
tion (settlings),

Requires little (if any) training; X
is not subject to forgetting.

DISADVANTAGES

May require extra Space . X X X X X

Affects mdip;lation of the control X X X X

toste of use).

Limitedl in number of available XX X X
coding categories.

May be less seetivit if Opeator X X
weers gloves.

t-Controls must be viewed (i.e.. miart
~be within visual eas &nd with
_;: adequate illumination present).

-7' AA,
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5.4.1.4.5.2 Immediate Action Controls - Color coding of inrediate action
controls for aircraft shall conform to MIL-M-18012.

5.4.1.4.5.3 Relation to Display - When color-coding must be used to
relate a control to its corresponding display, the same color shall be
used for both the control and the display.

5.4.1.4.5.4- Control Panel Contrast - The color of the control shall
provide contrast between the panel background and the control.

5.4.1.4.5.5 Ambient Lighting and Color-coding Exclusion - Prior to
selection of color code, consideration shall be given to anticipated
ambient lighting coordination throughout the mission. Color-coding
shall not be used as a primary identification medium if the spectral
characteristics of ambient light during the mission, or the operator's
adaptation to that light, varies as the result of such factors as sular
glare, filtration of light, and variation from natural to artificial
light. If red lighting is to be used during a portion of the mission,
controls which would otherwise be coded red shall be coded by orange-
yellow and black striping.

5.4.1.5 Labeling of Controls - Control labeling shall conform to the
criteria in paragraph 5.5.

5.4.1.6 Compatibilit with Handwear - Controls shall be compatible.
with handwear to be utilized in the anticipated environment, Unless
otherwise specified, all dimensions cited herein are for bare hands
and should be revised where necessary for use with gloves or mittens.

5.4.1.7 Blind Operation - Where "blind" operation is necessary, hand
controls shall be shape-coded, or separated from adjacent controls by
at least 5 inches (125 mm).

5.4.1.8 Prevention of Accidental Activation -

5.4.1.8.1 Location and Design - Controls shall be designed and located
so that they are not susceptible to being moved accidentally. Particular
attention shall be given to critical controls whose inadvertent operation
might cause damage to equipment, injury to personnel or degradation of
system functions.

V _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.4.1.8.2 Internal Controls - Internal or hidden controls should be

protected, because it is usually not obvious that such controls have
been disturbed znd it may be difficult and time consuming to locate and
readjust them.

5.4.1.8.3 Rapid Operation - Any method of protecting a control from in-
advertent operation shall not preclude its being operated within the
time required.

5.4.1.8.4 Methods - For situations in which controls must be protected
fro.m accidental activation, one or wore of the following methods, as
applicable,xshall be used:

a. Locate and orient the controls so that the operator is
not likely to strike or move them accidentally in the norrrl sequence
of control movements.

b. Rezess, shield, or otherwise surround the controls by physical
barriers. The control shall be entirely contained within the envelope
described by the recess or barrier.

c. Cover or guard the controls. Safety or lock wire shall not
be used.

d. Provide the controls with interlocks so that extra movemen't
(e.g., a side movement out of a detent position or a pull-to-engage
clutch) or the prior operation of a related or locking control is
required.

e. Provide the controls with resistance (i.e., viscous or coulomb
friction, spring-loading, or inertia) so that definits, or sustained
effort is required for actuation.

f. Provide the controls with a lock to prevent the control from
:passing th'rough a position without delay when strict sequential acti-
vation is necessary (-i.e., the control moved only to the next position,
then delayed).

g. Design the controls for operation by rotary action.

- 4 - -,- . . ... .. .
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5.4.1.8.5 Dead Man Controls - "Dead man" controls, which will result
in system shut-down to a non-critical operating state when force isremoved, shall be utilized wherever operator incapacity can produce acritical system condition.

- -f
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.1.4 Coding

5.4.1.4.1 Methods and Requirements - Use original material from
par. 5.4.1.4.1.

5.4.1-4.2 Location Coding - Controls associated with similar
functions should be placed in the same relative location from
operator workstation to workstation andjor panel to panel.

5.4-.4.3 Size Codijig -Control size should generally not be used
as a coding mension. If it is used no more than three different
sizes should be considered. Size coding shall not be used if the
extremes are incompatible with the manipulation requirements of
any- particular control (i.e., the size is too small or too large
for efficient manipulation of the control device).

5.4.1-.4.4 ShJapeCoding - Primary use of shape coding, for controls Added considerations based on
is for identn--of control knobs or handles by feel", professional judgment.
However, shapes shall be identifiable both visually and tactually.
When shape coding is used, the coded feature shall not interfere
with-the ease of control manipulation. Shapes shall be equally
identifiable regardless of the position of the control knob or
handle, i.e., if the knob or handle is rotated, the code shall
still be recognizeable by feel. Shape as a coding parameter shalli
be used only after considering the following:

a. Proposed shapes are identifiable when gloves are worn.

b. There are a sufficient number of identifiable shapes to
cover the expected number of controls that require
tactual identification.

c. The particular control knobs or handles to be shape-
coded lend themselves to positive, non-reversable
attachment, i.e., when a replacement is required, it
is, impossible to attach the new knob in an orientation
that may obscure or confuse the operator.

11



TABLE VIII. ADVANTAGES-AND DISADVA14TAGES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF CODING

TYPE-OF CODING

__________________ lj~&TON _____ I MODE OF

ADVANTAGES _LQkIN SHAPE SIZ5 OPERATION LABELING - OLOR

Improives visual idenification. _X X X X _X

Improves noovisual identifcaticW. X_ X X Xj
(tactual and kinesitietic).

Helps standardization. X X X X -X x

Aid$ id-ritsication under low levels XX I X X (When items. (When trans-
of illumination and zoloted Ioghting. ,I- illuminated' 'Ilumninaled

May aid eon identifying controlposi. X X X

flewures little (if ay) traning. X
is not sttict toforgetting, I_____ _________ ____

2DIS/A )ANTAGES 11_ ___ _ _ _____

May reqquir e xtra spae. X X

Affects menoipslation of the control X X X X_

Linvited in, numsber of availble X X XX X

"io catqofit.

ay be bu- effective it @pattot X K X

Cantrok switst be viewed (i.. ~ X
be wilka vituel atm an with~

7-
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5.4.1.4-.5 Color-Codinz - Basic colors [or panel controls are Changes & "Note" eliminates
either blac I#1038)-or gray (#26231)*. If color coding is used an unnecessary conf-lict with

over and above-these basic colors, the following shall be used: MIL-M-18012.
,*MIL-STD-595) {

a. RED, 11105 (gloss) or 21105 (semi-gloss)

b. GREEN, 14187 (gloss) or 2-4187 (semi-gloss)

c. ORANGE-YELLOW, 13528 (gloss) or 23538 (semi-gloss)

d. WHITE; 17875 (gloss) or 27875 (semi-gloss'.

e. BLUE, 15-123 (gloss) or 25123 (semi-gloss), shall be
used i-f an additional color is required.

Note: -When -FED Supply, Class 5355, plastic control knobs and
coded caps are used, fr electronic equipment applications, refer
to MS 91-528 for shape and color code specifications- When color
coding is used for immediate action" aircraft controls, these
shal-l conform to MIL-M0O18012.

5.4.1.4.6 Relation to Display -[Use original material- from par.
5.4.1.4.5-3. - '

5.4.1.4.7 Control-Panel Contrast - Controls shall be of a con-
trasting color from the panel on which-they are mounted. Colors
shall conform to- criteria in 5.7.9. -(5.7.9 Original)

5.4.1.4.8 Amtient-Lighting and Color-coding Exclusion - [Use
origina: matirFi1- from par. 5.-4.1.4.5.5] -

5.4-.-5- Labeling of Controls - [Use original material from par,
5.4.1.5]
5.4..6 Blnd Operation - Where "blind" reach is necessary, hand P alternative.

controls sha! be separated from adjacent controls by at least
5 inches (12.7 cm) and/or-if separation is not p-actical, cantrol Re rg, Human Engineeringknobs or -handles- shall be shape coded. Guide to Equipment-Design,knb - -1963, p. 312.

SEW
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5.4-..7 Prevention of Accidental Activation - [Use originalmaterial trom par. 5.4.1.8 through .4I.3og

5.4.1.7.1 Methods - [Use all original materials in paragraph
5.4.1.8.4 with the exception of (f). Modify (f) as follows"'

(f) Provide the control with a mechanical or time lock
system to prevent the control from passing through aposition without a "delay", whenever strict sequential
positioning of the control is absolutely necessary (i.e.-
the control can only move to a "next position" after a
delay).

5.4.1.8 Dead Man Controls - [Use original material from par.
5.4;1.8.5.]

Add:

5.4-1.9 Comp~ibility with Handware - [Use original materialfrom. 5.4.1-6.1

114
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5.4.2 Rotary Controls -

5.4.2.1 Discrete-Rotary Controls -

5.4.2.1.1 Selector Rotary Switches -

5.4.2.1.1.1 Application - R)tary selector switches fho Id 'e used for A.slight rewording is required
discrete fuiction when three or more detented positions are required. ince the justifica-tior, (last
Rotary selector switches should not be used for a two-position fuaction sentence) is weak and probably
unless ready visual identification of control position is of primary indefensible.
importance and speed of control operation is not critical.

The remaining subparagraphs need

5.4.2.1.1.2 Moving Pointer - Rotary selector switches should be designed. amplification and in some insLances
with a movino pointei and a fixed scale. requirements modified co make them

more broadly applicable and/or
5.4.2.1.1.3 S e - Moving pointer knobs shall be bar shaped, with par- justifiable.
allel sides, and the index end shall be tapered to a point. Exceptions
may be justified when pointer knobs are shape-coded whrn space is re- Fig 4 cieates apparent conli~ls
stricted and torque is light. Shape-coding shall be used when a group with other specs and in addit ion
of rotary controls, used for widely different functions, are placed on does not assist reader relative L(,
the same panel and control confusion might otherwise result. visualizing criteria (in Iabl-)

application.
5.4.2.1.1.4 Positions - A rotary selectcr switch which is not visible
to the operatcr during normal system operation shall have no more than
12 positions and -rotary selector switches that are constantly vis-ible
to the operator shall have not more than 24 positio;s. In addition,
the following criteria shall apply:

a. Where possible, rotary switch positions shall not :e placed
directly opposite each other, in order to reduce confusion as to which
end of the knot is the pointer

b. Stops shall be provided at the beginning and end of the -range
of control positions if the switch is not required to be operated beyond
the end positi-ons or specified limits.

c. The switch resistdnce shall be elastic, building up, then
decreasing as each position is approached, so that the control snaps
intn position without stopping between adjacent positions.

- -= -- V-
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.4.2.1.1.5 -Contrast - A reference line shall be provided on rotary
switch controls. This line sha1l have at least 50 percent contrast
with the control color under all lighting conditions.

5.4.2.1.1.6 Parallax - The knob pointer shall be mounted sufficiently
close to its scale to mini ze parallax between the pointer and the
scale markings. When viewed from the normal operator's position, the
parallax error shall not exceed 25% of the distance between scale
markings.

5.4.2.1.1.7 Dimensions, Resistance, Displacement, and Separation -

Control dimensions, resistance, displacement, and separation between
adjacent edges of areas swept by rotary selector switches should con-
fnrm to the criteria in Figure 3.

7 . .- ~------_____________
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DIM EN SIOlS I RESISTANCE

L "

Length I Width Depth

Minimum 1.0" (25mm) 1 0.625" (161n) Lo in.b (1 3mN'm)

Mao.mum 4.0" (100mm) 1.0" (25mm) 3.0" (75mm) 6.0 m..lb (678mN.im)

DISPLACEMENT SEPARATION

A

One.Hond Two.Hunr
Random Operolaon

Minimum 15 deg 30 deg 1.0" (25mm) 3.0" (75mm)

Moximum 40 deg 90 deg *

Piefered ' 2.0" (50mm) 5.0" (125mm)

*For-facililaling performance
, FWhen special engineering requirements demand large Separation

4 Fig,:re 3. ROTARY SELECTOR SWITCH

I
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5.4.2 -Rotary Controls Ref: Woodson and Conover, Human
Engineering Guide for Equipment

5.4.2.1 Discrete Rotary Controls Digners, 1966, Ch. 2.

5.4.2.1.1 Rotary Selector Switches

5.4.2.1.1.1 Application - Rotary selector switches may be used "Should" to "may". There are other
when an operator needs to select from among a number of generally ways to "select".
related functions and/or values for a specific function. A two-
position rotary selector switch ordinarily should not be used if
very rapid two-position- or function selection is -necessary, i.e.,
there are other more appropriate control configurations for rapid
operation of either-or selector operations.

5.4.2.1.1.2 Positive Detents - Rotary selector switches shall
have mechanical detents so that the switch knob cannot be posi-
tioned in-between nominal switch positions.

5.4.2.1.1-.3 Number of Switch Positions - No more than 24 switch If operator reaches blindly for bar
positions should ever be used,-and a maximum of 12 is preferable. knob and needs to know what position
If the application invo-Ives use of the switch without benefit of it is on, 12 or 24 positions are
visual reference, no more than 5 positions should be used, and too many-.
these should be located -in the upper half of the switch circum-
ference (positions being approximately 30-degrees apart.). Unless
the switching mode specifically involves multi-rotation, "stops"
shall be provided at the beginning and end of the range of control
positions. Recommended switch-setting parameters are provided
in Table

5.4.2.1.1.4 Torque for-Actuation - Rotary switch torque require- The torque requirements are plaaedl
ments shall- be-compatible with the size of control knob associated here instead of in the "new table".
with It, I.e., miniaturized switches with knob diameters ,of 1.0
inch or less (2.54 cm) should not require a torque greater than The torque requirements- a-re broken
2.0 in. lbs. (226 mN m)- to rotate the knob. Medium-sized knobs into three levels and made "should",
(e.g., 1-2 inch (2.54-5ii cm diam.) should not require torque to keep from creating unfiecessary
greater than 6.0 -in Ibs. (6-78 mN m). And larger knobs* (e.g., conflicts. (Note: Most values, are
diameters 3 inches (7.6 -cm) or greater) should,notrequire torque from original. However some are
greater than 10.0 in-. Ibs. (1.13 Nm). from AFSC DI 1-3 or extrapolations l

therefrom.
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TABLE

KNOB DETENTS PLACEmEmmr FOR TACTUAL POSITIONING5

RFCOI 1VENDED RECOmXEND%.D RECOVENDED STARTING POSITION
TOTAL ANGULAR FADIUS FOR (r "1 FP...SI

NO. OF DISPLACEMENT 1/2" SEPARATION RiGHT-HAND -LFf-HAND EITHERSETTINGS (DEGREES) (INCHES) OPERATION -OPERATIN HAND

3 40.00 0.716 264.00 16.00 320.00
4i 38.57 0.743 253.29 35I.00 302.14

5 37.24 0.769 243.31 327.73 285.52

6 36.00 0.796 234.00 306.00 207.00

7 34.84 0.8U2 225.29 285.67 255.48

8 33.75 0,84 9 2,7.13 266.62 241.87

9 32.73 0. 875 2.09.45 248.-J-1 229.08

10, 31 .7[ O.9.0p 202. 22 231.85 21 7.03

11 30.86 01.928 195.112 1.5-98 -205.70

12 30.00 U955 180,270 0,90 or 0 or 180
- -or 369 _ - 80-- - 1 --

Note: New table adapted-from Table 1.1 of MTL-C-8!1774A.

Now"-

(!

f4

[t -

! I t .4

' i // 3LE

.. . . ., V . -

3 00 071 26.0 16.00- 320.0

4 3857 0743 52.2 35100 32.1



MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.2.1.1.5 Knob Shape - Bar- or bar/pointer-shaped knobs shall Ref: Woodson and Conover, Human
be used with rotary selector switches so that an operator can tell -Engineering Guide for q-upment
which way the- knob is pointing, and can quickly differentiate a Desigers, 1966-p. 2-106.-
selector function from a continuously-adjustable control function
(see par. 5.4.2.2). A white reference -line shall be inscribed on
the face of the knob, the line running from approximately the
mid point of the knob to the pointing edge. The pointing end of
the knob should also be tapered so that the pointing end is easily
differentiated from the non-pointing end, and also so that the
reference mark can be "followed" (visually) to a point adjacent
co a reference mark or numeral on the interfacing panel. Contrast
between the reference mark and its knob background shall- be at
least 50 percent.

5.4.2.1.1.6 -Blind Positionin& - When an application requires the This is to clarify a conflict with
operator to judge pointer position without benefit of visual ref- the "parallel side" criteria we
erence, the sides of the knob (except for -the tapered end) shall have.
be parallel. If additional shape coding is required, the code
shall be applied as an extra cap, i.e., the shape code shal-l not
interfere with the general shape objectives noted above.

5.4.2.1.1.7- Dimensions, Displacement and Separation - Knob
dimensions, switch displacement and control separation shal
conform to criteria in Table and Figure

5.4.2.1.1.8 Knob Mounting - Rotary selector knobs shall be
mounted s6 tha the reference mark is sufficiently close to the
reference paniel markings- so--that visual parallax is minimized.
When viewed from the normal operator's position, the parallax
error shall not exceed 25 percent of the distance between scale
markings. Rotary selector-knob attachment shall preclude the
possibility of the knob slipping on the shaft, and/or the knob
being replaced with the pointing end opposite from its correct
position.-

5.4.2.1.1.9- 0Pen-Window, Skirted Knobs -Special knob designs This is new- required to cover a
consisting of abar-type-knob and open-window skirt mFy be used device currently in-use.
for applications in which Visual confusion may be reduced by
exposing only one number of a scale at a time -(see Table- ).

. .... , , - . 1-1
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Table - Dimensional Requirements For Generic Knob Shapes

APPLICATION CRITE.IA DESIGN CRITCRIA
IMENSIONS OISPLACEMNT ] PARATIC'.

PREFERREO FOR ACCURATE ID.NTIF. OF L 0.5.-..----" N = 0.625" IN = 1"; MIN FOR ,Ei FIG.KNOB POSITION BY FEEL. FOr. USE ON (S.S CM) (1.27 CM) (1.59 CM) BLIND POS'N 10
ELECTRONIC, AIRCRAFT, AUTOMOTIVE, TO TO To 30'

I i ETC. CONTROL PANELS WHCRE MIGH FC.tCE 4.0' 1.0" 3.0" f 4 SI'.LTA(c U OP'.
SWITCHES ARE 140T REQUJIRED. SKIRT (10.16 CrM) (2.54 Cr') (7.6 CI) F lUE' HANS A".S(IWO HA.NDS) A ,-. !.0"
OPTIONAL. IF GLOVES (7.5. C) ," (3,0L SWITCH RESISTANCE APPROX. MAX: ARE WON % CH) TOR G'.OVLS.ADD 0.5"

L 1 1 5- 1.0 IN-LB '0.11 N).,)
-I L 2.0" 3.0 IN-Le (C.34. N-)-Ih -i- . 4k.0" = -6.0 IN-LB (0.,8 N..)

ACCEPTABLE ABOVE CRITERIA APPLICABLE SEE AOOVE SEE .'OVE SEE ABOVE SEE ABOVE SE AROVAS LONG AS KNOB POSINS REMAIN IN
UPPER- 160 HEMISPHERE

- A)

(A) EXTENDED TAIL HELFFUL FOR HIGHER

TORQUE. USE ONLY WHEN POINTER
MARKING CLEARLY VISIBLE.

ACCEP7AaLE ALTERNATIVE TO A ABOVE. SEE ABOVE SEE ABOVE SEE ABOVE -SEE ABOVE SEE ABOVE

1-18
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Table -Rotary Selector Controls (Continued)

I APPLICATION CRITERIA IDESIGN cRImrRIA
IDIMENSIONS DISPLACCMf.4T SF'PIA:ATIf'.

A(CLP7ABLf ALTERNATIVE TO A A(IOVC L MIN I** SEE ABOVE SEE ABOVE SEA8O ~ E AOV
WHENC ONLY GROSS SEITINS iS RQUIRED (7.54 CM) E

?MAJOS NUMBERED POSj5)
AS A

I I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ec o _ _tr l _ _ _tiued)I _ _ _

I "IEe I ON I I ~ 'T rP' ATI

ACCEPTABLE ONLY FOR APLICAT IONS L M IN 0.75" M 0.A"O 
r 

N 0.5" SE ABOVE ,1.0 (2.5'. C
I M!.Rr P'ANEL, SPACE 'S LMTD GLOVE. C. M 0.' M 1.3 CM)F: I ONL 0'. I ITIN CH)

!,RN WITCN RESISTANCE LSSI

I-4

0%~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 9AYOTHGIOfJ WTHS

ACE AB
r

ONY U A LCI ON . N0 7, CM = 1 0. M (3a .2 " ;MIN ABOP-
r  

| 0 7-

AC--t5L A;TRA IE--SM , --KM20--AM AESM

(5 H .1 " "Vm1), '. l . 1"J', I0['.,N,.

A-
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Table - Rotary Selector Controls (Continued)

.PPLICA'€IC.;CRITERIA i DESION CRITERIA

-PLCTCM I 0 NS IONS D_ OISPLACEMENT SEPARA I I )M
TACrI.E CONTROL IDC TI I 4,1- , D H 1 - MTIA N/A
PREFERRED mETeOD FOR ,.?Afl CO.- 3.630' 075712
TRULS '.6 -CM) (0.32 CM)

( SEE MS9i,2 FOR COOED CAP FO.MSI 0.7 .)t "- ICOLORS) C1.1 Cm)

TACTILE CAP FOR- ROTARY SELECTOR KNOB SAFS AS SAMC AS
ABOVE ABOVF.

-2

4 - -20
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Nomninal separatior between moving-
scale knobs requires onLy that there

0 is adequate physical separation be-
Stween the knob skirts to orevent knob

;.ovement interference whei: the zero0, cr referencing index is at the112 o'clock position.

(a)

Separation between moving-scale knobs
that have the referencing index at
the 3 or 9 o'clock position should be
sufficient to insure that there is

0not visual confusion regarding which

knob the index mark refers to. Mini-
L-mum should be about twice the nominal

(b) character width.

Separation between moving-pointer/
0 fixed-scale configurations should be

2 based on clear visual separation of
adjacent scale characters. The min-

9 imurn should be at least four charac-
ter widths. However, if the knob
length extends the ful-l width of the
skirt and the handle is not tapered

(c) - at the pointing end, there shouldbe at least a 1.0-inch (2.54 cm)

separation between knobs when they
are end-to-end.

Separation between smalil, detented
0 0knob configurations as shown should

0 0 0 0 be at least 1.0-inch (2:.54 cm) unless
there are adiace*.t panel referencing
marks or characters, in which case
separation minimums should be estab-

(d) lished- on the basis of (c) above, or
the 1 -inch criteria, whichever is
greater.

Figure - Rotaving Knob Separation

/
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ORI GINAL REOUIREMENT MF-I COMMENTS

5.4.2.1.2 Key Operated Switches (KOS) -

5.4.2.1.2.1 Appication - KOS's are used'to prevent unauthorfzed This section needs expansion Le
operation. Ordinarily, they control system operation by go no-go, cover othor kinds of key operati.mns.

5.4.2.1.2.2 Dimensions, Displacement, and Resistance - Dimensions,
displacement, a-id resistance sh . conform to the criteria in Figure 4.

5.4.2.1.2.3 Other Req irements -

a. Keys with a single row of teeth should be inserted into
the lock with the teeth pointing up or forward.

b. If keys have teeth on both edges, they should fit the lock
with either side up or forward.

c. Locks should be oriented so the key's vertical position is
the OFF position.

d. Operators shouse normally not be able to ren:ove the key fro. 1
the lock unless the switch is ,'urned OFF.

e. ONJ and OFF positions should be labeled.

-7+
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A

DISPLACEMENT HEIGHT
(A) (H) RESISTANCE

MINIMUM 800 0.5 n. 1 in..Ib

(13mm) (113mN'm)

MAXIMUM 900 3.0 in. 6 in..Ib
(75mm) (678mNrm)

Figure 4. KEYOPERATED SWITCH

68
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.2.1.2 Kelocks and Keylock Switches Title now covers non-electrical
keylock applications, plus

5.4.2.1.2.J Keylocks - Keylocks used solely-to LOCK and UNLOCK ignition key switches.
vehicle doors and hatches, architectural doors, and/or equipment
cabinet doors,, covers and drawers shall conform to the followin3:

a. Key position and motion relative to locking and unlocking Reviewer consensus and professional
shall conform to criteria in Figure . judgment.

b. Key dimensions, separation and resistance shall conform
to criteria i,. Figure

c. Reversible key designs should be-used, i.e., it is pre- Ref: vIL-HDBK 759- p. 57.
ferable to have keys that will operate the lock with
either side "up". If key designs are used tha: have
teeth only on one side, the lock should be oriented so
that the "flat' edge of the key will :be on the bottom

to enter a vertical (lock) Slot; -to -the right to enter
a horizontal (lcck) slot.

d. Lock systems used for vehicle exterior doors shall be
designed so that the operator cannot inadvertently lock
himself/herself out of the vehicle.

e. Keylocks exposed to external weather condit-ions shall
be weatherproof, i.e., they shall- not become inoperable
due to 'dirt accumulation or freeze due to moisture
collection and freezing temperatures.

f. When several keylock systems are required on the satwe
vehicle or equipment, and al- locks-must be accessible
to the operator, a single key and-identical locks shall
be -sed. On the -other hand, when access to certain clo-
sures should be limited to people other than the operatol,
different key/lock assemblies shal-Lbe-used, i.e., the
operator's key will not unlock these Special locks.

5,.4.2.1.2.2 Keylock Switches - Keylock switches used-not only to
provide security (i.e., by removing the kr y) , =but alsc to provide
ON-OFF or ignition functions shall conform to-the following:

122
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D414

OTHER HANDLE SHAPE EXAMPLES; TOTAL SURFACE
AREA SHOULD APPROXI1MATE THAT OF OVAL SHAPE-

::::3 HAN DLE EDGE SEPARATION

WHEN KEYS AS SHOWN.

A C -Searaton-Torque to
A -BC S-epartio- Actuate

Minimum 0.875" 0.625" 0.875" 1.0"1 1-in. lb. .11
(2.2 cm1) (1.6 cm) (2.2 cm) (2.54 cm) (0.1 N-rn)

-Maximum *1.50" *1.50" --- 1.01, 6-in. lb. .68
(3.8 cm) (3.8 cm) (2.54-cm). (0.7 N-rn)

*Practical for carry-iug key in pocket.
* When locks are new .

Figure -Keylock Criteria
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

a. Key position and motion relative to locking, unlocking,
ignition, etc. shall conform to criceria in Figure

b. Key dimensions, separatior. and resistance shall conform

to criteria 5.4.2.1.2.1 - b.

c. Key designs shall conform to criteria in 5.4.2.1.2.1 --c.

d. Keylock switches that will be used out of doors, shall be
weatherproofed to prevent failures due to dirt and
freezing.

e. An auditory signal shall be provided for vehicle igni-
tion keylock systems, to advise the operator that the
key has been "left" in the ignition lock after the
engine has been shut off.

5.4.2.1.2.3 Color and Shape Coding - Color and/or shape-coding
shall be considered as follows:

a. Color may be-used when it is desirabl! to aid in identi-
fying various keys by function or use location, and there
generally is rMequate illumination to differentiate the
colors. RED should be reserved for "emergency" func-
tions (FED-STD-595 # 11105 or # 21105).

b. Shape coding may be used when it is desireble to identify
a given key by "feel". When shape coding i: used, sharp
corners sha-l. be avoided.

c. Size coding may also be used as long as no more than two
sizes are employed. The dimensions should reflect the
approximate -differences between minimums and maximums
shown in Figure

5.4.2.1.?2.4 Marking and-Labeling - Keylock switch applications
shall include appropriat-e positional markings and labels (see
5.5).

125
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0;0

PANEL1-MOUNTED SW] TCHlES

DOWE R

OFF, ,lQ. I

K"EYRL.-A5 START

VEIl [CILE IGNITION

Notes: 1. SwiLchlockl,4 should generally be oriented so that
the pivotal OFF key position is vertical and/or
forward (e.g., horizontal panel).

2. Key di -placm,,en L beotwson func Iional !,osilioflS
should be at leas-L 10 Mechanical detants should
preclude positioning Lhe key in-between designated
positions.

3. When only two functional positions occur (i.e.,
ON-OFF), displacement between the two positions
shall be 90 (+ 10).

4. Total displacemennt of IuIti-position keyswitches
shall not exceed 120

Figurv - Keylo k Switch Gri teria

/

*I +:i:,::. I . . .. .. . .. .~ .. .r-- - £-
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.4.2.1.3 Thumbwheel Controls - Since this subsection is under
selector controls, continuous

5.4.2.1.3.1 Application - Thumbwheel controls may be used if the func- thumbwheels should be moved.
tijn requires a compact digita" control-input device (for a series -of
numbers) and a readout of these manual inputs for verification. The 11he illustration (Fig 5) should
us. oF thumbwheels for any other purposes is discouraged. Thumbwheels be redrawn - the "views" do not
may je either discrete or continuous as applicable. Detent indexing :.atch. We also disagree with sorit.
units should provide 10 positions (0 - 9) in digital or binary (3 or of the criteria in the table
4 bits and complement) outputs. basod on product acceptance.

5.4.2.1.3.2 jhape - Each position around the circumference of a discrete
thubwheel shall have a slightly concave surface or shall be separated
by a high-friction area which is raised from the periphery of the thumb-
wheel. Continuous thumbwheels shall employ high friction raised areas
to facilitate movement. The thumbwheels shall not preclude viewing the
digits within 10 degrees viewing angle to the left and right of a per-
pendicular to the thumbwheel digits.

5.4.2.1.3.3 Codinq - Thuimbwheel controls may be coded by location, label-
ing, and coloF'e.j., reversing the colors of the least significant digit
wheel as on typical odometers). lthere used as input devices, thumbwheel
switch OFF or NORMAL positions should be color coded to permit a visual
check that the digits have been reset to their normal position.

5.4.2.1.3.4 Direction of Movement - Direction of movement shall be
compatible with the criteria set forth in 5...3.12.

75
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ORI-GINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.4.2.1.3.-S Numerals -

5.4.2.1.3.5.1 Internal Illuminance - For-areas in which ambient illumi-
nation wil1 provide display brightness below I ft-L (3.4-cd/m2), the
thumbwheel shall be internally illuminated. Digits shall appear as
illuminated characters on a black background, and their dimensions should
approximate the following:

a. Height: 1/4 inch (6.4 n'.m)

b. Height-to-Width Ratio: 3:2

c. Height-to-Stroke Width-Ratio: 10:1.

5.4.2.1.3.5.2 External llininance - In areas where ambient illumination
will provide a isplray luminance above I ft-! (3.4 cd/m), internal
illumination is not rdquired. Digits should be bold, black numerals
engraved on a light (or white) thumbwheel background. The dimensions
should approximate those specified in 5.4.2,1.3.5.1 except that the
height-to-stroke width ratio should be approximately 5:1.

5.4.2.1.3.5 Visibility - Thumbwheel design shall permi- viewino of in-
line digital Fead-out from all operator positions.

5.4.2.1.3.7 Dimensions - Control dimensions shall conform to the
criteria in F!yur. -

5.4.Z.1.3.8 Resistance -

5.4.2.1.3.8.1 Discrete (Detented) ThumbWheel Controls - Detents shall
be provided for-discrete position thumbwheels. Resistance shall be
elastic, building up and then decreasing as each detent is approached
so that the control snaps into position without stopping between adja-
cent detents. The resistance shall be within the limits indicated in
Figure 5.

_________ _ _
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HL

TROUGII
DIAMETER D DISTANCE WIDTH DEPTH SEPARATION RESISTANCE

MINIMUM 1.5 in 1 0.45 in. 0.1 in. 0.125 in. 0.4 in. oz

MAXIMUM ! (3mm) 1 mini (3mm) (3mm) (10 mm) (165 inN)
2.5 in. 0.75 in. 0.5 in. 20 oz
(65 mn) (19 mim (13 mm) (550 mN)

Figure 5. DISCRETE THUMBWHEEL CONTROL

h
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ORIGI!NAL REQU IREMENT F C0MET

5.4.2.1.3-.8.2 Continuous Thunb.'heel Controls -Resistarce shall be
provided so that defini-te sustained effort is required for Ectuation.
The resistance incorporated into Continious thum~wheei controls shall
be within the following torque iitIs:

a. Mi-1nimum: Determined by .iarrirg, vibration, or other
conditions; no practicofl limit is et by
operator perforinance.

b. Maxinaum: 6 inch-ounces (42 ~~)

5.4.2.1.3.9 Separa ior - Ccntrol separaticn shall conform to the
rriteria in Figure 5. The separation between adjacent edges of" thumb-
ahee& co~itrols shall, -any cas e, be sufficient to preclude accidental
activation of adjacenft controls durino normal setting.

4lt-- ---- ~ - -- ---
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MF! RECOMM4ENDED MOD-IFTCAT ION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.2.L.3 Thumbwheel Selector Swtiches Ref: Van Cott, Human Engineerin
Guide to Equipment Design,

5.4.2.1.3.1 Use - Mechanically-detented thumbwheel cuntrols may 1972, pp. 363-64.
be used-as an aTternative rotary selector device when the applica-
tion will benefit from the compactness of such devices, and approp-
riate visual and/or audio feedback is provided. Examples include;
numeric thumbwheei readout device, discrete audio volume or panel
illumination level selector, e-tc.

5-.4.2.1.3.2 Thumbwheel Orientation and Movement - Selector thumb-
wheels shall be oriented and move as indicated- in Figure -

5.4.2.1.3.3 Rim Tabs and Serrations - Raised- tabs and/or serrated1

sections of the thumbwheel rim shall be provided to aid the op-
erator in identifying discrete positions and movement of the con-
trol.

5.4.2.l-3.4 Dimensions, Separation ard TQrque-Requirements -

Control dimensions, separation and torque requirements shall con-
form to criteria in Figure . Control resistance sha-l be
elastic, building up- and then --ecreasin as each detent is
approached so that the control "snaps" into posi~tiou without
stopping between adjacent detents.

5.4.2.1.3.5 Labeling and Visibi-lity - Marking and labeling of

thumbwheel controls shall contorm to requirements herein with
respect to visibility of markings ind design. of numerals.

5.4.2.1.3.6 Illumination-(Use origiiual materal from par.
5.4.2.1.3.5.1 (except-73r numeral eimensions)J

5.4.21.3.7 or Coding - Thumbwheel controls may be coded by
means of Color and/or contact (e.g., dark vs light surfaces)-.
Examp-es are; (a) reversing the colors of the -least significant
digit wheel as on a -typical odometer, (b) where used as an input
device, the thumbwheel switch OFF or NORMAL positions may be
color coded to permit a visual chek that the -digits have been I
reset to their normal -value.

127



Arrows indiCaLC .hc direction of control motion to
produceQ a-3uc-ncrease.

AIL-natc "rim" formats arc- acceptable

as ong as the' provide 1)osition,-iI
idtntjfiC~jtion and aid manipulation.

Fig-ure Thun-bwhct I 0r-ienta tion/!o Lion
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S WD DEPTH SEPAR ACTUAou

MINIMUM IN. 0.1 1 -. .25 IN. 0.4 IN. 1.0 IN-LB
1(.5 M)(03CM) 1 I. IN-LB(2.54 CM) (0.3 1(0.32 CM) (-.0 CM) (0.11 N-m)

MAX IMUM 13.0 IN. 0.5 114. ,0 1 iN-LB
!C7.62 CM) '(1-3- CM) (0.34 N-m)

FIGURE 5 THUMBWHEEL SELECTOR CONTROL
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ORIGINAL REOUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.4.2.2 Continuous Adjust-,ent Rotarv Contros -

5.4.2.2.1 Krhs- Lacks coverage of somne inportanc
issies.

5.4.2.2-1.1 ADplication - .nobs should be used when little force is
required. and when precise ajustments of a continuous variable are
required. A rovinu knob with fixed scale is preferred over a mo.ing Fir 6 ceeds a;ilifica,--.on.
scale with fixed index for rast faSks. .f positOns Of non-
rultire'elutfOn zontrol ,.-us be distinguished, a pointer or -mjrker
should be available on the knot.b

5.4.2.2.1.2 Cir-ensiop%, ao~~ ndreparation -The di-.iensions of knobs
s"all be witi sphe Wa:t 1 ~Pd !n rigure A. Within tiese ranges.
krob size is re~at~vely unimor:ant, rcvieed .ne resistaice is low and
the knOb can be t¢-slly ujras.ed and rcjnipuiated. ;hen oiioel space is
extremeiy lirited, knobs ShOuld apprC-irr.:tC thle rdnirjm values and Should

have resistance as low as po-s-bie without peritting the setting to be
changed by vbr-% ics or mereli toa:;,fin the COntrol. Resistance and
separation between Adjacent edges of knobs shall cenform to Ficure 6.

5.4.2.2.1.2 Knib Styl - Unle;s otherwise specified by the procuring
ac ivi/, ccnt'ol .ObS snal or r to IN iL-STD-]3 I

- A
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Fipwo 6. CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT ROTARY CONTROL KNOBS

(OR I GINAL)
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.2.2 Continuous Adjustment,_Rotary Controls Ref: Van Cott. Human Engineering
Guide to Esuiement Design,

5.4-.-2.21 Knobs 1972, p. 364-66.

5.4.2.2.1.1 Application - Knobs should be used when little force Expanded to provide broader
or rapid, multi-turn adjustment is required, and when precise application coverage.
adjustment of a continuous variable is needed. If the adjust-
ment requires reference to a scale, it is preferred that the
scale be placed on a panel and that an index line be inscribed on
the pointer (-i.e., moving poinLer/fixed-scale format). If the
range of knob movement involves more than 360 degrees rotation-,
scales shall not be used.

5.4.2.2..2 Dimensions, Torque Reguirements, and-Knob Separation
The dimensionsTknobs shall be within the limits specified in
Figure 6. Within these ranges, knob size is relatively unim-
portant, provided -torque reqiuirement is low and the knob can be
easily grasped and manipulated. When panel space is extremely
limited, -knobs should approximate the minimum dimensional -values
and torque requirements, but torque requirement should be suf-
ficient to minimize inadvertent control movement due to equipment
vibration or accidental touching of the control knob). Torque
required -for actuation and the separation -between adjacent edges
of knobs shall con-form to Figure 6.

5.4.2.2.1-.3 Knob Style - Unless otherwise specified by the
procuring activity, control knobs shall conform to general
styles shown in F:.gure -6.

5.4.2.2.1.4 Knob Rims - All rotary adjustment knobs shall have
rims with suitablePsurfaces for secure grasp. Very sma-l knobs
should- have knurled surfaces to provide maximum torquing capa-
bility. Intermediate and larger sizes ofknobs should have
serrated r;ins, except that knobs used where high torque is re-
quired should have rim.-indentation rather than uerration- for
firmer grasp. Larger knobs should utilize rim-indentation to-aid
gripping'for appication of higher torques.

130 e
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFTCATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.2.2.1.5 Special Roitary Handle-Knobs - Handle-like rotary
knobs may be used For special applications (e.g.-, motorcycle
accelerator control), in which case, dimensional criteria shown

in Figure =6 shall be observed.

5.4.2.2.1.6 Contact Hazard - When knobs are used in vehicles
and are located where -they could be contacted during the sudden

deceleration of a crash, frontal surface area sh6uld be large,
and all edges should be rouyaded in order to minimize the poten-
tial injuries associated with small, sharp knob designs.

131
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I -- S --IFING;ERTIP GRASPD(5er'ra) on7 Prfr(1) M

SD- PALM GRASP

DIIAE- FT'
FTh iLJet Cls hmII-ine omGos

0 110 Encircled

'- iKL1i

i- 1 R D D GRL
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES-

5.4.2.2.1.7 Ganged Control-Knobs Ref: Wood-son and Conover, Human
Engineering Guide for- Eipment

5.4.2.2.1.7.1 Application -Ganged knob assemblies may be used Designers, 1966, p.-2-104.
in limited applications when-panel space is at a premium. Two
knob assemblies are preferred, although three-knob configurations
are permissible. Ganged knob configurations should not be used
uinder the -following conditions:

a. Extremely accurate or rapid operations are required.

b. Frequent changes are necessary.

c. Gloves have to be worn.

d. Equipment is exposed to the weather or used under rough
field conditions.

5.4.2.2.1.7.2 Dimensions, Separation Between-Assemblies - Knob
dimensions and separation shall conform-to requirements in
Table

5.4.2.2.1.7-.3 ToqeRequirement - Torque requirements shall con-
form to the crtrain Figure 6. Knobs should be serrated; fine
serrations should be used on-the knob used to make fine adjust-
ment, gross serrations for the knob used to-make less fine-
adjustments.

5.4.2.2.1.7.4 Mari~n - An -indexing mark or pointer shall be
provided on each knob in an-assembly. Marks or pointers should
differ sufficiently to make it apparent which knob indexing murk
is being observed.

5.4.2.2-.1.7.5 Knob/Dis play Rel-ationship - When each-knob of a
ganged assembly must be related to an array of visual displays-,
the upper knob- should relate -to the right-most display in a hori-
zontal ar ray, or the uppermost display in a vertical array (s'ee
Table_').

5.4.2.2.-l.7.-6 InadvertentOperation - When it is critical to
prevent inadvertent activati~ii7ot one knob a s the 0.her is being
adjusted-, a-secondary-control movement shalt be-required (viz;
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Table - Ganged, Rotary Controls

DESIGN CRITERIA
APPLICATIO11 CRITERIA - DIMENSIONS DISPLACEMENT - SEPAPATICN

GANGED OR-STACKED ROTARY ADJUSTMENT D MIN DIAM m H MIN t|eT -SINL.AND OP'h. SEE
f.NO:FCON.F:1tAIO% NO)T TO BE USED I I.I .- ONC. O.6$5p TBLVI

W-c . RAPO, AtCUftATE rESPoSE Is -a., c 0) {|. ci I
R Qu2IRffr OR GLOVES ARE USED. MAX. |Is.27 C.-4) ( . CH
TWO-KNOB ASSEMBLIES PRtEFERRED. 3I .1IN D IAM 2 

MIN E IGhT7 F F .DjTAN'p+I Op u

0, (,ROSS-ADJUST.MN -0." O.2" . (o01- -ADS). A ,D
(7.2 CM) (1.27 C-) S .0' Cm) F ¢R;, I,$i

0 2 FINE ADJUSTMENT IEEiFRG.v.
2,- IO ? I

tr 7RCE-405ASSYREQIREDWME - 0 %0." h 71A!ECABV

f,,_ _ _ _ ___

SIONAL RELATIONSPHIPS SHLL BE

OPTIMIZED 0-1.3 C") (1.9 CM)

D7 - .75" 14 I ISl
( 4 , MN )

D, -(0.6 CM) (02.6 Co)
L'AR.E SET:
o- 01 = 1.0"
V-0-.54 CM)

DS- 3.W5
_-.3 C1)

GANGED- lOB/DISPLAT ASSOCIATION
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MFI RECOMMENDED MOD!FICATION RATI-ONALE/REFERENCES

pressing the top knob before it can be engaged with its control
shaft). Where inadvertent movement is undesirable but not neces-
sarily critical, optimize knob diameter/depth relationships as
shown in Table • Contrasting colors between knobs may also
be used to improve individual knob identification.

13
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.2.2.1.8 Continuous Adjustment Thumbwheel Controls Moved from "Rotary Control"

section.5.4.2.2.1.-8.1 Use - Continuously adjustable thumbwheel controls.
may be used as i--alternate to rotary knobs when the application
will benefit from the compactness of the thumbwheel devic-;.

5.4.2.2.1.8.2 Orientation and-Movement - Thumbwheels shall be
oriented and move in the directions specified in Figure .

5.4.2.2.L.8.3 Thumbwheel Serrations - The rim of -the thumbwheel
shall be serrated to aid the operator in manipulating the controL.

5.4.2.2.1.8.4 Dimensions, Separation and Torque Requirements -
Thumbwheel dimensions, separation and torque requirements shall
conform to criteria in:Figure

5.4-2.2.1.8.5 Labeling and Visibility -,Marking and labeling of
continuously-adjustable thumbwheel controis shall conform to
requirements herein with respect to visibility or markings and
legibility of label alphanumerics.
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W SYP

'A'

CONTINUOUS
"-", ) SETTING

~I-:~Arrows indicite
_ _-increasing value.

Rim W * S •

,Exposure Width ~ Torque Reqm'-t

Minimum 1.0 in. * 0.15 i . *1.0 i . 12.0 in. To minimize effects1(2.54 cm) 1(0.38 cm) H(2.54 cm) (5.1 cm) of inadvertent input(2.4 ea) (0.8 m) 2.5 cm ti-f operator subject
.Add 0.5 in. I Add 1.0 in. -t otor

For glovvs !for gloves o t

Maximum N/A j N/A N/A N 16.0 in.-oz- (420mW)

*Preferred - Some miniaure applications may require less.

Figure 5.a - Thmibwhee! Adjus-Lment Controls
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ORIGINAL REQUIPEMENT JMFI COMMENTS
5.42.22 Cank -Needs paragraph -re;- use of a

5.4.2.2.2.1 Application - Cranks should be used primrari-ly for tasks folding handle type of crank.
requiring many rotations of a control. particularly where high rates orFi.7so dhae ded lus
large forces are involved. For tasks involving large slewing movements, F tionshoul prove crdedibility
plus smnall, fine adjustments. a crank handle may be mounted on a knob or wtr espec to dfferent types
handwheel -- the crank for slewing and the knob or handwheel for fine oft co speon cranks.en tpe
adjustments.. Where cranks are used for tuning o- i~ther processes in~volv- ofcmo cak-
ing numerical selection, each rotation should cot.espond to a m-ultiple
of I1. 10. 100. etc.

5.4.2.2.2,2 Grip Handle - The crank grip handle shall be designed so
that i-t turns f-reely around its shaft.

5.4.2.2.2.3 Dimensions, Resistance and Separation - Dimensions, resist-
ance and separation between adjacent swept circular areas of cranks shall
conform to the criteia of Figure 7.

P . - - . - - - =-
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RESISTANCESMPNSATNO

rp iasmetr ent M.n.nmun Mox.m
None 1.0Db (5N) t 53,lb (95mN) 9.0" (75mr. 601(1mm)
17S 6.0" lb 2T) i 5 lbIT)30"(5m

Hong -2.0 lb (9N) 50 lb (220N) 3.0" (75mm)

R*nolu,,ons per ,nl reuemd of Persoanal

TFigure 7. CRANKS
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MFI RECOM MENDED MODIFICATION 
RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.2.2.2 -Cranks

5.4.2.2.2.1 through 5.4.2.2.2.3.-[Use original material -- but
addi the following:-

5.4.2-.2.2:.4- olding Handle - When it appears that a crank handle Originalparasrphs remain as
could become a azar to-persons passing a contro1 panel, or it is- they are. This is merely ancriticaJl that the handle not be inadvertently displaced by-being addit-ion to recognize a commonly-accidentally bumped, a- folding handle -type control should- be used. used component not coveredSuci! a control shall be designed so that the handle -is spring- originally.loaded to keep it extended-in the "cranking" position when in use
and fo-i-ded when not in use.

Note: -On aew Fi&. a minimum handlelength -for folding-handle depends
on practical considerations.

1-38
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COMB INED FINGER!/,
SPINNER STYLESf

..- fL.(CONSOLES)

Ii-i

FOLDING HANDLE

MACHINE CRANK

DIMENSIONS-

D L f
fpme~iw Lcngih M,rn...Um ~ Mr~

Man* 1.0" (?rm 7o)375" '9.Scnu) j 9.0-1" (3nI S"WO
175 1.0" I2 J3 7b"(04% SS. j 5," 4IZ.7cm-)O1 1

3M

275 0.o s m)s 15" l1Acs'1 1 0.5- U3 j 4.5" 1lI.4cow)

(n-ce) MIN~ 0.'5 (03 cmn)

FORCE _REOM'. TS SEPARATION

2An 2.lb (9N) 50Olb (772N) 3 0" 7 o

175 6.0 lb 127NI * 15 lb f6ltdI 30" 17.6cm)

27S - 2.0 lb1 19N) 6 lb (2ZNI 3.0"16m T
0 ft*.Ivfns per .nwf* ,uqv..nd of pe'so-elc

fIGURE___ CRANKS
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5.4.2.2.3 -14andwheels -Needs to cover wider rang-o f

5.4,.2,3) Ao caJon andiihe~s wappli-cations, which- also- requi-re
5.42..3. Aplcaton Hndwe~s.wh ich -are des igied- for two-hand: I ndi-vidual ;I-lustration and

operaton, should be sedwhen -the- breakout -or -rotation forces- are -too, dsg nfrain
large to be overcome wi-th a= one-hand control-, provided--that two -hands di g nom -i .

wi1ll be availabl-e for this task.

5.4.2.2.3.2 nurin - rrlin or indentation shallI be bitit

..andwheelto fac.-iate operator grasp. spae srstbrail

ma~de. a soinner anl ybeattached -to the handibeei when not pre-
cluded by safety corsiderat .cns.

5.4.2.2-.4A Direction of Voverient - Except for valves (see 5.4.1.2.411,
handwheels shall rotate Cl'ocMwi-se for 0O11 or l:CREAS. an~d counterclock-
wise foe 3;FF and OECREASEr. The direction of -otion shl-l be indicated
or the tandwheev, or im-ediatel) adjacent thereto. by neani of arrow
and appropriate iJecerds.

5...2.2.3.5 Dimens-ons.. Resistance. Displacenet an %. aato
Control dim~ensions, rersane 4I-1ace..nn: and seetiL-. btween-
ednes cfa-iaceit nan..r.-cels shali conform to -the cr-teria in Ficure 8
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.2.2.3 Handwheels (Two-Hand-Operated)

5.4.2.2.3.1 Aplication - Handwheels, which are designed for
nominal two-hand operation-, should be used when the breakout or
rotation forces are too high to be easily overcome with a one-
handed control, provided that two hands are available for this
task. Typical applications to be considered are steering, hatch
securing, valve opening/closing and direct-linkage adjustment and
hatch locking handwheels.

5.4.2.2.3.2 Direction of M4ovement - Handwheel direction-of-
movement shall-comply wi'th requirements in 5.4.1.2. For all
handwheels in which the drrection of motion relationship is
not directly apparent (expectation), direction-of-motion shall
be indicated directly on the wheel rim and/or immediately adja-
cent thereto on a panel or structural surface, utilizing appro-
priate labeling and/or directional arrows.

5.4.2.2.3.3 Dimensions, Torque Requirements1 Displacement and Ref-: Van Cott, Human Engineering
eparation - Control dimensions, torque requirements, displacement Guide to Egufpment-Design,
and separation between adjacent handwheeks shall conformto 1972, Ch. 8.-
criteria in Table

5.4.2.2.3.4 Position - Handwheels (including steering wheels)
shall be selected in terms of size and expected usage to pro-
vide operator-use convenience based upon whether the operator
is seated or sta .ding to operate the wheel. For seated opera-
tion, the wheel should normally be centered on the operator's
centerline-and sloped so- hat both of the operator's arms and
hands have approximately equal access to the wheel. In.
addition, wheels operated -froma the seated position should be
sized and positioned for convenient ingress/egress, as well
as over-the-wheel viewing where applicable.

5.4.2.2.3.5 Spinner-Handles- For applications where the wheel Professional judgment.
may be rotated rapidly through several revolutions (e.g.., slew-
ing), a spinner handle may-be added for added convenience. Such
handles shall not be used-however, if the- projecting handle is
vulnerable to inadvertent displacement .f a critical wheel setting
or is a safety hazard.

140
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5.4.2.2.3.6 TrigAids - Knurling, indentation, and/or high-
friction cover may be u~ilt into the handwheel to facilitate
operator grasp, i.e., in order to apply maximum torque and/or
to reduce the possibility of the wheel from being jerked out
of the operator's hands.

5.4.2.2.3.7 Wheel Hub Delethalization - Steering wheel hubs
shall be recessed-and provided wit- a broad pad to minimize the
possibility of driver impalement during a crash. Consideration
shall also be given to use of a collapsible steering column for
rapidly-moving vehicles. Such steering wheels shall be struc-
turally resistant to major rim/spoke distortion considering the
loads that could be created by the driver's body being thrust
into the wheel during a crash.

5.4.2.2.3.8 Wheel Shape - Except for the special cases of
established uses in submarines and aircraft all handwheels should
be round.

5.4.2.2.3.9 Power Steering Failure - Steering systems shall be MFI Study (MFI 73-105, 1972)
desined with sufficient mechanical advantage to meet the force
requirements of Table , even though the primary operating
mode utilizes power-assist, i.e., the operator shall be --b.e to
steer the vehicle to a safe stop in the event of power failure.

5,4.2.2.3.10 SteerintWheel Lock - Vehicles designed to operate
on Continental USroads shall meet Federal requirements for
locking the steering column with removal of the ignition key.

5.4.2.2.3.11 Steering Ratio - Steering systems should:be designed Industty practice.
so that the maximum turning limits of the vehicle can be acquired
by no more than 3-k to 4 turns of the steering wheel.

141
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Table - Two-Hand-Operated Handwheels

APPLICATION CRITE ,IA DESIGN CRITERIA

DIMENSIONS D ISPLACEMENT SEPARATION

CONTINUOUS-ADJUSTMCNT FOP ALTERNATE DIAM I'.0" RIM DIAM MINIMUM HAND SEE CONTROLIDISPLAY 2.0" (71.1 Cm)SLEWING/PRECISE POSITIONING, USING (35.6 CM) 0.75" CLEARANCE RATIOS 5.I1. ELBOW-ELBOwOISPLAY REFERENCE. FORCE REQUIRE. 6.0" (1.9 C14) AROUND RIMo' MENT AT THE RI4 SHOULO BE BELOW (1.5.2 CM) TO 1.5-" .0" IA
25 LB (III N). 

(3.2-Cs (7.5 CM)

CONTINUOUS LOCK-UNLOCK OPERATION DIAM : J" SAME A5 SAME AS N/A SAMC AS ABOVE
FOR < 5 LB ABOVE ABOVE

TO-
20" FOR

HIGHTOQEVLSHIEM TO~qUEVALV~sDIA14 1 .0"- AME AS SAMIE AS - 65..WHN SAEAABV2.26 N.,mOF TORQUE/MAp, mm OF- 16.0" FOR* ASOVE SAPPLACAE AB
HANDLE DIAMETER (20 IN./LB OF OVERHEAD;
TORQUE/INCH OF HANOLE DIAMETER)- O."H .o,"

FOR OTHER

POS'MS BE-
VALVES (31-IS, CM)

-ABOVE STAND-

ING SURFACE-

142
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Table -Two-Hand-Opera-ted Handwheels (Continued)

APPLICATION CRITERIA- DESIGN CIERIA

DIMENSIONS D_____ ISPLACEMENT SEPARATION
VEHICLE STEER1NG (AUIOMOTIVE). 14AX _D - DIAmF. Rd - RM S -WHEEL JMAX - ?0' FOR FULL N/AFORCE REQijIkED-WITM POWER STEERIN4G 14 .!6 POR OIAM SLOPE STOP-TO.STOP TURN,-25 LSS (III N) PdR STECR- 0.75"-1.25' DEPENDS ON I 0054 HjANDS ON4 THEINC; 16-20" C1.9-3.2 cm; OR-VCR-P)S'N WHEEL.MAXIMUM-FORCE REQUIRED WITHOUT POWER- rIOR NON- VERTICAL-STEERING z50 LBS (222 N) POWER HOR IZONTAL

(35.6-50.8 AFR
-. LIGHT I VEm-

VEHICLES

AIRCRAFT STEERING (COMBINE WITH4 O_0- GRIP L - GRIP 8-5 GRIP'TILT MAX-PREFERRED N/ALE VER F0* PITCH, RUDDER PEDALS FoRt DIAM- LENGTH 1 PREFERRED J- OLL/STEER) 
1.25-- (1.9 Rml N 4.0-"
CM) PAE (101.2 Cm) x~FERRED S--

1-43



ORIGINAL REOJIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.4.3 Linear Controls -
Section on push buttons should5.4.3.1 Discrete Linear Controls -be combined with one on legendswitches since the design.or thinks

5.4.3.1.1 Push Buttons (Finger or Hand 0perated- of both as push buttons.Between the few requirements and
5.4.3.1.1.1 Alication - Push buttons should be used when a control illustrations, many ofher pushor an array of controls is needed for momenttry contact or for activat- button applications are ignoreding a loc;h.ng circuit, particularly in high-frequencyof.use situations, by absence of discussion and/or

5.4.3.i.l.2 Sha~p.e - The push button surface should normally be concave(indented) to-fit-the finger. When this is impractical, the surface The scope needs to be expandedshall provide a high degree of frictional resistance to prevent slipping, to reflect the variety of components

now available, some of which are5.4.3.1.1.3 Positive !ndicatior, - A positive indication of control found in other MIL specs.activation shall be providede.g., snap feel, audible click, or inte-
gral light).

5.4.3.1.1.4 Channel or Cover Guard - A channel ir cover guard shall
be provided when it is imperacive to prevent acci.'ental activation of
the control.

5.4.3.1.1.5 Dimensions, Resistance, Dis.-lacerent. and S.eparation-Except for use of push buttons in keybo'ds control dimei,sions, resis-
tance, displacement, and separation between adjacent edges of finger orhand-operated-pushbuttons shall conform to the criteria in Figure 9.

5.4.3.1.1.6 Interlocks or Barriers - Properly designed mechanical inter-
locks or oarriers may be used instead of the spacing required by
Figure 9.

IVow-"
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_____DIMENS10ONS RESISTANCE DISPLACEMENT

~ A

Fingertip TI. ,mb a, Hoot Fingerf.i. lotI. F~rngee Thu,.b orFig
_______ Operation IEHand Op raion. a!-oton Oerfonw mo

Minimum 0.385" (10mm) 0.75" (19mm) 100oz (2.8M4) 5a 01. M 0.125" (3mm)

Mo.ifmum 0,751(19mm) 40O0z V1LOWI 20 :zo 15.6N) 2.5" (38mm)

SEPARATION _____

S

Single F,ngst Single F-rr9.r Operation by

______Operation Soqvo.tiaoIOpr C, onSeeralI'Finers

Minimoon 0.5" 013rlm) 0.25..6m.) 0.5" (1 3mm)

Preferred 2.0" (50mm) 1 .00" (Z2imm) 0.5"* 013mm)

Figure 9. PUSHBUTTONS (FINGER OR HAND OPERATED)



ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.4.3.1.5 Leend Switches -

5.4.3.1.5.1 Dimensions. Resistance, Displacer.ment. and Separation-
Dimens ions e, es-it anc s ip-1az ent -and sepa rat i oTi" be twe-en adjacent
edges of legend switches shall conform to the criteria in Figure 12.

5.4.3.1.5.2 Barrier Height - Barrier heioht from:; panel surface shl I
conform to the criteria in imire 12.

5.4.3.1.5.3 Other Re,iuie'znts -

a. For positive idica.ion of swi'ch activation, the legend
switch shall be provided wi.- a detent or click. When legend switches
are touch sensitive and not .echanical, a positive indication of acti-
vation may be an inter 1 itight within or above the switch being
activated.

b. The legend sha!*- 1)e legible with or without internal
illumination.

c. A lamp test or ,i,.ii la-mp/fila;en't reliability shall be pro-
vided. except for swicchi:s isi.; LED's in place 0f incandescent lam:ps.

d. Larzs within the le.jend switch shall oe replaceable from tne
front of the panel by hand and the legencs or covers shall be keyed to
prevent the possibility of interchanging the legend covers.

e. There shall be a maximuw of three lines of lettering on the This is sil-ly. Fairly large
legend plate. component are available, and

there may be good-reason to
have more labels, eg,, a
4-way matrix switch (see
new illustration).

k- J'l~ ~ ~-



S A BARRIERS'

Size DISPLACEMENT RESISTANCE

Minimum 0.751, 0.25- 0.125" 0.188'. 1001
119mm) ) 13mm) (5mm) 128OMtwJ

maximum IN5" 0 .250" 0.25(r' 0.250" 40 oz
t38mm2 (Gnim) (ml (6mm) (I INV

15mtts V4111 ho~w roundee dges.
-3116" (5mm) f or positive position svvitches

Figure 12. LEGENO SWITCH

____-Olt=

tI
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5.4.3.1.1 Push-Button Switches (Hand- or Finger-Operated) Application coverage and illuscra-
tions obviously have been expanded

5.4.3:.-lI- Application - Push button controls shall be used pri- to cover common variation.
marly when a ~simpie switching between two conditions are required
selection of alternate on-off functions from an array of related Instead of original figures and
conditions, or subsystem functions, release of a locking system tables, the new table deals with
such-as on a :parking brake or entry of a discrete control order. types of push button applications
Push-buttons should not be used indiscriminately merely to make on an individual basis.
all panel controls "look al-ike", or where another type of switch
could- be used to save panel space, e.g., toggle switch. Push Note that we disagreed with several
button- type-controls may be used for any of the following kinds values and have introduced values
of operation singly or in combination. (Refer also to Table we feel are more acceptable on tne

- and paragraph 5-4.3.-1.3.) basis of our experience and obser-
vation of typical hardware. These

a. Momentary contact. (A single "push-HOLD/release-OFF" seem to be supported by review
-function.) For this type of function the push button committee.
should be one of the following types: (1) non-illuminated
(2) continuously ON switchcap light or legend, or (3)
momentary ON switchcap light.

b. Aiternate action. -Alternate action for a single function
may be implemented either in a two-button format or as
a singte button. With the single-button type a first
press sets the switch in the ON state and a second press
sets it to OFF. Feedback to indicate the ON state shall
be provided either by switchcap lamp or legend or by a
closely associated lamp or legend. With the two-button
-type, -the buttons are mechanically interlocked so that
one button is always depressed and the other button is
inrhe up position. Although the depressed button pro-
vides-feedback on switch state, additional feedback by
means of-switchcap lamp or closely associated lamp or
legend should normally be provided.

c. Stepping action. Successive presses of the switch cycle
it through-three or more -states. Switch state feedback i
may be provided by selective illumination of integral or i
associated legends.
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II Switch State Feedback Options*
II I Other

Switc Swich jDisplay
Ref lectin

Function Actionh Cotci.lDepressed Integral integral Adjacent Adjacent jSwitch
Acin Ci gSwitchcap Lamp(s) legend(s) lamp(s) legend(s) 1Action

1. Send short diksc-rete Momen ta ry -Single Momentary Momentary Momentary Momencary Mumentary Su f icien

signal- -to ini-tiate contact -button only only only only onlyI
or termirate some
o t h e r f u n c t i o n . ' m n t y M m n a y M m n a y M m n a ye21. Send short signa-l Mlomentary Single UMmntr Moetr Mmnt oetr Momentary "'u H,-ie
of controllable c on t-:c t button Ifn- nyol nyol
dura-t-ion. I__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3. Choose betweer, -two Al-ternatce Two- VIr fmfechan c -Su ffic tln t C 1suficiend
..utua-ll e'eclusi-ve actLion, bu tton Iically

sta tes a Latch ing inter- ! 1 c hed

or
S i n-,i e- IIE mechan C sufficient C fi .'t C

butn atched I______ _____1

!.Step -through three 'Stepping, Sing' c Su~icient SuFcjt;
or more swi-tch .Latching -button (o)N) (iC

s-tates egen multiple
______________e; ______ matix legend) __________ ___

5. ndpendently ILatch ing Array of;T-f taechan- C Suff iin tffic Lent C
choose one out of and inter- -but tons JicalIly

three or more mut- l-ocked 11atched

-6. Indep dently ~ Alente Array-of If mca- C iin f- ie
cosez two or -more action-, button icall

out of a- set -of -one- l1atching latched-
trol -functvions each

-having tiwo states

4 *Notes: 'L. The -feedback referred to pertasins only to knowledge of switch-state, not system state (which may
impose -additional feedback-requirements).

2. A' edback option-designated "ttufficient" means that, properly instrumented it'can prcv-ide al
che iniformation the opera-tor needs- concerning switch state; other -methods showing annotation )r
C -(contributing) need to be used in combinaint rvd adequate feedback.

in--o to -r~ie 4
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d. Sets of related switching functions of the above types.
These are combined as an assembly. these mlay loe indepe nd-.
ent, interlocked or a combination of both-, may be momen-
tary or latching or a combination 6f both; and may be
non-illuminated, or have switchcap tights or legends.
Feedback as to active switch states sha-1l always be
provided. Interlocking and Latching funCtions may be
cither mechanical or electrical. (See section 5.4.3.1.2
on keyboards, keypads, keysets, and menu selectors.)
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5.4.3.1.1.2 Dimensions, Actuating Force, Displacement and Ref: Woodson and Conover., Human
Separation - Dimensions, displacement, and separatioof push Engineering Gu-de for E-!-pment
b-utn controls shall conform to the criteria in Table Designers, 1966, p-. 2-95,
Actuating force for push buttons shall be wthin the folong p. "2-9.
limits.

a. Very small, or frequently-used push button (see
5.4.3.1.3.2) force requirements should be within the
range of 2.78 N (1.0 oz.) to 11.1 N- (40.0 oz.).

b. Thumb-operated push button forces should be within the
range of 1.1 N (4.0 oz.) to 16.7 N (-60.0 oz.).

c. Large push buttons that typically would be operated
by two or more fingers, or by the -heel of the hand
should be within the range of 1.7-N -(6.0 oz.) to a
maximum of 22.2 N (80.0 oz-.).

5.4.3.1.1-.3 Indication of Switch Activation --Poaitive feedback
shal- be provided to indicate that the pushbutton switch has
been activated or deactivated, considering the -following:

a. Switch displacement is visible.

b. Tactile/auditory indication, i.e., gradual resistance
build-up to sudden resistance-telease (snaps into
place), accompanied by a audible "click".

c. Accompanying visual indication (e.g., switch cap is
illuminated).

5.4.3.1.1.4 Push Button Identification/Legends - Although push
buttons may be identitiable by means ot panel r-bels, it is pre-
ferred that labels be placed on the push button face (where size
and other use factors are compatible). Criteria for labels and
legends (5.5) shall bc followed. Legends normally should be
legible Oith or without internal illumination, but legends may be
invi-sible during any distinct modes in which- the button is never
used. A lamp test capability and/or dual -lamp -reliability shall
be provided, except for switches using LED's in place of incan-
descent lamps. Other considerations include the following:
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a. There should normally be :Io more than three lines of
lettering on a legend plate.

b. Lamps within incandescent legend switches shall be
replaceable from the front of the patel, by hand, and the
legend or cover shall be keyed to prevent possibility of
interchanging -legend covers.

5.4.3.1.1.5 Push Button Cap Shape - Cap surfaces should gener-
ally be flat, but with rounded edges. However, for certain
applications where it is required to insure proper 'finger-center-
ing", the cap surface may be made concave. General cap shapes
may be round, square or rectangular as long as they provide ade-
quate finger, thumb or hand contact area, and are compat-ible with
identification or legend requirements.

5.4.3.1.1.6 Inadvertent Switch-Activation - Primary methods for
minimizing inadvertent switch activation shall conform to criteria
in Table . If however, it is imperative to prevent accidental
activation of a specific switch, a channel or cover guard shall
be providedi and/or other suitable technique that requires the
operator to perform a preceding action prior to final switch
activation.

1
I4
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Table -Pu-h-Bution Switches
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Table -Push-Button Switches (Continued)

TPLCTO IRTEI DESIGN- CRITE-RIA
_____________________________ I PPLCATON RITRI CIMENS IONS DISPL.ACEMIENT I SEPARATION

LEGEND, SWITCHLIGHT. W - RIN SAME AS AeOVE S PREFERRED
0.75", MIN 0.25"*
(1.9 CM); (0.64 Cm,,
1. 0" FOR (EDGE-TO-EDGE)

U GLOVES

*1

SWITLH, SEPARATOR GUARDS FOR CLOSELY, SAJE '- ABOVE 4f-GUARD TT -
SPACED SWITCHES. ABOVE lINDE.

PRESSED) 3W.
S UR FA C

(0.5 Cm)

OTHER S.-APES -ACCEPTABLE TO ACCONHO- M.-S-. RCRIN-.
DATE EXTENDED LEGENDS. SWITCH-SMALL 0.71" (1.1 CM)
ACTUATE EVEN-THO0UGH PRESSED OFF-
CENTER.

SURFACE CONTACT" SWITCH (E.G., mON- -S MI-5 N CTR-CTR-
DISPLACING) MA.Y BE USED-WHERE ISPACIIhG 1
INADVERTENT OP. ERRORS ARE NO0T -( 5.Cm); ',
CRITICAL. "'OUTLINE"' GRAPHICS SHALL WITH GLOVES

BEUSED TO-DELINEATE SWITCH CONTACT-
Wu Q MIAREA, AI INDIVIDUAL SWITCH GRAPHIC

- _Jj SHOULD- "ILLUMINATE-- WHEN-PROPER
-~ ~ ~CONTACT IS MADE.
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A_ _7_ _______F 
IAPLCAIN RTEI-

APPICAIO CRTERADIMENSION, DISPLACEMENT SEPARATION

M4TR!Y ,IC$SWITCH: 0 ! '~MU AMC AS ABOVE WPE4 7Wo OR mNOTL
ALTt'OUGI, TOTA4 SWITCH1 FRONTAL AREA INDIIIDUAL .S R DAE
COUL) RE MUCH SALLER FO)R ACTUJATIO)N SCREENS M IN. SEPARATION
REASONS, M4INIMIUMS NOTE'O 0THE 'x.GNt_ 0. 7; - a25" (0 6f. Cm)
ARC RECOMMENDE'D I.E., iJ ADE.QUATE (1-1i CM) CiD6E-TO-EDGC)
LE6C'D SizeEAND TENDENC- FOR UP- X 0 75

3 C ATCR To PEtS INDIVIDUAL, DTLS!G-

NAIL,) AREAS)

GAGDPS BTO SESL:O- IN. -- X.a M IN EXPOSURE S CIR-CIR SPA,:ING
GAGE 1151BUO WHENELY DERSSD- MI 01

SQUARr, R5CTANGULAR OR ROUND 11APEI, -~~S ;NE DEM)SE (IN $j~
4ARE ACCETABLE. DEPRESS ION UP ANT 9 .21 M M -1 O

BUTTON-SMALL CAUSE ANY PREVOU.SLY rXb. - SIN DEPRES GLOVES)
OPRESSED BUTTON TD-AETURN-TOOCAC(I- CLO<.S)_ SION TO ACTIVATE

VATEO-POSIT.0N. 0.12511 (PgEFERACO

NUMBE.RED BUTN(NS SHA-LL PROGRESS AS .I7'(0.49
ILLUSTRATED.---CM)

I I NOTE: MAX DISPLACE-
u~j~ SENT SMALL NOT
-I--.EXCEED 0.5"

-t I 151
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Table - Push Button Switches (Continued)

APPLICATION CRITERIA 
OESIGN CRITERIA_ _ _ _ _ _A C C IIMENSIONS _ TO ISPLACE'ENT SEPARATION

HANDLE, ?:zMO:NCD, PUSH B:T:: 
ANv

SWITCH: 

I I

-LX-.NGEfATOPERATEO. 

RECESS 
to 

- IN:MUS 

AN

H"UMS-OPCRATED D ,N- -APE AS ABOVE N/A

- I.3 CM4)

ALTERNATE FINGER OR HEEL OF THE HAND V -_0 I - SAME AS ABOVE S M;N FOC PA,-OPERATION. CONVEX SUJRFACE DESIRABLE- 1.0-1O
C2?.54. CM> (1. Cr

GRIP HANDLE SWITCH .D4IN L - PREFERR.D SAME AS ABOVE
MIN 1 1.0'- A-iw ALTERNATE MULTI-rING[R OR-PALM CO;64 CM) (2.54 Cm)

jW~..OPERATION
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.4-.3.1-.3 Keybords-

5.4.3.1.3.1 ADD ication - Arrangements of push buttons in the form of
keyboards -shouTd be used when alphabetic, numeric or special function
information is to be entered into a system.

5.4.3-1-3.2 Layout and Cor.iqurato - the key configuration and the Too simplistic to cover issues of
number of keys are directly de ent,1 upon the predominant type of typewriter vs calculator vs
informa-tion to be -entered into the system. The major forms that commnuiication keyboards.
keyboards can take, which aid in the entry ^,f such infor~iatior, -3re
given below:

a. Ilumeric Leyboard: The configuration of One keyboard wh ich1 No reason for rescriction of
shall be used to enter solely numeric infornation should be a x3 "0" to a center position; doesn't
miatrix with the zero digit centered on the bottom row, cover an "Enter" or other typical

calculator keysets.
b. Aloha-flumeric Keyboard: Yeyboard configurations for i.pplica-

tions which require '.he elntry of alphabetic and sure numeric information
shall conformn to I1L- STD- 1280. For some applications the entry of data
varies from primarily alphabetic to primarily numeric. For these appli-
cations two atenaves are suqgested. The fit berg to provide a
keyboard of the type shown in Figure 2, page 16, of MiU-STD-1280 (where I
there- is no separation between alphabetic and numeric characters); and-
the second to provide a separation to erphasiuc the 1%o separate func-
tios, with -tie nureric keyboard located t, the riant of the standr
keyboard.

5.4.3-1.3.3 Dimensions, Resistance, Disolacement, and Separation - The Table IX too restrictive for
control dimensions, resistance. displacement and separation between many acceptable keyboards, i.e.,
adjacent edges of the pushbuttons which form keyboards shall conform to it is push button-oriented.
the criteria in-Table IX. For a given keyboard these criteria shall be
uniform for all individual keys. For those applications where operation
while wearing (trigger finger.)- arctic mittens is required, the minimum
key- size shall be -0.75 inch (19 mm). Other parameters are unchanced-
from those-of bae-handed operation (see Table IX)-.

5.4.3-.1.31.4 Slove - All nonportable keyboards should-hdve a slope -of Index' finger operations can be
between 1-5 and-Tdegrees. The preferred slope-is 16 to 17 degrees. all the way from horizontal to
The slope of a--portable device can be varied according to the preference vertical. H-eight of keyboard
of the operator. important -not addressed here!

i~~.e7 ~ -wow"
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5.4.3.1-.3 Keyboards, Keypads, Keysets and Menu Selectors In many systems most control function
are exercised through keyboards, key-5.4.31.3.1 Applications - pads, keysets, or menu selection
devices. This section covers thesea. Alphanumeric keyboards with standard typewriter key devices with respedt to: configura-

-configurations should be used for applications where a tion; dimensions, displacement, and
general-purpose entry requirement cannot be satisfied separation; mounting; actuatingby numeric entries alone, by smaller keysets with either force; feedback; and function control
dedicated or programmable keys, or by menu selection
techniques.

b. Keypads (decimal entry keysets) should be used for This applications section makes
appl-ications requiring frequent entry of decimal digits, a differentiation between thewhether as data or as numeric codes. uses of different types of key

entry devices.
c. Keysets with each key dedicated to a specific switching

function should be used whenever the number of switching
functions is manageable and need not change with time or
operational condition.

d. Multi-function (programmable-) keysecs offering means
of changing the switching function of individual keys I
should- be utilized whenever switching requirements vary
substan-tially for different pha*ses or modes o- oneration
and the -total number of functions to be switchedCcann.ol
be convenientl-y handled by dedicated keys.

e. Menu selection techniques which provide for display and
selection of switchable states on a CRT may be used as
an a ternate to the multi-function keyset.

5.4.3.L.3.2 Keyboards (alphanumeric keysets in typewriter con-
figuration)

5.4.3.:1.3.2.1 Configuration - Keyboard configurations shall be
of -the .QIERTY arrangement and shall conform to MIL-STD-1280.
Key action shall -be of the momentary contact type.

153
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5.4.3.1.3.2.2 Dimensions, Displacement, and Separation - The
control dimensions-, displacement and separation between adjacent
edges of the push -buttons which form keyboards shall co:form to
the criteria in Table IX. For a given keyboard these criteria
shall be uniform for al-I individual keys.

5.4.3.1.3.2.3 ouni - The keyboard should be mounted so that Includes height above seat
it is directly in Front of the opera'or when it is in use. The level. Broadens the acceptable
first row of keys should be between 23 cm (9 in.) and 30 cm range-of slopes.
(-? in.) above the seat level and the tiers of keys should slope
upward toward the back at an angle between 100 and 300 from the
horizontal (170 preferred). See Figure

5.4.3.1.3.2.4 Actuatihg-Force - The force required for key Ref: Boeing Co., Handbook
actuation should fall in the range between 0.25 N (0.9 oz.) and for Imagery Intereretation
1.5 N (5.3 oz.) Equipment, 6.2-15.

5.4.3.1.3.2.5 Feedback - Feedback shall be provided to inform Presents essential requirements
the operator whether or not: (1) the pressed key wab, in fact, with respect to feedback.
actuated, (2) the intended key selection was the one which was
-made, and (3) an entire message or message segment is ready for
the next operation (e.g., filing, transmission, computer storage,
etc.).

5.4.3.1.3.2.6 Function Control - In complex systems when the Takes account of the multi-
keyboard serves multiple functions, convenient means of switching purpose usage of many keyboard
keyboard function and indicating keyboard state shall be provided, installations.
Keyboard functions which may need to be independently selectable
include:

a. Posting of data or instructions on a display prior to
release to the central processor.

b. Composig and posting message text prior to its release.

c. Editing -posted data or text material.

d. -Directly entering data or instructions to a computer.
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TABLE IX. KEYBOARDS

Dimensions ReSiStMnCE
Diameter

0*
Bare- jArctic Alh. Dual

hade mittens- Numewric numeric Function

Minimum 0.385" 0.75" 3.5 or 0.9 or 0.9 oz
Maximum 0.75" 14.0 or 5.3 or 5.3 or

Preferred 0.5", 6.75"

Displacement _______JSeparation

Numeric numeric Function p)

Minimum 0.03" 0.05", 0.03' 0.25"
Maximum 0.19' -0.25" 0.19" j
Preferred 10.25"

Dimensions Resistance
Diameter~

D*
Bare- Arctic Alpha. Dualhanded mittens- Numeric numeric -Function
10mm 19mm IN 250 MN 250mN

Mxmm 19mm AIN 1.5 N 1.5 N
Prefrred 13m.i, 19mm

Displacement - Separation
Numeric numeric FunctionI-Minimum- O8mm 1.3mm 0mm6.4mm

Maximum 4.8mm -6.3mm 4.Smras
-Pref erred 16.4mm
'See Figure 9

Trigger finger type
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TELEPHO0NE:

L I K - Key Size = 0.375-in (0.95 cm)
--- I o 7-" CS - Separation = 0.25-in (0.6 cm)

j H - Hfeight = 0.25-in (0.6 cm)

cic _L. X - Depressed Extension = 0.62-in

K " - Center/Center Spacing =T1 0.656-in (1.67 cm)

Lcc C/C - Center/Center Spacing =

4] 51L-I-L0.75-in (1.9 cm)
Note: For other dimensions refer

to Table for single3 finger pus--buttons.

TYPEWRITER:

K - Key Size 0.50-in (1.27 cm)
C/C - Center/Center Spacing 0.75-in

(1.9 cm)
D - Displacement = 0.187-in (0.47 cm)

for electric; 0.625-in (0.16 cm)
for typical manual machine.

____ 0jrlL A - Varies widely; prefexrqd
0 00-1 0 1 ]I I Mslope is between 16-17.

Figure Nominal Keyboard Characteristics

* 4 __ _____
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5.4.3.1.3.3 Keypads (Decimal Entry Keysets) 5.4.3.1.3.3.1 Here is an item which
rhould receive carefu1 attention in

5.4.3.1.3.3.1 Configuration - Two different key configurations the future. Because two different
shall be utilized as follows. (Keys in both are of the momentary configurations (telephone and cal-
contact type.) See FIgure . culator) are already in extensive

use, we are recommending that for
a. For telephone use or any communications addressing func- the time being both configurations

tion, the push-button telephone configuration shall be continue to be used. We don't think
used. (This is a 3 x 3 + I configuration, with the top this is a good long-term solution,
row consisting left to right of che numerals 1, 2, and 3; since many equipments might have
the second row, 4, 5, and- 6; the third row, 7, 8, and 9; both configurations an thus intro-
and the zero is centered under the bottom row.) duce higher error rates. In the

long run we think that either the
b. For entry of data or coded instructions the calculator telephone configuration or a 5 x 2

configuration shall be used. (This is a 3 x 3 + I configuration should be adopted,
configuration with the top row consisting left to right and hopefully calculator manufac-
of the numerals 7, 8, and 9; the second row, 4, 5, and 6; turers would follow suit. (We have
the third row, 1, 2, and 3; and the zero is under the already seen some examples of the
bottom row.) In the event the telephone configuration telephone configuration is non-
as well as this configuration is used in the same piece communications systems.-) Research
of equipment, the twc configurations shall be made shows the telephone configuration
distinctively different in appearance from one another, to be superior to the calculator

configuration, but we have not yet
5.4.3.1.3.3.2 Dimensions. Displacement, and Separation - Tele- seen any solid data on a 5 x 2
phone-type keypads may be ot the commerciaLly-available type configuration which we feel might
unless otherwise specified. Dimensions, displacement and turn out better than either of the
separation of other keypads shall conform to those for commercial other two.
push button phones, except as follows.

5.4.3.1.3.3.2 Allows the touch-
a. Displacement may be less or zero if touch-activated actuated key if appropriate feed-

switches with appropriate feedback are used. back and key separation is
provided.

b. Key size, separation, and displacement shall be as
indicated in Table IX if heavy gloves or mittens are
to be worn by users.

-5.4.3.1.3.3.3 Mounting- Keypads may be mounted wherever they are
conveniently av-T-T e for use. Keypads requiring frequent use
should be mounted in a preferred location Cor controls such as a
desk topand should be sloped as is required for keyboards
(paragraph 5.4.3.1.2.2.3).
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5.4.3.1.3.3.4 Actuating Force - The actuating force required for
keypads shall fall in-the range of 0.25 N (0.9 oz.) to 3.9 N
(Y4-.O oz.). (This actuating force range does not apply to
touch-activated keypads.) The larger actuating forces should be
used where the user wears gloves or mittens, or is subjected to
substantial vibration or acceleration.

5.4.3.1.3.3.5 Feedback - Feedback shall be provided to inform Clarifies the various requirementsthe 6peratcr whtFe-r or not: (1) the pressed key was, in fact, for feedback.
actuated, (2) the intended key selection was the one which was
made, and (3) the entire number set as posted is ready for the
next operation (e.g.-, a computational process, transfer io the
computer as data, etc.)

5.4.3.1.3.3.6 Function Control - Switches for control functions
shall be provided as needed or the particular application.
Separate clearing functions shall always be provided to allow
clearing either (1) only the last posted digit, or (2) all posted
digits.

5.4.3.1.3.4 Dedicated Keysets

5.4.3.1.3,4.1 Configuration - A dedicated keysetoconsists of an Brings greater specificity toarray of keys or push but-tons individually labeled with fixed dedicated keysets. (Professionalfunctional meanins and with a commonality of purpose, such as judgment.)
entry of instructions to a computer. (Dedicated keysets are
special-purpose devices whereas keyboards and keypads are inher-
ently general-purpose.) As best fits the purpose- key action may
be momentary contact or latching, and key tops may (1) be opaque-,
(2) contain an indicating lamp, (3) provide a continuously illum-
inated label, (4) provide an illuminated label when activated, or
(5) provide both (3) and (4). The functions and physical config-
oration of the push buttons in the keyset shall be appropriate
to the switching functions it must handle and to the operator's
task. -(See paragraph 5.4.3.1.1 and Table_ )

5.4.3.1.3.4.2 Dimensions-, Displacement, and Separation - Dedicate
keysets which do not utiLize switchcap labels shall conform to the-dimensionst requirements -for keyboards in Table IX; those which
do use switchcap labels shall conform to the requirements for
legend switches (paragraph 5.4.3.1.1). (The displacement require-ments -do not apply to touch-actuated switches.)
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5,4.3.1.3.4.3 Mounting - Dedicated keysets may be mounted=whorevex-
they are convenientlyavailable for use.

5.4.3.1.3.4.4 Actuating Force - The actuating force required for
dedicated keysetc shall tali in the range of 0.25 N (0-.9 oz.)-to
11.3 N (40 oz.). The larger actuating forces should-be used only
with large-size illuminated switchcaps, 2.5 cm (1 inch) wide or
larger which may be needed to accommodate switchcap label-ing.
The preferred actuating force for push buttons which can be mount-
ed on 2.0 cm (0.75 in.) centers is about 2.8 N (10 oz.).

5.4.3.1.3.4.5 Feedback - Feedback shall be provided to inform
the operator whether or not: (1) the pressed key was, in fact,
actuated, (2) the intended key selection was the one which was
made (3) the system is in the process of responding to -the
actuated key, and (4) the system has completed its response to
the actuated key.

5.4.3.1.3.4.6 Function Control - Switches for control functions
governing operation o nhe et shall be provided as needed
for the particular application.

5.4.3.1.3.5 Multi-Function (Programmable) Keysets This is completely new material
which is very much needed because

5.4.3.1.3.5.1 S ecial Requirements - Multi-function keysets of the widespread utilization of
require instrumentation for accommodating switching at two levels: multi-function keysets. (Based
(1) a gross function, or mode level and (2) a -detailed-, -or item on professional judgment and
level within each mode. experience.)

a. Function (or mode) selection. The amount of selection
capability shall be dependent upon the number of dif-
ferent sets of switching functions to be-usedalternative
ly. The mechanization of the function selectors should
ordinarily by rotary selector or by interlddked push but-
tons with latching actuation. The complete range of
choices as well as the current mode indication should be
visible to the operator at all times, except in those
instances where function selectors are implemented by
entry-of coded switching instructions using a general-
purpose keyboard. -(Mode switching may also-be implemente -

for initiation by the computer, in which-case manual
switching-capability can be correspoudinglyreduced.)Y 159
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b. Switching for item selection. The amount of selection
capabilidty shall be dependent upon the number of switch-
ing actions which must be independently controllable.
I-tem selection should be provided by push buttons of theappropriate types (latching or momentary; interlocked or

independent) for the speciric switching functions.

c. Item labeling and feedback. Item labels applicable to
each_ mode shall be displayed on or adjacent to the item
selector switches, and labels which are inapplicable to
the selected mode shall not be visible. Appropriate
feedback shall be -provided to indicate the current state
of each item selector switch. -When switching to a new
mode, feedback shall be provided as to the current state
of each switchable function. In addition, feedback may
be needed -to indicate which switches can- or cannot be
utilized in the current rrcde (i.e., by extinguishing
-labels for switching func-ions which are inapplicable).

5.4.3.1.3.5.2 Configuration - The physical configuration of the
keyset shall be-appropriate to the switching functions it must
handle and to- the operator's task. A sample configuration is
show, in Figure--

5.4.31 1.3.5.3 Dimensions, Displacement, and Separation " The
push button swithes used in multi-function keysets shall conform
to the dimensional requirements for push buttons (paragraph
5.4.3. -. i12 as applicable.

5.4.3.1-3.5.4 MOuntin - Multi-function keysets may be mounted
wherever they are -conveniently available for use.

5.4.3.1.3.5.5 Actuating Force - The actuating force for the push Professional judgment And experience.
buttons in-mul unction keysets shall fall in the range of General agreement by reviewers.
0.25oN (0.69 ok.) - to 11.3 N (40 oz.). The larger actuating forces
should be -used- only with large-size illuminated switchcaps 2.5 cm
-(l inch) wide or larger which may be needed to accommodate switch-
cap labelifig. The--preferred actuating force is about 2.8 N (-10

oz.)-.
5.4-.3-41.3.5-.6 Feedback - Feedback shall be provided per para-

graphs 5.4.3.-L.T.7r9 nd 5.4.3.1.3.5.1. 160
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Ell SELEC
Item Selectors (e.g.,
push buttrnn switches
with (multiple) pro-
jected legends

I. .' : LTROOPnuu ~ 2jTANKE]RS jaPOT
M1ODE-SELIECT

Fun-t ion or-Mode AIPCZAFpr Alt FIELC- SHP F2,7

Selectors (e.g., split-haLf push buttons)

Example I
*"Note: Borders are pro- (Ships Mode)

j ecced around
items that he.e
been uelected
(feedback infor-
mation

________ITEM SELECT

N F" HI
, - M CESELECT -

ilk

Example 2(Ports Lode)

Figure -ulti-Function KeyseE Format Exampes
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5.4.3.1.3..6 Mena Selectors The topic of "manu selectors" is
new and deserves special attention

5.4-3.1.3.6.1 S~pcial Requirements - Menu selectors require con- because of growing utilization of
trol at three levs: (I)-Function-level switching to select such techniques. The topic is in
which one out of the set of menu listings is presented on the the controls section rather than
display, (2) a control for seiection of a particular item from the under CRT because the technique
menu, and (3) a control for entry or activation of the selected is an alternative to use of the
menu item. The function selector should be instrumented as in multi-function keyset.
varagraph 5.4-3.1.3.5.Ia. Selection of the menu i:em may be by
oeans of a cursor controlled )y push buttons, a thumibwheeL, light
penciL, or grid/stylus type device. The entry instruction
itself should be implemented as a separate momentary-contact
switch.

5.4.3.1.3.6.2 ConfR4ration - The physical configuration of menu
relector contros ai .T spays shall b, appropriate to the switch-
ing functions it must handle and to the operator's tAsk. Two
sample configurations are sti.! in Figure-

5.4.3.1.3.6.3 Dimensions, Displacement, and Separation - The push
button switche hall confor to dimensional requirements for
legend swtiches (paragraph 5.4.3.1.1.2). Thumbwheel control if
used shall conform to 5.4.2.1.3 or 5.4.2.2.1.8. Menu labels shall
conform to size and style in paragraph 5.5.5.

5.4.3.1.3.6.4 Mountiag - 'The cursor control (e.g., thumbvheel
or keypad) shouT be mounted beneath the menu listing. The ENTER
button should be close to and preferably to the right -of the
cursor control. The function (mode) selectors should be mounted
conveniently near the cursor control.

5.4.3.1.3.6.5 Actuating Force - Actuating force for-push buttons
and thumbwheel control shall rall within ranges specified in
paragraphs 5.4.3.1.3.5.5 and 5.4.2.2.18.4 respectively.

5.4.3.1.3.6.6 Feedback - Feedback shall be provided per -para-
graphs 5.4.3.1.T4. rnd 5.4.3.1.3.5.1. Some readily apparent
means of differentiating selected menu items from non-selected
items, such as underlining shall- be employed.
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Cursor at #7, selected b- thumbwheel

MENU

2 CAR~I5RS
3
4 CRUISERS
S

6 DESTROYERS
DATA FORMATS * 7 FRIGATES

CRT - - 8
9 TANKERS

10 TROOP TRANSP

L

JNCTION Press of -ENTER- willI
4ODE) F F1JE ED- draw -line under
ELECTORS HI P FRIGATES and enter it

)lit-half
-ish buttons) Thwbhee/

CR 7

MENU
As the 3 buttun is ALAIEDA
pressed cursor
appears on LONG 2 BOS.TON
BEACH 0 I3 LONG BEACH

, 4 NORFOLK DATA FORMATS

5 PEAL

When ENTER is 60 6

pressed, cursor will
disappear and LONG 7 SAN FRAN

BEACH wil be under- 3
lined and entered 9 . DIEGO

Figure _ . Menu-4alector Types and Format Examples
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ORIGINAL REOUIREMENTr MF] COMMENTS

5.4.3.1.4 Toggle Switch Controls -

5.4.3.1.4.1 Afflication - Toggle switches should be used for functions Idea of a toggle taking less space
which require t io discrete positions or where space limitations are than small push buttons or other
severe. Toggle switches with three or more positions shall be used only switch types is hard to defend.
where the use of a rotary control, legend switch control, etc., is not Statement also implies these others

fesbeor when the toggle switch is of the spring-loaded, center- should n ot be used for two-pusition
position-off type. (Toggle switches are considered herein to be dis- functions.
crete position controls. Small controls that are the same size and
shape as toggle switches and used for making continuous adjustments
are described herein as levers.)

5.4.3.1.4.2 Accidental Activation - When the prevention of ac- .ntal
activation is o" primary iriportan'ce (i.e., critical, dangerous or
hazardous conditions wout' result), channel guards, lift-to-unock
switches, or any other equivalent means will be provided. Safety or Last statement does not seem
lock wir- shall not be used. necessary - who does this today?

5.4.3,,." 3 Dimensions, Resistance, Displacement, and Separation -

DimensiL_, resistance, Tisplacement, and separation between adjacent
edges of toggle switches shall conform to the criteria in Figure 11.

5.4.3.1.4.4 kes-.tance - Rsistanze should gradually increase, then
drop when the sw c-n sni- in o pos -tion. lih! switch shall not be
capable of being stopped between positions.

5.4,3.1.4.5 Orientation - Toggle switches should be vertically oriented "Vertically-oriented" is not clear.
with OFF in the down position. Horizontal orientation and actuation of
toggle switches shall be employed only for compatibility with the con-
trolled function or equipment location.

- ~*1'47
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DIMENSIONS RESISTANCE

L D
Arm Length Control Tip

Small Large
Switch Switch

Minimum 0.5" 1.5" 0.125" I1 u0 10 oz
(113mm) (38min) (3nim) (2.8N) (2.8N)

Maximum 2.0" 2,0" 1.0" 16 ox 40 or
(50man) (205r1n) (25rii) (4.5N) (IIN)

DISPLACEMENT

A
2 Position 3 Position

Minimum 30 deg 18 deg

Maximum 170 deg 60 deg

Desired 2.. 25deg

SEPARATION

S
Single Finger

Operation Sinqle Finger Siniulteneous Operation

t Sequential Operation by Different Fingers

Minimum 0.75" 1.0" 0.5" 0.625"
(19mm) (25mm) (131nm) (16mm)

Optimum 2.0" 20' 1.0'' 0.75"
(50mm) - (50mm) (25mm) (19mm)

*Use by bare finger - Use by gloved finger tUsing a lover lock topgle switch

- (
Figure 11. TOGGLE SWITCHES
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION -RAT-IONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.3.1.4 Toggle Switch Controls

5.4..3.1.4.1 Application -- Toggle switches may be used for func- Allows use of toggle switches but
-tions which require two discrete -positions. They may also be does not give them preference
used for three discrete positions but a rotary selector or push over other types of controls for
button array is usually preferred for this application, the .3ame function.

5 .4.3.1.4.2 Prevention of Accidental ActiVation - When the pre-
vention of accidental activationis -of pimary importance (i.e.,

critical, dangerous or hazardous conditions would result),
channel guards, lift-to-unlock switches, or any other equivalent
means shall be provid..d.

5.4.3.1.4.3 Dimensions, Displacement and Separation - Dimensions, Displacement requirements were relaxed
displacement, and separation between adjacent toggle switches in some instances on basis of pro-
shall conform to the criteria in Table . fessional judgment.

5.4.3.1.4.4 Actuating Force - Except for the case of a three-
position, spring-centering switch, toggle switches should "snap"
into position, with an audible "click" to provide positive feedbac
that the switch has been activated- properly. The force require-
ment should gradually increase with--displacement then drop as the
switch snaps into position. The switch shall not be capable of
being stopped betweeh positions. The range of actuating force
shall be between 2.8 N to 11 N (-10 to 40 ounces) depending on
the length of the switch handle.

5.4.3.1.4.5 Switch Orientation - Toggle switches used for-ON-OFF Clarifies orientation relationships.
functions shall be oriented-so that the handle moves in a vertical
plane unless there is a special kequirement for the switch to
move laterally (i.e., due to a lack of panel space, to reflect
a left-to-right relationship to some display, etc.). The ON
position shall be up, forward, or to the right. When toggle
switches are located on panels that slope as in "wrap-around"
or "stacked" workplace arrangements, switch orientation and'
movement shall conform to criteria-in Figure

164
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Table -Toggle Switches

APPLIATIO CRIERIADESIGN CRITERIA
____________________________DIMENSIONS DISPLACEMENT- SEPARATION

MINIATUREETOGGLEOSWIT A O= MIN DIAM L - N--LI.IT USE TO 1NDOORAPPLICATIONS O15 LEN i4WHERE LIMITED PANEL SPA:CC PRECLUDES (0.32 CM) 0 .511STO SIZE COMPONENTS. (1.27 CM)

STANDARD CONFIGURATION: D - HIN DIAM L - Mi.
USE LARGER SIZES FOR APPLICATIONS 0.18751* LENGTHWHERE GtOVES OPCRATION IS LIKELY. (0.148 CH), 0.41.'.

M4AX (1.12 CM)
D L0. 31251 TO 1.0"

(.19 CM) (2.54 CM)

BALL CAP DESIGN APPLICABLE WHERE FIR~M 0D MIN BALL SAME ASGRAS P OF TOGGLE IS-NEEDED (DUE TO DIAM = ABOVE
VEHICLE/ OPERATION OSCILLATION),. .171

D (0.4.8 CM)
MAX=

(0.79 CM)

FLAT OR APPLIED TAB HANDLES PROVIDE It- --MIN-IMPROVED -VISUAL -POSITION REFERENCE HNLWHEN OPERATIONALLY- IMPORTANT. WIDH

(0.G8 CM)

AC..

APPLIED TAB-HANDLE PROVIDES MEANS FOR - 0.3751, m )5*COLOR COOING. (0.95 CM) -(9.95 C04)
PREFERRED -PREFERRED

L MAX z1.0"

ALTERNATE TO ANY $10 SIZE CONFICL - AME-AS SAME-ASY10O4 ABOVE. ABOVE ABOVE

165
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Table - Toggle Switches (Continued)

-- DESI|GN CRITERIA

APPLICATION CR IlER IA I NS IONS -DISPLACEMENT SEPARATION

IWO-POSITION SWITCHES ONLY WHEN - - DISPLACEMENT

VISUAL RECOGNITION OF SWITCH - ANGLE Him. 25

POSITION MANDATORY. 
PREFERRED

THREE-POSITION SWITCHES. - - - 0 - DISPLACEMENT

-~ r41H = 17'r, . PREFE R - 25&

SIDE BY SIDE ARRANGFmENT ,RTICAL - -S- ClR0CTR',

PI SPLACEMENT. 
(IN s 0.7$"

Iir 1. 9 CM)MAX FOR StPULTAN-
EOUS, M4ULTI-FINGER
USE % 1.75"
(2.86 C M)

-T
S

TIP TO TIP SEPARATION - - -- MIN ,
(2.5. CM)

VERTICAL ARRAYS - - S - iIN
(2.54. CM)

S*-'NOTE: APO 0.5 11

Von GLOVES
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Table - Toggle Switches (Continued)

APPLICATION CRITERIA DESIGN CRITERIA
IDIMEN IONS ISPLACEMENT SEPARATION

GUARD SWITCHES WHERE ACCIDOEfTAL C - T P-f DISPLACEMENT OF A SWITCi MAY BE GUARD
UNDESIRA SLE (NOT NECESSARILY FINGERDANGEROUS) 

CLEARANCE

-NI. 0.5"

(C.) CM)

(2 .5 CM),
1.24" FOR
GLOVES

USE TWO-MOT ION -SAFE fT SWI TCH WHEN- 
-S-NI 1.,

S - . SWITC-.USE ERROR-CCULD LEAD--T) 
S MN 7' CM)DANGEROUS COSCQU:C(. (PULL-TO 
(2.5 FECH)rU n opErRATS ) - 2.0 PR[FErRRED)
ADD 0.C" FOR

GLOVES.

167
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Table - Toggle Switches (Continued)

APPLICATION CRITERIA DESIGN CRITERIA

iDIMENSIONS 
DISPLACEMENT SEPARATION

TYPICAL TWO-STEP INTERLOCKING SAFETY D - MIN -O 
C

SWITCH 0.)75 511OULD Nor BE CLOSERSWITCH. 0.375" TAtl4.C. (5.0 CM)
C0.95 CM) TO OTHER CONTROL OR

MAX 0.625 STRUCTuRE.
(.59 CM)

- ALTERNATE COVER GUARD SWITCH. COVER AT SE SACED

EASILY COLOR-COOED. NOT APPLICABLE AR IZ-. \ '...FOR MINIATURE TOGGLES. 
ASCLOC) AS.0',

FOR GCLOVES.
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.3.1.5 Rocker Switch Controls Rocker switches are ommon these
days and were not covered in the

5.4.3.1.5.1 Application --Rocker switches may be used for func- original document at all.
tions which require two discrete positions, as an alternate to
toggle switches. They should be considered for applications
where the toggle switch handle protrusion might snag- the operator'
sleeve or phone cord, or, where there is insufficient panel space
for separate labeling of switch positions. (Rocker switches are
somewhat vulnerable to accidental operation by brushing-type
contacts, however.)

5.4.3.1.5.2 Dimensions, Displacement and Separation - Dimensions, Professional judgment.
displacement and- separation betwenen adjacent rocker switches shall
conform to the criteria in Table_

5.4.3.1.5.3 Actuating Force The switch should "snap' into posi-
tion, with an audible "cli" to provide positive feedback that
the switch has been activated properly. The force required shouldl
gradually increase with displacement, then drop as the switch snaps
into position. The switch shall not be capable of being stopped
between positions. The range of actuating forces Ehall-be -between
2.8 N to 1111(10 to 40 ounces).

5.4.3.1.5.4 Orientation --Rocker switches used for ON-OFF func-
tions shall be oriented so that the handle moves in a vertical
plane, except in special -cases where a lateral motion is to be
related fo a right-left display relationship. The ON position
shall be up, forward, or to the right. Three-position rocker
swtiches shall not be used.

5.4.3.1.5.5 Color and Ilumination - Alternate colors may-be
used to denote the ON and-OFF portions of a rocker switch.
Alternate illumination of either the ON or OFF switch position
may-be used to provide positive recognition of which position
the switch is in. For other color coding considerations,
see 5.2.2.1.18.
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Table -Rocker Switches

DESIGN CRITERIA
APPLICATION CRITERIA

_________________________ ________OI'4EMSIONS D_____ ISPLACEMENT- SEPARATIO'.-

STANDARD ROCKER -SWITCH: - I - H - HEIGHT DEPRESSCO S - 7-R
USE AS ALTERNATE TWO-POS 'N TOGGLE IN zI 0.125" - SEPARATION

SWITCH TO PROVIDE LABEVING SURFACE, (.1 CM) 14IN 0.5
ILLUMINATION-. 9GE 3" I.( "

CADD 0.51" FOR

CLOVES).

NARROW WIDTH, ESPECIALLY DESIRASLE W - MN L - MN SANS -AS ABOVE SAME AS ASOVC
FOR TACTILE DEFINITION WITH GLOVES.' 0.251- 0.51

C0.64 CM) (1.2? CM)

- - S - MIN 10
(7.54 Cm)

ALTERNATE (CCTRAST) COLOR FOR 0ON VS-
OFF TO PRVIce- CoNSPICUOUS CUE OF
SW I TCM4 POSIT ION. :ILLUMINATED "ON"*

DESIRAGLE AS SECOND FEOSACC CUE.

17-1
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ORIGINAL REOUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.4.3.2.1 Levers - This section omits many requirements
which should be stated for levers.

5.4.3.2.1.1 Application - Levers way be used wnen large amounts of

force or displacement ire involved or when inultidirensional movements Applications statement not sufficiently
of controls are required. comprehensive.
5.4.3.2.1.2 Codin - Wheni several levers are grouped in proximity to Not all closely-grouped levers should

each other, the lever handles shall be roded, be coded.

5.4.3.2.1.3 Labelina - :The' pract.icable, afl itvers shall be labeled
as to functioand°directon of motion.

5.4.3.2.1.4 Liwb Supp o, - %hen levers will ,e used to rmke fine or
continuous adjustments. s ppor, shall be provided for the appropriate.
li:.b segment as follows:

a. For large hand -overnent s: eibow

b. For sn-all iasid rover:ents: forearm

c. Fe' 'inger inoveihents: wrist.

&.4.3.2.1.5 9wansionso 7he len.;t, of *le'ers 1'-,All be L'Le.r.-'mned by
-he mechanical lvatt-ee needed. .Inet. the lever i ,:rip handle is
spherical, its diameter shall :o'torr' with F;gure i3.

5.4.3.2.1.6 Resistance - The resistance incorporated in levers shall
be within the limits indicatea in Figure 13 measured as linear force
applied to a point on the handle. NiOTE: The right hand can apply
slightly mnore force than the left, but the difference is not significant.
The same amount of push-pull force can be dppl ied when the control is
along the median plane of the.body as when it is directly in front of
the arm, 7 inches (180 mmi) from the median plane. When the control is
placed in 'ront of the opposite (unused) an only 75 percent as much
force caq be applied. hen the control is 10 to 19 inches (250 to
480 imm) forward of the neutral seat reference point, twice as much push-
pull force can be applied with two hands as with one-hanJ operation.
Outside this range two-hand operation becomes less effective.

IY



ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT fMF! COMMENTS
5.4.3.2-1.7 Elastic Resistance - For joystick controls. elastic resis-
tance which incVreases w-ith ,dlilacement may.be used to improve "stick
fee 1I

5.4.3.2.1.8 Displacement andSeparatior -Control displacement (for
the seated operato-r) andseparation sh~a-l conform' to the criteria in
Figure 13.

JI j
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4.3.2_1 Levers This section covers lever applica-

5.4.3-.2.1.1 Ap lication - Lever-type controls-may be used when tosi oecmrhniewy

large force orTdilceent is involved-, as -an alternate control
interface for electrical switching wh-'en it may be more cost-
effective to provide direct mechanical link-age between the con-
tvol and-controlled element, or when multidimensional, mechanical
or electro-mechanical, multi-stage control modes are required
(e.g., gear shift). Lever-type controls 3hould not be used-where
very precise electrical outputs are required-(i.e., in lieu of a
precision electrical adjustment, where a-rotarmy controller is
mrore appropria-te).

Levers should be considered for the Collowing general classes
of control:

a. Braking (e.g., mechanical)

b. :Mode-Selection (e.g-., environmental system)

c. Gear Selection (e.g.)_ vehicle/machine -transmzission-)

d_ Gross, Continuous Adjustment (e.g_., :tcmperature, audio
volume, throttle, etc-.)

e. Steering (e.g., joysti.ck, tracked-vehicle, etc.).

5.4.3.2.1.2- Location, Position, Direction-and Range-of Movement -r Ref: Woodson-and-Conover -Human
The location, position relative- to-tile opera tor- -and- direction 'ind Engineering -Guide for Equpment
-range of -lever movement shall be comp~atibl -wl_-ith- -operator -reach, Deuigners,- 1966, P. Z-_102.
mobility, natural movements and strengthapab-r1V1te-s. In addi-
tion, direction of mot-ion-requirementsz nodIn 513salb
observed. When -high forces are required, of the-operator, the
lever handle shall be located ~between-waiAt -and-shoulIder levels,
and- the force should normally be applied- in =a pu 14 ing- direc.t ion.

5.4.3.2.F'.3 Limb-and Body Support - When- levers -will- 'be used- to
make Eairly precise or continuous adjus-tments_, support shall be
Provided-for the appropriate limb segment as follows-:

1.72



MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

a. For large hand movements, support the elbow.

b. For small hand and wrist movements, support the forearm.

c. Fur finger movements, support the wrist.

5.4.3.2.1.4 Force Requirements - The forces required for movement See MIL-F-8785 (ASG).
of levers shall be within the -limits-indicated in Table
(measured as linear force applied to a point on the lever handle,
and/o:_ in conformance with criteria-- provided in Figure 15. For
joystick controls, elastic resistance which increases with dis-
placement may be used to improve "stick feel".)

5.4.3.2.1.5 Detents - When levers are used as "selector" control- Adds a requirement for detents.
lers, mechanicaldetents shall be provided (in addition to panel
labels or markings) tu provide tactile feedback indicating that
the lever is positively positioned at-designated settings. Detent
and panel markings shall coincide precisely.

5.4.3.2.1.6 Non-Slip Handles - Surfaces of lever handles shall Adds a requirement for non-slip
provide suff cient friction (i.e., by-means of the specific handles.
material used and/or addition of serrations or knurling) to

reduce the probability of the operatof's hand or fingers slipping
while operating the lever.

5.4.3.2.1.7 Dimensions, Displacement-and Separation - Lever Ref: Van-Cott, Human Engineering
dimensions, displacement and-separation shall-con orm to criteria Guide to Eqi4 ment Design,
in Table . 1972, pp.369-70.

5.4.3.2.1.8 Marking and Labeling --Where appropriate, lever
handles shall- be marked and/or label-d for ease of positioning
and identification (see 5.5).

5.4.3.2.1.9 Coded Handles - Color and/or shape coding may be used Refers to AFSC-requi rements for
when it is important tor w he operator to quickly identify and/or coding; prohbits. sharp corners.
differentiate among crticAl controls -or several controls that may
be-grouped in proximity to each other. When shape codes are uesd,,
they shall be designed so that they- don not interfere -with the
basic requirements-for ease .of manipulation, and shall be free
of sharp corners that could result ioperator injury in the event

of violent contacc by the operator.

173
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Table -Levers

APPLIATIO CRIERIADESIGN CRITERIA

APPICTIO CITEIADIMENSIONS DISPLACEMENT SEPARATION

SLIDE-LEVERS-NAY BE USED FOR LOW- ---
FORCE, CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT-OR~ST .4,~GROSS 1400E SELECTION (0O NOT USE
FOR PRECISE-SETTING.

HANDLES SHOULD BE "TASY-SHAPED, WITH D - MIM- W - MIN. N-MIN. -S M IN =0.15-1
LONG DIMENSION PERPENDICULAR-TO 0.5'. 0. 25"- 0.6251, I -1.9 CM) OR 1.0".
MOT;ON AXIS (E.G., TO-SERVE-AS-A (1.3 CM) (0.64. CM)_ 1.59 CM) -(2.54 CM) WITH
POINTER). OR JGLOVES

w - 0.751,
(1.9 CM)
WITH GLOVES

MOVEMENT- AXI.- MAY BE UP-DOWN,----
LATERAL ORt FORE-AFT. FUNCTIONAL
INCREASE SHALL BE:

*UP
*PIONT
*FORWARD-

lANCD, SLIDE-LEVIER ASSEMBLIES -MAY BE SAME AS SAME AS SAME AS -AMC AS-ABOVE
USM- FOR ELECTR ICALLY AND OR- NECHAN- ABOVE ABOVS ABOVE
I CALLY CONNECTED SELECTOR -OR-ADJUST-
DENT FUNCTIONS, TO PROVIDEURAPIO -
VISUAL CHECK OP RELATED SETTINGS.

S NOTE: RE5ISTANCE FOR ABOVE CONTROL
S 'T1P~ -SHOULD -BE;--

~~-LJ~~ ~~ HIN-- IIIT 2. )
114 '..3'MAX 4 '0 OZ. -(110 N)

- I174
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Table -Levers (Continued)-

DESIGN CRITERIA__________
APPLICATION-CRITCRIA DIMENSIONS DISPLACE14ENT SEPARATION

TMROTTLE LEVERS: HANDGRIP M4AY BE
E I TER CYLIODRICAL OR SPHERICAL.

D - MIN L - MI1N- C . SAME AS -2.0" (5.1 CM) MIN.

0.75" 2.5" AUDVE -FINGER CLEARANCE

(1. CM)_ 46' CN) ALL SIDES.MAX9_ 1.125,
C2.86 CM)
D 1.50"
h3.2511
CM;

MULTI-ENGINE THROTTLE-ASSY, f -- -1 TYPICAL

NOTE: WHEN THRUST REVERSE IS INCOR- NOT" TO EXCAD
sPORATED! THEADESIGN SMALL REQUIRE NOT" TO.EXCED

A-SEPARATE MANIPULATIVE MOTION 5-"C2.-M

I.E., -LIFT'+ AFT LEVER MOVEMENT.

0110M, 7-
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Table -levers (Continued)

CAINCIEI DESIGN CRtTERIA____________
APPLIC~rO~~TRA______ DIMENS -IONS _DIS -PLACEMENT SEPARATION

GEAR-SHIFT LEVER7.

0

MANUAL TRANSMISSION: O-ICNOS:DIA- D 0 AND D 2M 1. BE- N/A
4-METER TWE-tSRT

LOCATE FOR-'RIGHT HAND-OPERATION I.?$EFSNS mISCRET
RESISTANCE: APPROX. 2-30-_LB. (12.39 CM);MX

9- V)TOTAL 8.1

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION:- 'O-HANDLE - C-FINGER SEAR SHIFT -MIN.
Col PREFERRED; 52ACCEPTABLE). - 'OAM CLEARANCE BETWEEN-POSINS

0.75"-I .2PSS'NBETWEEN 15.0511- WwEE CM)- OR-~OETENTE PSSRD -. 9-3.i CM) LEVER S AND -51; 1.51' (5.8-CM)
IF CYLINORI- WHEEL RIM= -B- -A. OTHERt FUNCTIONS' CAL, -1.0l'- MIN. 2.0" -

0-s 1 .- TU4*i--IG -ROTATE ABOUT COLUI4N;, .5 IF (5-1 CM)
-CW-r- R-TURN, CCW =-LEFT TORN SPHERICAL

2. HEADLIGHT-WO~MING - LEVER-MOVE
1OWARD50TTOMOF-'COL. FOR- ]

-- S. LETTERS-SHALL ILLUMINATE TO IND- I I--ESEARCH DOATA -NOT--

-A- CATE POSNWOF LEVER-- AVAILABLE BUT-RE-
-RESISTANCE. APPROX. -1-10- L9. COMMEND 1.8-4.0"

- -- (.S-3ICM)* SE-
(Ii.'-1.9-) - TELN-OETENTS.

0 9IT SHALL-BE IMPOSSIBLTO0_LCAVE
GEAR-LEVE8 BETWEEN-PONkS.ISEPA*tAT
HOTIONt-RIQb TO-OSITION-LEVER 1N -

REVERSE (IELIFT-ORt PRESS- THum

I- - --)
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Table- Levers (Continued)

DESIGN CRITERIA
APPLICATION CRITERIA DIMENSIONS DI SPLACEENT SEPARATION

TWO-POSITION, SPRING-RETURN-TO "OFF" 0 - MIN W - MN -SPLACEMENz 1.0- -

TAB-LEVER. USE ONLY IN UP-DOwN 0.71" . 3'.0
'
"

° 
(2.54-7.6 CM)I

ORIENTATION. (1.9 CM) (2.'. CM)

RESISTANCE: APPROX. 1-6 LB
'4.4'-27 N)

HEAVY-DUTY-LEVER DEVICE HANDLES 0 -MIN. MN. C - 14IH MN z-2.TO" (S.1-CM) -MIH. SEPARATION
SHOULD PERMIT USE OF AT LEAST THREE 0.62511 2.5 " CLEARANCE -BETWEEN ENDS OF
FINGERS. USE ONLY IN UP-DOWN ORIEN- (1.59 CM) (6.4 CM) 1.25" HANDLES z-0.75"

TATION. (3.2 CM), (1.9 CM) OR 1.0"
1.5" (2.54 CM) WITH

RE*SISTANCf: APPROX. 1'.10 LB (i.5 CM) GLOVES; MIN. OF
('..W-4I N) WITH GLOVES 2.0" CLEARANCE

BEHIND HANDLE.
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Table -Levers (Continued)

DESIGN CRITERIA
CAINCIEI IMENSIONS DISPLACEMENT SEPARATION

HAND BRAKE, WIT" THUMB BUTTON RE-. 0 - DIAM m - '.E.GTH NOMINAL 10.0"-5.O" 1IN 2.5" (6.4 CM)
LEASE. 'SEE ALSO FOOT PEDAL ALTER- 1I.011- 1.251* 4." (10.^-12.7 C4) ALL. SIDES OF HANDLE
NATIVE). (2.5'.-3.? (10.2 CM)

CM) MN

0 L1 I LOOP HANI)LE ACCEPTABLE L LENGTH C - t-IH
c M, 4,S" CLEARANCE

(11.4 Cm) 2.0",
(5.1 CM)

HIGH FORCE LEVERS'. PAX r00 SEATED-OP
! OF MANDL S14DBEAPOX .0" (55.6 CM)

L 10" LATERALLY FROM OPERATOR
CENTERLINE11, AT ELBOW LEVEL. PROVIDE
CU.P-TTYPE RELEASE WHERE APPLICABLE.

ROUND-OR OVAL-SHAPED HANDLE SHOULD iXbT 1.5 A MIN CLEARANCE SHOULD

oE use D. 1.0", (3.6 X BE 2.0 IN FRONT,
2.5. cm) 1.0" EITHER SIDE.

RESISTANCE. APPROX. MAX - LB MAX;

CM) W ITH
CLIP LEVER
MAX FORE-Af

~SPAN SHOULD
NOT E XCEED

C-1
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5.4.3.2.2 Push-Pull Controls NEW: This type of control is
not presently covered by

5-.4.322.1 Applications - Push-Pull controls may be used when 1472B. Such controls are
two d-iscrete unctions are to be selected. However such-applica- typical in-vehicular
tions should be used sparingly and for applications in which such systems and-therefore
configurations are typically expected (e.g., vehicle headlight should be included.
switch, choke, etc.). They may also be used in certain cases
where limited panel space suggests a miniaturized knob that-may T
be used to serve two related, but distinct functions (e.g.,-anON-OFF/Volume switch for a T.V. monitor). A three-position push-
pull control is acceptable in isolated instances where the
criticality of inadvertent selection of the wrong position has
no serious consequences (e.g., the.,typical vehicle headlight switch
configuration that provides thre~e "pull" positions (e.g., OFF/
Park/Headlight) plus a rotary panel- light and dome light switch)-.

5.4.3.2.2.2 Handle Dimensions, Displacement and Clearances -Ref: Woodson and Conover, Human
Push-Pull1 controlhandles shall-conr t criteria in Tabe . -Engineering Guide for Eq-uipment

Designers, 1966, p. Z-101.
5-.4.3.2.2.3 Rotation - Except for combination push-pull-/rotate
switch config-urations, push-pull control handles shal-l be keyed -- Serration of rim on knobs-which
to the shaft so they do not rotate, unless the control is to-be rotate as well as pull maintains
used for a special handbrake application, in which case the h-andle. compatibility with requirement for
is rotated to disengage the brake setting. When the control- serration of all continuously-
system provides-a combination push-pull/rotate functional opera,!! adjustable knobs.
tion, a round-knob style is used, the rim of the knob shall -

be serrated to denote (visually and-tactually) that-the knob has
the capability of being rotated.

5.4.3.2.2.4 Detents - Mechanical detents shall be provided push-
pull control cofgrations and these shall1 provide sufficient
tactile indicato of posi-tions that the operator is not in doubt T

I'I

as to when the control is "in-position"

5.4.3.2.2.5 Snagging and InadvertentContact - The following-
shall be considered in determining-whether to use push-pull type
controls,- where they should be located and -in what direction the
operating axis should be:

a. Possibility of bumping a control while getting into or
out of the operator position (e.g., as in a vehicle)-.
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Table --Push-Pull Controls

APPLICATION CRITERIA DIESOS OES!4N CRITERIA
___________________________ DIENSONSDISPLACEM4ENT SEPARATION

PUSh-PULL CONTROL,_ LOW RES ISTANCE, D - MN DIAM C - N I0 1" 0.5" S K IM SPACE BETWEENFOR TWO-POSITION, MECHAN1CAL AND/ORt = 0.75", CLEARANCE &2.6± 12 M .5 30C)

p (.54. CM), GLOVESALTERNATE THREE-POS'H PLUS ROTARY ."IHEWENPLUTION ACCEPTABLE FOR APPLICATION CW; CM) OSENS 0.PU"
SUCH AS VEHICLE HEADLIGHT PLUS PAR-~ 04WT LVS(.27SC CM)
ING LTS. PANEL 9 DOME LTS. PRO1"IOC Wi LVSc
SERRATED RIM.I

ALTERNATE HANDLE; MINIATURE ELECTI- D - MN DIAM MIA L - IM 0.5" (1.21 CM) MIN. S - MP 1 .01.CLPNL SWITCH ONLY. AVOID GLOVE 0.251.NT 
(.' MUSE APPLICATION. CO.67.CM) 0.75"CM

H: I FORCE PUSH-PULL, FOR TWO-POSITION4 W - HIM 0 - DEPTH-- c . "N HIM 1.0"1 (2.5 CHMECHNICA.L SYSTEM ONLY. WIDTH z 0.625'*-1-5" CLEARANCE = 2.0", (5.1 CM)
'." (I-55..,t 1.25", PREFERRABLE4 0")(10..2 CH) Cm) C3.2 cm),

WITH GLOVES

SAME AS ASOVE PAREPERREC WHERE FOS- SAME AS SAME AS SAME AS SAME AS S-MISIL ARETOR CABLE-SNAG POS. ABOVE ABOVE AlOve ABOVE (.7CM)SIBLITY EXISTS.

*AOTC: 1 6 2 FINGER PULL$- ALSO -AC(P C --." C1ABLE FOR LESS THAN ' L@ (17.1 N) 01.9 CM) FO z .0, 2 I1.,"
9LLCIAPPLICATIONAS. ONEFINOGER (5.0 CM) FOR (2,S% CH)

S TWO FINGERS FOR TWO

-(2.5#4 cp) FINGERS

-FOR GLOVES

-IS

0 140
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b. Possibility of snag~ing clothing, communication cables,
or other equipment items on the control.

c. Possibility of inadvertently deactivating the control
setting as the operator reaches for another control.

5.4.3.2.2.6 Direction of Control Motion - Contrcl direction shall Ref: Woodson and Conover, Human
be as follows: Engineering Guide forSur pmentDesigners, 1966, p. 2-101.

a. Pull towards the operator for ON or activation; 
push away

for OFF or deactivation.

b. Rotate to the right for activation or increasing function
in the case of combination pullirotary switches. An
exception shall be permitted in the case of certain con-
temporary automotive switches (e.g., combination-head-
light, parking light and panel/dome light switch).

5.4.3.2.2.7 Force Requirements - Preferred maximum forces for
pulling-a pan control wit ringers should be 17.8 N (4 lbs.);
for pul4ing a T-bar with four fingers the maximum should be 44 N
(10 lbs.).
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5.4.3.2.3 Integral, Handle-Mounted Controls NEW: These types cf controls are
not presently covered by

5.4.3.2.3.1 General 1472B, although they are
used quite extensively in

5.4.3.2.3.1.1 A plication - Handle-mounted, auxiliary controls military systems.
may be integrated into the handles of primary controllers such
as joysticks, equipment such as cameras, power tools, etc., when
such integration enhances the simplicity and/or efficiency and
safety of system operation.

5-.4.3.2.3.1.2 Number of Controls - The number of controls inte- A limit of 3, is needed to prevent
grated into a handle shall not exceed three (e~g., a trigger, plus- designers from going overboard and
two thumb-operated switches in a joystick fandle) unless specified implementing too many functions
by the procurement specification or upon specific approval by the in a single control mechanism,
procuring agency. based on professional- judgment.

5.4.3.2.3.1.3 Inadvertent Input - The type of auxiliary switch,
its motion characteristics and1 ocation shall be such that movemeni
of the auxiliary switch will cause minimal probability that the
primary control or equipment operation and/or positioning is
inadvertently disturbed-.

5.4.3.2.3.2 Thumb Switches

5.4.3.2.3.2.1 SwitchTypes - Push buttons, slide, or rotary
thumb switches may be-used as appropriate for any of the follow-
ing switch modes:

a. Push button: ON-OFF (e.g., communication).

b. Two-dimensional toggle: two-axis, spring& centering
(e.g., aircraft trim).

c. Slide switch: single-axis ON-OFF, momentary ON plus
ON-Hold (e.g., safety switch for hand-held power tool).

d. 'Rotary thumb wheel: rotary selector (maximum of three
positions), continuous adjustment (e.g., audio volume).

Other auxiliary thumb-operated control-applications shall
be subject to the approval of the procuring agency.
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5.4.3.2.3.2.2 Location and Operation~- Thumb switches shall be
positioned and operate in a fashion that is compatible with
comfortable and natural thumb articulation limits, considering
the total range of hand sizes for the expected user population,
and constraints imposed by the wearing of gloves.

5.4.3.2.3.2.3 Actuating Force - The actuating force required shal
not exceed limits for :pus5 buttons, slides or thumbwheels as
specified in other sections of this standard.

5.4.3.2.3.2.4 Dimensions and Displacement - Dimensions and dis- Professional judgment, based on
placement of handle-mounted, auxiliary, thumb switches shall anthropometric relationships.
conform to criteria in Table

5.4.3.2.3.3 Index Finger-Operated Switches and Triggers

5-.4.3.2.3.3.1 Application " Index finger-operated, auxiliary Incorporates population stereotypes
handle-mounted controls should be used for typical "trigger" with respect to use of triggers.
operations (e.q., weapon firing, camera film operation, power
-tool motor activation, etc.). Since the operator typically
expects to use the index finger for these types of functions,
other index finger operations shall not be implemented without
express approval of the procuring activity.

5.4.3.2.3.3.2 Location and Operation - Trigger controls shall
be located and operate-in a manner that is compatible with the
inherent limitations for using the basic controllhandle-, i.e.,
the operator shall not be required to shift his or her hand
from the normal hand grip position in order to actuate the
trigger. If the trigser must be operated simultaneously While
holding another auxiliary switch (safety), location and operation
of both controls shall-be such that the operator can comfortably
and naturally activate both controls without inadvertently dis-
turbing the primary handle positionin#-'or aiming. Special con-
sideration shall be given to restrictions that may be imposed
by handware effects on finger reach and mobility.
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5.4.3.2.3.3.3 Actuating Force - Trigger-pull characteristics, in- No research data on trigger
cluding force -profi-e Tor trigger displacement shall be as resistance and dynamic character-
specified by the procurement agency. Unless otherwise directed by iscics could be found.
the procuring activity, trigger response shall be "even" through-
out trigger pull, i.e., breakout vs. steady-state shall be approx-
imately equal with no apparent "build-up" prior-to final contact
with the mechanical stop.

5.4.3-.2.3.3.4 Safety - Inadvertent trigger operation shall be
minimized throughnproper use of trigger guards, safety latches
or other means to prevent (1) inadvertent operation during
non-operating modes (i.e., storin or carrying) and (2) inadver-
tent operation during primary firing/operating modes (i.e.,
trigger activation before the operator is "ready".

5.4.3.2.3.3.5 Dimensions, Displacement and Clearance - TLier I Professional judgment based on
dimensions, displacement and clearance limits shall conform to anthropometric relationships.
criteria in Table

5.4.3.2.3.4 Grip-Actuated Switches

5.4.3.2.3.4.1 Application - Handle-mounted grip switches shall
be used only for discrete ON-OFF enabling functions with respect
to (1) a trigger mechanism, or (2) control outputs from a joy-
stick-type -device.

5.4.3.2.3.4.2 Dimensions. Displacement and Actuating Force - The
grip- actuated switch shall be compatible with the natural place-
ment and conttour of the operator's hand palm, as it conforms to
the handle during use of the primary handle manipulation (i.e.,
for moving a joystick, positioning a tool or camera). The switch
tab should-be approximately 3 inches (7.6 cm) long by 0375 inches
;(0.9 5cm) wide, and rounded edges. Switch displacement shall be
between 0.125 and 0.25 inches (0.3-0.6 cm). Actuating .force
requirement shall not exceed 5.0lbs. (22.5 N), nor be less than
10 oz. (2.7 N).
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Table -Grip-Mounted Switches

APPLSCATIO"I CRTRIISPLACCR~hT

Tr-.tus.ACTUAMr W .IrCH, -.WC C 4,& L - Asn 5W A- Oc;.IH 3 .25" W.I

,*,.!CATION IS SV9P&,LC%~TA4 .C 0 .625- 644$ C ~X 1.

FtNWTIGk CMUPLCO !0 PRIMARYCO.MV C1.5% C04) (4. C.) IC.")
~~ 66d.. CW~AVC CCI7LCT SU4FACCVIT"

-Cp.p.-' 1.Tx14MTA C11t L -1 -p AS0 1.1 0.12S' S - CI'IP1MV[t crai. II .s

~-% A&SLE . j(.51 C0)

-V V-6 TY1 PC~AL A4LICTA .1

fAlF SWITCH 01OWITS.
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Table - Grip-MounLed Switches (Continued)

APPLICATION CRITERIA DES IGNCR I TES IA __C CIDINS IONS OISPLACEMENT SEPARATION

ACTIVE THUMB-OPERATED SAFEVI/TRIGGER
CONTROLS

MECHANICAL THUMB SWITCH GUIDE (SPRING
SOADED, MOMENTARY-TO-OFF). MUST

4* ~ HAVE THUMB SWITCH IN MOMENTARYOR
RETAIN, TO ACTIVATE TRIGGER.

MCM FNTARY SAFETY BUTO4 (.4UST BE HELD
TO ACTIVATE TRIGGER).

S
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.4.4 TwoAxis C ontrollers for Display System Applications This is a new section which presents.4.4-1 Gga single operator requirements or two-axis controllers1 eneral -Display systems requiring swhich are used in conjunction withomake controI movements along two orthogonal coordinate axes .displays. It covrs simultaneously-
imu'ttaneouslv should utilize one of the following types of 'operated handcranks, ball controls,ontrollers: simuttaneously-operated handcranks, ball control, isometric joysticks, isotonic joy-oystck, grid- and stylus devices, pantogra-,h, or free-moving -sticks, free-moving xy controllers,y controller (Mouse:). Selection should be made on the basis light pens, and stylus actuatedF ma-tching contCro1ler characteristics with system requirements. I devices. The coverage includes0,( Table and paragraphs 5.4.4.2 through 5.4.4.9. -applications, dynamic character-
.4,4.2 Simu-taneouszv-Oerated Ilaidcranks :isticsi and dimensions and mounting.

.4.4.2.1 ALppl-icat-ion - Simul.aneous-ly-operated handcranks should Simultaneously-operated handcranksr- used in pre[erence to other two-axis controllers where extreme are preferred for precision becauserecision is requ-ired in setting crosshai-s or reticles as in there is n- cross-coupling betweenap readouts or optical si,hting mechanisms. This type of control the axes as is the case with aayalsobe used in other applications requi- r-g x and y control single device operating in bothrovided -there is no requirement for rapid or frequent operation. axes of movement.

.4.4.-2.2 Dvnamic Characteristics - The- dynamic characteristics
L shz:I-uta G voperated hatciranks shall be the same as those
ec:ified for si-ng-le cranks i.n paraigra:,h 5.4.2.2.2 and figure 7.

he gear ra-tio and dynamic characteristics of tie cranks shall be
ich a, to a-llow precise placement of the follower (e.g., c-ross-
ir~s) wi-thout bvershooting or underxshooting and successi-ve
rrective movemen-.

4.4-.2:.-3 Dimensions - The dimensions for handcranks shall be
ind-ica ted-- if-igure 7.

.4.4.3 Ball -Contro (AIso known as track ball, ball tracker, This is necessary new material)yba11. Indronxng -bal.) because of the extensive use of
ball controls.

.4.4.3.1 Appihcaton -" A ball control suspended on low-friction b
-arings ,nay -W used--or vacious. control functions such as data.
ckoff on a display. The ball control, -because of its inherent
sitional sta bil-ity -is particular ily -well suited for -use on moving-
a tforms. The -ba-l -control cannot provide an automatic return
point of origi-, hence if used in applications requiring,tomatic :return to crigin following an entry or readoqt, the 187
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Table - Two Axis Controllers for Display System Applications

Acceptable Display ADplications

Type of ControLler Control Order XY Data Continuous Free-Drawn Setting
Utilized Pickoff Tracking Grcaphics Cross-11airs

Simultaneously- Position (Not tcceptable) (Not Acceptable)- (Not Acceptable) Good
I Operated Handcranks

11a1-1 Control Posi t-ion Good Fa-ir Poor Good

lso::-etric Jovstick Position, Rate, Good Good Fa ir Fai,

(Stiff Stick) Aided

Isotonic Joystick Position, Rate, Good Good Fair
I (Displacenent Stick) Aided

IGrid and Sty'lus Position
Devices Good Fa ir -Good- Good

Free-Mov.ing XY Position Good Not Acceptable (Not Acceptable) - Fa ir
Controller (Mouse)

Light Pen (augmented-) Position Good Fair - Good Fair
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interfacing system much provide this. Because the ball can be When controlling velocity it is
rotated without limit in any direction it is well suited for important to know where the zero-
applications where there may be accumulative travel in a given zero point is physically lcoated.
direction. In any application which would allow the ball to The ball cannot provide this, but
drive the follower on the display off the edge of the display, the centered position of a joy-
indicators shall be provided to advise the operator how to bring stick does provide it.
the follower-back onto the display. Ball controls should not
be used for velocity control or in rate-aided control systems.

5.4.4.3.2 Dynamic Characteristics - The ball control shall be Professional judgment.
capable of rotation in any direction so as to generate any com-
bination of x and y output values. When moved in either the x or
y directions alone there shall be no apparent cross-coupling
(follower movement in the orthogonal direction). For applications
requiring precise control, ball controls shall have frictional
resistance of less than IY N (3.5 oz.). For ball controls used
under vibration or acceleration conditions, frictional resistance
may be increased to 1.7 N (6.0 oz.). Neither backlash nor cross-
coupling shall be apparent to the operator in-manipulating it.
Control ratios and dynamic features shall be designed-to meet
the dual requirement of rapid gross positioning and smooth, pre-
cise fine positioning. Ball controls should be osed only as
position controls (i.e., a given movement of a gall makes-a
proportional-movement of the follower on the display).

5.4.4.3.3 Dimensions and Mounting - The diameter of the ball 5.4.4.3.3 These requirements- are
shall be between 5 cm (2.0 inches) and- 15 cm (6.0 inches) depend- comparable with the characteristics
ing upon theapplication and mode of operation to be used. The of devices manufactured by
smaller diameters should be used only where space availability Measurement Systems, Inc., a

--is tight and when there is no need for great precisioni A dia- highly regarded vendor in this
meter of approximately lO-c-m (4.0 inches)- is preferred for most area.
applications. The preferred mounting for the ball control is in Exposureoftoomuchball surface
a horizontal surface such -as a shelf or desk %op as shown inx
Figure . The exposed ball surface should be between 1000 and would allow application of force
1400 wt1200 preferred, at points on the ball's surface

where the resultiig torque would

5.4.4.4 'Isometric Joystick - (Also known as stiff stick, force be substantially reduced. Exposingstick, or-pressure-Joystick). too little of the -ball surfacetwould limit themovement of the

hand to needlessly small excursions.
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and within 32 cm
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centerl-ine.
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140'

Figure- Ball Control MountingMand Dimensions
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5.4.4.4.1 AppPication - The isometric joystick may- be- used- for Cons-tant feedback is required forcontrol of various display functions such as data -pickoff from an operator to be able to maintain

a CRT. In rate control app-Lications wbich may alow -the follower constant force on a stick, and even
to transit beyond the _edse of the display, indicators shalf! be when this is provided, maintenance
provided in order to advise the operator how to bring the follower of constant -force is fatiguing.
back onto the d isplay. -Isometric joysticks are particularly
appropriate for applications: (I) which -require -eturn to center
after each entry or readout; -(2) -in which operator -feedback is
primarily visual from some system response rather than kinesthetic)
from t-e stick itself; and _(3) where- there is minimal delay and
tight coupling -between control input and system reaction.. Iso-
metric sticks should oxdinarily -not be used in any application
where it would be necessary for the operator to maintain- a con-
stant force on the stick so as to generate a constant output over
a sustained period of -time.

5.4.4.4-.-2 Dynanfic-Characteistic - The isometric stick shall Supported- by expert judgment of
have -minimal deflection in-response to applied force, except Mort Mehr, Measurement Systems,
that it may deflect perceptibly against a stop at full applied Inc.
force. The x and y output should roughly apprOXimate the ma$ni-
tude of the applied forca as perceived by the operator. Maximum
force for full output with fingertip operation shall not exceed
46 N (10 lbs.). For hand-grasped joysticks maximum -force for
full- output shall not exceed 1-19 N (26.7 lbs.). One or more
switches actuated either by thumb or finger pressure maybe
integrally-mounted if complians 

with 5.4.3.2-3.

5.4.4.4.3 Dimensions and-Mounting - Simple isometric joysticks Based on Measurement Systems, Inc.
(without- integral switching) used in display systems should be practices, which have eVolved
of the finger-grasped shape and should be not more than- 12 cm from extensive R&D
(4.7 inches) in shaft length and 1.5 cm -(9.6 inches) in diameter-.
When integral switching is required, -the :hand-grasped shape should
be used, w th - limiting dimensions of I-I cm(4.3 inches)o and 18 cm
(7.1 inches)- for shaft length, and maximum grip diameter 5 cm
-(2.0 inches). The joystick preferably should-be mounted in a
shelf or desk surface as shown in Figure_____ so as t oprovide
a minimum hand rest length of -12 cm (4.3 inches) from the shelf
edge to the joystick shaft. In addition, clearances of 10 cm
(3.9 in-.) to the side and 5 -cm (2 in.) to the rear shall be
provided to allow for hand- movement-.
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5.4.4.5 Isotonic Joystick (Also known as displacement joystick.) With automatic sequencing, the
computer positions the cursor for

5.4.4.5.1 Application - The isotonic joystick may be used: for each successive operation inde-
various display functions such as data pickoff from a CRT and pendently of the instantaneous
generation of free-drawn graphics. In rate control applications joystick displacement. When control
which allow the follower to transit beyond the edge of the dis is restored to the joystick the
play, indicators shall be provided in order to advise the operator cursor would jump to whatever
how to bring the follower back onto the display. Also, isotonic coordinates it is set to unless the
joysticks which are used for rate control should be spring-loaded joystick is zero set for the return
for return to center when the hand is removed. Isotonic joy-. of control.
sticks shall not be used in connection with automatic sequencing
of a hook or bug unless they are instrumented for null return or
are zero-set to the instantaneous position of the stick at the
time of sequencing. Upon termination of the automatic sequencing
routine, joystick center shall again be registed to scope center.

5.4.4.5.2 Dynamic Characteris-tics - Maximum angular excursion Excursions greater than 450 would
of the isotonic joystick shatt rom center position shall not seem to be pushing into the mounting
exceed 450. Movement shall be smooth in all directions, and surface rather than-parallel to it.
rapid positi(.ning of a follower on a display shall be attainable
without noticeable backlash, cross-coupling or need for multiple
corrective movements. Control ratios, friction, inertia, etc., Professional judgment.
shall be designed to meet the dual. requirements of rapid gross
positioning and precise fine positioning. Recessed mounting or
pencil attachments may be utilized as indicated in Figure--
to provide greater precision of control. One or more switc eii
actuated by either thumb or finger pressure may be integrally- If the refresh rate is not high
mounted if compliant with 5.4.3.2.3. When used for generation enough the operator will either need
of free-drawn graphics, the refresh rate for the follower on to slow down his movement rate in
the CRt shall be sufficiently high to ensure the appearance of order to get a continuous line, or
a continuous track. will have to accept-uneven trace

brightness.

5.4.4.5.3 Dimensions and/Mounting - Dimensions for isotonic
joysticks used in display-systems should be within the limits-
specified for isometric joysticks in 5.4.5.4.3 and mounting should
conform to Figure , except that the clearance radius will
be maximLfm stick excursion from center, plus 10 cm (3.9 inches).
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5.4.4.6 Grid-and-Stylus Devices - These provisions cover various Professional judgment based-on
techniques which utilize some means of establishing an x and y scattered research data, operational
grid and a stylus for designating specific points on that grid experience, and basic human
for control purposes (e.g., time-shared x and y potential grids engineering principles.
and a voltage-sensitive stylus).

5.4.4.6.1 Application - Grid and stylus devices may be used for
data pickoff trom a CRT, for entry of points on a display, for
generation of free-drawn graphics and similar control applica-
tions. The grid may be on- a transparent medium allowing stylus
placement directly over corresponding points on the display or
it may be displaced from the display in a convenient position for
stylus manipulation. In either case a follower (bus, mark, hook,
etc.) must be presented on the display at the coordinate values
selected by the stylus. Devices of this type should be used only
for zero order control functions (i.e., displacement of the stylus
from the reference position causes a proportional displacement
of the follower).

5.4.4.6.2 Dynamic Characteristics- Movement of the stylus in
any direction on the-grid surface shall result in smooth movement
of the follower in the same direction. Discrete placement of the
stylus at any point on the grid shall cause the follower to appear
at the corresponding coordinates and to remain steady in position
so long as the stylus is not moved. Refresh rate for the follower
shall be sufficiently high to ensure the appearance of a con-
tinuous track whenever the stylus is used for generation of free-
drawn graphics.

5.4.4.6.3 Dimensions and Mounting - Transparent grids which are
used as display overlays shall conform to the size of the display.
Grids which are displaced from the display should approximate the
display size and should be mounted below the display in an
orientation to preserve directional relationships to the maximum
extent (i.e,, a vertical plane-passing through the north/south
axis on the grid shall pass through or be parallel to the north/
south axis on the display).

5.4.4.7 Free-Moving XY Control-ler-(Mouse)

]94
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4.4 1 Application - This type of controller may be used on Although a "Mouse" type o'

.,an/ flat surtace to generate x anu y coordinate values which could be used for free-drawn wrgphicj
control the position of the follower on the associated display. it would seem far less desirabl,,

It mav be used for data pickoff or for entry of coordinate than a stylus or joystick becau,.
valioe. It should be used for zero order control only (i.e of their similarity to the pencil.

genm ration of x and y outputs by the controller results in pro-
pcrtional displacement of the follower). It should not be used
for g(nerotion of free-drawn graphics.

5.4.4.7.2 Dynamic Characteri.SLics - The design of the controller Professiona!. judgment.
and placr.(met of te maneuverin4 surface shall be such as to allow!
the rpr'ior to consistently orient the controller to within
- ! l, )o: the correct orientation without visual reference to the
7ontrullr. (Thai i., for oxample, when the opera~or grasps
Uii [~ $tttrollr in what he tactually assumes is the correct orien-
cati ,n and moves it rectilinearly along what he assumes to be

j straight u) the y axis, then the directign of movement of the
follower on the CRT shall be between 250 and 010 ). The con-
rrollor shall be movable easily in any direction without a change
of hand grasp and shall resglt in smooth movement of the follower
in the same direction (+ 10 ). The controller shall be cordless
anI shall be operable with either the left or right hand. A
complete excursion of the controller from side to side of the

.maneuvering area shall move the follower from side to side on the
display regardless of scale setting or offset unless expanded
movement is selected for an automatic sequencing mode of operation
in any application which would allow the controller to drive the
follower off the edge of the display, indicators shall be provided
to advise the operator how to bring the follower back onto the
display,

074
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5.4.4.7.3 Dimensions and Shape - The free-moving xy controller The controller should not be round;
should have no sharp edges but should be shaped roughly as a it should have a configuration which
rectangular solid, with limiting dimensions as follows. allows the operator to grasp it in

approximately the orientation it

Min Max. should be in for manipulation.
Otherwise it might be grasped in

Width (spanned by thumb 4 cm (1.6 in.) 7 cm (2.8 in.) such a way that movement of the
to finger grasp) follower would be in an incompatible

direction, thus requiring shifcing
Length 7 cm (2.8 in.) 12 cm (4.7 in.) of the grasp on the controller to

Thickness 2.5 cm (10 in.) 4 cm (1-.6 in.) get the proper alignment.

Dimensional requirements ac e pro-
fessional judgment based on
anthropometric considerations.

5.4.4.8 Light Pen

5.4.4.8.1 Application - A simple light pen may be used as a
track-riented readout device. That is, it may be position*d
on the display screen so as to detect the presence of a computer-
generated track by sensing its refresh pattern and the display
system will then present a "hook" on the designated track. With-
suitable additional circuitry a follower can be made to track
the movement of the light pen across the surface, thus allowing
it to function as a two-axis controller capable of serving the
same purposes served by the grid- and stylus devices o(paragraph
5.4.4.6.1).

5.4.4.8.2 Dynamic Characteristics - Dynamic characteristics of
the Light pen used as a two-axis controller shall be as in
paragraph 5.4.4.6.2.

5.4.4.8.3 Dimensions and Mounting - The light pen-shal-l be be- Professional judgement based on
tween 0.7 cm T.3 in.) and 2 .Ocm (.8 in-.) in diameter and anthropometric considecitions
,between 23 cm (4.7 in.) and- 18 cmt (7.1 in.) ifi length. A con-
venient clip shall be provided at the ]ow.2r riiht side of the
CRT to hold the light pen when it is not in use.

196
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5.4.4.9 Quickened and Predictor Types of Controllers It would be a considerable task to
prepare specific requirements for

5.4.4.9.1 A plications - Complex tracking functions may require quickened or predictor approaches
use of quickened or predictor approaches to control-display to control-display implementation.implenentation. These approaches shall be utilized only with the The best short-term way of handling
concurrence of the procuring activity, this appears to leave it in the

hands of the procuring activity.
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFlI COMMENTS

5.4.3.1.2 Push Buttons -(Foo1-Operated) - otcnrlsaesprted into

5.43.12.1 Ct~iij Tot-oeraed ushbutonssnola e uedFoot Switches (under pysn buttons)
5.4..1..1 pplcaton Fot-oeraed ushbutonss~iulabe sedand Pedals. In our opinion this

only in those cz-,es where the operator is likely to have both hands is confusing to designers because
occupied at the time the push button is activatedI or when load sharn they will be Icoking for foot
among limibs is required. -Because foot-operated push buttons Pre ex- Icontrol requirements as separate
trenely susceptible to accidental activation, their uses shall be frmhdcotls
limited to noncritical operations such as press-to-talk swi-tches. rerec to ro se mtril

5.4.3.12.2 Op rato - Foot-operated push buttons shall be designed it. can be seen that we believe
to be operated by the toe and the ball of the foot rather than the heel. there aro missing requirements.
Where space permits, foot-operated push buttons shiall be reiilaced by. Iand the overly simplistil. specifi-
or supplemented with, a pedal to aid in locating the activating~ control. cation of dimensions, force,
Fric~tion surfaces shall be used on foot-operated push buttons. dlisplacement, etc. are not only

difficult to relate to specific
5.4.3.1.2.3 Positive Indication - A positive indication of control types of control applications,
activation sha~lib povided eg., snap feel, audible click, associated but some of the values are ques-
light, or side tone). tionable across the board.

5.4.3.1.2.4 Dimensions, Resistance, Dis lacenent, and Separar ion-
Dimensions, resitance, and displacement offoot-operated push buttons
shall conform to the criteria in Figure 10. Separation between adjacent
edges of foot-operated push buttons shallI confor. to the criteria in
Figure 14.

4



DIAMETER RESISTANCE DISPLACEMENT

D A

Foot Will Foot WIl Heavy I Ankle Total

Not Rest Rest on Normal Boot Flexion Log
On Control Control Operation Opration 001Y Mo wmant

401b 10GOb O.i0 l.A 1.0 1.0

WIMMI (11rm} (SN) (45N) (13rn ) (Z~en.=) (25 m) (2Sm m)
.,-20.0 P 20 .0 l 2.5" 2.5- 1 2.5" .0MgN) pON (M) 16mr.1 lfMW it5mood (l.V0)m
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5.4.3.2.2 Pedals -

5.4.3.2.2.1 Application - Pedals shall be used-when a large amount of 5.4.3.2.2.1 This is an overly-
displacement or force is required and when foot activation is desirable. simplistic statement on appl-ications

for pedals.
5.4.3.2.2.2 Null Position - Pedals should be designed so that they will
return to the nul positionwhen force is removed. Some pedals such as rudder controls

should not return to null position
5.4.3.2.2.3 Dimensions, Resistance, Displacement, and Separation - when force is removed.
Dimensions, resistance, displacement, and separation between adjacent
edges of pedals shall conform to the criteria in Figure 14. This table is too limiting.

5.4.3.2.2.4 Heel Support - When the pedal angle is greater than 20
above the horizontal, a heel support should-be provided.

5.4.3.2.2.5 Non-Slip Material - Pedals shall be-covered with a non-
slip material.

5.4.3.3 Force-Sensitive Controls - Force sensitive isometric controls
should be considered for use in tracking applications, especially those
which must be performed under vibration conditions.

5.4.4 High-Force Controls -

5.4.4.1 Arm, Hand, and Thunb-F-inqer Controls --Where arm, hand and
thumb-finger controls requiring high control-forces are to be used,
the maximum -force requirements shall -not exceed those specified in
Figure 15.

5.4.4.2 Leg Controls - Where leg controls requiring high control forces
are to be used the force push exerted by the leg depends on the thigh
angle and the-knee angle. Figure 16 specifies the mean maximum push
at various knee and thigh angles. The maximum push is at about -the
1600 angle referred to as the limiting angle.
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T[ A

MAXIMUM 60 DEG

DIMENSIONS DISPLACEMENT
H w A

"eight width Normal " eaver Ankle Total Lotit hroion soots Flexion Movement

Minimum 1.0" (25mm) 3.0" (75mm) 0.5" (13mm) 1.0" (25mm) 1.0" (25mm) 1.0" (2smm)

Meximum 2.5" (65mm) 2.5'" (65mm) 2.6" (65mm) 7.0" (18mm)

RESISTANCE

Foot NoResting Foot Resting Ankle Total Los
on Pedal on Peol Floxion Only Movement

Min, 'm 4 lb (ION) I 10 lb (4SN) 10 lb (45N)

Maximum 20 Ib (90N) 20 Ib (90N) 10 Ilb (45N) 10 lb (BOON)

SEPARATION

One Foot Random One Foot Soquentia!

Minimum 4.0" (100mm) 2.0" (50mm)

Peoloroed 6.0" (150mm) 4.0" (100mm) - ''

141
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5.4.5.2.3 Foot-Operated Controls -We have tried to be more speci-fic
in terms of the broader applica-

5.4.5.2.3.1 General - Foot-operated controls should be considered -tions need. These recommendations

under the following conditions: are based on DOT research- of
recent years, attempting to develop

a. Control system- forces require that the human interface standards for cars, trucks and

force applica-tion will be beyond the maximum manual buses--as well as including key

strength capability of the operator, and/or so near this airc-raft-related variations that

limit to cause serious fatigue for the operator. need to be presented, to be com-
pat-ible with current Mil-itary

b. The operator's hands are generally occupied by other design practices.

manual control tasks at the same moment that an additionadr
control action is required.

c. Specific foot-operated controls have been so well estab-

lished that -the average operator expects such operating
functions to be performed using foot controls, e.g., air-
craft rudder-/brake pedals, automotive clutch, brake and
accelerator pedals, etc.

d. Wher. a safety "shut-down" control is -required during
an operation in which the operator's -hands cannot be
freed to reach a safety switch, e.g., sheet metal
cutting mach-ne.

Foot-operated controls should not be used- under the follow-
ing conditions:

a. For a standing operator who may be working on a moving
platform (i.e., where balancing on the non-operating
foot may -becOme difficult as the operat-ing foot is
moved from- a support to actuating posiition).

b. To effect very precise control operations-.

c. To select among a great many separate foot -controls.

5.4.5.2.3.1.1 Operat-io - Foot controls shall be located-and
designed so they can -Soperated in as "naturai'

' a pattern as

practicable. Specifically, the following should be avoided:

a. Frequent, maximum reaching. 198
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b. Requirement to hold the leg or foot in an awkward posi-

tion for extended periods of time.

c. Requirement for the operator to sit in a twisted posi-

tion to operate a co-itrol that i-s used frequently and/or

for :-!n extended period to time; i.e., pedals shall be

laid ut symetricall-y with- reference to the operator's
principal operating orientation.

d. Maximum force application frequetly or for extended

duration.

e. Requiremen that the operator "took" for a particular
foot control in order to select =the right one.

f. Placement of a foot control where it might be "stepped
on" and inadvertently actuated, and/or where typical
shifting from one foot control -to another creates a
-high pr'obability that the foot or clothing -might- be

entrapped- by an intervening control as the operator
shifts the foot -from one controlt

oto another.

-5.4.5.2.3.2 Foot-Switches M Many'specific requirements noL

previously covered in 1472B.

5.4.5.2.3.2.1 Application---Foot-operated switches should be

used- only in -those cases where the operator is likely to have

both- hands occupied at the time the push- button is activated,

or where load-sharing among limbs is desirable. -Because foot-

operated switches are susceptible to accidental activation their
-uses should be 1-imited to non-critical or infrequent operations
-such as press-to-talk communication, vehicle headlight dimming,
-etc.

5.4.5.'2.3.2.2 Operation- -Foot switches shall be located so I

that they can be operated by the toe or ba-ll of the foot rather

than by the heel. They shall- not be located so near anoobstruc-

tion that the operator cannot -position -the sole of the shoe

squarely (centered) on the switch -button. A pedal may be used
atop the -button to- aid in location and operation of the swi-tch.
When switches are used in an environment in which :the switch
may become ve tand slippery, the switchcap surface should -possess

a frictional -surface to minimize the possibility of the foot 199

slipping off the switch.
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5.4.5.2.3.2.3 Switch Loc7ation - In addition to the above-, foot-
operated switches shall be -located so the operator has some
normral heel resting pos-ition on a floor board, etc. Avoid placing
a foot switch beneath or -behind other pedals wherein it might be
possible for the operator'-s -foot to become momentarily interfered
with or trapped during -transfer between the switch and a pedal
or steering column.

5.4.5.2.3.2.4 Dimensions,- Displacement, and Separation -Dimen-
sions, displacement and separation of toot-operated switches shall
conform to the criteria in-Figure 10. Although not recommended
(i.e., only one switch per foot is preferred), when more -than Ref: Woodson and Conover, -Human
one switch is provided for the same foot to operate, such switches Engineering Guide for qLupment
shall be separated- by at least 7.6 cm- (3 inches) horizontally and Designers, 1_966, -p. 2110.
20.3 cm (8 inches) vertically.

5.4.5.2.3.2.5 Actuating Force and Feedback - A positive indicatio4
of control activation shall be provided (e.g., snap feel, -audible
click, association-with an obvious change in a visual or auditory
display). Actuating force shall be between 44 N and 88 N -(40 and
20 lbs.).

5.4.5.2.3.3 Pedals

5.4.5.2.3.3.1 Application- Pedal controls ehould be used only
when the operator is likely to have both hands occupied at the
time the foot operation is- required, when the control system
force is too high for manual force capability of the operator,
or where standardized -use of pedals has created a stereotype
expectancy on the part of-the operator (e.g., vehicle pedal
control configurations such as clutch, brake, -accelerator r-udder,
etc.). Applications other than these shall be subject to
approval of the procuring activity.

5.4.5.2.3.3.2 Location - Pedal controls shall be located so- that
the operator can -reach them easily without extreme stretching
or torso .twisting, so that the operator can reach the maximally-
displaced- pedal within anthcopometric and force-capability: of the
operator (see Figure ). Pedals that may be held or that have Requires figure of foot pedal loca-
to be adjusted fairly -recisely (accelerator, clutch, etc.) shall tion relative to vehicle driver.
be located so the operator can rest" and "steady" the :foot,

200
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i.e., the pedal shall be an appropriate critical distance above Ref: Woodson and Conover, Human
the floor so the operator's heel can rest on the floor while Engineering Guide foru'pment
-articulating the ankle/foot. When this cannot be done (and the Designers, 1966, p. 2-110.
pedal angle is more than 20-degrees from the horizontal floor)-,
a heel rest shall be provided.

5.4.5.2.3.3-.3 Spring-Return - Except for controls which generate
-a continuous output such-as rudder controls, accelerator pedals,
-etc., foot controls shall have a spring-return system with suf-
ficient force to return the pedal to the original. null position
without requiring assistance from the operator (e.g., brake or
clutch pedals). For pedals in which the operator may normally res
the foot on the control between operations, sufficient spring
tension shall be provided to prevent the weight of the foot from
inadvertently activating the control (e.g., accelerator pedal).

5.4.5.2.3.3.4 Play -- Pedal control systems shall be designed to New requirement for tighter control
minimize excess-t ay" (i.e., movement that does not activate the coupling.

control system).
Pedals cannot be properly operated

5.4.5.2.3.3.5 Adjustment Control, and/or seat adjustment shall by all segments of the population
be provided, suTMicient to accommodate the leg re;ch capabilities unless some adjustment is provided
of the total range of expected operators (i.e., 5th percentile to accommodate different statures.
female-95th percentile male). Consideration shall also be given

-to combined vertical/horizontal adjustment effect on rpach. For
seated operator configurations where external vision is criticAl
and corresponding control panel constraints may be present, pedal/
seat/vision requirement shall be considered together to
provide the best-fit among eye reference, seat ar.d pedal adjust-
ment position and adjustment range.

5.4.5.2.3.3.6 Pedal Travel Path - The travel pal:h-(typically New requirement needed to ensure
an arc) shall be considered in the design of pedal systems, and maximumiapplication-of force.
shall be compatible with the natural articulation path of the
operator's limbs (i.e., thigh, knee, ankle).

5.4.5.2.3.3.1 High Force-Application Aids - When the force re- -New requirement.
quired to fully actuate a pedal is extremely high, appropriate
aids ehall be provided to assist the operator inzapplying maximum
force to-the pedal. The following should be con:;idered:

= a. Sea-t backrest.
201
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b. Optimized-seat height-to-pedal and normal reach dis-
tance for maximum force (i.e.-, SRP/Pedal at same ver-
tical -height; reach distance so the upper thigh and-
lower leg create an angle just short of horizontal-- Requires new figure in anthropometric
see Figure .) section.

c. Double-width pedal so that both feet could be used.

5.4.5.2.3-.3.8 Non-Slip Pedal Surface - Pedals used for high
force applications shall be provided with a non-skid surface.
Similar surfaces are desirable for all pedals.

5.4.5.2.3.3.9 Dimensions Force Requirements Displacement and
Separation - Dimensions, force requirements; displacement and
separation of pedals shall conform to the criteria in Table

5.4.5.2.3.4 Automotive-Related -Foot Control Combinations It is considered important to
conform with stereotypes that have

5.4.5.2.3.4.1- Applications - Assemblies of foot-operated controls been firmly established within
shall conform to industry ractice with respect to arrangement, the driver population.
i.e.:

a. Manual Transmi3sion: Clutch shall be positioned for left
foot operation, service brake and accelerator for right
foot operation. Headlight dimmer function may be pro-
vided either as a left foot-operated floor switch or a
left hand-operated column-mounted stalk (lever).

b. Automatic Transmission: The above arrangement shall be
followed except that the service brake shall be accesible
for either-right or left foot operation (in which case,
tne brake -pedal shall be laterally elongated sufficiently
to make -it convenient for operation by either foot).

5.4.5.2.3-.4.2 Pedal, Geometric Relationships - Clutch, service New requirements based on best
brake and accelerator pedals shall be arranged so that the ptimary automotive practice.
contact -point of each pedal (i.e., height and distance from the
floor, -heel-reference point) is approximately the same, to make it
convenient for the operator to shift his or her foot from the
accelerator to the service brake pedal without having to lift -the
foot an excessive amount. The pedal contact point should be based
on a point on the accelerator pedal that r9atches a "all-of-the-

202
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'table - Foot-Operated Controls

DESIGN-CRITERtIA__________
APPLICATION CRITEPIA OFS OItPLACCIo , ,+ ,,, DISPLACEMENT+  .__CP"A't OH

RAKE -PEDAL APPLICATIOS: I
" CLUTCH-BAK -CONVEX TREAD StiFACE. A 0.. MIN - HllH TO PREVENT

"J CIA FOOT SLIPPING OE.
SFOACE REQUIAEMCNTS- x S.I CM) TrErH, P-OA*LS

CLUTCH1 2-20 LBS C1.9-81.9 N) 2.0" (5.1 CM)
efitkC 120 LBS Cj33.3 N)

J ALTERNATE PCDAL SHAPE C SPACING. " L,- 14t 1 N - S - MIN SEPARA;IONt
L CONE.X. TEAD SURFACE. 2TO ALLON FOOT TO

LV X 7. CM) PA5 B ETwEEPEOAL$
.S," (12.7 MCM)

1.0" 7U.6 CM) FCq

HEEAVY OOOTS

(VOTE; EDGE TO COG(
PEDAL. SEPARATIONS~ OF

RND PEDAL SHAPE ACCEPTABLE. ILAT.- 0 - MIH: S -COIWORT - *'MCEN 7 AID~ 4.5
.J TAEAD-SURFACE. 2;.5" (S.1 SEPARATION If.4.,; 1.OULO GEM-

r CM) 17.0 - ERALLT BE -AVOIDED
2.0" (O.$ BCAUSE OF PO$SI.

$.I CM) BIU1.ITY OF GETTING
d MAX x 1I.0" FOOT CAUGHT)

(4.0.6 _CH)
NM : 1.0" d.0 AX REST TO
(2.J CM) ACTIVATE r."

(17.1 CM): MIN-
1.0" (2.5%. CM)
PREFERED= 2.S"-

#.$" (6.A-10B. CH)

ACCELEBIAYDOI PAL APPLICATIONS: W X-11" cS.1 ItI (IS. -

CM)-M!NIIJm CM) OPTImUm

A2 FLOOSIMIE, FULL PIEAL .lB € 2"
(25.1.±4N.6. SUSPEN0EO PEDAL EPLDAL SHOULD of lef)-

FACE-SWIVEL L.2

ACTION-DISPLACEMENT ENVELOPC. NOMINAL (8.9 CM) Y MAX DISPLACEMENT
CRUISE ANGIE

2 
SHOULD CMAIUSLOWi1 MIN. le

t 
C0 6. WIT-"_

At" LEGIFOOT, INCLUDED ANGLC TO RE -HEAVY 9OOTS)

FORCE REQUIiREMENTS:
AAX-z =0 LS (41.4 N)

-- Mild IO Lb (I.*. N)

rNONINAL CRUISE r LEVEL GRADE, AVG.
SPED- FOR APPLICATION
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Table -Foot-Operated Controls (Continued)

APPLIATIOD CRITRIADESIGN' CRITERIA
APLCTOOCIEI IMENSIONS [ 151LCtE~ SEPARATION

AI:CRAFTRUDDER/SRAKE ASEMBL. I - IN L k[ AFSCM &;, MIJ - 119= S . C*,
SOULO- AVE MINE FOR AFT -D.UtITDNT 6.5. IN

CF 9.0" t2.1 CM). TOC rSA P 152C)(SF A t 
E.

RATES BR.AKE, FORE-ArT D'ovCrEE7 OFT5~ C
PEDAL FUJLCRUM OPEPATCS RUDD~ER (RIG." L "I

CO0AL FlED z RIC," .URN). .1CR

~/~LFC.CE rD)UIRLEN::; SEE :IL.F-1795 f;. CmTO)

FOOT SlEITCHES. NORM'ALLY 1.': ON.LY QlE '0-RIM OIAM H - DISTA4'cfE C -CLCARAPEC4R IN .(17EM1 I
PERFoo CRTW ~O) - IA- rRo-. "EEL TO OSSIRUC- .RAX 1.5 (5.3 I's CS)J

SL. (7ask CtM) REP -4 1 14Iif T io F04 0o& s OOS, CAST
SF XCE REQUJIREMECITS: MA.1 L.C7.4.2$.4 . CB (7.4 MI 801

-)CM) CIA) CM)

-FOOT SWITCNIS. STAD OPNS:
NMAL.~ FREqUENT ASTIVATION, IPEO NOT£ CRITICAL.

PA. 01.BA~

F4IS C OKIITION SPEO IMPOCTAT I/E(ATD'SIOP L ACCESS- C CLfA*4A"Cj - I EA

MI %0 -M : L UKA N

OFTE x -pi c -i -

ENVLOP -.- (.
CA WINv

U BOOTS
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foot" position when the operator s heel rests normally on the floor,
and the acceierator pedal is in -the "undepressed" position.
Lateral pedal positions should be arranged and spaced so that the
total array is approximately centered on the operator's centerline
(i.e., so the operator is noa required to sit in a skewed position
in order to operate certain pedals). For maximum, long-duration
comfort, the accelerator pedal should not be more than about 1-2-
inches right of the operator's centerline.

5-4 .5.2.3.4.3 Lateral Pedal Array Limits - Lateral spacing ofnd;vidJaJ- pedaissail5con-orm to crtteria in Table__ . How-
ever, the overall array shall nc-t e-;ceed 30" (76.2 cm) as .ea"ured
betw¢een the oucermost Dedal centerlines without express approval I
by the procuning agenc:.
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5.4.4 Hit-Force Controls - A general requirement State -NL
is needed.

5.4.4.1 Arm, Hand, and Thumb-Fin~erControls - Where arm, hand and
thuub-finger controls requiring high control forces are to be used,
the aaximm force requirements shall not exceed those specified inFigure IS.

5.4.4.2 Leg Controls - Where leg controls requiring high control forces
3re to be used the force push exerted by the leg depends on the thigh
3ngle and the knee angle. Figure 16 specifies the wean maximi push
at various knee and thigh angles. The -aximum push is at about tht
160" angle referred to as the liniting angle.

:1 - i -
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ARM STRENGTH (N)

DEGREE OF ELBOW I PULLi PUSH UP DOWN |IN -OUT

(deg) L . L R L R _L R L R L R

I I I

150 |187 |249 1133 1187 |
67 8 0 80 |

89 67 |
89 36 I67120 11+ 187 o 11 6 6107 -3 1+1 89 .98 45 .6

60o 116. 10l7 _ 90 1151 1 67 89 1- 8 1 7 / 1 89 1 " 3 76
HAND, AND THUMBFIRNG NTH (N)

(8) 19) ( 10) (

HAND GIRiPE ETHUMBFINGER THUMBFINGER

gL R GRIP (PALMER) GRIP ITIPS

MOMENTARY HOLD 20 3 260 0 o6
12SUSTAINED HOLD 187 16 6 37610 3 15

IL LEFT, S --IGHT,--

Fiture 15. ARM, HAND, AND THUMB-FINGER STRENGTH
(5TH PERCENTILE MALE DATA)(CONCLUDED)

ii G PR

MOMETARYHOL 250 26060- 0 /
SUSTAINED HOLD 145 156.3_ 3+,--+,++. +: -+-++ +.-. * LE.T. ft-RIGHT.+_ _+++ ..... _

-'-- - =----- - - - - ---- -----. . ..-------

, ' - + .- - -"-+ -.. . - " " " & - • -



600-42670)

500 (2225Y -

400~ (180f THIGH-ANGLE (ti)

AA
X300 -(133)

A /2 +SAND010 0

20 80)/j 3 15-190

w 0 /9) 4 33-360

A.- 3) 5 48 -496O

2 LIMITING ANG LE100 (45C)1

0 II IKNEE STRAIGHT-
_ _ _ _ _ _

60 80 100 120 140 -160 -180D

KNEE-A NGLE (P-), DEGREES

Figure. LEG STRENGTH AT VARIOUS KNEE-AND THIGH ANGLES
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MF I RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION 
RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.4 .5.2".4 High-Force Controls

5.4.5.2.4,. IUse- - Ih general, controls shall not be used that Adds a general requirement statement;require operator-- forces near the strength l'mits of the weaker includes strength limits (as withsegment of the expected user population. In addition, high force female operators) not previouslycontrols shall not be used except when the ope'rator's nominal recognized; requires proper bodyworking position provides proper body and/or limb support, i.e., support and avoidance of longa proper seat backrest, adequate foot support, etc. Sustained durations for sustained high force.high force requireimcnts shall be avoided (e.g., durations longer
than 2 or 3 seconds).

5.4.5.2.. .2 Arm Hatd and Thumb-Finger Controls -[,:se original
;ateria-! from:' ar -]

5. 4-.52. 3 Foot-1.- Controls -["se original material from par.
5.4.4. 2-•
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ARM STRENGTH (N)

(11 (2) (3) (4 51 () 7

DEGREE-OFELBOW PULL PUSH UP DO0WN IN -OUT
FLEXION 1 1,

(deg) LIRI L A I R L R L R

180 221-3 8 1 0 6 5 6 -8 s- 6 4

150 18 249 133: 187 67180-80 89- 67 -89- 36 67

120 -151 i,87 116 160 76 107 93 116- 89 98 46 67-

90- 142 165 98 -160 -76189- 93 116 71 -80'451 7f

60 -1 9'I-s -67S99 :808976 8-631 71
HAND, AND THUMBFINGER STRENGTH (WY-

-- 8) -(91- (101

-HAND GRIP - - -

- I-THUMB-FINGER- -THUM3.PINOER

_MOMENTAR Y- HOLD- 250 1260 so so6-

SUSTAINEDOHOLD- 151436 153

*L-- LEF--R-- RIGHT.

Figjurel15. ARM; -HAND- -AND -TH UMB.FINGER-STRENGTH
(5TH PERCENTILE-MALE DATA)(CONCLUDiEO)-

No t -: Where f emale operators are expected, force values -should
be reduced by 25 -percen-t.
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01 0

(DM

ARM STRENGTH (L-1)()(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

DEGREE OF ELBOW' PULL PUSH UP DOWN IN OUT

- .II '.

(deg) L R' L R L A L R L A L R

180 50 52 42 50 9 14 13 17 13 20 8 14
ISO 42 S6 30 42 15 I 18 20 15 20 8- is

120 34 42 26 36 17 24 21 [26 20 22 10 16

I-I

90 32 37 22 36- 17 20 21 26 i16 is 10 16

00 26 -24 22 34- 15 20 18I 20- 17 20 12 17

HAND, AND THUMBRINGT TH (Lb

( ) ( 9)) ( )

HlAND GRIP DERHUM-FIOGER THUMBFINGER

L R GRIP [PALMER) GRIPS (TIPS)

MOMENTARY HOLD 56 59 13 13

150 .2 SUSTAINED HOLD 33 35 8 8

6L LEFT; R 4- 115 20T1.. .. 720 1

-- " FiguieA15. ARM, HAND, NTHUMB-FING R STRENG H

(TH PERCENT I EALMERDATA)

:';i be:Where femalte operators-are expected, force values should
/:;'. be reduced by 25 percent.
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Supina t ion Pronation

MAXIMUM, ONE-HAND STATIC TORQUE CAPABILITY FOR MEN & WOMEN

MALE POP, MEAN (STD. DEV.) FEMALE (5th %-tile)

I Nm in-Lb Nm in-lb

AY 13.7 (3.4) 121.5 (30.1) 6.7 60.0

B -7.,4 (5.1) 153.9 (45.0) 7.9 70.0

X -Z
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400 126703

THIGH ANGLE -' )

300 (131 -e -2 +SAND 100

5 33i-ISO~

1- 454'

100 1450M *5P~~ ~ LIMITING ANGLE

0 
N E E ST IG H T

01

60 00 100 120 140 160 180

KNEE-ANGLE (0). DEGREES

Figure 16. LEG STRENGTH AT VARIOUS KNEE AND THICH ANGLES

Note: Where-female operators are expected, force values should
be reduced by 25 percent.
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.5 LABELING - This section needs considerable
expaision to broaden coverage to

5.5.1 General - inc:de markings other than labels
and to provide more definitive

5 5.1.1 General Requirements - Controls, displays, and any other items requirements with respect to
:f equipment that must be located, identified, read, or manipulated shall alphanumeric character design and
be appronriately and clearly labeled to permit rapid and accurate human legibility.
performance. No label will be 'equired cn equipient or controls whose
use is obvious to the user (e.g., aircraft cont.,c' stick).

5.5.1.2 Label Characteristics - The characteristics of the labeling to
be used sha-l be determined by such factors as:

a. The accuracy of identification required

b. The time available for recognition or other responses

c. The distance at which the iabels must be read

d. The illumination level and color characteristics of the
illumirant

e. The criticality of the function labeled

f. Consistency of label design within and between systems.

5.5.1.3 Prototype and Production Equipment Labels - Labels for both
prototype and production equipment shall meet the criteria specified
herein. Labels for production equipment shall be designed to'meet the
criteria specified for the duration of -equipment use, Since frequent
design changes may.be anticipated in prototype equipment, labels for
such equipment shall be designed so that they may be simply and easily
affixed, altered, and removed.

I, __ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.5 LABELS, LEGENDS,-PLACARDS, SIGNS and MARKING This section broadens the original
provisions so as to include legends,

5.5.1 Genera! placards, signs, and markings which
need to be covered but are not

5-.5.1.1 General Requirements - Labels, legends, placards, signs included elsewhere in the Standard.
and/or markings shall be provided wherever it is necessary for
an operator or technician to identify, interpret, follow procedure
or avoid hazards in the use of systems, equipment or facilities,
except where it is obvious to the observer what an item is and
what he or she is to do with it or about it.
5.5.1.2 Basic Characteristics - The characteristics of the label,"

legend, placard, sign or marking shall be determined by such
factors as:

a. The accuracy of identification required.

b. The time available for recognition or other responses.

c. The distance at which the device must be read.

d. The illumnLna-ion level and color characteristics of the
illuminant.

e. The- criticality of the label, legend-, placard, sign or
marking to satisfactory-and safe operator performance.

f. Consistency of label, legend, placard, sign or marking
within and between systems.

5.5.1.3 Prototype and -Production Sykitems - Labels, legends,
placards, signs and markings- for both erototype and production
systems shall meet the criteria specified herein. They shall
meet the requirements specified -for the duratioh of iystem use.
Siace fr-qurmt design changes may be anticipated in prototype
sys-temo, -b~As, legends, placards, signs and markings should be
designed .so that they may be simply and easi~ly affixed, altered,
and removed or replaced-.

211
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.5.2 Orientation and Location -

5.5.2.) Orientaticn - Labels and information thereon should be oriented
horizontally so that they may be read quickly and easily from left to
right. Vertical orientation shall be used only when labels are not
critical for personnel safety or performance and where space is limited.
When used, vertical labels shall read from top to bottom.

5.5.2.2 Location - Labels shall be placed on or very near the items Needs expansion.
which they identify, so as to eliminate confusion with other items and
labels. 'abels sh 11 be located so as not to obscure any other infor-
-ation needed by the operator. Controls shall not obscure labels.

5.-5.2.3 Standardization - Labels shall be located in a consistent Although desirable, this should
manner throughout the equipment and system, not be mandatory because it is

not always feasible.

5.5.3 Contents-

5.5.3._1 Equipment Functions - Labels should primarily describe the
functions -of equpmeFnt tem-s. Secondarily, the engineering character-
istics or nomenclature may be described.

5.5.3.2 Abbreviations - Standard abbreviations shall be selected in More specific requirements as to
accordance with MIL-S O-12, MIL-STO-4ll, or MIL-STD-783. If a new when to use capitals and when to
abbreviation is required, its meaning shall be obvious to the intended use lower case should be provided.
reader. Capital letters shall be used. Periods shall be omitted except
when needed to preclude nisinterpretation. The same abbreviation shall
bemused for all tenses and for both singular and plural forms of a word.

5,5.3.3 Irrelevant Information - Trade names and other irrelevant Some other standards require trade .-

information shall not appear on labels or placards, names to appear.

$.5.4 Qualities -

-5.5.44-1 Brevity - Labels shall be as concise as possible without dis-
tortinig the intended meaning or information ;%nd shall be unambiguous.
Redundancy shall be minimized. Where the general function is obvious.
only the specific function shall be identified (e.g., frequency as
opposed to frequency factor).

7
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.5.4.2 Familiarity - Words shall be chosen on the basis of operator
familiarity whenever possible, provided the words express exactly what
is intended. Brevity shall not be stressed if the results will be
unfamiliar to operating personnel. For particular users (e.g., m~irte-
nance technicians), common technical terms may be used even though they
may be unfamiliar to nonusers. Abstract symbols (e.g.. squares and
Greek letters) shall be used only when they have a cc,nmonly accepted
meaning to all intended readers. Common, meaningful symbols (e.g.,
% and +) may be used as necessary.

5.5.4.3 Visibility anrdLeqibi~ljy - Labels and placards shall be de-
signed to be read easily and accurately at the anticipated operational
reading distances, vibration/motion environment, and illumination levels,
-taking into consideration the following factors:

a. Contrast between the lettering and its im.ediate background

b. Height, width, stroke width, spaci,,g, and style of letters
and numerals

c. Method of application (e.g., etching, decal, and silk screen)

d. Relative legibility of alternative words

e. Specular reflection.

5.5.4.4 Access - Labels shall not be covered or obscured by other units Needs to be more specific.
in the equiTr nt assembly.

5.5.4.5 Label Life - Labels shall be sharp, have high contrast, and be
mounted so as to minimize wear or obscurement by grease, grime, or dirt.

5.5.4.6 Label Background - Label color shall contrast with the equip-
ment background specified in 5.7.9. No special background for the
label shall be provided without approval by the procuring activity.

5.5-3 Design of Label Characters -

5.5.5.- Black Characters - Where the ambient illuminance will be above
I ft-C (11 lux), black characters shall be provided on a light background.

Y s-
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ORIGINAL REOUIREMEV'T  MFI COMMENTS

5.5.5.2 Dark Adaptation - Where dark adaptation is required, the dis-
played letters or numerals shall be visible without interfering with
night vision requirements. Where possible, markings shall be white on
a dark background.

5.5.5.3 Stye - Style of label characters shall conform to MIL-M-18012, This is too limiting.
where consistent with 5.5.5.4, 5.5.5.5, 5.5.5.7, and 5.5.5.8, herein.
Label. shall be prepar.d in capital letters, except that extended copy
(e.g., instructions) shall be in lower-case letters.

5.5.5"4 Letter Width - The width of letters snail preferably be 3/5 of
the height, except for the "I". which shall be one stroke in width, and
the "M" and "W", which shall be 4/5 of the height.

5.5.5.5 flume! al Width - The width of numerals shall preferably be 3/5
of the height, except for the "4", which shall be one stroke width wider,
and the "I", which shall be one stroke in width.

5.5.5.6 Wide Characters - Where conditions indicate the use of wider
characters, as on a curved surface, the basic height-to-width ratio may
be increased to 1:1 in accordance wit!: MIL-I.l-801i2.

5.5.5.7 Stroke Widt.h, 1orn mal - For black characters on a white for This does not recognize variations
light) background, the .6k width shall be 1/6 of the heightI in stroke width for emphasis.

5.5.5.8 Stroke Width, Dark Adaptation - Where dark adaptation is re-
quired or legibility at night is a critical factor, and white characters
are specified on a black background, the stroke width of the characters
shall be from 1/7 to 1/8 of the height (i.e., narrower than specified
for • rmal daytime vision).

5.5.5.9 Character Spacing - The minimum space between-characters shall This requirement does not cover
be one stroke width. variations from the minimura.

5.5.5.10 'Word Spacing - The minimum space between words shall be the
width of one character.

5.5.5.11 Line Spacing - The minimum space between lines shall be one-
half character height.

-...
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ORIGINAL REOUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.5.5.12 Label Size vs Luminance - The height of letters and numerals
shall be determined by the required reading distance and luminance.
With a 28-inch (700 nm) viewing distaace, the height of numerals and
letters shall be within the range of values in Table X for "low" and
"high" control-display lu-minance conditions.

5.5.5.13 Character Height and Viewing Distance - For general dial and

panel design, with the luminance normally above I ft-I (3.4 cd/ 2 ). charac-
ter height should approximate the Values given below for various distances:

Viewing Distance Heiht

a. 20 inches (510 mm) or less 0.09 (2.3 mm)

b. 20- 36 inches (I10 - 910 m) 0.17 (4.3 w)

c. 36- 72 inches (910 glo- 1.830 n) 0.34 (8.6 n)

d. 72 - 144 inches (1.330 - 3.660 m) 0.68 (17 mm)

e. 144 - &40 inches (3.660 - 6.100 m) 1.13 (29 r,,)

5.5.6 Euiompent Labeling -

5.5.6.1 Assemblies. Components, and Parts -

5.5.6.1.1 General Requirements - Each assembly, component, and part Not necessarily desirable. The

shall be labeled with a clearly visible, readable, and meaningful name, functions of some compone.ts are
number-, or symbol. so obvious as to preclude necessity

for labeling.
5.5.6.1.2 Location - The gross identifying label on an assembly or
major corp:onent shall be located:

a. Externally in such a position that it is not obscured by
adjacent asserL)ies or components

b. On the flattest, most uncluttered surface available

c. On a main chassis of the equipment

d. In a way to minim-ize wear or obscurement by grease, grime,
or dirt

- - = _-I
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TABLE X LABEL SIZE VERSUS LUMINANCE

MARKINGS HEIGNTO

BE LOW I ft*L ASOVE I itt
(3-4 eahw2 1 11 u2

Fmw aitcal maiki.tg, v.ith positih
vsriAb (e.g-. n~8eral on co"ItwseI
-w soluable or mwng scales): 0.20-0O0 -0.12-O.W1

(S -7.3 Am) (3 - 6mm)

Fmw citical ittkinp, wift posit ion
fixed ft.9, numetals on fixed minu,
;ouvo. aNW switch markings. Of

For' nonaigica mm kingsI

(e4g., idntiliimss labels. rwiv

*Yfrfatmiliarizaton): 0.05-0.20 .y,420

'Valm u m* a 84.l710 om iew warisf For a
& O.0. 00,dn28;4i. (710mWA). muldTil ow

&bore ag by 0/23in (110 amln.
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

e. In a way to-preclude accidental removal, obstruction, or
handling damage.

5.5.6.1.3 Terms - Components, circuits, or assemblies shall be labeled
with terms descriptive of the test or measurement applicable to their
test points (e.g., demodulator rather than crystal detector and power
amplifier rather than bootstrap amplifier).

5.5.6.1.4 Other Criteria - In addition to the criteria herein, equip-
ment labels and placards shall t.onform to MIL-STD-129, MIL-STD-130,
MIL-STD-195, MIL-STD-411. MIL-STO-783, and MIL-STD-1247, as applicable.

5.5.6.2 Controls and Displays -

5.5.6.2.1 General Requirements - Controls and displays shall be appro-
priately and clearly labeled with the basic information needed for
proper identification, utilization, actuation, or manipulation of the
element. Integrally -illuminated panels shall comply with MIL-P-7788.

5.5.6.2.2 Simplicity - Displays and controls shall be labeled in the
simplest and- most direct manner possible. Abbreviations may be used
when they are familiar to operators (e.g., psi, 9/cn' 2).

5.5.6.2.3 Functional Labelinq - Each control and disnlay shall be
labeled according tL function, and the following critzria shall apply:

a. Highly similar names for different controls and displays
shall be avoided.

b. Instruments shall be labeled in terms of what is being
measured or controlled taking into account the user and purpose.

c. Control labeling shall indicate the functional result of con-
trol movement (e.g., increase) and may include calibration data where
applicable. Such information shall be visible during-normal operation
of the control.

d. When controls and displays must be used together (in certain
adjustment tasks), appropriate labels shall indicate their functional
relationship.

i,. I m WM
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5.5.6.2.4 Location -The following criteria shall apply to the location
of-control and display labels.

a. Ease of control operation shall be given priority over visi-
-bi-lity of control position labels.

b. Labels should normally be placed above the controls and displays
they describe. When the panel is above eye level, labels may be located
below if label visibility will be enhanced thereby.

- c. The units of measurement (e.g., volts, psi, meters) shall be
located on the panel.

d. Labels shall- be used to identify functionally grouped controls
and displays. The labels shall1 be located above the functional groups
they identify. When a line is used to enclose a functional group and
define its boundaries, the label shall be centered at the top of the
group either in a break in the line or just below the line. When
colored pads are used, the label shall be centered at the top within
the pad area.

e. Label location throughout a systin and within panel groupings Too restrictive.
=shall be uniform.

5.5.6.2.5 Size Graduation - To reduce confusion and operator search
timei labels shall be graduated in size. The characters used in group

- labels shall be larger than those used to identify individual controls
and displays. The characters identifying controls and displays shall
be larger than the characters identifying control positions. .With the
smallest character determined by viewing conditions each label shall be
at least approximately 25 percent larger than the next smaller label.

i?
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIF-ICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.5.2 Orientation and Location

5.5.2.1 Orientation - Alphanumeric characters and symbols shall
appear "uprt"W to-the observer so -they are easily recognized
and read in the normal manner left-to right. Vertical atrange-
-ments of words for labels or signs- shallI be used only when these
are not critical for personnel safety or task performance, and'
where space is limited. When used, vertical labels shall read
from top to bottom.

5.5.2.2 Location - Labels, legends, placards, signs and markings Inc-ludes normal operator position
shall be positioned so that they are visible from the nominal or as a factor in placement of labels.
expected observer's viewpoint reference when 6e or she needs to
see them, i.e., the observer should not have to assume an unusual
position in order to see a label, nor should an observer have to
wait to get past an obstacle or other persons in order to see a
sign. Labels shall be placed onor very near the items which they
-identify, so as to eliminate confusion with other items and labels
Labels shall be located so as not to obscure othcr information
needed by the operator, and shall be -placed where a control or
operator's normal hand or arm position will not obscure the
label (see Figure_ _

5.5.2.3 Standardization - Labels, legends, placards, signs and Emphasizes desirabilit7 of standard
markings should be located in as consistent a manner as practical label -location but removes manda-
throughout a system, equipment or -facility. -tory requirement.

I
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Locate labels consistently
1AM~ "tabove" or "below" a control

LA LAULH 0 or display on a given panel

0 0 1("above" is preferred except
when the panel is located

LAPIL 0 considerably above the ob-
%A,,. I..L O.IL server's eye level).

IAN; Correct
L4e Locate label so that a

ncorrectL4 control handle will not
obscure the label.

Correct--

Incorrect -Do not place label
on a control that
could rotate the
label to an upside-
down position.

Do not place placards near the
floor or other positions that
preclude the observer from

-_ getting his or her eyes in a
- position adequate for reading-

r _ the--plaear'd.

Poor

Figure - Location and Position of-Labels j
I t 'I
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.5.3 Content

5.5.3.1 Equipment Functions - Labels should primarily describe
the functions of equipment items, and in terms that the typical
operator, technician or other observer understands. Engineering
characteristics, nomenclature or other terminology shall only
be used when a commonly-understood term is not available.

5.5.3.2 Abbreviations - Standard abbreviations shall be selected
in accordance with MIL-STD-12, MIL-STD-411. or MIL-STD-783 where
appropriate. However, when the above references specify the same
abbreviation for more than one function, such abbreviation shall
not be used for more than one function on the same equipment panel
If a new abbreviation is required, its meaning shall be obvious
to the intended observer.

5.5.3.3 Capital vs Lower-Case Letters and Punctuation - The Provides the definitive requirements
following shail be observed relative to use ot capital or lower- on capitalization and punctuation
case letters and punctuation marks: necessary for consistency of usage.

a. Labels shall be printed in all caps, and periods shall Ref: Woodson and Conover, Human
not be used after abbreviations. Engineering Guide for-Equipment

Designers, i966, p. 2-39.
b. Legends shall be printed: in all caps, and periods or

commas shall not be used.

c. Placards (e.g., instructional material) may employ caps
and lower case when the amount of material consists of
several lines. However, for short instructional material--
all-caps are preferred.- An acceptable all-cap approach
,may also include use -of larger caps for the initial
letter in a paragraph or separate line of instruction or
procedural step (see Figure

d. Signs shall -onsist of all-caps, except in the case when
the sign material is "instructional" and involves several
'lines of extended sentences--in which case caps and idwir
case letters may be used.

214
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TO EJECT

FOR EMERGENCY EJECTION IN FLIGHT

JETTISON CANOPY BY PULLING CANOPY

JETTISON-1HANDLE. HOOK HEELS IN

STIRRUPS. RAISE BOTH ARM RESTS

TO HORIZONTAL POSITION. ASSUME

ERECT POSTURE. ACTUATE EJECT

HANDLE.

Poor: Too long; procedural steps run together.

TO EJECT

0 JETTISON-CANOPY

* FEET INSTIRRUPS

* RAISE ARM RESTS

*_- SIT EREC-T

* PULL EJECT HANDLE

Preferred: Short, each step on separate line.

I

F: igure - Example Instruction Placard Formatting and
Type Style

II--_
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MFI-RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.5.3.4 Irrelevant Information - Non-operational information
Shall not appear conspicuously on the face of instruments, e.g.,trade names, manufacturer specification numbers, etc.; if
required, such markings shall be 3ubdued by small size, reduced
contrasti- and/or inconspicuous location so the operator's atten-
tion is not drawn away from critical instrument markings.

216



MFI RECOMMENDED-MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.5.4.1 Brevity -As few-words as-necessary to convey the in- Introduces usage-of symbol~s where
tended meaning shall be used on labels, legends, placards and.- they may be more-clear than. words.

s igns. Special marking and/or syi'ebols shall-be considered when
they will unambiguously convey meaning in a-more direct manner
than several words, e.g., pictorials, arrows.

5.5.4.2 F arat - Words And symbols shall be chosen on the
basisof user fami iarity whenever posible, provided the words
or sytbols express exactly what is lintended, Engineering or other
technical terms shall be used- only when such terms are familiar
to the specificdesignated user. (Common technical terms or
symbols do not have to be familiar to casual, nonusers.) Common,
meaningful symbols (e.g., % and +) may-be used as necessary.
Abstract symbols (e.g., Greek letters) shall be used only when
they have a commonly accepted meaning to all intended users.

5.5.4.3 Understandabilitj - Extended instructional or procedural New requirements needed for placards
information for placards and signs shall be-concise, but under- and signs, based on professional
standable to the intended user. The following shall-be considered judgment.

a. Omit words that are not absolutely necessary to-convey
the meaning of the message.

b. When procedura--steps are implied,-place each procedural
step on a separate line, and include numbers, dots or-
other techniques to emphasize the beginning of each step.
,(See Figure- .)

c. Use acronyms only sparingly, and when it is known tha
they are familiar to the intended user.

d. Avoid use of instructions that require reference to
another, perhaps unavailable resource (eig., technical
manual)-. Such reference may however be used for placards
,that pertain only to a depot maintenance-'situation, and
where resource materials are typicaily available.

I --,
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5.5.4.4 Visibility and Legibility -Labels, legends, placards,
signs and markings shall be designed to be read easily and-accu-
rately at the anticipated operational reading distances, vibration
motion environment, and illumination levels, taking into consider-
ation the following factors:

a.. Contrast between the lettering and its immediate back-
ground.

b. Height, width, stroke width, spacing, and style of
letters and numerals, and/or size of detail for other
abstract or pictorial symbols.

c. Method of application (e.g., etching, engraving, decal,
si-lk screen).

-d. Relative legibility of alternate words.

e. Specular reflection.

5.5.4.5 Consistency - When function and application is identical New requirement to ensure consist-
words -or abbreviatiois used shall be identical, i.e., slightly ency throughout the system.
different-words shall not be used to identify several controls or
displays that actually are identical. Conversely, the same words
shall not be used to identify two or more controls or displays
when these are nrt functionally identical.

5.5-4.6 Label Background - Label background colors shall contrast Adds a prohibition on use of
visually with-eqipment background specified in- 5.7.9. No special shiny metallic backgrounds for
additional b-ck-round for the label shall be used on the equ pment, labels.
without approval of the procuring activity. Placards or signs
.that include their own independent background shall provide maxi-
mum contrast :between the lettering and immediate background.
-Shiny metallic backgrounds should not be used for operational
labels, placards, signs or marking.

5-.5.4.7 ,Label Life - Characters markings, and symbols on
labels, legends, placards, and signs shall remain sharp, have
high contrast, and be mounted:so as to minimize the degrading
-effect5 of -ear or obscurement-by grease, grime or dirt.
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5.5.4.8 Access - Labels shall be placed on the outside of equip- Adds specific requirements for labelment covers to identify control, display or other functions loca- access by technicians.ted within a covered compartment. Labels attached to-lines or
cables for the purpose of identification, shall be positioned
so the label is visible and properly oriented with respect tothe nominal viewing position of the technician, -ie.. when labels
are attached during bench assembly (as opposed to-attachment when
lines or cables are assembled on the equipment), labels shall beoriented for the benefit of the eventual field technician, notthe factory assembler. Both ends of a cable or 1-inc shall belabeled, and the connector elements shall aso contain appropriate
matching labels.

5.5.4.9 Label Surface - Whenever practicable, labels, legends, Adds requirements about the surfaceplacards or signs shal be placed on a flat surface. If a label on which the label is mounted--must be placed on a curved surface, lettering or symbols shall be
completely visible to the observer ;Er. his or her-nominal vantagepoint (i.e.-, portions of characters or symbols shall not dis-:tppear due to the size of the symbol-s and the curvature of the
,urface.) When the curvature is such that the lettering wouldbecome too small to be read, another mode of labeling shall be
used- e.g., attached tag, etc.

5.5.4.10 Figure-Ground-Contrast - [Use original material from
par. 5.5.5.1 and 5.5.5.2]
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5.5.5 Design of Letters, Numerals and Symbols This section presents a much more
comprehensive and better organized

5.5.5.1 Letter/Numeral Design set of requirements for design of
letters, numerals, and symbols.

5.5.5.1.1 T Stle - Letters and:numerals shall be of a simple
style without serifs except as may be-necessary io distinguish 5.5.5.1.I- Less restrictive- than
between characters which wouldotherwise be confused (e.g., I and 1472B, -in-allowing characters of
1), Acceptable styles are shown in Figures and --. Other simple style without serifs.
specific styles may be acceptable provided tne conform generally
with the simple style in the illustrated fonts. Capital letters
shall be used for labels, legends and short messages (only a few
words), Lower case should be used on placards and signs with long
messages (e.g., complete text sentences).

5.5.5.1.2 Letter/Numeral Width - The width-to-height ratio shall Ref: McCormick, Human Factors in
be between 3:5 'nd 1:1 tor all characters and styles except for Enineering and Design, 1976,
the "I" and "I". (The 1:1 ratio is appropriate for use on curved p. 91.
surfaces such as counter drums, small pipes, and cables,,.)

5.5.5.1.3 CharacterStroke Width --When characters are used Includes variation of stroke width
on a light background, the stroke width shall be approximately on signs for emphasis.
1/6 the height of the character. When light characters are used
on a dark background-, the stroke width shall be 1/7 to 1/8 the
height of the character. Note: The above ratios shall apply.
regardless of how high characters are made for distance viewing.
However, for certain application, characters with different
stroke widths way be used -n the same sign for emphasis. In this
case, the thinnest character stroke should be no less than 1/8
,nor the thickest character, stroke gr-eater than 1/5 respective
character heights.

5.5.5.1.4 Stroke Continuity Continuous stroke characters shall New requirement for stroke con-
be used where applicable and practical- for all equipment labels, tinity -and limiting the breaks
legends, placards and signs. (For dot or segment pattern alpha- in stenpil characters.
numeric characteL-s, see 5.2.6.2.3). -Stencil characters may be
used for shippingr-containers.- Stencil characters shall-bt -have
stroke breaks greater than 1/2 the character stroke width. Sten-
cil stroke-4idths should conform to tequirements in 5 5.-S. L3.

- 220
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0 AWNJ

A C D'

F-9 K

(MIL-M-18012) U V W X
Uz.+::X

Maximally legible numeral/let-ter style based on individual
character recognition (available in LeRoy lettering guides)

Equipment that must meet ISO standardsI refer to ASCC AIR STD)
10/6D "Numerals and Letters for Aircrew Station Displays".

ABC'UDEFG-HIJ-KLM'NOPQRSTUVWXYZ&abcdef
gh-ij-klmnopqrstuvwxyzl23456789O$my'-also"

News Gothic (Standard printer's type)

ABC-DEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 123456789

Heolvetic& (Standard printer'sztype)

Figure -Examples of Acceptable LetterlNumeralStyles -for
Use on Instruments,- Labels, fo.gends, Placards, Signs
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- FOR INSTRUMEN 'Al JERE-T POSITION OF itt NMERALS AY VARY ANDH

THfE ILLUMINATIO S ABOVE 1.0 Ff-L

-Note: For Narking- Gf Aitcrev ltiitioi_ Phisplays Ref: MIL-

Figure Character-Neighc Criteria for Instruments,
-panels$ and -Equipmenit V ieved- -in- Clos5e Proximity-
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VIEWING DISTANCE (FEETt

Minimum letter height for t0.foot viewing (Metric conversion:
distance - 0.3 inches. Letter height for longer 1" =  2.54 cm
viewing distances may.he computed as follows: 1' = 0.3 m )

Desired letter height 0-- V 2

_r~gureCharacter Height Criteria-for Viewing Signs-

~Figure -at Extended-Distancesg
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5.5.5.2 Character Spacin - The minimum space between characters Clarifies the--criteria for
within a wodsalb-one stroke width. However,- character character spacing.
spacing~ should be adjusted--to provide an appearance of "open area

balace"within single-words, i.e., when adjacent vertical strokes Ref:-Woodson, Handbook of Human
between adjoining characters are compared to adjacent-characters Factors-Engineering Data,
in which vertical coinponefits are far apart the word will1 appear Ch. 3,-p.- 44, (in press).
to be properly spaced-. -In such cases it is recommended that the
space between adjacent vertical strokes be slightly wider than
between vertical/horizont-I or horizontal/horizontal strokes.

5... Word Spacin -The 'preferred space between words is the
width of one c aracter (except for "I" or "1"). Minimum spacing
between words shall be 1-2 the width of one character.

5-.5.5.4 Confusion Between 'V-' '1' and 'L' and Between '0' and '0 -
When a label, legend, placard or sign contains characters which New requirements to preclude -orn-
might be confused between one another, they should-be made distin- - fusion between-certain charaCt.er
guishably different as follows: -pairs.

a. The lower case' -letter 'L' should have a tab-at the lower
end extending to the right.

b. The numeral '1' -should have a tab at the upper end extend-
ing to the left.

c. The numeral zero should appear narrower than the letter
'0' of a-given font.

5.5.5.5 Line Spacing --[use original material from par-. 5.5.5.11.1

5.5.5.6 Character Height - Character height for labels, -le~ends,-
and signs a e determined- on the basis of criteria- in Figures

___and-

5.5.5.7 -Pictorials - Pictorial-'symbols may be used-1in-place of Introduces covezrage of pictorials,
certain, one- or two-word label-s, and/or in additioi to a-word -not included -in 1472B:label when -the pictorial-provides quicker-opeto - Espn (-ie.,
the observer can grasp the-meanin faster--than would--occur in
reading a word-or words)-, Pictorlals-shiall1 be comipety urambig-
uous under the expected visual operating envirdaments-(i.e.) the
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size Provides sufficient descrimination of symbol detail, and ad- FMVSS-l01 "Control Location,equate-ambient-or internal illumination is provided). Pictorialsl Identification and Illumination,,.should-not be used on a control that may rotate and thus position Standards established by SAEthe-symbol so- that it may be confusing-. Pictorials for automotive Driver Controls Standardizationequipment shall-conform to requirements in Federal Motor Vehicle Committee.Standard _(FMVSS-1O1). Other pictorials shall be subject to ap-proval by-the -procuring activity.

I -
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5-.5.5.8 Borders - There shall be sufficient clear space between New--material on r-equirements for
characteri-aiirwords used for labeling or signing to prevent the --clearance around -labels.

-label from appearing crowded and in some cases diffieult to read.
The minimum clearance around a character or word shall be 1/2
character height, preferably more. On the other hand clearance
around a character or word or set of words should not make the-
label appear "lost" within a large expanse of-background, i.e.,
the label should be appropriately framed to aid the-observer in
focusing on the character or words. No performance limits have
been established for maximum clearance around-a label.

5.5.6 Equipment Labeling Systematically covers requirements
for labeling for typical applications

5.5.6.1 Assemblies, Components, and Parts such as par-ts, panels, cabinets,
etc.

5.5.6.1.1 General-Requirements - Each assembly, component, add
part shall be labeled with obvious exceptions (i.e., carrying
-handles , panel fasteners, equipment locks, door handles, and/or
vehicle steering wheel-, aircraft joystick, etc.). All labels
shall conform-to requirements herein with regard to visibility,
-readability -and-meaningfulnes-s.

5.5.-6.1.1. Cabinets - When -several equipment cabinets are loca-
ted in a-singe wor area, each cabinet should be labeled to aid.
the operators and-other personnel in quickly identiffing what each
equipment cabinet is, i.e., radar unit, communications unit,.
computer,-etc. Such identification labels shall be located in a
conspicuou posit on considering the typical observation points
fromd ent should be -identifiable-. Primary cabinet

labels should be located in-as consistent a manner as;practicable-
s-nthat obserhveras do not havewto hunt for Le label. The size of
-the material on each label shall be consistent with v ing di-
-tnce requirementsL.

5-.5.6.1.2.2 Panel-s --Where 4plic-able , each panel within a-given
equipment or console shall be vIabod if-the panel must be identi-
fid frm -thers, i.fe. when a- -given panel integrates a specific
oerat ing c htion as distinct from another panel,lA general Sys
ten or subsyiem identification label shall be provided.
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5.56.1.2.3 Sub Functions - When sub-function areas on a single
pan-e must be ea-s-i-yand quickly differentiated from other areas
on the panel, the sub-function area should have a label approxi-
mately "centered" above the sub-function area. When the shape of
the-components within the sub-function area is not uniform, con-
sideration should be -given to surrounding the area with a suitable
border to define the -limits of the sub-function area.

5.5.-6, -.2.4 Cabinet, -Panel, Sub-Function and Component Label
Differentiation - Labels for identifying a prime equipment
cabinet vs panels, sub-functions on a panel, and individual panel
components shouldo-be differentiable in terms of the label size
(e.g., letter height). The size encoding should progress as
follows-

a. Largest label size for the prime equipment.

b. Next largest labe1 for individual panels.

c-. Next largest label for sub-function areas within a panel

d. Smallest label for individual components, e.g., displays,
controls.

Note-: Label sizes shall be compatible with expected viewing dis-
tances. However, to provide discriminable differences among labelsizes, each- label character height should be at least 20 percent
(25 percent is preferred) larger or -smaller than the next function
level. (Refer to example, Figure_).

i
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TQI'4Eri* Lirges. label size

Second largest

Third largest

FUNTIO'W Fourth largest

Lw 461 Smallest

Figure -Label Size-Ilierarchy Example for Equipment,
Panel-, Subpanel and Component Identification
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5.5=.7 Control-Display Labeling

5.5.7.1 General Requirements -[se material from original
ar. 5.5.6.2.1.

5.5:.7.2 Simplicity -[Use material from original par. 5.5.6.2.2]

5.5 3 Functional Labeling -[Use material from original par.
.5.6.2.3.]

5.5.7.4 Location - The following shall apply to the location
f control and display labels.

a. Ease of control operation shall be given priority over
visibility of control position labels.

b. Labels may--be located either on the control or display
and/or on the-panel adjacent aildabove the control or
display as appropriate. However, consideration shall
be given to- an alternate label position relative to the
control if -the -control and/or the operator's hand will
obscure the label, i.e., if the display or control is
above the operator's eye level it may be more appropriate
to locate a particul;r label below the display or control.
(See also 5.5.2.-2 and 5.5.2.3,.)

c. The units of measurement (e.g., volts, psi, meters)
associated with a display should be located on the face
of display; but for a control they should be on the'
panel adjacent to the- ontrol.

di [Use original material from par. 5.5.-6.2.4 (d).1

e. Label location throughout a system and within panel Recognizels that there may be excep-
groupings shall-be as, uniform as is practicable. tions to absolutely uniform loca-

tions.
5.5.7g.5- Size Graduation - Size graduation should be used when
control has both-an identifying label and sub-labels and/or The size graduations were speaified

umerical graduations -(see 5.5-6.1.2.4). as part of the requireme't.s for label-
ing different sizes of equipment
items in 5.5.6.1.2.
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5.5.8 Hazard-Signing and Marking - Appropriate signing and New material covering signs for
marking ot all potential hazards to personnel shall be provided, hazardous situations.
The following shall be considered:

a. Fixed physical obstructions (i.e., low-overheads, open
hatches or manholes, posts, guard rails, etc.).

b. Moving hazards (i.e., conveyor belts, chains, gears,
loaders, cranes, booms, etc.).

c. Equipment contact hazards (i.e., high voltage, high
temperature, etc.).

d. Radiation hazards (i.e., electromagnetic, nuclear).

e. Laser beam.

f. Toxic contaminants (substances and gases).

g. Flash or high intensity light.

h. Requirement for safety glasses.

i. High noise or blast.

j. Requirements for hard hats.

k. Explosives.

1. High pressure containers, hose, etc.

m. Slipping and falling hazards.

n. Other (i.e., Fire, First Aid, rescue, e-g., "cut-here"
aircraft fuselage marking, "NO STEP", etc.).

5.5.8.1 .Color Coding - Surface colors selected for identification Ref: Woodson, Handbook of Human
of physica - iia-d-z shai1 conform to criteria in Table . rnjineerin ata, -Ch. 3,

p_ 8&, (in press).
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Table Surface Colors for Identification Coding

Application- Cclor*

Red is the basic color for fire (e.g., alarm boxes, Red - 11105
extinguishers, buckets, etc.), danger (e.g., cans
with flammable contents, safety pin streamers,
signs, ec.) "stop" (bars on hazardous machinery,

switches, signs, etc.), and emergency (equipment
shut-down switchns, police lights, etc.).

Orange is also used for dangerous conditions; e.g., Orange - 12246
hazardous moving parts of machines, starting
switches, machinery, levers inside of guards
for gears, chains, cutting edges, and pulleys,
starting buttons, etc.

Yellow is the basic color used for designating Yellow - 13655
caution and marking physical hazards that might
cause a person -to stumble, trip, fall, collide., etc.
Yellow and black stripes are usually recommended
for mobile equipment, covering on guy wires,
unguarded platforms, pillars and columns, and
emergency controls used with red lighting (e.g.,
landing gear emergency handles, ejection seat
handles, etc.)-.

Green is the basic color used for designating Green - 14187
safety and first-aid equipment (survival kits,
first-aid-kits, stretchers, etc.).

Blue is another color used to designate daution; Blue - 15102
it is generally limited to warning against
starting or using equipment under repair (barrier
flags or signs for elevators, ovens, boilers,
etc.).

Purple is the basic color used to designate Purple - 17142
radiation hazards. Yellow should be used-with
purple for tags, lhbels, And signs for rooms
and containers storing radioactive material or
for containers and areas contaminated with
radioactivity.

*FED-STD-595
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ORIGINAL REOUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.7 GROUND WORKSPACE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS -

5.7.1 General -

5.7.1.4 Panel Slope - For normal console operation, the slope of the This is not the most importartcontrol-display panel surface shell begin at the level of the console criterion for establishing deparcure
she] f. 

point for the panel slope.

i
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5.7.1.4 Panel Slope - Visual display panels should -be oriented Provides criteria for establishing
to position displays in a convenient orientation for comfortable the departure point for the display
and parallax-free viewing. The -following factors shall be con- panel and its slope.
sidered in determining the most appropriate panel orientation:

a. The normal eye reference level. Professional judgment.

b. The typical head slump angle (see Figure 1).

c. Whether both a standing and seated observer-must have
visual access to the display(s).

d. Whether controls have to be mounted on the same panel.

e. Whether the panel slope will position displays so that
ambient light reflections and/or reflection-of the
operator in the face of a display will obscure display
details.

f. How far the operator must be away from the panel due
to desk area- requirements, i.e., for writing, A keyboard
or other controls. For -typical console-panel orientation
and dimensions see Figures 24, 25 and 26.
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OR IGINAL REOUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.7.2 Standing Operations -

5.7.2.1 Work Surface - Convenient work surfaces to supoort job instruc-
tion manuals, worksheets, etc., shall be provided for standing optrators.
Work benches and other work surfaces shall be 36 +0.5 inches (915 t15 mm)
above the floor, ,niess otherwise specified.

a!

5.7.2.2 Disply Placement, Norml - Visual displays mounted on vertical
panels and used in normal equipment operation shall be placed in an area
between 41 inches (1.040 m) and 74 inches (1.880 m) above the standing
surface.

5.7.2.3 Displa yPlacement., SD2ciai - Indicators that must be .ead pre-
Icisely and fr uent ly shall be placed in an area between 50 inches
1(1.270 m) and 69 inches (1.750 m) above the standing surface.

5.7.2.4 Control Placement, rNormal - All controls mounted on -a vertical
- surface and used in normal equipment operation shall be located in an
area between 34 and 74 inches (860 rru, and 1.880 m) above the standina
surface.

.7.2.5 Control Placer:ento, Special - Controls requiring precise or

.frequent operation and emergency controls shall be moun'ted between 3.;
, and 57 incnes (860 "., and 1..50 m) above the standing surface and no

further than 22 inches (560 mri) laterally from the centerline.
77i
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5.7.2.2 Display Placement, Typical - Visual displays mounted We assume standard equipment racksistandard equpmen racks a e locatedbetween 104 cM would be the typical situation for(41 inches) and 188.0 cm (74 inches) above the standing surface, stand operation.
5.7.2.3 Control Placement, Typical - Controls mounted in standard Conforms to generally to theequipment racks shall be located between 86.4 cm (34 inches) and preferenti-l ranges in MIL-HDBK 759,
18.0 cm (74 inches) above the standing surface, but a!lows somewhat greater toler-
5.7.2.4 Special Applications - C,ncrols requiring precise or ance fr the optimum.frequent operation and/or emergency controls shall be mountedbetween 86.4 to 144.8 cm (34 to 57 inches) above the standingsurface and no further than 55.9 cm (22 inches) laterally fromthe normally-positioned operator's centerline. Displays requiringprecise, frequent readout shall be placed between 127 to 175 cm(50 to 69 inches above the standing surface.
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ORIGINAL REOUREM~EtNT MFI COMMENTS

5.7.3 Seated Operations -

5.7.3.1 Work Surface Width - A lateral workspace of at least 30 inches
(760 nri) w;ide and 16 inches (400 mr) deep shall be provided whenever i
practicable.

Vi3. spla; P!'cer-inL, lior---al - 3-Fistr& di s;*- ruted or v.e:tica
panels and useed in nonr- er,.-uvn operatio:n sm3i be placed in an
area between 6 and 48 inches 150 :T- and L.ZO m) above the s,ttin- i
surface.

5.7.3.7 Display Place-nt. pecial - indicators that jts be read pre- I
cisely and requenTIy shaDl 6: -placed- in an a-ea between i an? 37
inches (360 and 940 ,) above the Sitting surface, and no further then
.2 inches (560 =) lateraily fro. the centerline.

S 7.3.8 Warnin Oisolay,_ - For "it cnsoies reqzrinc horizontai
v:sicn over the top, crttlcai :,isai warning difplays Shall be o.-neC.

~~~~~1 ea-=.SiceS( r abo- e th~e sittin- sjr-face.

o.7.3.s Control ?iace-ent, Uor.7ai - All controls :ounted cn a verticai
surface aen -sed In ,norm1 equiF-enc operation shall be Iccatet in an
area between 8 and 35 inches (230 and 890 mrr) above the sitting surface.

5.7.3.10 Control Place'ent. Soecial - Controls requiring precise or
frequent operation shall be munted between 8 and 30 inches C-20P and
760 m) above the sitting surface.

OF___________ T ____
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5.7.3.1 -Work -Sur face Width Breaks out writing-area as a
5.-7-.3-.1.1 Wr-it 'ing - A minimum area 61 cm wide-by 41 cm deep separate requirement.
(24 by 16 inches)-shoul d be provided when a-writing-surface is
-required-(-the preferred area is greater, i.e., 76 by 51 cm
(30 by 20 inches)-).

5.7.3-.1.2 -Sca-eqieet - When a horizontal work space Introduces special requirementsmust acmoate keyboards, other controls, and/or controls plus where the operator station mustwriti ng area,_spatial dimensions and configuration shall provide accommodate multiple tasks.the best compromise for the multi-task roles considering the
following:

a. Relationships between desk-mounted controls and otherdisplays mounted on forward, vertical and/or sloping
panels.

b. Convenience requiremenls for operating cer-.tain desk-
mounted controls (e.g-., Joystick, track ball1).

c. Convenience for-writing-, considering both left and-
x-ight-handed operators,-

[
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5.7.3.6 Display Placement Typical - Console or rack-mounted
displays viewed from a seated position shall be located between
15 to 122 cm (6 to 48 inches) above the sitting surface.

5.7.3.7 Control Placement, Typical - Console or rack-mounted
controls operated trom a sitting position shall be located between
20 89 cm (8 to 35 inches) above the sitting surface.

5.7.3.8 Special Applications

5.7.3.8.1 Precision-Requirements " When display readout accuracy
and continuous or -Frequent monitoring is required, such displays
shall be located between 36 to 94 cm (14 to 37 inches) above the
sitting surface. Controls requiring precise or frequent opertion
shall be located between 20 to 76 cm (8 to 30 inches) above the-
sitting surface.

5.7.3.8,2 Over-the-Top Viewing-anduWarning Display Location - For Adds requirements for over-the-top
"9it" co 1es,fes requiring horizontal vision over the top (i.e., viewing for the seated operator,

to monitor displays external to the console), the top of the con- based-on anthropometric data.
sole shail not be more than 73.3 cm (29 inches) above the seat
surface, and/or less if the external display cannot be located
so that its lowest display element -can be placed high enough
to be viewed under the above specification. Critical warning
displays mounted on the console shall--be located at least 57 cm
(22.5 inches) above the sitting surface.
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ORIG-INA-L REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.7.6 Special-Purpose Console Design -

5.7-.6.1 Horizontal Wrap-Around (Figure 25) -

5.7-.6.1.1 Panel Width - When requirements for preferred panel space
for a- single seated operator exceed a panel width uf 44 inches (1.120 in),

a -flat-surface, segmented, wrap-around console should be provided, so
as to place all controls within the reach of the 5th percentile station-
ary operator.

5.7.6.L-.2 Panel Angie - The left and right segments should be placed
at ah angle, measured from the frontal plane of the central segment,
such that they can be reached by the 5th percentile stationary operator.

5.7.6.-2 Vert ical /Stacked Se Lrents (See Figure 26 for example.)-

5.7.6'.2.1 Panel Division - Where direct forward vision over the top jThere seems to be no reason to
of the console is nrot re~qui red by a seated operator. and when lateral specify three surfaces as opposed
space is limited, the panel shall be divided into three verticalI/stacked to some other number
segments whose surfaces should be perpendicular to the operator's line
of' sight with little or no head movement.

5.7-.6.2.2 'Heiqht - The center of the central segment should be 31.5
inches (800iiimi bove the seat reference point. -The-height of thjis
-segment shall not exceed 21 inches (630 mm).

Z,. .
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION 
RAT! ONALE/REFERENCES

5.7.6.ll Panel Width-- When requirements for preferred panel Specifies female as well as malespace for azixed, seated operator exceed a width of 44 inches operator.(1.6 cm);, a wrap-around" console configuration should beprovided- so that all controls are within reach of a 5th percentilemale and/or female operator.
5.7-.6.1.2 Panel Angle - Viewing angles for wrap-around configura- Relates panel angle for the wrap-tions shoul e approximately "normal" as the operator turns -his around to normal viewing angle.or her bead to view each panel, and in no ca~e shall vary morethan 45 from the normal.
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION 
RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.7.6.2.1 Panel Division - Where direct forward vision over the Requires that panel segmentstop of a consoleTis not-required by a seated operator, and when accommodate approximately normalspace is limited, a vertical "wrap-around" configuration should viewing angle, but removesbe used. Individual panel segments should provide an approximatel] the limitation of three differentnormal" viewing angle as the operator raises or lowers his or ger panel surfaces.head to view each panel, and in no case shall vary more than 45from the normal.

5.7.6.2.2 Hiht - The center of the central segment should be Changes the criterion value toapproximat inches (71 cm) above the seat reference point. 28 inches to allow for female
population and the normal depression
of the viewing angle from the
horizontal.
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ORIGINAL REOUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS
-5.9.3 Adjustment ontrols -

5-9.11 Calibration Adjustme~nts - Knobs should be selected in prefer-
ence -to scewdriver ,adj-ius-tent-s wfeever frequent adjustment must be
per-fanued.
5.9.3.2 Screwdriver Adjustments - If screwdriver adjustmients must be Should be made explicit thatnmade withut -the aid f-vs~ion, -me~chanical guides for the screwdriver screwdriver adjustments are for
shaft shall be provided or the screws shall be mounted so that the technician only.
screwdrivr will not move out of position.

5.9.3.3 Reference Scale for Adjustment Controls -A reference scaleor any other appropriate Y'fe dbac k s10 1i"Wbe po ided for Il adjust 'ent
controls and be readily visible to the person making the adjustment.

5.9.3.4 Control Limits - Calibration or adjustwent controls which are
intended toFFWT I]-,, t Tled deq,e of € motion should be provided with
adequate mechanical stons to nreven'. damaqle.

5.9.3.5 Sensitive Adjustments - Sensitive adju,;twetit points ,hall belocated or gurded so that adjustrients ili not be ,li- .urbed inadvert-
ently. Suitable hand or arr, support shall be provided near the'location
to facilitate making the adjustment in all cases wher? the operator is
subjected to disturbing vibrations or acceleration during the adjus t-
ment operation.

5.9.3.6 Hazardous Locations - Internal controls should nt be located Should be more explicit.
close to .dangerous voltages, rotating machinery, or any other hazards.
If such location cannot be avoided, the controls shall be appropriately
shielded and labeled.

AL
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION 
RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.9.3 Ajustment Controls - Controls required for maintenance Adds the important provisin that
purposes shal Comply Wi-th basic control design requirements adjustment controls must conformin 5.4 and labeling requirements in 5.5. 

with basic requirements stated
5.9.3.1 Calibration Adustments -EUse original material from
3. 9 .3. 1.]
5.9.3.2 Screwdriver Adjustments - Screwdriver adjustments should Limits use of screwdriver adjust-
be used when the particular adjustment should not be made except ments to those made exclusively byby specificaly designated maintenance techniciens. When screw- maintenance technician. Clarifies
driver adjustment controls are used, the control shall be located wording.where it is visible for mating the screwdriver with the screw. Ifthe adjustment control cannot be made visible, it shall be mountedso that the screwdriver can be maintained firmly in the screw Islot by means of a mechanical guide or other aid to hold the
screwdriver in the proper position while it is being Lurned.
5.9.3.3 Adjustment Feedback - A reference scale or other appro-priate feedbac~khall be provided, i.e., visual or auditoryindication of adjustment changes.

5.9.3.4 Control Limits -[Use original material from 5.9.3.4 but I Shallow screwdriver slots must be
add:] Screwdriver control slots should be deep enough to minimize prohibited because of tool slippage
screwdriver slippage and slot damage. 

and eventual wear-down of the slot.
5.9.3.5 Sensitive Adjustments -[Use original material from5•9.3.5.3

5.9.3.6 Hazardous Locations - Internal controls should not be Provides more explicit requirements
located close to dangerous voltages, rotating components such for hazardous location of controls.as gears, be-lts or chains, or near extremely hot components.When adequate separation cannot be maintained, appropriateshielding shall -be provided, and conspicuous warning labelsposted where they are readiry visible to the technician beforehe or she inadvertently contacts the hazard.
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.9.14.10 Drawer Modules - Drawer modules designed for "remove and This overlooks the hazard if the
replace" maintenance shall be provided with connectors mounted on the drawer could be pulled out
back of the drawer and mated with connectors in the cabinet to accomp- completely and dropped.
lish electrical inter-connection between the drawer, other equipment
in the rack and external connectors, where feasible. Guide pins or
equivalent devices shall be proiided to aid in alignment.
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS
5.11.2.2 Crank Size - The size of tracking cranks, where used, shall be No change is recommended for this

a function of rotation speed required. Within the parameters of Figure 7, paragraph except if the referenced

a. Plaximum speed should be between 140 to 200 RPM. Figure 7 changes number.

b. Crank radius should be between 2.25 inches (57 mm) and 4.5
inches (115 mm):

(1) ilich RPM requirement: smaller crank radius

(2) Low PPM requirement: larger crank radius.

-
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MFT RECOMMENffE MODIFICATION -RATIONALE/REFER-ENCES

5..41 Dre ModUleS -[Use original material from- 5._9_.14.-10, Thi-s adds-a very necessary safety
but add--Ehe -fol-_owing:J requirement for mechanical- stops -to

prevent accidental drawer wi-th-
-When practicable., drawer modul-es should- be mounted on -drawal from the slides.

-glide-tracks -that incorporate mechanical stops -to prevent the- -

drawer or chassis from being accidentally-puled all the way -out
and dropped. -Provide handles on the front -pane-l of drawers- a-ad-
chassis modules that -have sufficient panel- -area -for securing -such-
hanidles. Where appropriate consider use of latch-type handles
so that the act -of unlatching- for -removal, of the drawer and
withdrawal can be acraomplished- without requiring-change of -hand'
position.

- T
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.9.19 Printed Circuit Boards - Printed circuit boards shall NEW
be designed and mounted for ease of removal and replacement
considering such factors as finger access, gripping aid.s and
resistance created by the mounting device. Appropriate feed-
back shall be provided to insure that the technician knows
when the board is securely connected.

241
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MF I RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.12.9.4.6 Driver Station Design -Requirements for operator NEW
workstations described herein shall generally -be applied to
automotive driver stations. In addition, the following, factors
shall be considered:

a. External visibility shall be adequate to observe the
nec-essary reference extremities of the vehicle to safe-
steer the vehicle, to observe clearances between the
vehicle and other objects, and to observe key elements
necessary foc making steering and braking decisions
i.e.-, traffic lights, road signs and markings. When
the vehicle wi-l be used on public roads, it shall be
be designed in compliance with Federal Motor Vehicle
Standards pertaining to exterior visibility.

b, All internal visual displays shall be designed and Lo-
cated for easy access by the operator when his or her
eyes are positioned for normal roadway observation.

c. All controls that may be operated whi-le the vehicle is
in motion shall be eas-ily accessible from the operator's!
normal operating position, and it shall-not be necessary!
for the qperator to -reach to the extent that his or her-
eye reference is drawn to a position in which the opera-
tor cannot maintain adequate eye contact with the road.

d. Driver controls and displays shall be as consistent
as practicable among similar vehicles in terms of
basic des-ign and location i.e., the common elements
shal-l be similar (e.-g., brake, clutch 3nd accelerator,
ignition/starter, lights, Windshield washer/wiper,
turn- signal, horn, speedoimnter, fuel, oi-l and tempera -

ture displays, etc.).
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MF I RECOMMIENDED MODIFICATIONI RAT!ONALE/REFERENCES

5.13.5.6 Moving Equipment - Auditory warning devices shall be NEW
provided on all large equipments and/or vehicles to indicate 1
when they are in motion, i.e., backing alarm for large vehicles
in which the operator may be unable to see directly to the rear,
operator controlled signalling device to warn persons in the
path of a machine (when the general noise environment makes it
difficult to know that a machine is about to move toward an indi-i-vidual who may not be facing it), ec.

243
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ORIGINAL REOU I AEMENT T MFi COMMENTS

5.14 AEROSPACE VEHICLE COMPARTMENT DESIGN REQU!RE ENTS -

S. 14.1 General - Aerospace vehicle comrpartmeflzs shal I o ;. ig.keC -o
optimize hunan efficiency. s?.fety, amid comfort Within the constriints

imposed by system requireswnts.

5.14.1.1 Windows, Canopies, and Windshields -

5.14.1.1.. Visual Performance - Transparent areas she11 ,. designe&
to be free from col"or, diStortion, or any other factors that wouim
degraoe visua1 perforr:ance belo-w the level required ."r rissi,, accop-
1 i 5 hen t.

5.14.1.2 F.jltilavered Windows - Visual perforn.ance shall not be de-
,raded below the lev-el re q!ired for mission acCo7.)Iishr.ent b.y loss of
light trans:ission or by rultireflections. resultin. fro= ultilayered
w'.ndows.

5.14.;.1.3 A.ole of Incidence - Wheen undistorted exterai vision is
required, the angle of icdnce 'ee 3.31 shai: not exceed 10 decreas.

5 1.1.1.4 Unobstructed Vision - -; dCcw w csi-s s,! ae cesidned
'n- ctu. uncbstruc:ed vis;on. Width £oi strct.-ral re-crs irn she line
,. :ision should 'not exceed 2.2 inches i55 .r:).

5.14.1.2 Instrument Location - Instrurnts shall be located so that, I Too general.
with glare shields and bezels in place, they can-be easily reae by
appropriate crew members.

5.14.2 Crew Sta-Zions and Passenger Co artnnMts (All Aerospace Vehicles)
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.14.1.2 Instrument Location - Cockpit instruments and inte- Adds specificity to the require-grally-illuminated knobs'-n-'panels shall be located to optimize ment for gl.re shielding of cockpit
pilot(s) viewing angle and minimize effects of sun glare on in- instruments.
struments and/or reflection of display surfaces on windshield,
canopy or side windows at night. Glare shields and bezels shall
not obstruct complete view of all criizai display detail on
iustruments, legend switches or controls, considering the com-
plete range of operptor sizes and potcntial seat adjustments
the operator may have made.

244
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OR-IGINAL REQUIREMENT -MFI COMMENTS

5.14.2 Crew Sta'L-ins and-Passenger Compartments (AllI Aeropace Vehicles) Add reference-MIL-C-81774 to

5.14.2.1 Pilo't and Copilot Stations (Aeronautical) - Specific design this paragraph and-also to the
requirements Wo -pilot -and copiT-t sations are contdincd in MIL-STD- ls ntefoto h ou
203, MIL-ST-250, MIL-STD-411, MIL-STD-783, MIL-ST-850, MIL-STDi-1333, ment.
MIL-L-5667, MIL-P-7788, and MIL-M-18012. Hum;an Engineering design of
pilot and copilat stations not covered in the above documents or, other'
contractual documents (e.g., handbooks and manuals) shall be in accord-
ance ioith the criteria in this standard.



ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT 
MFI COMMENTS

5.14.2.4 Seating and Restraint -

5.14.2.4.1 General - Seats contours, Positions, and restraints shouldbe adjustable to individual anthropometric dimensions of shirtsleeve,pressure suit, survival equipment, armor, and to foreseeable conditionsand levels of g-loading. Seating or restraints shall provide an adequatesupporting framework ior the body relative to the activities that must beperformed. Seats shall be designed for maximum protection under 9-loadingand for comfort, ease of adjustments, and minimum weight.

5.14.2.4.2 Vertical and Horizontal (Fore and Aft) Adjustments - Seatsshall have vertical andhoizontal adjustments fi-f T o-ccormodatesuitably clothed and equipped users with relevant body dimensions vary-ing between 5th and 95th perzontile (see 5.6), without degrading their
performance caabil ity.

5.14.2.4.3 Swivel Adjustnmnts - Seats capable of being rotated shallconta,,; 6t least eight locking positions equally spaced through 3600.The seat shall be capable of being swiveled freely, when unlocked,while supporting a load of 250 pounds (113 kg).

5.14.2.4.4 Height - The sitting surface shall be designed to proviaea minimum of 9 inches (230 rM:) bet.,een the sitting s-r.aco and thebottom of the work surface o- shelf. (See Figure 24.)
5.14.2.4.5 Access to Foot Controls - When seated, the operator shall Does not cover adjustable foothave free access to, and activation of, foot-operated controls. , controls.
5.14.2.4.6 Backrest - Backrest angle shall vary between 5' and 15'aft of the vertic-alfor the work position and to a maximum of 500 forthe rest position. The rest angle shall not exceed an included angle
between seat and backrest of 1360.
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-.14.2.4.2 Vertical and Horizontal (Fore and Aft) Adjustments - Adds the important requirement that
iUse original material, but add-the following:] the pilot must be able to make

rseat adjustment without shifting

Seat adjustment controls should be located so-that the pilot hi-s body or diverting attention
can operate such controls without modifying his or her normal from his visual tasks.
operating body posi-tion (i.e., without 'leaning forward or to the
side, thus removing his or her eyes from tihe designated
"6perational" dye re-ference position.)

-245
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.14.2.4.5 Access to Foot Controls -[Use original material, but Adds a requirement that foot control
add the following] adjustments be made without postural

shift or distraction of visual
When adjustable foot controls are provided, they shall be attention.

located so that the pilot can operate the control without modi.fy-
ing his or her normal body position (i.e., without leaning forward
or to the side, thus removing his or her eyes from the designated
"operational" eye reference positiont.)
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.14.4.2.6 Exit Signs and Marki - All emergency exits shall NEW
be clearly marked with signs reading EMERGENCY EXIT. Such signs
shall be located so that there will be no confusion as to the
location of the exit and/or so that the sign could be inadver-
tently obscured by persons or articles stowed or sitting near
the exit. Such signs shall be visibie both day and night.
Lettering on such signs shall be fluorescent RED with contrasting
background of at least 80 percent or more. When practicable,
a red line or tape should be used to outline the actual exit
ope'ning.
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ORIGINAL REQUIREMENT MFI COMMENTS

5.14.4.3 Ejection Systems - Where ejection systems are specified, thefollowing criteria, and those contained in MIL-S-9479 for USAF, or MIL-
S-18471 for USN, shall apply.

5.14.4.3.1 Clearance - The vehicle shall be designed to provide adequ-teclearance for egress of either the ejection seat and occupant or the
escape capsule as applicable.

5.14.4.3.2 Safety Harnesses - Personnel safety harnesses shall be easily Needs more specificity.adjusted and removed and shall be desigr.ed to pr-clude interference with
safe ejection.

5.14.4.3.3 Ejection Controls - Ejection controls shall be readily acces-
sible and activation shall be possible with either hand.

5.14.4.3.4 Control Protection - Provision shall be made to guard against Not strong enough!
accidental activation of ejection controls.
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MF I RECOMMENDED MOD I F ICATI ON RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.14.4.3.2 Safetyjlarnesses - Personnel safety harnesses shall Adds requirements for quick
be easily adjiusted and removed, and shall be designed to preclude release of safety harness and
interference with saffe ejection. A single-action response shall for prevention of accidental
release all belt elements necessary for the occupant to quickly release.
remove the safety harness. The belt release control shall be
accessible to either hand. The release device shall be designed
so that inadvertent ccntact will not release the belt accidentally.
The force to release the buckle shall be compatible with limita-
tions that any high G-Force maneuver may place or the occupant's
ability to reach for and/or manipulate the release device.

A
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MFI RECOMMENDED MODIFICATION RATIONALE/REFERENCES

5.14.4.3.3 Ejection Controls - Ejection controls shall be Adds important requirement that
accessible and activationshall be possible with either hand release must be possible under
under the highest G-force conditions expected. highest G-force.

5.14.4.3.4 Control Protection - Ejection controls shall-be de- Strengthens the requirement to
signed and/or located so that accidental activation is precluded. prevent accidental ejection.

_Ejection control handles shall be appropriately marked with alter-
nate yellow and black striping to denote CAUTION.
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